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Since the first edition of this book was published,

His Eminence, Moustapha el Maraghi, Supreme
Head of Islam {Chapter 9) died, and Sheikh Moussa
el Hawi, the snake charmer of Luxor {Chapter 16)

was killed by a cobra after exercising his art tot more
than twenty years. I had a further encounter with
Ra-Mak-Hotep in Egypt shortly after the World
War ended.—^P.B.
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A SEARCH IN SECRET EGYPT

CHAPTER I

A NIGHT WITH THE SPHINX

T
he last hungry tourist had gone; the last black-

robed guide had repeated, for the thousandth time,

his smattering of superficial lore for the benefit of

alien visitors to his ancient land; and a group of

tired donkeys and weary, snarling camels had hastened home-
wards with their last riders for the day.

The fall of dusk upon the Egyptian scene is an unforgettable

event, an event of unearthly beauty. Everything is trans-

formed in colour and the most vivid contrasts come into being

between sky and earth.

I sat alone on the yielding yellow sand before the stately,

regal figure of the crouching Sphinx, a little to one side, watching

with fascinated eyes the wonderful play of ethereal colours

which swifdy appear and as swiftiy pass when the dying sun

no longer covers Egypt with golden glory. For who can receive

the sacred message which is given him by the beautiful,

mysterious afterglow of an African sunset, without being taken

into a temporary paradise? So long as men are not entirely

coarse and spiritu^y dead, so long will they continue to love

the Father of Life, the sun, which makes these things possible

by its unique sorceries. They were not fools, those ancients,

who revered Ra, the great light, and took it into their hearts

as a god.

First it had rested low in the sky, magnificently flaming pH

heaven a glistening red, a red like that of glowing embers.

Then the colouring toned down and a soft rosy coral flush

spread across the horizon. Softer yet it became until, like a

rainbow, a half-dozen different hues, from rose-pink fo gieen

and gold, made a fitful bid for Hfe. Finally it moved to a

n
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greyish opalescence as twilight crept quickly over the scene.

The breath-taking tints disappeared together with the great

rodnd dying light.

And against the opal background I saw the Sphinx begin to

take on the colour of night; no longer did the last red rays

shine vividly across its featureless face.

Out of the omnipresent sands it emerged, this giant face

with recumbent body that inspires superstitious Bedouins with
such fear that they name it “The Father of Terror,” and sceptical

travellers with such wonder that in every age its colossal figure
has raised questions upon the lips or those who

_
gapingly

behold it for the first time. The mystery of this unnatural
combination, this lion with a human head, has vaguely attracted
an age-old procession of visitors. It is an enigma for the
Egyptians themselves and a puzzle for the entire world. No
one knows who carved it or when; the most expert Egyptolo-
gists can but guess blindly at its meaning and history.

In the final glimpse which the vanishing light permitted me
to receive, my own eyes came to rest on the stone eyes of the
Sphinx, which, stiU and quiet, had watched myriads come, one
by one, to look at it questioningly, and then depart perplexed

:

which, unmoved, had seen the dark men of a now-lost world,
the_ Atlanteans, engulfed under millions of tons of water:
which, half-sniiling, had witnessed Mena, the first of the
Pharaohs, turn yonder Nile, Egypt’s beloved river, from its

course and force it to flow through a new bed: which, silently
regretful, had seen the grave saturnine face of Moses bowed in
a last farewell: which, mutely, sorrow-stricken, had viewed
the sufferings of its ruined and ravaged land after fierce Cambyses
burst over Egypt from Persia: which, charmed yet contemp-
tuous, had seen the haughty, silken-tressed Cleopatra land from
a yessd with gilded stern, purple sails and silver oars : which,
ddighted, had welcomed the young wandering Jesus as he
sought the Eastern wisdom, preparing for the appointed hour
of Ms public mission, when his Father would send him forth
wim a divine message of love and pity: which, secretly pleased,hM blessed a brave, generous and learned young noble, one
Saladin, so that he rode away, his crescent-inscribed, green-
^nnpned ^ce in the air, to become one <ky the Sultan of
Egypt: ^ch, wamingly, had greeted Napoleon as an instru-
ment of Europe’s fate, that fete which would set his name.somgh as to eclipse all other nsunes and then force him to stsmd
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with gloomy brow upon the smooth planks of the Bellerophon:

which, slightly melancholy, had seen the attention of the whole
world fixed upon its country when the tomb of one of its

proud Pharaohs was opened, his mummified carcase and regal

ornaments becoming the prey of modern curiosity.

Those stone eyes of the Sphinx had seen -all this and mofe,

and now, disdainful of men who fret themselves over trivid

and transient activities, indifferent to the endless cavalcade of

human joy and suffering which passes across the Egyptian valley,

knowing that the great events of time are destined and
inescapable, they gaze out of their large sockets into eternity.

Yes, one felt powerfully that, themselves changeless, they look

across the shifts of time into the beginnings of the world, into

the darkness of the unknown.
And then the Sphinx turned soot black and the sky lost

its silver-grey opalescence, the while darkness, complete, all-

absorbing, conquered the desert.

But the Sphinx still held me, still gripped my attention as

with powerful magnetism. For now, I felt, with the approach

of night it was coming into its own. The background of

darkness was its appropriate setting, and in the mystic quality of

an African night it would breathe a fitting atmosphere. Ra and

Horus, Isis and Osiris, and all the vanished gods of Egypt come
creeping back at night, too. So I determined to wait until

moon and star should combine to reveal the true Sphinx once

more, I sat alone, and yet, despite the profound desolation of

the desert, I did not, nay, I could not, feel lonely.

5

The nights of Egypt are strangely different from the nights

of Europe. Here they are soft-footed, mysteriously palpitant

with a host of vmseen lives, shaded to an indigo blue whose
effect upon sensitive minds is magical; there they are somewhat
hard, brutally matter-of-fact, and definitely black.

I perceived this for the hundredth time, when the first evening

stars joyously reappeared, twinkling as dose and bright as they

can never be in Europe; when a seductive slip of a moon
revealed her presence; and when the sky became a canopy of

blue velvet.

And now I began to see the Sphinx that tourists seldom see:

first the bold dark outline, cut from the living rock, as hig^ as
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a four-storeyed London house, lying quietly in its desert hollow;

then, as ray after ray began to light up its detail, the silvered

face and outstretched paws of the old familiar figure. Now it

became for me the striking symbol of that Egypt whose
mysterious origin mounts to immemorial antiquity. Couched

' like a lonely watch-dog, keeping eternal vigil over prehistoric

secrets, brooding over Atlantean worlds whose very names are

lost to the frail memoiy of mankind, this colossal stone creature

will outlive every civilization which the race has spawned up
to-day and stiU maintain its inner life intact. That grave and
grandiose face betrays nothing, those silent stone lips are

pledged to everlasting silence, and ifthere is any hidden message
which the Sphinx holds for man and that it has passed down
through the centuries to the privileged penetrative few, then it

will be whispered only as the Masonic “Master’s Word” is

whispered in the candidate’s ear “at low breath.” Wbat wonder
that Roman Phny wrote of the Sphinx that it was “a wondrous
object of art upon which silence has been observed, as it is

loolmd upon a.s a divinity by the people of the neighbourhood.”
Night provides a perfect frame for the Sphinx. Behind and

on either side of it there stretched the so-called “City of the
Dead,” a region which literally teems with tombs. All around
the rocky plateau which juts out of the sand south, west and
north of the Sphinx, tomb after tomb has been hollowed out
to take the sarcophagi of royal flesh, mummified aristocrats and
priestly dignitaries.

For six years the Egyptians themselves, following the lead of
Western pioneers, have been making a systematic and thorough
effort to unearih the entire central portion of this vast necropolis.
They have shifted thousands of tons of the great sand-drift
which formerly covered the site, revealing narrow passages, cut
like trenches in the rock, which cross and criss-cross from one
ton^ to another, and paved paths connecting . the pyramids
wife temples. I have traversed this ground from end to
en4 visifiag fee burial chambers, private shrines, priests’ roomsMd HMsttuary chapels which hon^comb it. Truly is it worfey

.

OTite natM, “Oty of the Dead,” for, separated by several yardsm s|^ce and nearly feree thousand years in time, two great
fcpr^gE®pj^ lie superimposed on each ofeer within its

^%yptians dug deep when feey wanted to
dead, taie cMmber bea^ no less oi^

^^tse^tobeiow-feesuAGe'cffeefamouscasiseway. TM#
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entered Fourth Dynasty burial rooms wherein the five-thousand-

year-old stone effigies, perfect representations of the deceased,

were still standing, their features clear and recognizable, though
their reputed services to the spirits were more questionable.

Yet, scarcely a tomb can be entered without finding its heavy
sarcophagus hd moved to one side and everything of value

gone, every bit of jewelled treasure vanished, just as the

excavators found it. Only the canopic jars, containing the

internal organs ofthe mummified bodies, and the stone statuettes

had been left behind. Even ancient Egypt had its tomb-
riflers and when the common people rose against declining and
degenerating ruling castes, they turned for loot and revenge
upon this vast cemetery, where high dignitaries had been given

the honour of reposing near the mummies of the kings whom
they had served during life.

The few whose mummies eluded the early robbers of thek
own race, slept in peace for awhile until Greek, Roman and
Arab in turn awakened them. Those who passed safely through
these ordeals were given a long rest again until the early part

of last century, when the modern archaeologists began to sieve

the under-soil of Egypt and search for what the robbers had
missed. Let us pity these embalmed Pharaohs and poor princes,

for their tombs are desecrated and thek treasures pillaged. And
even where their mummies were not hacked to pieces by thieves

in quest of jewels, they are doomed to have no kindlier resting-

places than museums, there to be stared at and commented on
by the crowd.

In such a dismal region, once packed with long-buried

corpses, stands the lonely Sphinx. It has watched yonder
vaults in the “City of the Dead"^ plundered by rebel Egyptian

and rifled by invading Arab. ’'Jmo can wonder that WaUis
Budge, the famed Keeper of the Egyptian Collection in the

Batish Museum, came at last to the conclusions that “the

Sphinx was made to keep away evil spirits from the, tombs
which were round about”? Who can wonder that King
Thothmes IV caused to be inscribed on the fourteen feet high
stone slab which he raised against the Sphinx’s breast, three

thousand four hundred years ago, words like the follo\wng:

ma^al mystery has rei^d in these parts from the beaming of
time, since the form of the Sphinx is an embkm of Khepera

inmmtaU^, the potest among the spirits, the veneram being

rests there. The inbeMtaehs of Memphis and of all
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their hands to him topray before his cosmtename." Who can wondet
that the Bedouins who Hve in the nearby village of Giaeh have
plentiful traditions of spirits and ghosts flitting at night across

the area around the Sphinx, which they regard as the most
haunted sjpot on earth? For an ancient burial ground of this

kind is like no modern one on earth, and in embalming the

bodies of their best men, the Egyptians deliberately protected
the contact of these spirits with our world for an abnormal
number of years.

Yes, night is the most appropriate time in which to view
the Sphinx, for then, even to the dullest of us, the spirit world
seems closer, our minds become more sensitive to previously

unfelt sensations, while in the regnant darkness even the hard
shapes of the environing material world assume ghostly outlines.

The night sky was now purple-indigo, a mystic colour that

suited my enterprise well.

The stars had increased in number till they domed the
darkened world by the score. The moon, too, made its

strengthened contribution to light up the silent spectral scene
around me.
The long recumbent lion’s body stretched itself out more

visibly still upon the oblong platform of rock. The enigmatic
head held itself up a little mote clearly. Beyond and behind
me, the smah plateau vaguely joined the desert, which spr«ui
away until it disappeared, swallowed up by the surrounding
etaximess*

I gazed at the graceful lappets of the wide-flowing, wig-likfe
headdress, whose outlines were now faintly discertuble. Tim
roy^ h^ddress gives the Sphinx majestic grandeur and complefii,
^^wetion; qualities which are capped by the kingly

nnqn forehead and rears its upraised hood, by
m soverdgnty and power over worlds tempca«|

^ this «nblem of both cUvine and humilifc
I of the ^hinx often app«u» in hie»o^

*h« £ord of the liuad, the migitoil
Socm even ctecilares that the 8taili|

:^tted Armais. Matfette,i
~

of the Egyptian Musema
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And the fact even stands that the Sphinx is not carved out
wholly of rock. The sculptors found the size of the living rock
insufficient to carry out the design which had been given them,
and so they were forced to build up part of the rounded back
and the fifty-feet-long forepaws with specially baked bricks and
hewn stones in order to complete their tremendous task. This
added casing has yielded in parts to the attacks ofmen and years,

so that a few bricks have oecome dislodged and some stones
have disappeared.

Then came Colonel Howard Vyse, a hundred years ago,
homeward-bound from army service in India. At Suez he had
to leave his ship and take to the post-coach, which was
maintained by the old East India Company to bring its officers

to Cairo and then to the Mediterranean for further embarkation.
He dallied awhile in Cairo, attracted by the pyramids and Sphinx,
to which he made several visits. Hearing of the old legends and
determined to test them, he procured long iron boring-rods,
mounted with chisels at the ends, and had the Sphinx’s shoulder
pierced through to ascertain whether or not it was hollow, but
with disappointing result. He penetrated twenty-seven feet
into solid rock, and the holes left by his efforts still scar it.

But, unfortunately, in Vyse’s time nothing but the face and head
were visible, the body being entombed under an enormous
mass of sand. So his work left three-quarters of the statue
untouched, while never even approaching its base.

The night crept surreptitiously on, quiet and silent as a
panther, save for the ghastly, semi-human whinings of some
desert jackals which marked the passage of the hours. We
sat there, the Sphinx and I, under the clear African starlight,
strengthening the invisible tie which had brought us togAr,
tor^g acquaintmce into friendship, and perhaps gaining some
fresh understanding of each other.

”

When I first canie to him, several years ago, he had looked
away in calm disdain. To this giant I was men but one morep^my moi&l, one more hulking creature pemgrinatmg on two
tegs and pir^unded of vain s^-sufficiency, &le desires and
footeh thwght^ To me he had Seemed to be a gloomy

j
1-*^ Truth which man would never find, a Hgaptic

idol dedicated to the Unknown before whom ^
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unanswered, to the pale sands, and aU questions fell, unheard,

into the void. I had turned away, more qrnical and more
sceptical than before, world-weary and embittered.

But the years did not pass in vain. Life is another name for

spiritual education and the Unseen Schoolmaster had taught

me one or two things that mattered.

I learnt that our whirling globe does not whirl through space

for nothing.

I returned to the Sphinx in a brighter mood. As we
companioned each other in the darkness, he crouching in his

hollow on the edge of the Libyan Desert and I squatting with

crossed legs upon the sand, I speculated anew on the mysterious

significance of this Colossus.

The entire world knows the photograph of the Sphinx and

can recognize its mutilated visage. What the world does not

know is why and when it was excavated out of the solid

calcareous stone which emerges ftom the sand, nor whose hands

transformed this solitary rock into a statue of such gigantic

proportions.

Archseology is silent, hanging its head in secret shame, for

it has had to withdraw those guesses dressed up as theories

which, even up to a few years ago, it put forward so confidently.

It does no longer utter a definite name, nor venture to offer a

precise date. It may no longer assign the Sphinx either to King
Khafra or King Khufu, for it now realizes that the discovered

inscriptions merely indicate the statue’s existence during their

reigns.

Beyond the Eighteenth Dynasty there is, in the discovered

papyri, practically no reference to the existence of the Sphinx,

and beyond the Fourth Dynasty .no lettered stone records it.

Excavators, seeking for ancient spoil, have found an inscription

which speaks of the Sphinx as a monument whose origiti is lost

in time and as one which had been rediscovered by chance,

after having been buried under the desert sands and completely

forgotten. This inscription belongs to the period of the Fourth

Dynasty, a line of Pharaohs who lived and reigned in Egypt

nearly sk thousand years ago. Ytt to those ancient kings the

Sphinx was already mutterMj aged.
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5

Sleep comes with the night, but I had resolutely thrust it

aside from hour to hour. Nevertheless, at tliis point in my
nocturnal pondering my eye-lids began to droop in involuntary
revolt and my mind became a little drowsy. I’wo forces were
now contesting for supremacy within me. The first was an
ardent desire to spend a night’s vigil and watch the world with
the Sphinx; the second was a growing inclination to yield
flesh and thought unto the soothing soporific caress of the
environing darkness. Finally I made peace between them and
signed a treaty whereby I kept my eyes scarcely open, narrow
unseeing slits they were, and my mind scarcely awake, and I
let my thoughts shp away into a reverie of colours passing in
procession.

And I rested a while in the serene languor which comes
when thought is suspended. How long I remained thus I do
not know, but a moment arrived when the colours disappeared
from my vision and a great open landscape took their place. It
was weirdly lit up with a silvery light, as a landscape might be
lit up under a full moon.
And all around me there moved throngs of dark figures,

hastening to and fro, some carding loads in baskets set upon
their heads and others climbing up and down frail poled
scaffoldings fixed against a huge rock. Overseers there were
among them, issuing orders to the labourers or carefully
watching the efforts of men who worked with hammer and
chisel upon the rock, the while they chipped into pre-designed^ with the sounds of their repeated blows.
The faces of aU these men were long and hard, the skins

tmted reddish brown, or greyish yellow, and the upper lips,
also, were noticeably long.

^

And when their work was done, lo! the outcropping rocky
escarpment md turned into a gigantic human head set upon a
huge lion body, the whole figure resting in a great artificial
hoflow cut out of the plateau. A broad and deep magnificent
stairway led do^ to the hollow. And upon Se top of the
fi^re s cmious headdress, whose wide folds stood out behind
the ears, there was set a disk of solid gold.

The Sphinx I

And the people disappeared and the landscape became as
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quiet as a deserted grave. Then I noticed a vast sea which
stretched its waters over the whole country on my left, its

shore-line being less than a league away. There was an ominous
quality in the silence which I could not understand until a deep

rumbling sound came from the very heart of the ocean, the

earth shook and trembled underneath me, and with a deafening

roar an immense wall of water rose into the air and dashed

headlong towards us, towards the Sphinx and me, and over-

whelmed us both.

The Delude!

There was a pause, whether of one minute or of one thousand

years I know not; and once again I sat at the feet of the great

statue. I looked around and saw a sea no longer. Instead a

vast expanse of half-dried marsh, with here and there large

patches of white salty grains drying in the sun, could alone be

seen. And the sun shone fiercely over the land until the

patches increased in size and number. And still the sun threw

its merciless fire upon everything, hunting the last drop of

moisture from the marsh and turning all into soft dry land,

which was burnt to the colour of pale yellow.

The Desert!

Still the Sphinx gazed out at the landscape; its thick, strong,

unmutilated lips shaped as though they were about to break

into a smile, itself apparently content with its solitary existence.

How perfectly this lonely figure fitted in with its lonely sur-

roundings! In this calm Colossus the very spirit of solitude

seemed to have found a worthy incarnation.

And so it waited until one day a small fleet of drifting boats

stopped at the riverside and disembarked a group of men who
came slowly forward and then prostrated themselves with glad

prayers before it.

From that day the spell of silence was broken and hence-

forward habitations were built on the lowland not far off, and

kings came with their priests to pay court to one who was

himself the courtless king of the desert.

And with their coming my vision went out, as the flame goes

out of a wick when there is no more fuel.



CHAPTER n

THE DESERT GUARDIAN

T
he stars were still thick overhead, the crescent moon
was still smiling gallantly upon us both, the Sphinx

still rose transfigured and majestic in the silvery

beams, when I turned my head away to the left,

where, in my vision, I had watched the sea rise like a furious

monster and devour the dry world.

A bat, mistaking my still body, perhaps, for part of the

landscape, flapped its wings against my head and flew off,

sending a slight shiver ofrepulsion down my spine. Apparently
it had come up out of some opened subterranean mummy-tomb.
And I thought of the great ocean of sand which rolls across

the three million square miles of the Sahara Desert every now
and then, never breaking its flow until it reaches the long
ridge of bare limestone hills which rise like rose-painted walls
from the ground, hills which protect Egypt and guard the
valley of the Nile for such a long distance. Nature, as of set
purpose, seems to have thrust up the Libyan Hills to save
Egypt from being overran by the very desert which she has
also made.

The danger is very real. About the period of early spring,
each year, cyclonic winds of terrific force, the dreaded Khamseen,
dedare war against the northern portion of Africa and whistle
furiously across the continent all the way from the Atlantic
sho^i As they move forward, like an invading army thirsting
for loot and victory, the s^d and dust move with them. The
determined aowds of whirling sand grains spread themselves
everywhere, covering the land with a golden shroud Where

resistance is made to their enaoachment, they bring desola-^n with the y^s, the sepulchral desolation of the grave, for
they entomb huts, hmes, monuments, temples and even whole
aties. Thus the yellow sand holds imperious sway and rulesm land with resistless sc^. Such is the force of these
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Khamseens that the sky may be obscured completely and the

sun disappear from view. The swirling clouds of sand, often

as impossible to see through as a real London fog, are driven

rapidly forward and part of them is then deposited against and
upon any objects which stand in their course; they gradually

accumulate around and over those objects. I had seen villagers

who live near the oases on the edge of the Libyan Desert forced

to abandon their huts and to rebuild them on higher ground,

such was the all-conquering drift of sand against the walls.

I had seen a lofty old temple in Upper Egypt, which the

excavators dug out lately, against which sand had piled up to

the very roofs.

CARVINGS ON THOTHMES IV STELE, WHICH STANDS IN FRONT OF
THE SPHINX

I looked back at the Sphinx, at the pathetic, half-sad expression

around its seven-feet-wide mouth that was just faintly discernible

in the starlight and which had replaced for ever the half-smiling

look I had seen on the figure ofmy vision, the primeval Atlantean

Sphinx. The desert winds, so dreadful in their force, had
battered its face, which irreverent men likewise had disfigured.

Surely the flying sands had hurled themselves upon it from
time to time, sometimes silently, sometimes howling with

storm-fory, and had all but buried it? They had. I remembered
the mysterious dream which the Pharaoh Thothmes IV has

recorded in fascinating hieroglyphic characters upon the red

granite stele which lies between its paws. I remembered, too,

word for word, the pathetic plaint in that dream of the forlorn
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forgotten Sphinx, which was buried up to its neck in the

pitiless sands.

^‘‘The sand of the desert approaches tnef cried its Spirit, “and I
am sunken deep in it. Hasten ! Cause to be done that which shall clear

the sand away, then 1 shall know that thou art my son andmy helper

And after he awoke, Thothmes said to himself:

“The inhabitants of town and temple come to honour tliis

god, but no one of them ever thinks of freeing his image from
me sand.”

The relief drawings at the top of the stone stele show the
king offering incense to the Sphinx and then follows the full

story of history’s most amazing dream and of its amazing
consequences. The young Thothmes was still a prince when
he was hunting with friends in the desert fringe near Gizch.
“He was amusing himself upon the south roads,” run the

hieroglyphics, “shooting at a target of copper, hunting lions
and wild animals of the desert, and racing in his chariot, his
horses swifter than the wind.”
He (ftopped from his horse at midday, wearied and exhausted

with his sport. After dining, he sought repose and sent his
attendants away to rest. At the altar he offered a prayer to the
gods and then went off to rest himself,
“The heaviness of sleep seized upon the prince in the hour

when Ra is crowned. Pie found the majesty of this revered
god speaking in his own voice, even as a father speaks to his
son, saying:
“

"Truly, I see thee, I behold thee, my son. Thothmes, / am thy
father, Heru-Khut, who will give thee this kingdom. Thou shait
lip up its red crown and the land shall be thine "throughout its whole
extent. The diadem of the god shall shine upon thee, foodfrom Jtigypt
and costly presents from strange lands shall be given theeP ”
The dream came to an end with the urgent request to dig the

Sphinx out of its sandy tomb, if the young prmce wished to
have the promised crown bestowed upon him.

. Thothmes dutifully obeyed the command received in his
dream and set many men to the task of clearing the sand which
filled the deep court and mufSed the Breast of the Sphinx.

c
Rising Sun,” Spirit or god of the Spiox,

rannftmy fept his pronuse in turn. Over the very heads of hism^r brotters prince received the Pharaonic crown as
j^thmes ly

:
smd led armies -emt of Egypt which won victories

wherever they wefife His stretched fccmi ifisx-off
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Mesopotamia in the east to the Second Nile Cataract of Nubia
in the south; he overcame the Bedoiiins of Lybia in the west,

while bearded Ethiopians brought him the promised costly

presents. Under him Egypt became immensely rich, both
toiling peasants and idling princes were prosperous

;
its

civilization and culture flourished as never before. The
predicted glories came magnificently true.

All this is not hearsay but history, not legend but living fact,

for the Egyptians kept more carefol records than any other

nation of antiquity, while many of those records, being deeply

inscribed on hard stone, will outiive those on paper and
parchment.

5
Nor was this the only time when a man has been moved to

free the Sphinx.
Seven times have the ever-active sands buried the Sphinx;

seven times has it been freed.

This, in historic times only, for the men of pre-history

possessed a reverent regard for this image which caused them
to protect its body with devoted care.

It was first excavated more than five thousand years ago by
Khafra, a Fourth Dynasty Pharaoh who turned the Second
Pyramid into a tomb to hold his granite sarcophagus. Less

than two thousand years afterwards came the second effort to

rescue the Sphinx from the sands, that of Thothmes IV, whose
famous dream induced him to undertake the task. He even
tried to protect it against future invasions by building a crude
unburnt brick wall around it to act as .a barrier.

To-day you may observe these bricks, some of which are

still stamped with the King’s prenomen. But once again the

sand crept in and took possession of the stone giant, and this

time it was an alien king, the philosophic Roman ruler Marcus
Aurelius, who, finding the Sphinx buried up to the neck,

extricated it once more. The slabbed masonry of the paws
and underneath the chest, not being cut from rock as was the

main body and head, had fallen into a ruinous state, aiyi the

king thoughtfully repaired that too, while parts where he restored
the brick-girdled walls still stand out by theit black colouring

against a grey background.
Under the Arabs, naturally, the Sphinx was completely

neglected again, until only the weary greyish-white fiice showed
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above the golden sands. Not tdl the beginning of last centuty

did someone take pity upon it, when Captain Caviglia, an

enthusiastic Italian archeologist and student of supernatural

mysteries, attempted to excavate the upper part of its body,

but such was the rapid invasion of sand that he had great

difficulty in keeping the parts which he had already cleared

from being reburied. In 1 869 August Mariette, founder of the

Egyptian Museum, in honour of the opening of the Suez

Canal, made a partial effort, the fifth of its kind, to remove the

ever-growing pile of sand, but he did not stay long at his task.

Thirty-three years later Maspero, his successor at the Museum,

raised a large fund in France by public subscription for the

same purpose. Thus equipped, he was able yet again to bring

the major proportion of the Sphinx to the light.

Maspero hoped to find at its base some opening that might

lead into an interior chamber. He could not bring himself to

believe that this unique statue did not possess some undiscovered

architectural secrets. But not a single opening or entrance was

found. He then began to question whether or not the Sphinx

rested on a terrace, below which might lie the secret chamber that

he sought. The magnitude of the task of excavating the base

was, however, too great for his limited funds, and American
millionaires having then scarcely begun to interest themselves

in Egyptology, he was forced to leave the work to posterity.

The seventh and latest effort was made a few years ago, when
the Egyptian Government decided on a final clearance of the

sand and brought into view hitherto unseen parts of the base

lying in the oblong basin. The diggers completely exhumed
the lower part of the great stone block, which had so long been
buried, and revealed in detail the vast platform of rock, paved
with long slabs of stone, ui^n which it stands. The entire

enclosure surrounding it and much of the forecourt was also

deared. The forty-feet-wide flight of steps which led down to
this platform was brought to light. At kst, the Sphinx could
be seen in its larue dignity. A steep, solid, concrete girdle wall
was then built around parts of the endosure, to &end the
Sphinx and keep the sandy enemy at bay. Never again, let us
hope, will the swift-^oWing pile of yellow grains collect by
<kgrees a^tinst the fbnks of the Sphinx, to render vain thja

prdsewortby woflifof excavation.

And ye^ one nmist not be too hai»h in <x»ndemni^ the
ds^y... If the sands bury fhe sm^es and of l^ypt,
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they also petform the protective ojfSce of preserving them,

embalming them and saving them from perishing. There is

perhaps no better preservative for the stone monuments made
by man than the warm, dry African sand.

5
One by one, gently and perhaps reluctantly, the innumerable

stars were vanishing, and I knew that my long vigil was soon
to reach its end. I had set its term at the hour when one could

no longer glimpse the mysterious march of constellations around
the indigo sky, and when dawn would quiver over the country

with a rosy light.

The ak was chilly, too, and my throat dry and parched.

Once more I regarded steadily this grave stone guardian of

ancient secrets, whose figure in the faint starlight was so

emblematic of the Silent Watcher of our world. Had I turned

a leaf in Egypt’s pre-history which had rarely been turned

before? Who dares to measure the age of the Sphinx? Once
its Atlantean origin was accepted, who could affix a date to it?

And I saw no reason why such an origin, pictured so briefly

in my vision under the stars, should not be accepted. Atiantis

was no longer a fiction of Greek philosophers, Egyptian priests

and American Indian tribes : individual scientists had collected

a hundred proofs of its existence, and more. I saw, too, that

when the Sphinx was first carved out ofthe rock, the surrounding

lowlands could not have been covered with sand; for then

the rocky escarpment itself, which stands at the foot of a hill

whose summit is topped by the Pyramids, would also have

been under the sand—a position full of obstacles which would
render the work hardly possible. No, it was much more likely

that the statue had been cut ere the sands had made their

appearance, and when the Sahara was a gigantic sea, beyond

which lay the great and tragic island of Adantis.

The men who had inhabited prehistoric Egypt, who had

carved the Sphinx and founded the world’s oldest civilization,

were men who had made their exodus from Atlantis to settle

on this strip of land that bordered the Nile.^ And they had left

^ “All the facts lead to the conclusion that the Egyptians had already

made very great progress in the arts of civilization before the age of Meaes
(first of the Pharaohs), and perhaps before they immigrated into the

of the Nile,” was the considered opinion of Sir J. G. Wilkinson, one of^
best Egyptologists ever produced by English learning.
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before their ill-fated continent sank to the bottom of the

Atlantic Ocean, a catastrophe winch had drained the Sahara

and turned it into a desert. The shells which to-day litter the

surface of the Sahara in places, as well as the fossil fish which
are found among its sands, prove that it was once covered by
the waters of a vast ocean.

It was a tremendous and astonishing thought that the Sphinx
provided a solid, visible and enduring link between the people
of to-day and the people ofa lost world, the unknown Atlanteans.

This great symbol has lost its meaning for the modern
world, for whom it is now but an object of local curiosity.

What did it mean to the Atlanteans ?

We must look for some hint of an answer in the few remnants
of culture still, surviving from peoples whose own histories

claimed Adantean origin. We must probe behind the degenerate
rituals of races like the Incas and the Mayas, mounting to the
purer worsliip of their distant ancestors, and we shall find that

the loftiest object of their worship was Light, represented by the
Sun. Hence they built pyramidal Temples of the Sun through-
out ancient America. Such temples were cither variants or
slighdy distorted copies of similar temples which had existed in
Adantis.

.Mter Plato went to Egypt and setded for a while in the
ancient School of Pleliopolis, where he lived and studied
during thirteen years, the priest-teachers, usually very guarded
with foreigners, favoured the earnest young Greek enquirer
with information drawn from their weU-preserved secret
records. Among other things they told him that a great flat-

topped pyramid had stood in the centre of the island of Adantis,
and that on this top there had been built the chief temple of
the continent—a sun temple.
The emigrants who sailed to Egypt took this religion with

them and constructed similar temples; in the giant sloping
pylons and in the pyramidal tombs of Egypt we may read
to-day the characters of this Adantean legacy. And ever the
Sun found a first place among Egyptian gods.
One thing more these emigrants carried across the seas and

that was the taste for gigantic statuaiy, the prelection for
stone gi^ts. Just as in the ruined, Adanttan-descended
ternples ofMesot^of Peru, and of Yucatan, massive as they ate,
b^t of stone blocks of imnjense size and witih finely fitting
joints, one can see the sister stvie m H I II. n il

—
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so in the colossal figures which were to be found withiu the

courts of, and along the approaches to those temples one
recognizes the same family strain.

The stone figures of men, which were found by Captain

Cook on Easter Island, that lone, desolate, mountain-top

remnant of a sunken continent, measured only twenty-seven

feet in height, less than one-third of the Sphinx’s height; yet

they, too, possess an ancestry linked with that of Egypt.

The purpose of the Sphinx had now become a htde plainer.

The Egyptian Atlanteans had built it as their grandest statue,

their subhmest figure of remembrance, and they had dedicated

it to their Light-god, the Sun. And somewhere, too, they had
built its temple, equally therefore their grandest, their subhmest

temple.

The Sphinx was the revered emblem in stone of a race which
looked upon Light as the nearest thing to God in this dense

material world. Light is the subtlest, most intangible of things

which man can register by means of one of his five senses. It

is the most ethereal kind of matter which he knows. It is the

most ethereal element science can handle, and even the various

kinds of invisible rays are but variants of fight which vibrate

beyond the power of out retinas to grasp. So in the Book of

Genesis the first created element was Light, without which

nothing else could be created. “The Spirit of God moved
upon the face of the Deep,” wrote Egyptian-trained Moses.

“And God said. Let there be Light: and there was Light.”

Not only that, it is also a perfect symbol of that heaverdy fight

which dawns within the deep places of man’s soul when he

yields heart and mind to God; it is a magnificent memorial to

that divine illumination which awaits him secretly even amid

the blackest despairs. Man, in turning instinctively to the

face and presence of the sun, turns to the body of his Creator.

And from the sun, fight is born: from the sun it comes

streaming into our world. Without the sun we should remain

perpetually in horrible darkness; aops would not grow:

mankind would starve, die, and disappear from the face of this

planet.

If this reverence for Light and for its agent, the sun, was

the central tenet of Atlantean religion, so also was it the central

tenet of early Egyptian religion. Ra, the sun-god, was first,

the father and creator of all the other gods, the Maker of all

things, the one, the self-bom.
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“Homage to thee, thou art the lord of heaven,” sings the

beautiful old Hymn To Ra When He Riseth In The Eastern Sky,

“Thou stridest across the sky with heart expanded with joy.

Thy rays are upon all faces. Hail my lord, thou that passest

through eternity and whose being is everlasting.”

If the Sphinx were connected with this religion of Light, it

would surely have some relationship with the sun. It had!

For after I turned round to face the dawn-light which now
appeared out of the darkness, clearly streaked against the flat

horizon, I remembered the golden disk of my vision and saw
this relationship as in a flash. To test the matter I bent down
and scrutinized something on my left arm, a radium-lit wrist

compass, safe guide and good friend.

And I found that the Sphinx had been set with its face exactly

towards the east, its sightless eyes gazing exactly at the spot
where the sun was beginning its diurnal reappearance upon the

horizon!

The Sphinx was set eastwards to symbolize Life reborn, as

the royal tombs of Egypt were set on the west bank of the Nile
to symbolize Life passed, through analogy with the setting sun.

And just as the risen sun ascends into mid-heaven, so man,
after his resurrection, ascends into the spiritual world, and, as

the sun traverses the royal arch of the heavens, and then proceeds
on its unobserved course below the horizon, so man traverses

both worlds.

5
I turned back and resumed my watch. As the night slipped

away, the face of the Sphinx became more and more distinct,

while the massive girdhng wall which surrounded it stood up
clearer and clearer against the sands.
A p^sh light appeared in the sky, running in long lines as

though nmrked with a ctayon by an unseen hand* Upward rose
the (Owning sim, more and more disclosing to one^ view the
famihar.!%yptian landscape and tinting the distant heights to
a pale rose.

Seven miles, away the muezzins pf Cairo would be mounting
the tall minareteof theic mosques, to stand on circular platforxns
and the Prophet*^ followers ficom their 8l<»p, for it was
;«ow me hour ofJ^cst brayer.

Here the Sphihi ^ed too, albeit ^eodf.' ,

And as I gazed at its halF-profik I tlw
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of those men whose desecrating guns had knocked off hah
its nose. What thoughts must have run through the Sphinx’s

brain when these barbarians began to fire! First amazed, then

affronted, finally it must have resumed its ancient philosophical

resignation. The Egyptians blame this mutfiation upon
Napoleon’s soldiers; 3ie French archseologists attribute it to

the Mameluke soldiers of the eighteenth century, dedaring that

the nose was used as a target for their artillery practices. But
Napoleon would never have permitted such desecration of the

oldest statue in the world. The little Corsican was too great

a man, too much a lover of artistic things, too ardent an admirer

of the outstanding works of antiquity, and too thoughtful not

to have perceived and valued the significance of the stone

dreamer of the desert. The Mamdukes would certainly have

had less qualms, feeling as they did the Muhammedan detestation

of idols. One Arab historian even mentions a fanatical sheikh

who, in 1379, tried to break the Sphinx’s nose in his zeal for

Allah. The real truth is, however, that the damage was begun
in a much earlier time than that of either Mameluke or French-

man, and later centuries merely witnessed its completion. For
during that long period which stretched from the fall of the

Pharaohs,^till the nineteenth century, superstitious travdlers did

not hesitate to arm themsdves with hammer and chisel and
procure talismans and mementoes at the Sphinx’s expense.

Part of the mouth was thus chipped away by visitors who came
at a time and under a rule which did not value the monuments
and antiquities of the land as they ate valued to-day, when

- ^*4
what thej^ please and when the

vigilant protection for Egypt’s first

betrayed such barbarous habits. A few,

;1 f/t' as the time of the Greek and Roman
% 'V

'

^iot resist the temptation of cutting their

qf the Sphinx or on the girdle-walls of the

stands, names which the curious may
ipher in our own time. And on the second

so faintly scratched as to be scarcely

unseen by the crowds who come and go
'

, . . ;
fcharming original sonnet addressed to me
py a celebrated namS, none other than (hat

? X lian of Alexander the'Great. The beanti&W

vA'

'

' I® ^ pthited record somewhere.
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“The eternal gods have formed thy, astonishing body,” runs

a rough prose translation of the lines, “in their solicitude for

a region burnt by heat, where thou throwest thy benevolent

shadow. They have placed thee like a rocky isle in the midst

ofa large plateau, whose sands thou dost arrest. This neighbour,

which Sie gods have given to the Pyramids, is not, as at Thebes,

the man-killing Sphinx of CEdipus; he is the sacred follower of

the goddess Latona, the guardian of the benevolent Osiris, the

august chief of the land of Egypt, the king of the dwellers in

the sky like unto the sun, equal to Vulcan.”

Perhaps the greatest loss which the Sphinx has suffered from

the h^inds of its wretched mutilators is the loss of its famed

smile, that gentle, inexplicable and inscrutable smile which

puzzled generation after generation of the ancients. Even
seven hundred years ago the destruction was not yet complete

and Abdul Latif, the Baghdad physician, philosopher and

traveller, could write in his accurate and observant notes, of

the colossal head which he found on his visit an arrow’s shot

from the Pyramids, “This face is very beautiful and the mouth
bears the impression of grace.” Such praise, coming from a

man whose work. On the Human Body, became a classic among
the Arab peoples for centuries, 'is worth quoting. “An
intellectual man asked me what I admired most of all I had

seen in Egypt, which object had most excited my admiration,”

continues Abdul Latif, who began his Egyptian travels shortly

before izoo a.d., and for answer, he is compelled tq point

towards the Sphinx. Alas his praise might not be so easily won
to-day I The nose has been shot away, the plaited square beard

broken oflF, the mouth sadly chipped and even the sides of the

headdress noticeably damaged. The once-benignant mouth
,

now possesses but a half-wry expression, and has become a

half-sad, half-mocking feature. But if the old Sphinx smiles

no longer, it neverth&ss continues to sit, despite its regrettable

scars and injuries, in imperturbable disdain of the aeons.

5
' . Fidy, tto strange creature, embodying the strength of a lion,

the intdlect of a ni^’aad the spiritual serenity of a god, quietly
"teaches the iaesK^®& truth of the necessity of self-control

Iran’s bek^.-'tEay surpass the animal in idm and tame it,

-^ho can' ^bnee-sst the gmat &xm body, %8 and c|pl
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of a cteature of prey are linked to the head and face of a noble
human being, without deducing that elementary lesson ? Who
can read the symbolism of the hooded snake which rises above
the headdress, the urseus-emblem of Pharaonic sovereignty,
without perceiving that the Sphinx’s call is not alone to be a
king over others but to be a king over oneself? It is a mute
preacher in stone, delivering a sMent sermon to all who have
ears to hear.

That the Sphinx represents something or someone divine is

suggested by the hieroglyph inscriptions on the walls of the
Upper Egyptian temples, as at Edfu, where a god is pictured
as changing himself into a lion with a human head in ordelf^to

vanquish Set, the Egyptian Satan. That the Sphinx conce^
some architectural secret and hides some mystery cut in stone
is equally suggested by a curious fact. In every other part of
Egypt small copies of the Sphinx were set up before their

respective temples, as guardians and protectors of the threshold,

or else lions were figured protectively at the gates of the temples.
Even the keys of the temples bore the shape of a lion. But the
Sphinx of Gizeh alone seems to stand without a temple at its

rear. The so-called Temple of the Sphinx, that fortress-like

structure of ruddy squared stone columns and plain massive
walls, does not belong to it at all, as Professor Selim Hassan’s
latest excavations have finally and fully proved. It is now
revealed as being really the temple of the Pyramid of Khafra,
the Second Pyramid, with which it is connected by a paved
sloping causeway, a causeway which had now been completely
unearthed. Moreover, this curiously built sanctuary stands

before and not behind the Sphinx.
The small open temple which Caviglia dug out from the

space against the breast and between the paws but which has
now nearly gone, was built but lately in comparison with the
real date of the statue. It is made up of three fotirteen-feet-high

stelas, which acted as roofless walls, two of which time and
acquisitive hands have taken down and removed. Even the
sacrificial altar which once fronted the entrance to this shrine

and which now fronts the entrance to the paws, is of Roman
work, although made from a piece of red granite taken from the

far older Khafra temple dose by.

Where, then, is the real temple of the Sphinx?
I raised my head a little and looked behind the statue. And

I saw, from the angle where I was sitting, looming up in the

c
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eady mornixig Hght, lifting its trnnmed apex to the sky Je
wodd’s largest building, the world’s insoluble stone riddle,

the world’s first wonder to the Greeks as to us, that enigma of

the ancients which continues to pu22le the modetnSj the fit

friend of the Sphinx.

The Great Pyramid 1
• , ,

Both, built in Atlantean times, stand as distinctive marks of

the mysterious continent, and remain as mute legacies from a

race of people who have departed as mysteriously as their own

^^Both remind the successors of the Adanteans of the glories

of that lost civilization.

5

And then, both sun and Sphinx met again and renewed a

glorious tryst kept daily for uncounted years. The sky went

quickly through all those changes which follow dawn in Egypt;

the horizon turned from pink to heliotrope, from heliotrope

to violet, &om violet to red, before it assumed that cloudless

intense whitish-blue colour which is Egypt’s perpetual canopy.

I know now that the Sphinx, as the desert Watcher, was an

emblem of the Sacred Four, the Silent Watchers of this World,

the Four Gods who carry out the commands of Deity, the

mysterious Guardians of Mankind and its destiny. The men

who cut the Sphinx’s figure knew of these lofty Beings but we,

poor moderns, have forgotten them utterly.

A little tired ofmy long night vigH, I prepared to bid farewell

to this titan’s head raised above the sand. Its self-possession,

its air of masteifil composure, its radiation of spiritual repose,

had somehow reacted upon me, and produced a subtle world-

detached mood for which I could hardly find words. The
Sphims, so old that it had watched the childhood of the world,

plunged in unbroken contemplation, had seen civilizations rise

to glory and then slowly droop like withered flowers, had

,

;watchai shouting invaders pass and repass, come and depart,

^me^ stay. And yet it stood its ground, so utterly calm,

so ut^y removed from aU human emotions. Somctmng
that stony indifference to the mutations of fete seemed to have
cre|>t under my skin during the night’s darkness. The Sphinx
relieves one of all worry about tot future, all burdens of the

heart; and it turns the past into a idnema film, which, one may
watch to delachmcAt-
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Under tlie limpid sapphire sky, I took my last look at the

wide forehead, the deeply sunk eyes, the round plump cheeks,

the massive 'projectmg headdress made to imitate a real one of

folded linen with horizontal bands running across it, one broad

band between two narrower lines. I glanced anew at the rose-

coloured streaks which stiU marked its cheeks, reminiscent of

the Sphinx which the ancients saw, whose form was plastered

over with smoothed limestone and whose surface was then

coloured a dull red.

If the force of a lion and the intelligence of a man mingled

their symbolisms in this crouching body, there was yet something

neither bestial nor human in it, something beyond and above

these, somethiig diviie! Though not a word had passed

between us, nevertheless a spiritual healing had emanated from

the Sphinx’s presence. Though I had not dared to whisper into

those great ears, so deaf to the world’s bustle, I knew it had

perfectly comprehended me. Yes, there was some supernatural

element in tWs stone beiig, which had come down to the

twentieth century like a creature from an unknown world.

But those sealed heavy Hps close in upon their Atlantean

secrets. If the daylight had now fully revealed the Sphinx to

me, it also increased the latter’s mystery.

I stretched my cramped feet out upon the sands and then

slowly stood up, speeding a valedictory word at the impassive

face. And in its fixed eastward stare, ever watchful for the

first rays of the sun, I read again the hopeful symbol of our

certain resurrection, as certain and as inescapable as the sun’s

dawning.

^*Thou helongest to That Which Is Undying, and not merely to time

alone” murmured the Sphinx, breaking its muteness at last. ''Thou

art eternal, and not merely of the vanishing fiesh. The soul in man

cannot he killed, cannot die. It waits, shroud-wrapped, in thy heart,

as I waited, sand-wrapped, in thy world.
' Know thyself, 0 mortal!

For there is One within thee, as in all men, that comes and stands at

the har and hears witness that there IS a God!”



CHAPTER III

THE PYRAMID

T
he [Pharaohs themselves are now but phantasms,

^thin vaporous spirits who dwell in Amend, the

Hidden Land, but the Pyramids arc with us still;

solid, bulky memorials which have become an

enduring part of the rocky stone plateau upon which they were

built. Ancient Egypt continues to hold the attention and to

grip the interest of the modern world, chiefly because it has

left us these stupendous testimonies to its existence, testimonies

which are more tangible and more massive than any which have

been left by other dead empires of the Bast,

Pliny the Roman wrote down somewhere that the three

Pyramids had filled the earth with their renown, and now, two
thousand years after he scribed that statement, we may say

unhesitatingly that time has taken nolhing^ away from that

renown. I wrote, not long ago, to a few friends who live a

semi-secluded existence in the remote interior of tlic South

Indian peninsula, men who had hardly ever crossed the long

ridge of hills that neighbour them, who scarcely ever troubled

the world and who were scarcely ever troubled by the world,

and I told them about some researches I was making at the

Great Pyramid. It was not necessary for me to explain where
and what the latter was; I knew that they knew, and the replv,

when it came, proved that my assumption about these simple

Indian folk was correct. The renown of the Pyramids had
Ravelled farther even than in Pliny’s time. Indeed, their famiii

is such.that 1 wonder how many tourist business magnates have
looked yearningly at those triangular sides with regret that

such magnificent advertising should be wasted! Perhaps tiie,

day may not be far off when some enterprising manufacturer
will offet a htmdted thousajad pksttes Yearly to the Egvptiafl
Government for the sole%ht of acecting a trmendous h^dkii
across the north face of& Gt^fPyrLd, and when we^

jS'
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have the doubtful pleasure of reading thereon, a painted

injunction in English, French and Arabic, to wash out faces

with a soap whose renown is to-day hardly less than that of

the Pyramids themselves!

These ancient time-defying monuments excite the interest

of the learned and attract the curiosity of the layman, patdy

because they emerge out of the abyss of the centuries and partly

because their immense size stupefies even a generation which

has become familiar with massive structures. When we first

glimpse the Pyramids, we seem to arrive at a strange, ancient

epoch whose age is fitiy expressed in the strangeness of these

unfamiliar outlines; we are struck with amazement when we
consider how the hands of primitive men could have raised

such monstrous artificial mountains on a desert plateau to rival

the creations of Nature herself.

When the Grecian conquerors first penetrated Egypt and

sighted these incredible buildings, lifting their pointed peaks

to the desert sky, they stared silently and caught their breath:

and when the Grecian sages of Alexander’s time drew up their

list of the seven wonders of the world, they placed the Pyramids

at its head. To-day, these alone ate left standing out of the

seven.

But age and size, impressive though they are, do not constitute

the sole recommendation to such an honour. There are both

well and little known facts about the first and greatest of the

Pyramids which may cause us to wonder no less than the Greeks.

When the scientists and experts whom Napoleon took with

him on his invasion of Egypt were commissioned to make a

survey of the country, they fixed the Great Pyramid as the central

meridian from which they would mark out the longitudes.

After they had mapped out Lower Egypt, they were surprised

at the apparent coincidence of this meridian exactly cutting the

Delta region, formed by the mouth of the Nile and practically

constituting the whole ofLower Egypt, into two equal portions.

They were still more surprised when they found that two

diagonal lines drawn from the Pyramid at right-angles to each

other would completely enclose the entire Delta area. And
they were profoundly astonished when reflection revealed to

them that the Great Pyramid’s position was not only suitable as

a central meridian for E^^t, but also for the entire globe, for

the Great. Pyramid stands exaetlj on the middle dividing line of the

world map!
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This amazing fact results from its position; if a vertical

line is drawn through it, the land area lying to the east will

be found equal to the land area lying to the west of the line.

The meridian of the Great Pyramid is thus the natural zero of

longitude for the whole globe. Its position on the land surface

of our earth is therefore unique. And in perfect keeping with

that position, its four slanted sides front the four points of
the compass.

This extraordinary geographical position for a man-built

monument is either another meaningless coincidence or a

purposive achievement, and of a race as astute and intellectual

as the early inhabitants of Egypt one is forced to accept the

latter opinion. That the largest stone building in the world
should be set up on the world’s central line, strikes the imagina-
tion with compelling force! That the most outstanding of all

structures erected upon the surface of tins globe should have
been planted at such a point is, indeed, something to think
ajxjutl

y' The guides and himdbooks will glibly tell you that the
Great Pyramid was built by a Fourth Dynasty Pharaoh, Khufu,
renamed Cheops by the Greeks, who wanted a first-class and
truly original tomb fit for a king, and that this is all there really

is to it. And for a handy, convenient and conventional theory,
this notion that it is nothing more than a grandiose grave is

doubtless the best you will find. It has the backing of all the
big men in Egyptology, archaeology and ancient history; so
bend your head in respect before orthodox authorities and
accept their dicta.

There are imorthodox theories, too. The notions which
have been built around this ancient building—and they are
many—^range from the completely improbable to the scientifically
plausible, because the Pyramids are large enough and important
enOTgh to have become a happy hunting-ground for cranks.

•
Australian railway spent time and *

^^ubk in coEecting a lot of measurements and figures to prove

^
tpo wete ioitcnded to be used in Istnd surveyingl i

' I picked up in Paris some heated correspondence between a
,

French pro^spr and two noted Egyptologists, wherein thei
iormer sought to show that the real pf »he ^

to cQi^egnome symboUcaUy the~to tlut the NueIS
been trnm epochi Some ingenioai
teomiirsee ffiSTpaddm whetetoJo
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the son of Jacob, had stored the corn destined to feed the people
during lean years of famine. Had these historians ventured
inside the Pyramids they might have discovered that the empty
space available for storing could not have held more corn than

might feed the people of an average street.

Fifty years ago Proctor, the astronomer, presented an
interesting case on behalf of his theory that the Pyramids were
buht for purposes of astronomical observations, to provide
suitable places for watching and noting the positions and
movements of stars and planets. But such costly observatories

had never before and never again will be erected!

Ingenious and delightful, too, are -those arguments which
perceive in the stone sarcophagus of the Kmg’s Chamber
nothing less than a baptismal font, which was filled with water

when in use. Another group, however, declare that this

sarcophagus was fiUed with corn, and not water, because it was
intended to serve as a standard of capacity measurement for

all the nations of the world.

It is equally inconceivable that vast treasures of gold and
jewels were secreted in its recesses, because the colossal expense

of constructing it would have cost the very fortune it was
intended to protect!
' Other theorists were confident that the Pyramids had

originally been gigantic lighthouses, erected for the benefit of

ships navigating the Nile I While Monsieur de Persigny’s

advocacy of the notion that they were massive ramparts, put

up to defend houses, tombs and temples against invading desert

sands, can only make the modern Egyptians smdle.

5

But there are sedulous propagandists of other theories

which wear a plausible face and which, indeed, have found a

fairly wide acceptance in certain circles of England and America.

These are interesting, even fascinating, and cleverly worked-out

yet how far are they true?

Their propagandists read a peculiar significance into the

internal measurements of the Great Pyramid; they see in its

chambers, corridors and gallety a symbolical handwriting and

a prophetic declaration pertaining to our own times, while th^
claim to have found the correct keys to the decipherment of its

message. They find in the length and height and width ofthese
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passages, chambers and thresholds, mute presages of another
dreadful Armageddon. They play with an incredible array of
figures and link up the Anglo-Saxon race, the lost tribes of
Israel, the books of the Bible and the early Egyptians, in a
strange medley.

“''i^en we measure the passages and Grand Gallery of the
interior, we find they give in inches the exact nuni1x;r of years
required to bring us into the period in wliich we arc now
living,” they declare. “The length of the Grand Gallery is

1883 inches; add to this 31—the years denoted by the Pyramid
as that of our Lord’s atoning ministry—and you" get 1914, the
year when the Great War broke out.” Such is a fair sample of
their statements.

They are quite sure that the Pyramid was not built to benefit
its builders, but instead, was unselfishly put up for the licnefit

of future ages, and that it had particular reference to the age
of the so-called millennium. With confidence tliey await the
coming of One indicated by the Pyramid’s greatest revelation,
the advent of the Messiah.

I wish I could follow my friends who believe these things.
I wish I, too, could light up my heart with their great hopes.
But reason, to which I must always hold, and common sense,
which I must guard as a treasure, rise and bar tlie way.
The man whose untiring effort and persevering research did

more to create these theories than that of anyone else, was.P^i Smyth, one-time Astronomer of Scotland. Smyth’s’
character was amazing: it trembled on the verge of inspired
genius, but his hard Scottish dogmatism interfered with and
distorted the message which his intuition was trying to
communicate to his mtellect.

“

Smyth went out and spent a whole winter at the Pyramid,
measurmg from point to point, taking angles and examining
eve^ detail of the structure. But he brought his theories^^made with him, and those measures and figures had to
ife.te|ieorie8. Theter. Hke the Pyramid, were immovable;

w Pyramid, might be made to accom-mod^ tbmsdyts to what they were expected to prove. Smythwo^d: ^.hon^tly, of course, but was half-blinded byW
I^ kte Sir Ernest Wallis Budge,

Antimiities in the British

giffltders
* AMUW WOW Ui»(. iTW

m in Egypt, sBidi
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a winter’s careful surveying work at the Pyramids, found
seventy-one inches difference between his figure and that of
Piazzi Smyth of the most important measurement in the edifice.

I know, finally, another man, a trained engineer, who lately

re-examined all the external and internal dimensions of the

Great Pyramid, as presented not only by Piazzi Smyth, but also

by his chief modern successors, and found to be unreliable

several of the computations given by the latter gentlemen.
Indeed, Petrie tells an amusing story of his discovery of a

SECTIONAL PLAN OF THE GREAT PYRAMID’S INTERIOR

disappointed follower of Smyth’s, whom he found trying to
file down the granite boss in the ante-room to the King’s
Chamber to the size required for the theory I

But the weakness of their figures is not the only reason why
qh6 must be a little wary ^out going whither these enthusiastic

people would lead us.'’^^^any years ago they used to give

2170 B.c. as the date of the Pyramid’s construction, because in

that year a certain Pole Star was in a straight line with the axis

of the entrance passage, and they thought that this long dark
passage had been set at an angle which would catch the light

of this star. But, owing to that grand movement in the heavens,

called precession of equinoxes, the stars move from thek cM^mal
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positions telative to out globe and do not reoccupy the same
point in the sky until 25,8z7 years have passed. It might,
thetefote, be said with equal logic, that the Great Pyramid was
built 25,827 years before 2170 B.C., when that Pole Star would
again have looked down the axis of the entrance passage.

Actually, the entrance passage was set at an angle pointing
towards the spot which would be occupied for some centuries
by each star which came in turn to keep watch before the Pole,
Thus the argument that it was set at Alpha, of the Dragon
Constellation, means little, because it has faced other stars

too.

The more distant figure was unacceptable because it implied
that the human race was considerably older than the five to six
thousand years of existence which our theorists thought the
Bible gave to man, so they stuck to the nearer one. Every
Egyptologist has rightly rejected the nearer date, well knowing
from iscovered historical inscriptions and records that the
Pyramid could not possibly have been built so late.

The Bible is a collection of books mote complicated and
more profound than appears on the surface. The first five
books--and especially the book of Genesis^—cannot be cortectiy
read without a key; that key, unfortunately, was thrown away
many centuries ago.
Men misread the Biblical records and do violence to their

reason in an effort to swallow what these records never attempt
to t^ch. It was thus that we arrived at the delightful position
of last centuiy, when geologists, having discovered that the
p.rth s deposits of fossilized animals plainly indicated how
impossible was the six thousand years of age assigned to the
world, other equally eminent theologians thereupon seriously
m^tained that God had purposely entombed those fossils in
order to test the faithful!

Had our Pyramid theorists not misread their Bible too, they
toght. have ac^ted the older date and perhaps come a good

ge truth, for the soHd stone body of the Py^mid
Gspable of^havmg withstood the ravages of three

8*»bffity arc such

£ standing when every other buildi^ on carfh

activities of this school that

^yipgs
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with the dimensions of the Great Pyramid in order to predict

the outbreak of wars and the faU of governments, the recon-

stitution of the Christian Church and the return of Christ, the

economic woes of the world and the divine mission of English-

speaking peoples, the cataclysmic upheaval of land and sea,

and so on.

One may remember, however, that Piazzi Smyth himself gave

the date 1881 as the year of the millennium. One remembers,

too, that May, 1928, was for long given by this school as the

most fateful month in world history, but it passed uneventfully.

The most fateful month was then transferred to September, 1936,

which, we were told, had really been indicated by the Pyramid’s

dimensions. Nevertheless, neither Armageddon nor the Mil-

lennium was to be seen on that day. Thereupon the date was
altered to August 10, 1953. Once again the prediction proved
^orrect.
The claim that this massive structure was built at unprece-

dented expense and labour, not for the benefit of existing or

proximate people, not even for the benefit of Egyptian posterity,

but for the benefit of people who were to follow nearly five

thousand years after and who were to dwell in alien continents,

is naturally not easy for any rationalist to accept. Even granting

that these theorists have correctly noted some of the mathe-

matical proportions and interior features of the Great Pyramid,

it seems that they have run off at a tangent and plunged into a
plethora of predictions which have no visible link with those

facts. The essence of their theory is that God persuaded the

early Egyptians to write a stone message to our epoch, but He
could quite as effectively have communicated that message
to-day directly, simply and more successfully through some
human prophet, rather than take the hazards of finding his

cryptic stone message either unread, as it was through all past

centuries, or misunderstood, as it may so] easily have, been in

ours.

But if one is unable to accept these peculiar theories, one
may respect the sincere motives of their propagandists,- to whom
we may even be grateful for the interest they have aroused in

the spiritual significance of this unique structure.

The nature of the Pyramid’s true purpose and the symbolical

meaning of the Sphinx are two of the most fascinating aM
interesting riddles which Egypt has set her habitants, aitff

visitors alike, yet the two which are most difficult
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5

Was it then reared, this Egyptian skyscraper, merely to hold

one Pharaoh’s mummified flesh, as our handbooks tell us and

as black-robed Arab dragomans tell their tourist clients? Was

such vast bulk cut out of the limestone quarries of nearby

Tourah and sawn out of the granite quarries of faf-tjfT Syene,

merely to hide a single linen-wrapped corpse? yW'cre over

eighty million cubic feet of stone laboriously dragged and

worked under a burning African sun to satisfy the caprice of a

single king? Were two million, three hundred thousand blocks,

each weighing about two and a half tons, carefully cemented

together to cover what a few blocks could have cr>vcred just

as well ? And, finally, was Josephus, the 1 lebrcw historian, right

- when he declared the Pyramids to be “vast and vain monuments” ?

From what we know of the power of the Pharaolis and the

after-death beliefs of the Egyptians, such a thing is quite

possible, although it is not quite probalsle. No coHin, no body,

no funerary appurtenances have ever been found inside the

Great Pyramid, so far as careful historians know: although

there is a tradition that one of the Caliphs used to keep a

decorated wooden mummy-case standing outside a palace door
and that this case had been brought out of the Pyramid. No
lengthy hieroglyphic inscriptions, no chiselled bas-reliefs or
painted representations of the life of the deceased appear upon
any of the inner walls of the Pyramid, as they^ upon the

walls of every other early burial vault in Egypt,"^he interior

structure is plain, devoid of the embeliisnment which Ac
Pharaohs loved to lavish upon their tombs, free from tihe

ornamentation which one might reasonably expect to find were
this one of ancient Egypt^s most impormnt tombs.

Perhaps the point which is regwded as most conclusive
that here was the tomb ofa paganmonarch, is the empty,

coveitta®^ red-granite box which lies on the floor of the King’s
This, obviously, was the sarcoplmgus of the king, says

your Egyptologist; who thereafter regarob the matter as settltw.
But why do not the sitte of tlm sarcopiu^a carry the usual

^ony^tiofial texts and rHigious re^esentatioos? ’9{^ytk>thcy
^ sin^e hieroglyphic inscription of

' AI oikex sarcophagi usaxiMy carry some written or
p«jmred haemdriat of tbek use; why not lira if it was
dedicated to;4)ne of Egypt’s celdaat^ ?
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Why wete air channels, mote than two hundred feet long,

built to connect the burial vault which held this supposed
sarcophagus with the outer air? Mummies do not need fresh

air, while the workmen had no need to re-enter the chamber
once they had roofed it in. I have seen no other chamber
anywhere in Egypt, constructed to serve as a sepulchre of the

royal dead, which possessed air channels.

Why was this presumed coffin placed in a room which is

one hundred and fifty feet above the ground level, when aU

other Egyptian practice was to cut down into the rock below
groimd level for a burial vault? In fact, it was and is, a world-

wide custom to dispose of the dead either under or on the

ground. “Dust thou art and to dust thou shalt return,” has

ever been Nature’s message to man.
Why should that lofty hall, the Grand Gallery, have been

built to give access to the f^g’s Chamber, and built over

thirty feet high, when a continuation of the Ascending Passage,

which is a mere four feet in height, would have served the

purpose equally well and entailed much less labour through

being far less complicated in construction than the Grand

Gallery itself?

Why was a second room, the so-called Queen’s Chamber,

built near the first one? j^haraohs were never laid to rest near

their queens, while a single mummy does not need two vaults.

Had the Queen’s Chamber contained the conventional wall

paintings and inscriptions of Egyptian tombs, its existence as

an ante-room might have been justified, but it is bare and as

unornamented as the King’s Chamber. And why, too, should

the former have also been fitted with air shafts, sealed though

their mouthsf were when discovered ? Why should the builders

have troubled to ventilate these two so-c^ed tombs ? It is a

point worth repeating to oneself; the dead do not breathe.

Nol One’s intelligence, seeking the true cause of all this

enormous expenditure of time, Imour, material and money,

refusing to accept either the prediction or tomb theories, must

turn away in quest of some other explanation.

5
I mused long and often over this mystety of the Pyi^o^’

purpose and spent many an hour stumbling over the rb^^
debris which surrounds them or wandering through the dith
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passages and gloomy chambers u-hich lie within them. I

frequendy sat on the white limestone blocks at the base of da
Great Pyramid in the fierce heat of the afternoon sust or on da
soft sand which lies to the cast, anti ptindcrcd the problem.

I climbed course after course of masoim*, searched carefully

for clues, examined crevices and studied the ji^cncral lay-out d
the three buildings. I disturbed large li/ards and huge cock-

roaches inside the dark, rarely visited tunnels t>f the Second

and Third Pyramids. In short, I workcil so hartl at my rcscarda#

that I became as familiar with these old structures, these stone

mementoes of Egypt’s earliest race, as I was with the rooms of

my new flat in Cairo.

And the mote I became acquainted with their details, the

more I was compelled to admire them, while the better I under-

stood their pecimar plans the better I realized their remarkabk
technical excellence.

The technical skill involved in quarrying, transporting aid

hoisting into position the immense stone blocks for these

triangiUM legacies from remote aniiquit)', at a time when steam

and deetded aids were not available, demanded and reedved.

my admiration. No travelling steam-cranc ctmld have moved
along sted rails to hoist those mighty blocks of stone into

place, for both steam and steel were alike unknown quantities

in that epoch. . ,

•

Certainly, if any PjhaSswh had wished to leave a lasting todb
posterity, he could not i^vecihosen a more durable architeo*

than the pyramid. 'Tho immense base, the sloping
' St^|and the narrow top would protect his sepulchre agaioft

,;1%4 sand* and ^e, better than any other form, whik the^^

^8dld ,mass of the intepor offered the greatest possible roiistanot
ito die violating hands of men.

It hiaKs^ of the^wqxld s^ until lat^^
m leaiAjed its highest mis-madle structure, dwar&ag
^ a IraadwA the ancient and • ddeUe for dis?

fodsd, as ail othtt inmti|iji»X8 have before mi^l
tyillyeqasttactioa, ^ifcc Fir«:;fyi^tmid was fiu: mow*
©A^W^t the otiw two, asw^ as being infinitdhF

compare sb^roclaimeC
-^.ipa .aot long, tbete&is, befow.,|^
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concentrated all further study upon this one, which I believed

must contain the teal secret of the Pyramids.

I came to know the Great Pyramid under every one of the

marvellously changing lights of Egypt. At dawn the first

rays would touch it a silver grey; the disappearing sun would
leave it a pale violet; while under the mysterious light of a

full moon every stone from base to apex would appear as if

bathed in a bluish phosphorescence tinged with silver.

Yet the Great Pyramid which we see to-day is not the

Pyramid that the ancients saw. Theirs was covered with a

fine, white, smooth, polished limestone casiog on each of its

four sides that reflected the sun’s rays with a fierce brilliance,

and that physically justified its old Egyptian name of The

Light. The beds and sides of these blocks were worked to a

perfect surface and fitted together with such mosaic precision

that the cemented joints were scarcely to be seen. The stone

triangle, so unexpected, so arresting, set down on the yellow

carpet of the desert, blazed out with light like a gigantic mirror,

and therefore was visible at enormous distance under the strong

Oriental sun. And even as late as the end of the twelfth century

these white stones were still in place, bearing upon their surfaces

hieroglyphs that drew from the pen ofAbdm Latif the following

quaint descriptions:

“The stones were insotibed, .yrifh ancient characters, now
unintelligible. I never met with a person in aU Egypt who
understood them. The inscfiptions are so numerous that

copies of those alone which may be seen upon the surface

of the two Pyramids would occupy above six thousand

pages.” ^

To-day, it^bnce-smooth sides are termced into stepSj while •

not a single inscriptipn cap be discovered, md of aE'the'

thousands of casing stones but,a,few baxefe^e blocks remain

in position. It is dear, frorn^tl^ vestiges,‘that casing

material was taken from the Mojfesttani Hills which He to the

south-east of Cairo. For two years after Abdul Latif’s visit,

Egypt shook and trembled as a great earthquake smashed the

town of Cairo to pieces. And then the Arabs descended on the

Great Pyramid for building material wherewith to set up anew

their broken dty, jas the Turfei and Greeks had once tum^
the noble Parthenon into a quarry and carted oS most ,|^^. :

stones to build their houses. They avidly stripped

polished, bevelled white lining blocks and caring,tbei».‘W ,
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to Cairo. How many old mansions, mosques and forts of

the Egyptian capital hide within their thick walls to-day the

hieroglyph inscriptions that once covered the four faces of the

Great Pyramid? Part of the graceful mosque of Sultan Hassan,

acknowledged to be the most beautiful of Cairo’s three imndted

mosques, was built with these casing-blocks.

There are enough stones in the structure to build the houses

of a fair-sized town—such is the immense amount of material

it contains, and they would have carried oft" the entire Pyramid,

too, but they found that the cost and labour and time of

unwedging even a single one of the enormous bkjcks which

compose its body was so utterly disproportionate to its value

and so difficult a task that they gave up the idea as hopeless.

Nevertheless, they did not learn this lesson until they had

removed the topmost courses of masonry and thus deprived

the Pyramid of its apex.

Nor is the entrance which visitors use to-day the original

entrance which was used by the ancient Egyptians themselves.

The latter remained a mystery, a secret kept and guarded by

the Pyramid for several centuries before its rediscovery by a

determined Arab king, who spent a fortune and set an army

of labourers at work to wrest this secret of its sealed opening

from its reluctant grasp. The innermost passages and chambers

of the Great Pyramid had defied Greek and Roman ruler alike,

as they had defied the uninitiated E^ptians, and with the

passing of the Romans though ribe Tc^nd of its entrance

pasisted, the location of that entrance became unknown.
From the time that it was closed and sealed, centuries passed

peacefully over its untouched interior, until, at last, it was broken
into by men in quest of its fabled treasure, and the long sl^
was distarbed. Not till the year 820 of our era was that location

det^mined, when the C^ph AI Mamoun gathered his best

architec^, buildep- and workmen together on tte

ht^^Apu of 9^^^ Pyramid. “0
kii%|^»Qnot be done,'’ said me chkf men. “I wfi jbe done," said

he replied. „

a point iWie midkfli'ijf that side for thei^
^ the by tM' watchful presence oti

to: twt. ri« tenth of old le^ds ^
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Pharaohs. Incidentally, he was the son of Caliph Haroun Al
Raschid, the famed character of the famous book Arabian
Nights.

This Caliph Al Mamoun was no ordinary Caliph. He had
ordered his scholars to translate the writings of the Greek sages

into Arabic; he continually reminded his subjects of the

virtues of .study; and he himself took pleasure in joining the
most learned men of his country in their discussions.

His imperial residence was in Baghdad and it was from tliis

famous city that he came to Egypt. Not long after tiiis attempt
to open the Pyramid, he returned to Baghdad and there finished

hds life.

But the builders of the Great Pyramid, foreseeing that one
day human cupidity would violate their structure, had placed
the entrance several feet to one side ofthe centre and consicterably

higher than anyone might reasonably expect a doorway to be
situated. As a result, Al Mamoun’s men worked for several

months to penetrate the interior of the Pyramid without finding
any sign of passage or room; nothing but solid masonry
presented itself to their view- And had they depended on
hammer and chisel alone their undertaking would have endured
as long as the reign of their king, and longer. But they were
astute enough to build little bonfires against the stones and
then, when the latter became red-hot, flung cold vinegar upon
them until they cracked. To-day, one can still see the blackened
charred surfaces of blocks which escaped the chisels that were
so busy more than one thousand jrears ago. Two blacksmiths
worked all day sharpening the chisels that blunted so quickly
against the massive stones, while wooden engines were set up
to assist the efforts of the weary men in mreing their way
inside. Yet still the original entrance, the corriefors and the
inner rooms remained undiscovered.
The work of excavating in a narrow passage stifled the men

with dust and heat, the difficulty of penetrating the hardest
mass of solid masonry in the world with the primitive tools
then available fatigued them almost beyond endurance, while
the coniplete failure that was the only reward of their efforts
disheartened them to the point of despair. They had tunnell^
their way inwards for more than a hundred feet and at last
they were on the point of putting down iheir tools in opcai
mutiny and refusing to continue such useless labour, when the
sound of a heavyvSttW fialM out of place came to
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—it came from the interior just a little \t*ay beyond the farthest

point to which they had penetrated.

Destiny had taken a hand in the game. Thereafter they worked
with zest and zeal and soon broke through into the original

entrance passage. The Great Pyramid had been reopened.

It was, then, easy enough to ascend this passage and find

the hidden door: a door so cleverly concealed that it could
never have been discovered from the f)urside. After so many
centuries the secret door was no longer in working order;

it had got irretrievably stuck. 'I'hat door has disappeared

to-day, lost in the general pillage which tjiok place after the

earthquake at Cairo. It was just such a de»or as the ancient

Egyptians would have fixed at the opening to the most
mysterious building they had erected. It w as really a movable
stone flap, self-replacing, and finished externally so* as perfectly

to resemble the surrounding casing stones; it lifted tightly into

the opening and was itself a solid block <}f stttnc. When closed

it could not be detected apart from the rest of the outer surface.

When opened it wheeled round on its own length, revealing a
cavity. It was finely balanced and worked on a pivot, the centre

of gravity being placed under this pivot, while ctjmpensating
weights were fitted to counteract its heavy weight. It could
not be opened except with a strong push at one end fifliowed
by a powerful pull at the other; powerful enough to lift it out-
wards from the face and then up. This allowed the visitor to
^uitm his way, crawling on all fours, into the passage behind.
The turning flap of stone then swung backwards on its pivots
and completely concealed the entrance again.
Even mat was not all, for a heavy wooden locked door then

barred his onward way. And after this further obstruction, ten
mqre^doors had to be passed before he succeeded in reaching the
King’s Chamber. Most of these were wooden, while one was
ajMther movable secret stone flap. But all have since utterly
disappeared.

&ide dieodgij^ entrance passage. Caliph A1 Mftmoiin*|l
by no means oveta ThM

the passage came to a dead end before a hugJ
« did not seem likely that the opening am

to terounate in a cul-de-sac

J

,tti^|tqr^
thtoagh this formkkbM
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granite barrier; but they failed. The tools at their disposal

could not penetrate this stone; the Pyramid builders must have
searched the whole of Egypt for the hardest stone it could

yield before they selected tms particular variety.

Fortunately for the efforts of the invaders the material at

the side of the dark granite block was white hmestone, a much
softer stone and therefore much easier through which to quarry.

They turned their attention to this and hewed a tunnel through
it parallel with the granite block. A few feet of cutting brought

them to the end of the block and into another passage. It

then became apparent that the entrance to the second passage

had been purposely closed at some time by this gigantic granite

plug, conical in shape and weighing many tons, which fitted

tightly into its mouth.

This further passage ran upwards at an angle which was
similar to that at which the first passage ran downwards, i.e.

about twenty-six degrees. A1 Mamoun’s officers and men crept

up this steep corridor, which was less than four feet high and
a iitde over three feet wide. The light thrown by their torches

revealed nothing but the bare walls until they reached a point

where it went on horizontally. This point was really a junction

where the passage was met by a lofty ascending corridor, seven

times greater in height, and by a descending narrow sh^t that

lost itself in the very depths of the Pyramid.

Continuing along the horizontal passage, the stooping

intruders, with heads bent towards the fioor, found themselves

eventually in a large room, which, to their disappointment,

was completdy empty. Its walls were quite plain, inscription-

less, and only a large niche on tiae eastern side gave the slightest

promise of any treasure to reward their labour. To enter it

they had to mount a platform and then pass into a rough
passage so low they were forced to crawl along like snakes.

But ffie passage ended abruptly in the solid masonry core of

the Pyramid and though in later days they considerable enlarged

this terminus, the only treasure to be found consisted of blocks

of limestone.

Retradng their steps to the junction, they began to explore

the long and lofty corridor^ which, in later times, has received

the name of Grand Gallery, It had a peculiar slopio^

:

built up with seven overlapping courses. Its floor

upwards at precisely die same angle as the passage

to the Gallery. The men began to dimb this
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floor, moving between polished granite walls that led upward

for one hundred and fifty feet of unbroken ascent and whose

two sides were lined with long slotted stone hanks. At the

end of the Gallery a high step suddenly hkxked their way.

They climbed it and walked across a level floor into a low

narrow passage which brought them to an atitcchamher. A few

more paces, a stoop beneath a solid portcullis, and they entered

a large chamber which was located in the very heart of the

Pyramid, being equidistant from all sides. This was the room

which they later named “The King’s Chamber,” as they also

rallp^d the first discovered room “The Queen’s Chamber.”

But such names were never used by the ancient Egyptians.

The King’s Chamber was walled with squared dark granite

blocks ofimmense size. Its ceiling was formed of nine enormous

beams of the same material, now known to be the largest stones

in the whole Pyramid. One of them alone weighs seventy tons.

How the builders ever got it into position, two hundred feet

above ground level, without using our m<idcrn steam or

electric^ hoists, is a problem about which our own architects

theorize but which they cannot solve.

The Caliph A1 Mamoun and his men were again deeply

disappointed. For, apart from an open stone coffin, the

Chamber was entirely empty. The coflin contained nothing

but dust.

It seemed incredible that the ancient Egyptians had built

such a prodigious empty tomb as this Pyramia to no purpose,

they thought, so they feverishly tore up part of the stone

flooring, burrowed open one corner of the room, and hacked

vainly at the solid walls in thek fierce quest of hidden treasure.

But they could not defeat the astuteness of those cunning
early btmders and eventually retired baffled, chagrined and
disheartened.

Two rnore places were left for thek exploration: the under-

fund continuation of the original entrance passage and the

Qe%» nanpw shaft. The first took them into a small tunn^
along which they had to make a rapid descent and in which it

easy for th^ jBset to dip, for it had been cut downwards
kkp thft 6«di<l k>ck for a distance of no less than three hundml
and fi%: fest. lit ended in a roughly hewn chamber whose roof
was so low foat,k epuM be tquehea with the hands and whose
unfinished rotiy fdc* was.so rug^ flbat they had to dambet

dow .to «^^,k.ll named it “'The Pit.” If
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contained nothing but debris and dust. At the farther side
another small passage had been cut into the rock; they could
enter it only by crawling on their stomachs, like snakes, with
faces a few inches from the floor. Even this subterranean
tunnel yielded nothing, for it abruptly terminated in a solid

wall of rock.

Remained the shaft. It was almost entirely perpendicular
and could be explored only by letting down one man at a time,

suspended by ropes, into its inky depths. After sixty feet of
descent a small chamber was encountered, a roughly hewn
enlargement of tlie shaft. The latter was continued again
from the floor of the chamber, leading apparently endlessly

downwards. It looked like a deep well and this, in fact, the
men decided that it was. They never completed its exploration.

Anyway, the vast treasures which, in their imagination,
littered the Pyramid, did not exist.

Thus ended Caliph A1 Mamoun’s great adventure in reopening
the Great Pyramid. The learned Arab historians of to-day will

give you many variants of this last story, but these are the

really authentic facts.

5
Centuries rolled over the truncated head of the Pyramid

after Haroun A1 Raschid’s son forced a hole into its northern
side. Legend soon enwrapped it with superstitious dread and
surrounded it with ghostly horrors, so that the Arabs shunned
its interior as they shunned the leper. Only a few venturesome
souls ever explored its heart and depth again. For the most
part its dark passages and bare chambers lay undisturbed in

majestic silence. Not till the second half of the eighteenth

century, when stolid, matter-of-fact, unsuperstitious Europeans
began to tread the surrounding sands, did the hammer and
chisel of the excavator resound once more within the ancient

building.

Enterprising Nathaniel Davison, His Britannic Majesty’s

Consul at Algiers in the seventeen-sixties, took a long vacation

and went off to Egypt, where he gazed speculatively at the

Great Pyramid. He knew that the ancient Egyptians usually

buried a certain amount of jewels with their illustrious dead.

He knew, too, that everyone said the Pyramids were
gigantic tombs. '

. 4,

And he had discovered, in the open doorway of
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Chamber, a curious echo which returned more than once every
time he shouted loudly. He suspected—and tightly—that

somewhere behind the granite slabs of this gaunt room there

existed another chamber. It was just possible, indeed probable,
that within that chamber there lay a linen-wrapped mummy
with its accompanying jewels.

He gathered a few workmen together and set to work. The
floor of the King’s Chamber had already been fruitlessly

excavated by A1 Mamoun centuries before; the ediocs of
Davison’s own voice seemed to come from overhead

; and so
he turned his attention to the ceiling. A careful examination
of the layout of the Chamber and its adjoining passages showed
that the easiest way to penetrate what lay above it was to force
an opening through the top course of the eastern wall of the
Grand Gallery and thus work through into the side of any
chamber which existed there. Procuring a tall ladder to c.xamine
the spot, he was surprised to discover that the opening already
existed, so he crawled through,
A chamber, twenty feet long, was found. Its pr>sition was

exactly above that of the King’s Chamber. Its ceiling was so
low that Davison had to crawl in on his knees to search for the
treasure which lured him. The room was completely empty.

Davison returned to Algiers, having gained nothing more
than the problematical honour of having his name atlixcd to
that of the newly discovered chamber by the archajolojiists who
followed him.

^

He was succeeded at the Pyramid in the early years of the
nineteenth centuty by a strange excavator, who was dreamer,
mystic and archasologist in one. This man was an Italian,
Captain Caviglia, who put in so much time at the old building
that he became, in his own words, pyramfdeje.
Lord Lindsay encountered him during a visit to Egypt and
wrote home to England

:

Caviglia told me that he had pushed his studies in magic,
anu^ Magnetism, etc., to an extent which neatly killed him—
to the very v^ge, he saM, of what is forbidden man to know:

It Was only the purity of his intentions which saved him.

G j
unearthly ideas. He says it would be

biW.;daiigetous to communicate them.”eng^ his archasological work, Caviglia actually
ChmbM Mid tamed Lt gloomy

fteess into a residiintisd^ia*ffiEto^!ni;i
® ^
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Caviglia did not limit his work to the Great Pyramid alone,

le made discoveries in the Second and Third Pyramids, explored

lurial vaults in the region between them and the Sphinx, and
mearthed some interesting sarcophagi and smaller relics of

ncient Egypt.

About the time that a beautiful young woman unexpectedly

Dund herself crowned as Victoria, Queen of England, destiny

ent to Egypt a gallant British officer, a perfect English gentle-

lan, and a wealthy patron of the British Museum, triply

ombined in the courtly person of Colonel Howard Vyse. He
mployed hundreds of labourers upon the most extensive series

f excavations that aU three Pyramids and the surrounding

egion had witnessed for a thousand years, i.e. since the time

f Caliph A1 Mamoun. He secured the services of Caviglia

Dr a time, but the temperaments of the highly strung Italian

nd the thoroughly conventional Englishman clashed: they

oon parted.

Colonel Vyse gave £10,000 of his money freely for these

Egyptian excavations, while he presented their tangible results

D the British Museum. Boxes of interesting relics crossed the

eas, but his most interesting discovery remained behind. He
ad found four rooms high up in the Great Pyramid and
nmediately above Davison’s Chamber, though not without

Dme difficulty and much danger; his workmen risked a thirty-

DOt fall much of the time, as they excavated a small passage

pwards through the solid masonry. These rooms were as

Dw, as confined in space, as the first one. And they, too,

rere empty, if dusty.

With their discovery and after a study of the gabled ceiling

f sloping limestone beams over the topmost chamber, the

urpose of the whole series of five low rooms became clear,

’hey had been constructed to relieve the ceiling of the King’s

lhamber of the overwhelming pressure which thousands of

Dns of solid masonry overhead necessarily forced upon it;

ley acted as a cushioning device. Not only that, but they safe-

uarded the King’s Chamber from the precipitation of this

lasonry upon its fl.oor in the unlikely but possible event of an

arthquake splitting the body of the Pyramid. They would
len act as an admirable arrangement of buffers to take tte

lock of subsidence after the earthquake, thus prevenii^j^;
;

ling’s Chamber frond being crushed in by the enormo^Kp^J
f stone overhead. The passage of thousands
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the Pyramid has proved the excellence and ingenuity of this

architectural plan.

One curious thing which Vyse found was the first and only

series of hieroglyphs which have ever been discovered Inside

the Pyramid since the inscribed outer casing was stripped off.

These were the quarry-masons’ marks on the rough faces of

the stones in the five construction chambers. Among these

marks were the cartouches, or oval-framed picture-writing, of

three royal names—Khufu, Khnem Khufu and Khncm. They
were not inscribed, but drawn in red paint, as masons’ marks
generally were in ancient Egypt.

Egyptologists could only hazard guesses at the meaning of
Khnem, and they had never heard of any Egyptian king bearing
that name. They could give no proper explanation of the

presence of this name. But they knew very well who Khufu
was: that Fourth Dynasty Pharaoh to whom the later Greek
historians unfortunately attached the name of Cheops, This
discovery of Vyse’s finally settled the date of the Pyramid’s
building for them; Khufu had erected it and none else.

But nowhere in the Pyramid has Khufu’s mummy ever been
found.



CHAPTER IV

A NIGHT INSIDE THE GREAT PYRAMID

T
^E sleeping cats of Caito opened their green eyes,

yawned prodigiously, and then gracefully stretched

their soft paws to the utmost possible limit. Dusk
was arriving and with dusk began the activity which

constituted their real existence—friendly chats, food-scavenging,

mice-chasing, open battle and love-making. And with dusk,

too, I was beginning one of the strangest activities of my life,

albeit a silent one.

I had proposed to myself to spend an entire night inside the

Great Pyramid, to sit, awake and alert, for twelve hours in

the King’s chamber, while the slow darkness moved across the

African world. And here I was, at last, settling down within

the strangest shelter yet built on our planet.

It had been no easy task to arrive at this point, either. I had

discovered that, although the public could always approach it,

the Great Pyramid was not public property. It belonged to the

Government of Egypt. One could no more walk into it and

spend an unconventional night inside any of its rooms than

one could walk into any strange man’s house and spend a

ni^t inside his best bedroom.

Each time one visits the interior of the Pyramid one has to

buy a ticket for five piastres from the Department of Antiquities.

I, therefore, walked into the Department of Antiquities and

optimistically asked for permission to spend one night inside

the Great Pyramid. Had I asked for permission to fly to the

moon, the face of the official who listened to me could not

have betrayed mote utter stupefaction.

I entered into a brief and apologetic explanation of my
request. Surprise gave way to amusement; he smiled. ^I

felt that he regarded me as a fit candidate for a^

institution which few of us would care to enter as

Finally;

J7
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“I have never had such a request before. I do not think it

is witfon my power to grant it.”

He sent me to another and higher oflicial of the same

Department. The comical scene which had taken place in his

room was re-enacted once more. My optimism began to drain

away out of my shoes.

“Impossible!” declared the second official kindly but

firmly, thinking he had before him a tame lunatic, “The thing

is unheard of. I regret—” his voice trailed off, the wMc he

shrugged his shoulders.

He rose from his chair to bow me out of the room.

It was then that my journalistic and editorial training,

lulled for several years but not dead, rose rebelliousiy

into action. I began to argue with him, persisted in repeating

my request in other ways, and refused to budge from

the room. He got rid of me, finally, by saying that the

matter did not come within the jurisdiction of the Antiquities

Department.

Within whose jurisdiction did it come, then, I enquired.

He was not quite sure but thought I had better apply to the

police.

I realized that my request was eccentric at the least and

sufficient to label me as insane at the most. Nevertheless I

could not drop it. The determination to carry it out had become
an obsession.

At Police Headquarters I discovered a Permit Section. For
the third time I begged to be allowed to spend one ni^ht inside

the Pyramid, The official did not know what to do with me so

he sent me to his chief. The latter wanted a little tunc to

consider the matter. When I returned next day he referred me
to the Department of Antiquities!

I went home in momentary despair of ever achieving my
object.

But “dMEculdes are often made to be overcome” is a saying
wearysag triteness does not diminish its undying truth.

My next move was to secure an interview witib (he genial
Commandant of the Cairo City Police, El Lewa Russell Pacha.
I out his office with a written authority, which
requited ihe chief of the area in which riie Pyramid
tyas Situated to me all the asslsmnce necessary to achieve

' sSy purpose. ‘

:

h
:

so, early cme evening, I reported at the Mena Police
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Station to the local chief, Majot Macketsey. I signed a book
which was handed to me and which made the police responsible
for my safety till the following day. A station constable was
detailed to accompany me as far as the Pyramid, and to give
instructions to the armed policeman who is placed outside the
building to guard it at night.

“We are taking a risk in leaving you alone inside all night.
You won’t blow up the Pyramid, will you?” said Major
Mackersey, humorously, as we shook hands in parting.

“I promise you not only that, but I shall not even run away
with it!”

“I am afraid we shall have to lock you in,” he added.
“We always shut the entrance to the Pyramid at dusk with
a locked iron grille. So you will be a prisoner for twelve
hours.”

“Excellent! To-day, no residence could be more desirable

to me than such a prison.”

5

The approach to the Pyramids runs along a road shaded by
hhhek trees. Houses appear on its sides at rare intervals.

Finally the road winds gradually up the side of the plateau on
which the Pyramids themselves are built, ending in a steep
incline. As I drove up the avenue I reflected that of all

the travellers who had taken the same direction for several

centuries past, few if any had come on so curious a mission
as mine.

I mounted the small hill across the western shore of
the Nile to where the Great Pyramid and its good com-
panion, the Sphinx, maintain silent watch over Northern
Africa.

The giant monument loomed up ahead of me, as I walked
across the mingled sand and stones. Once more I gazed at the
triangular sloping flanks which enclose the oldest architecture

that the world knows to-day, at the enormous blocks which
stretch away from base to apex in diminishing perspective.

The perfect simplicity of this building, its utter freedom
any trace of ornament, the absence of any curves amid
straight lines—^these things did not in any way detraiefcS^^^ft
massive grandeur of this creation.

' ' "^^**®*
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I entered the silent Pyramid through the gaping hole which

Caliph A1 Mamoun had made in its side, and began my
exploration of the titanic structure, not for the first time,

it was true, but for the first time upon such a strange

quest as had brought me again to Egypt. After making my
way some distance, I reached the end of this hori^iontal hole

and my path changed into the Pyramid’s original entrance

passage.

Then, torch in hand, with head bent down almost to my
knees, I descended the long, low, steep, narrow and slippery

continuation of the corridor.
_

This awkward posture was
exceedingly uncomfortable, while the declivity of the stone

floor compulsorily hastened the speed of my descent.

I wanted to preface my sojourn in the Kiiig’s Chamber with

an examination of the underground region of the l^yramid,

access to which in modern years has been !>arred by an iron

portcullis which prevents the general public from entering this

dismal region and being half sufibcateil, 'I'hc oltl I.atin tag,

“Facilis descensus Averni,” recurred unexpectedly to memory,
but this time there was a grim sardonic humour in the words.

I saw nothing in the yellowish beam of torchlight but the hewn
rock through which this floor had been cut. When, at long
last, I reached a small recess on the right, 1 seized the oppor-
tunity to slip into it and straighten out my body for a couple
of minutes. I discovered that the recess was nothing else than
the terminus of the nearly perpendicular shaft, the so-called

Well, which descends from the junction of the ascending
passage and the Grand Gallery, I'hc old name still sticks to

this shaft because for nearly two thousand years it was thought
to have water at the bottom. Not till it was cleared out by
Caviglia of the mass of debris which had accumulated in it was
the bottom discovered to be perfectly dry.

It was narrower than the passage which I had just left, this

twia^ra^ve, roughly excavated opening that yawned up into
cock, i discovered little niches cut into the sides,

paial^ wiA eadt other, which afforded foothold and handhold
Ipx wmewhat perilous climb.

tttt^ariy and tortuously for a considerable

:
Inched a large roughly cut chamber shaped

called the Grotto, which marked theo£^ Watou upon which the Pyramid hswi been
,Wc. The Grotf^ feii^beea partly comtructed in an cnlargo(|
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atotal fissure in the rock. Beyond this, the Well had
ddently been cut through the masonry and not built up
ith blocks, as all the other overgrotmd passages were
)rmed. This section of the WeU widened out in diameter
ad was thus more difficult to climb than its narrower sub-
rotto section.

At last I emerged from the torn and ragged opening which
)rmed the mouth of the shaft, and found myself in the north-
estern corner of the Grand Gallery.

Why and when had it been cut through the body of the

^ramid? The question automatically registered itself and as

meditated on it, the answer flashed up. Those ancient

gyptians who had closed down an epoch of the Pyramid’s
.story by closing the entrance to the upper chambers and
rand G^ery with three monstrous granite plugs, had had to

eate a way of escape for themselves or they could never have
>t out of the Pyramid.

I knew from my own researches that the shaft and the

rotto had been cut at the same time as the building of
.e Pyramid, but that the Well did not descend any farther

.an the Grotto itself at the time. For thousands of years

ere was no direct link between the upper passages and the

bterranean one.

When the Great Pyramid had fulfilled its mysterious purpose,

ose who were responsible sealed it. The sealing had been
reseen by the original builders, who had left the necessary

aterial in place and had even made a contraction in the

wer end of the ascending passage to hold the three granite

ugs.

Working at their task, the last tenants cut the lower section
' the Well through solid rock as a way of escape for themselves,

lien the work was finished and they had made their retreat,

was only necessary to block up the exit of the newly cut section

cutely, at the point where it joins the descending passage, and
en ascend the 300-feet slope to the original entrance. Thus
e WeU, although originally created as a means of reaching

e Grotto, finaUy became a means of leaving the blocked-up

rramid.

I returned again by the easier route to the long slanting tunn4
hich connects the interior with the outer world, to resUJ^

y downward journey into the rocky plateau of Gizeh- -

a comer, an enlarged shadow was suddenly thrust
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path so that I drew back, startled, until I rcaiiiicd it was my own.
In this weird place one exjpected everything; nothing was too
strange to happen. Slipping and crawling the comparatively
short remaining distance, I was relieved to find myself at the
end of the descent and upon a level floor, but inside a still

smaller tunnel. I crawled forward about ten more yards and
then arrived at the open entrance to the strangest room I had
ever seen—the so-called Pit. It was a little less than fifty feet
from wall to wall on its longest side.

This gloomy vault, which lies beneath the exact centre of
the Pyramid, gave to the eye an impression of a task hurriedly
abandoned; it seemed to be a chamber whose excavation out
of the solid rock was suddenly stopped. The ceiling had been
well cut but the floor roiled up and down like a trench that had
been bombarded. The old Egyptian masons usually worked
downwards in cutting rock vaults and therefore finished the
floors last; why this particular floor should never have been
finished when more than a lifetime of labour at least was later
devoted to building the superstructure that rose above the rock
level, is an archasological nut which no one has yet been able
to crack. But then, the whole Pyramid itself is really such a
nut.

I flashed my torch into the turgid gloom of the vault and
focused a beam of light upon the centre of the floor. I moved
closer and peered over the edge of a deep yawning hole, mute
testimony to the one-time presence of treasure-seekers, who h?d
totlessly and laboriously excavated a pit witltin the Pit. I felt
me unpleasant touch of the wings of a bat as it flew past my
head and squawked around the airless room. Down in the
hole I noticed the light disturb the sleep of three other bats,
which hung upside down on the roughly cut sides. I moved
away, awakening two more bats which hung suspended from
the ceiling. Afiurmed and bewildered as I thrust the light
mercilesdy upon Aem, they scurried to and fro, also squawk-

dien disappeared into the gloom of the entrance

^ ^ reached the farther end of

^ • -j
tunnel presented itself in the^

•
eno^h to enable one to squirm inside^ crawling dead flat

. -5^^ fioot was thickly covwot with the
•tet qfjevewl years and the iemmev was anytiang
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but pleasant. I endured it for the sake of examining the tunnel’s

terminus. After penetrating neatly twenty yards into the rock

I found it ended abruptly; apparently this tunnel, too, had
never been finished.

Nearly suffocated, I groped my way back and returned to the

airless Pit, took a final glance around the room, and began my
return journey to the upper regions of the Pyramid. When I

reached the beginning of the low passage, which sloped upwards
in a perfectly straight line for three hundred and fifty feet of

solid rock before it continued as a built-up corridor, traversing

the masonry, I stretched myself out on the floor and gazed

up through the open exit into the darkened sky, as through

a giant lens-less telescope. There, an easily seen twinkling

silver point in indigo-blue space, was the Pole Star. I checked

the direction by a wrist-compass, which indicated dead north.

Those early builders had not only done a massive job but an
accurate one.

I crawled back through the steep passage and reached, at

length, the level corridor which conducts into the Queen’s

Chamber. A score or more paces and I stood under its inclined

arch roof, which meets in a ridge in the middle. I examined
the two ventilating shafts which slant upwards from the northern

and southern walls. Here was clear proof that the room had
never been a tomb, but was intended to be used. Many have
been puzzled by the circumstance of the discovery of these

shafts, in 1872, when it was found that they stopped five inches

short of the Chamber itself and apparently were not originally

cut right through the walls. In their discovered state, therefore,

they could not admit air; so it is thought that they had some
other and unknown use. But the best explanation is that the

time came when they had served their purpose and, like the

rest of the upper passages of the Pyramid, were completely

sealed at their orifices by new stone blocks.

Waynman Dixon, a civil engineer then employed on some
works near the Pyramid, chanced to discover these air tubes

while examining the walls of the Queen’s Chamber out

curiosity. He noticed that one wall, which sounded hoIio|»^
a particular spot, also seemed slightly cracked.

spot broken into and five inches' ftom
shaft; then, by the same process,;

cmposite waff of the Obmbe^
the body of.tbe Pymimd::,thls,
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of probing-rods, which have been run up them for about two

hundred feet.
, „ j ,

I turned back to the level corridor and walked to the point

where it meets the Grand GaDery. And then, for a hundred

and fifty feet, I slowly progressed to the top of this steep, corbel-

sided ascent. A slight weakness, engendered by a three days’

fast began to trouble me as I climbed that incline. Finally, I

rested for a few seconds on the threc-feet-high step which marked

the end and which was so placed as to be exactly in line with the

vertical axis of the Pyramid. A few paces forward through the

Antechamber, a forced stoop under the granite block which

hangs down from grooved side-walls, and which bars the exit

of this horizontal corridor, and I had reached the most important

room in the Pyramid, the famous King’s Chamber.

5

Here, too, the presence of a couple of air tubes, each about

nine inches square, killed the tomb-chamber theory. Their

openings into the room had never been scaled, as were those

in the Queen’s Chamber, but they had been completely filled

with loose stones, which Colonel Vysc had to clear out when he

wanted to determine the nature of these shafts. That this

filling operation had been carried out at the same time as

all the other attempts to conceal the internal arrangements

of the overground portion of the Pyramid, was extremely

probable.

I flashed the lamp over the bare walls and flat ceiling, noting

anew the admirably accurate fitting of the immense polished

granite blocks at their joints, and then began a slow arcult of

the walls, carefully examining each inmvidual stone. The
Spse!*tiated rocks of far Syene had been split in twain to provide

Uteit Here and there treasure-seekers had scarred both

tod wall in thdr vain quests. On the eastern side of the

of the- stone flags had disappeared and beaten earth

h&d k$ place, while on the north-western side a deto
Idb remained unfilled. A long rough stone blodk

|wrt of the floor and covered this hoH
'

'one sidy, left there bv earlv Arsis

pereyEflCE\^::.l^tg||(i^rK^ U, and but a few irdbes awRyj
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was- the flat-sided, cofiin-like sarcophagus: a lidless, lonely

object, which was the only other thing to be found in this bare
room. It was placed exactly north and south.

The dislodged flooring-block offered a possible seat, so I sat

down on it, tatlor-ltke, with folded feet, and settled there for

the remainder of the night.

On my right I had placed my hat, jacket and shoes; on my
left reposed the still-burning torch, a thermos flask with hot
tea, a couple of bottles of iced water, a notebook and my
Parker pen. A last look around the chamber, a final glimpse
of the marble coffer beside me, and then I extinguished the

light.

I kept beside me a powerful electric torch ready to be switched

on.

The sudden plunge into total darkness brought with it the

wondering question of what the night would bring forth. The
only thing one could do in this strange position was to wait

. . . and wait . . . and wait.

The minutes slowly dragged themselves along, the while I

slowly “sensed” that the King’s Chamber possessed a very

strong atmosphere of its own, an atmosphere which I can only

call “psychic.” For I had deliberately made myself receptive

in mind, passive in feeling and negative in attitude, so that I

might become a perfect register of whatever super-physical

event might transpire. I wanted no personal prejudice or

preconception to interfere with the reception of anything that

might come to me from some source inaccessible to the five

physical senses of man. I gradually diminished the flow of

thoughts until the mind entered a half-blank state.

And the stillness which descended on my brain rendered me
acutely cognizant of the stillness which had descended on my
life. The world, with its noise and bustle, was now as utterly

remote as though it did not exist. No sound, no whisper, came
to me out of the darkness. Silence is the red sovereign of the

kingdom of the Pyramid, a silence that began in prehistoric

antiquity and which no babble of visiting tourists can really

break, for every night it returns anew with awe-inspiring

completeness.

I became aware of the powerful atmosphere of the room.
_
It

is a -perfectly normal and common experience for sensitive

persons to become aware of the atmosphere of ancient hot^%
and my own ea^rience began with something of this s-pstn

;
Sw:

B
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passage of time deepened it, enhanced the sense of immeasurable

antiquity which environed me, and made me feel that the

twentieth century was slipping away from under my feet. Yet,

following my self-imposed resolve, I did not resist the feeling,

instead I let it grow stronger.

A strange feeUng that I was not alone began to creep in-

sidiously over me. Under the cover of complete blackness, I

felt that something animate and living was throbbing into

existence. It was a vague feeling but a real one, and it was this,

coupled with the increasing sense of the returning Past, that

constituted my consciousness of something “psychic.”

Yet nothing clear-cut, definite, emerged ironi this vague and

general sense of an eerie life that pulsated througii the darkness.

The hours slipped on and, contrary to my expectation, the

advancing night brought increasing coldness with it. The
effects of the three-day fast which I had undertaken in order to

increase my sensitivity, now showed themselves in growing

chilliness. Cold air was creeping into the King’s Chamber
through the narrow ventilation shafts, and then creeping past

the thin barrier of my light garment. My chilled flesh began

to shiver under its thin shirt. I got up and dressed myself in

the jacket which I had put off only a few hours bciore on
account of the intense heat. Such is Eastern life at certain times

of the year—^tropical heat by day and a heavy fall of temperature

by night.

To this day no one has discovered the mouths of these air

channels on the outside of the Pyramid, although the approx-

imate area of their positions is known. Some Egyptoiogistt

have even doubted whether the channels were ever carried

right through to the outside, but the complete chilling of the

air during my experience finally settles the point.

I sat down for the second time upon my stone seat and
surrendered myself anew to the oppressive death-like silence,

to die all-prevailing sombre darkness of the chamber.
I waited and wondered. For no reason af

'att i iMiatobeted iardevantly that somewhere to the east

pursued its straight course through sand
tos^^and me stately Nile provided a backbone to thk

stillness in the room, the empty stone ^

to one’s nerv», while dae
*

Eave '^ken something else
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foi very quickly I found that the sensing of invisible life around
me rapidly rose into complete certainty. There was something

throbbing and alive in my vicinity, although I could still see

absolutely nothing. With this discovery the realization of my
isolated and uncanny situation suddenly overwhelmed me.
Here I was sitting alone in a queer room that was perched more
than two hundred feet above the ground, high up above aU
the million people of Cairo, surrounded by totd darkness,

locked up and imprisoned in a strange building on the

edge of a desert that stretched away for hundreds of miles,

while outside this building—itself probably the oldest in the

world—^lay the grim tomb-cluttered, necropolis of an ancient

capital.

The great space of the King’s Chamber became for me

—

who had investigated deeply into the psychic, into the mysteries

of the occult, into the sorceries and wizardries of the Orient

—

peopled with unseen beings, with spirits who guarded this

age-old building. One momentarily expected some ghostly

voice to arise out of the all-embracing silence. I now thanked

the early builders for those narrow vent-shafts which brought

a steady but tiny supply of cool ait into this hoary old room.

That air travelled through nearly three hundred feet of the

Pyramid before it arrived; no matter, it was still welcome. I

am a man accustomed to solitude—^indeed glad to enjoy it

—

but there was something uncanny and frightening in the

solitude of this chamber.
The all-encompassing darkness began to press on my head

like an iron weight. The shadow of uncalled-for fear flickered

into me. I bmshed it away immediately. To sit in the heart

of this desert monument required no physical courage, but it

did require some moral fortitude. No snakes were likely to

emerge from holes or crevices, and no lawless wanderers were

likely to climb its stepped sides and enter it at dead of night.

Actually, the only signs of animal hfe I had seen came from a

scared mouse which had met me early in the evening in the

horizontal passage, and which had darted hither and thither

between the creviceless granite walls in a frantic effort to escape

out of reach of the dreaded beam of torchlight; from tvo
incredibly aged yeUowish-green lizards I had discovered clings

ing to the roof of the narrow cutting which extends inwards

from the niche in the Queen’s Chamb^er; and, lastly, from the

bats in the subterranean vault. It was also true that a few
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crickets had chirped a good deal upon my cntr)^ into the Grand
Gallery, but they had soon ceased. All that was over now,
unbroken silence held the whole Pyramid as in a thrall. There
was naught of a physical nature which could possibly injure

one here, and yet—a vague uneasiness, a feeling that invisible

eyes were watching me, recurred for the second time. The place

possessed a dream-like mystcriousness, a ghostly unreality. , . .

5

There are vibrations of force, sound and light which arc

beyond our normal range of detection. Laugliing song and
serious speech flash across the world to waiting wireless listeners,

but they could never detect them were not their receiving sets

properly tuned. I had now brought myself out of the state of
mere receptive waiting into a forcefully concentrated condition

of mind which focaliaed the whole of its attention upon an effort

to pierce the black silence which surrounded it. If, in the result,

my faculty of awareness was temporarily heightened to an
abnormal extent by the intense inward concentration, who shall

say that it is impossible I began to detect the presence of invisible

forces?

I know only that as I “tuned-in” by a method of interiorized

attention which I had learnt long before this second visit to
Egypt, I became aware that hostile forces had invaded the

chamber. There was something abroad which I sensed as evil,

dangerous. A nameless dread flickered into my heart and
returned again and again soon after it was driven away. I still

following my method of intense, single-pointed, inward-turned
concentration, feeling followed its usual trend and changed into
vision. Shadows began to flit to and fro in the shadowless

gradually these took more definite shape, and malevolent
<^uBjtefflincies appeared suddenly quite close to my own £icc.

Sin^ea: irna|e8 rose plainly before my mind*s eye. Then a
daric af^jadtion advanced, looked at me with fixed sinister
re^^ aw ite hands in a gesture of menace, as though
sewng /to inspire me with awe. Age-old spirits seemed to
l^ve crept CAjt ofthe neighbouring necropolis, a necropolis so
old that mumiSites had crumbled away inside their stone*.

J sy,4esi;Aat clung to them nxule their unwelcome
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ascent to the place of my vigil. All the legends of evil ghosts
who haunt the areas atound tiie Pyramids, came back to memory
with the same unpleasant detail with which they had been
related by Arabs in the village not far off. When I had told a
young Arab fdend there of my intention to spend a night in the

old building, he had tried to ^ssuade me.
“Every inch of ground is haunted,” had been his warning.

“There is an army of ghosts and genii in that territory.”

And now I could see that his warning was not a vain one.
Spectral figures had begun to creep into and around the dark
room wherein I sat, and the undefinable feeling of uneasiness

which earlier had seized me was now receiving fit and fuE
justification. Somewhere in the centre of that still thing which
was my body, I knew that my heart beat like a hammer under
the strain of it all. The dread of the supernatural, which lurks

at the bottom of every human heart, touched me again. Fear,

dread, horror persistently presented their evil visages to me in

turn. InvoluntarEy my hands clenched themselves as tightly

as a vice. But I was determined to go on, and although these

phantom forms that moved across the room began by stirring

in me a sense of alarm, they ended by provoking me to summon
whatever reserves of courage and combativeness I could

muster.

My eyes were closed and yet these grey, gHding, vaporous
forms obtruded themselves across my vision. And always

there came with them an implacable hostiHty, an ugly deter-

mination to deter me from my purpose.

A circle of antagonistic beings surrounded me. It would
have been easy to end it aE by switching on the Eght or by
leaping up and dashing out of the chamber and running back a
few hundred feet to the locked griEe-entrance, where the armed
guard would have provided gregarious cornfort. It was an
ordeal which imposed a subtle form of torture, that harried

the soul and left the body untouched. Yet something inside

me intimated just as implacably that I must see this thing

through.

At last the climax came. Monstrous elemental creations, evE
horrors of the underworld, forms of grotesque, insane, uncouth

and fiendish aspect gathered around me and afflicted me with,

imimaginable repulsion. In a few minutes I lived thtou^
something which wiE leave a remembered record .beha^S,
aE time. . That incredible scene remains vividly photij^^l^
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upon my memory. Never again would I repeat such an
experiment; never again would I take up a nocturnal abode
within the Great Pyramid.

The end came with startling suddenness. The malevolent

ghostly invaders disappeared into the obscurity whence they

had emerged, into the shadowy realms of the departed, taking

with them their trail of noxious horrors. My half-shattered

nerves experienced overwhelming relief such as a soldier feels

when a fierce bombardment ends abruptly.

I do not know how long a period elapsed before I became
conscious of a new presence in the chamber, of someone friendly

and benevolent who stood at the entrance and looked down
upon me with kindly eyes. With his arrival the atmosphere
changed completely—and changed for the better. Something
clean and sane had come with him.

^

A new element liegan to

play upon my overwrought sensitive being, soothing and
calming it. He approached my stony seat, and I saw that he
was followed by another figure. Both halted at my side and
regarded me with grave looks, pregnant with prophetic meaning.
I felt that some momentous hour of my life was at hand.

In my vision the apparition of these two beings presented an
unforgettable picture. Their white robes, their sandalled feet,

their wise aspect, their tall figures—all these return at once to
the mind’s eye. Withal they wore the unmistakable regalia of
their office. High Priests of an ancient E^ptian cult. There
was light a-glimmer all around them, which in a most uncanny
manner lit up the part of the room. Indeed, they looked more
than men, bearing the bright mien of demi-gods; for their

faces were set in unique cloistral calm.
They stood motionless as statues, regarding me, their hands

crossed upon their breasts, remaining absolutel])' silent.

Was I functioning in some fourth dimension, aware and
awake in some far-off epoch of the past? Had my sense of
thoe.regtessed to the eady days of Egypt? No; that could
not perceived quickly that these two could see me and
even t^w were about to address me.

Their' hit ffgures besfit forward; the lips of one spirit seemed
i» fe&ce close to mine, his eyes flashing spiritual fire,

and higi’vtsioe-'^tffidm in my ear.

‘‘Why place, seddng to evoke the
secret. ways enough for thee?” he
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I did not heat these words with any physical ear; certainly

no sound-vibration disturbed the silence of the chamber. Yet
I seemed to hear them much in the manner in which a deaf

man, using an electric earphone, might hear the words sounding
against his artificial ear-drum; but with this difference—^that

they were heard on the insids of the drum. Really, the voice

which came to me might be termed a mental voice, because it

was surely heard within my head, but that might give the wrong
impression that it was a mere thought. Nothing could be
farther from the truth. It was a voice.

And I answered: “They are notl”
And he said:

“The stir ofmany crowds iu the cities comforts the trembling

heart of man. Go back, mingle with thy fellows, and thou wilt

soon forget the light fancy that brings thee here.”

But I answered again: “No, that cannot be.”

StiU he strove once more.
“The way of Dream will draw thee far from the fold of

reason. Some have gone upon it—^and come back mad. Turn
now, whilst there is yet time, and follow the path appointed

for mortal feet.”

But I shook my head and muttered: “I must follow ihis way.

There is none other for me now.”
Then the priestly figure stepped forward closer and bent down

again to where I sat.

I saw his aged face outlined by the surroundiug darkness.

He whispered against my ear:

“He who gains touch with us loses kin with the world.

Art thou able to walk alone?”

I replied: “I do not know.”
Out of the darkness came his last words

:

“So be it. Thou hast chosen. Abide by thy choice for

there is now no recall. Farewell,” and he was gone.

I was left alone with the other spirit, who so far had only

played the part of a silent witness.

He moved closer so that he stood now in front

coffer. His face revealed itself as the face of a wm^
old. I dared place no guess of years upon hii%
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“My son, the mighty lords of the secret powers have taken

thee into their hands. Thou art to be led into the Hall of

Learning to-night,” he explained dispassionately. “Stretch

thyself out upon this stone! In olden days it would have been

within that yonder, upon a bed of papyrus-reeds,” and he

pointed to the coffin-like sarcophagus.

It did not occur to me to do other than obey my mysterious

visitant. I laid myself flat upon my back.

What happened immediately afterwards is still not very clear

to me. It was as though he had unexpectedly given me a dose

of some peculiar, slow-working, ai^sthetic, tor ail my musdes
became taut, after which a pardysing lethargy began to creep

over my limbs. My entire body became heavy and numb.
First, my feet became colder and colder. The feeling devdoped
into a kind of iciness which moved by imperceptible degrees

up my legs, reached the knees, whence it continued its mounting
journey. It was as though I had sunk up to the waist in a pile

of snow while on some mountain dimb. All sensation in the

lower limbs was numbed.
I appeared next to pass into a semi-somnolent condition and

a mysterious intimation of approaching death crept into my
mind. It did not trouble me, however, for I had long ago
liberated myself from the andent fear of death and arrived at

a philosophic acceptance of its inevitability.

As this strange chilling sensation continued to grip me, to
pass up my shivering spine, to ovei^ower my entire body,
I felt myself sinking mwards in consdousness to some central

point within my brain, while my breathing became weaker and
weaker.

When the dull reached my chest and the rest of my body
was completely paralysed, something like a hourt attack super-
vened, but it passed quickly and I knew that the supreme crisis

was not far off.

Had I b^ able to move my stiff jaws, I might have laughed
aitSfe nest thought which came to me. It was this;

“Tekaotrow, they will find my dead body inside the Great
IYranud“-aiid that will be the end of me.”

I was•quite stw that all my setjsations were due to the passage
ofmy Own sphSt ftom plwsical life to the regions beyond deam,
L ArthsMl^ I petfectly well that I was passing through

^ the seasatioasi m oimc»ition had ix>w vanished.
At last, my cMsctousness lay in the head akme.
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and thete was a final mad whirl within my brain. I had the
sensation of being caught up in a tropical whirlwind and seemed
to pass upwards through a narrow hole; then there was a
momentary dread of being launched in infinite space, I leapt
into the unknown—and I was Free !

No other word will express the delightful sense of liberation
which then became mine. I had changed into a mental being,
a creature of thought and feding yet without the clogging
handicap of the heavy flesh body in which I had been shut up.
I had gone ghost-like dean out of my earthly body, like a dead
man rising out of his tomb, but had certainly gone into no sort
of unconsdousness- My sense of existence in fact, was intensely
more vivid than before. Above all, with this exodus to a
higher dimension, 1 £t\tfree, blissfully, languorously ftee, in this

fourth dimension to which I had penetrated.
At first I found myself lying on my back, as horizontal as

the body I had just vacated, floating above the stone floor-

block. Then came a sensation of some invisible hand turning
me upright on my heels, after pushing me forward a litde, and
placing me properly on my feet. Ultimately I had a curiously
combined feeling of both standing and floating simultaneously.

I gazed down upon the deserted body of flesh and bone,
which was lying prone and motionless on the stone block.
The inexpressive face was upturned, the eyes were scarcely open,
yet the pupils gleamed sufficiently to indicate that the lids were
not really closed. The arms were folded across the breast

—

certainly not an attitude which I could remember having
assumed. Had someone crossed those hands without my being
aware of the movement? The legs and feet were stretched out
side by side, touching each other. There lay the seemingly
dead form of myself, the form ftom which I had withdrawn.

I noted a trail of faint silvery light projecting itself down
ftom me, the new me, to the cataleptic creature who lay upon
the block. This was surprising, but more surprising still was
my discovery that this mysterious psychic umbilical cord was
contributing towards the illumination of the corner of the

King’s Chamber where I hovered; showing up the wall-stones

in a soft moonbeam-like light,

I was but a phantom, a bodiless creature sojourning in space,

I knew, at last, why those wise Egyptians of old had givi^'iin

their hieroglyphs, the pictured symbol of the bird
soul-form. I had exnerienced a sense of increased
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breadth, a spreading out just as though I had a pair of wings.
Had I not risen into the air and remained floating above my
discarded body, even as a bird rises into the sky and remains
circling around a point. Did I not have the sensation of being
environed by a great void? Yes, the bird symbol was a true one.

Yes; I had risen into space, disentangled niy soul from its

mortal skein, separated myself into two twin parts, left the
world which I had known so long. I experienced a sense of
being etherealized, of intense lightness, in this duplicate body
which I now inhabited. As I gazed down at the cold stone
block upon which my body lay, a single idea obtained recogni-
tion in my mind, a single realization overwhelmed me. It

expressed itself to me in a few brief, silent words;
^‘This is the state of death, Nm I hmv that I am a soul) that

I can exist apart from the body. I shall always believe that, for
I have proved it.”

This notion dutched hold of me with an iron grip, the while
I was poised lightly above my empty fleshly tenement. I had
proved survival in what I thought the most satisfactory way

—

by actually dying and then surviving! I kept on looking at
the recumbent relic which I had left behind. Somehow, it

fascinated me. Was that discarded form the thing which, for
so many years, I had considered as myself? I perceived then,
with complete clarity, that it was nothing more than a mass
of unintelligent, unconsdous, fleshly matter. As I regarded
those unseeing unresponsive eyes, the irony of the whole
situation struck me fordbly. My earthly oody had really
imprisoned me, the real “me,” but now I was free. I had bwn
borne hither and thither upon this planet by an organism which
I had long confused with my real central self.

The sense of grpity seem^ to have gone, and I was Htendly
i^tog on air, with that strange half-suspended, half-standing

_
Suddedy, by my side, appeared the old priest, grave and

Ji^eiturb^ei With U]^m©3 eyes, his face more ennobled
st^ wnh reverent mood, he prayed: “O Amen, O Amen,
who artia Heaven, tuhn thy face upon the dead body of thy son,

a^e^^n w^ in the spirit-world. It is finimed.” And
then me:

'mt- bom out of
tibe great lesson.

fm nmr reaUy
'words MvMr

Mm, whose soul

Set down this
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And out of space there came the half-remembered face of a

woman whose funeral I had attended more than twenty years

before; then the familiar countenance of a man who had been

more than a friend and whom I had last seen laid to rest in his

coffin twelve years previously; and, finally, the sweet smiling

picture of a child I knew who had died in an accidental fall.

These three peered at me with tranquil faces, and their

friendly voices sounded once again around me. I had the

shortest of conversations with the so-called dead, who soon
melted away and vanished.

“They too live, even as thou livest, even as this P5rramid,

which has seen the death of half a world, lives on,” said the

High Priest.

“Know, my son, that in this ancient fane lies the lost record

of the early races of man and of the Covenant which they made
with their Creator through the first of His great prophets.

Know, too, that chosen men were brought here of old to be

shown this Covenant that they might return to their fellows

and keep the great secret alive. Take back with thee the

warning that when men forsake their Creator and look on
their fellows with hate, as with the princes of Atlantis in whose
time this Pyramid was built, they are destroyed by the weight

of their own iniquity, even as the people of Adantis were
destroyed.

“It was not the Creator who sank Adantis, but the selfishness,

the cruelty, the spiritual blindness of the people who dwelt on
those doomed islands. The Creator loves all; but the lives of

men are governed by invisible laws which He has set over

them. Take back this warning, then.”

There surged up in me a great desire to see this mysterious

Covenant and the spirit must have read my thought, for he

quickly said:

“To all things there is an hour. Not yet,] my son, not

yet.”

I was disappointed.

He looked at me for a few seconds.

“No man of thy people hath yet been permitted to behold

such a thing, but because thou art a man versed in these things,

and hast come among us bearing goodwill and understanding

in thy heart, some satisfaction thou shalt have. Come wim
me!”
And then a strange thing happened. I seemed to fall into a
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kind of semi-coma, my consciousness was momentarily blotted

out, and the next thing I knew was that I had been transported

to another place. I found myself in a long passage which was
softly lit, although no lamp or window was visible: I fancied
that the illuminant was none other than the halo-like emanation
around my companion combined with the radiation from the
luminous vibrant cord of ether which extended beliind me,
yet I realized that these would not suflicicntly explain it. The
walls were built up with a glowing pinkish terra-cotta coloured
stone, slabbed with the thinnest of joints. The flof)r sloped
downwards at precisely the same angle as the Pyramid entrance
itself descends. The masonry was well finished. The passage
was square and fairly low, but not uncomfortably so. I could
not find the source of its mysterious illuminant, yet the interior

was bright as though a lamp were playing on it.*

*

The High Priest bade me follow him a little way down the
passage. “Look not backwards,” he warned me, “nor turn
thy head.” We passed some distance down the incline and I

saw a large temple-like chamber opening out of the farther end.
I knew perfectly well that I was inside or below the Pyramid,
but I had never seen such a passage or chamber before.
Evidently they were secret and had defied discovery until
this day. I could not help feeling tremendously excited about
this startling find, and an equally tremendous curiosity seized
me as to where and what the entrance was. Finally, i W to
turn my head and take a swift look backwards at what I hoped
was the secret door. I had entered the place by no visible
entrance, but at the farther end I saw that what should have
been an opening was closed with square blocks and apparentiy

Dr. Abbate Pacha, Vice-President of the Institut Egyptien, spent a
night in the desert near the Pyramids, together with Mr. William Groif, a
member of the Institut. In the official report of their experiences, the latter
said: Towards eight o’clock, in the evening, I nouced a light wHch
appeared to tom slowly around the Third Pyramid almost up to the apex;
ir was like a small flame. The light made three clrcuim round the l^ramid
aiid Y i _ a

^ tu^it was ctf a Hoish colour; it mounted slowly idmost in a'atraight
a- cert^ height above the Fyian^’s summit and &a
ptirsumg eaqumes among the Bedouins, Mr. Grtrff

ib the pStsi^ •
fsterious light lad been seen mote or less frequendym ks emteace stretching back centuries. The

Arabs put It do^wjttt^auwijarits o£ the Pyramid, but Groff tried to
^^^^;a..natufia..e«i^gpsdj»,fw;.^ tfaoa^ without succesa.
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cemented. I found myself gazing at a blank wall; then, as

swiftly whirled away by some irresistible force until the whole
scene was blotted out and I had floated off into space again.

I heard the words : “Not yet, not yet,” repeated as in an echo
and a few moments later saw my inert unconscious body lying

on the stone.

“My son,” came a murmur from the High Priest, “it

matters not whether thou discoverest the door or not. Find
but the secret passage within the mind that will lead thee to the

hidden chamber within thine own soul, and thou shalt have
found something worthy indeed. The mystery of the Great
Pyramid is the mystery of thine own self. The secret chambers
and ancient records are all contained in thine own nature. The
lesson of the Pyramid is that man must turn inward, must
venture to the unknown centre of his being to find his soul,

even as he must venture to the unknown depths of this fane to

find its profoundest secret. Farewell!”

My mind whirled into some vortex that caught me; I slipped

helplessly, sucked downwards, ever downwards; heavy torpor
overcame me, and I seemed to melt back into my physical

body; I strained my will, pushing and trying to move its rigid

muscles, but failed, and finally I swooned. . . .

I opened my eyes with a shock, in inky blackness. When the

numbness passed, my hands groped for the torch and switched

the light on. I was back in the King’s Chamber, still tremen- .

dously excited, so excited in fact, that I jumped up and shouted,

my voice echoing back in muffled tones. But, instead of feeling

the floor beneath my feet, I found myself falling through space.

Only by throwing both hands on the edge of the stone block

and clinging to the sides did I save myself. I then realized

what had happened. In rising I had unwittingly moved to the

far end of the block and my feet were now dangling over the

excavated hole in the north-west corner of the floor.

I picked myself up and got back to safety, secured the lamp
and threw a beam of light upon my watch. The glass was
cracked in two places, where I had struck my hand and wrist

against the wall in jumping up, but the works still ticked

merrily away; and then, as I noted the time I almost laughed
outright despite the solemnity of my surroundings.

For it was precisely the melodramatic hour of midnjgh%
both hands pointing to twelve, neither more nor less I

' rAn
''.
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When the armed police guard unlocked the iron grille soon
after dawn, a dusty, weary, tired-eyed figure stumbled out of
the Great Pyramid’s dark entrance. He made his way down the

large square blocks of stone into the early morning sunlight

and gazed, with eyes that blinked, at the flat, familiar landscape.

His first act was to take several deep breaths, one after the other.

Then he instinctively turned his face upwards towards Ra, the

sun, and silently thanked liim for this blessed gift of light to

mankind.



CHAPTER V

WITH A MAGICIAN OF CAIRO

T
he life of Cairo is a life in two worlds. One moves

mto the ancient Arab world as soon as one begins to

walk eastwards from its great central square, the

Ataba el fChadra, and one returns to the modern

European world as soon as one begins to walk westwards. It is

a strange life, this, where Orient and Occident, medieval and

modem. Eastern colour and squalor and Western greyness and

cleanliness, meet and face each other under the irresistible

pressure of our times.

And it was in Cairo that I discovered mediums and magicians,

soothsayers and astrologers, sorcerers and fortune-tellers, fakirs

and holy men in plenty. They were there in all of their fifty-

seven varieties, despite the fcowns and restrictions of a Govern-

ment which had shown its displeasure by forbidding most of

their activities by law and which does not hesitate to put this

law into action quite frequently. I must confess that, despite

my sympathy with some of the subjects concerned, the Govern-

ment had every provocation in imposing these restrictions.

Charlatans preyed upon the credulous, irresponsible babblers

were listened to with awe, and self-deluded seers were accepted

at their own valuatkm.’ The haem that was done by fortune-

tellers whose prophecies were taken as guides of action will

never be known to its full extent, but it was sufficiently known

to force the Government’s hand. There were, however, a few

characters whose personalities interested me apart from their

profession. There was a wizard who killed a hen before my
eyes by his invocations and magic; there was a Sudanese

negress witch-doctor who accurately named India as beiug a

country of great good fortune to me and then made some

totally inaccurate predictions; there was a pung Egyptw^

of Syrian Christian ancestry who firmly believed he;,|a^?
reincamation of the prophet Elijah and who comp^^^^^

79
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the world-scorning life of such a prophet; there was a French-

woman in the European quarter who quite easily read print

through heavily bandaged eyes when she was put into the

hypnotic trance state; there was a queer old man who lived with

his followers in a great house adjoining an immense mosque,
and who was so lost to this world that he spent almost the

whole of his time audibly conversing with spirits; there was a

brave and bold lady who had defied King Ibn Saud’s ban and
had secretly taken cinema pictures of holy Mecca, but who was
now engaged in studying sacred matters under angelic teachers;

there was the famous fakir, Tahra Bey, who thought nothing

of sticking a dagger through his own throat or stabbing his

chest just above the heart, but who emerged unbloodied and
unharmed from these unpleasant operations; and there were a

few others who caught my interest and engaged my attention.

If I cannot write about them all in the space at ray command,
at least I can give some of them this fleeting record of a

paragraph.

There was another phase of Cairene life, too, which attracted

me much and that was its religious side, because it had been
the focal point for Muhammedan culture for over a thousand
years. So little does the average Westerner know of the great

religion of Islam, so distorted are his conceptions of it, that

I have thought it worth while to devote an entire chapter to

describing Islam as I found it.

5
The wizard who did Ae strange thing with the fowl wdli

have to remain nameless m this record, because I have given a
promise to a high Egyptian Government official not to bestow
personal publicity upon him. The reasons for this request
need not be entered into here, but I accept them as sufficient

and so I shall let him rernain incognito and also withdraw the
excellent photographs which I had secured of the wizard, ha
house and his feat.

I dkcovered him, one sultry afternoon, after numerous
enquiries and ftequent prowling. I had walked through a main

stffl flagged with ancient stones; turned aside into that
lioi^y, dt^T packed, nartow-alleyed, picturesque ancient
quarter .whidh hes between the El Azhar Mosque and the

,

dismal ceihetery of l^dWazir. A train of camels had come
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into the city.
^

Little bells were tied to each animal so that the
whole procession made a merry jingling noise. Through the
dark lanes I threaded my way, afoot and alone, trying to find

the wizard’s house.

I traversed a labyrinth of teeming by-ways which were so
narrow that the sky appeared as an irregular slit between the
house roofs. Yet, the sunlight playing upon those irregular

streets, created a picturesque study m strong light and shade.

I picked my route, at last, along the winding street which
led to his door through thick-piled white dust, that blew in from
the bleak Mokattam hills which overlooked the nearby dty
boundary.

His house was large and medieval, its front being built of
oblong blocks of stone whose faces were gaily coloured. The
upper part had several heavily shuttered windows. A pair of
heavy, carved and moulded, double doors turned inwards on a

small but high vestibule wherein I found a couple of chairs and
a low coffee-table, but no sign of anyone present. I peeped
through another door into an adjoining room; no one was
there either. I, thereupon, walked through a small stone-

flagged passage into an inner courtyard, which was cluttered up
with piles of papers and large documents, all so utterly dust-

laden as to suggest that this open courtyard was used as a

repository for the magician’s more ancient archives. I wandered
disconsolately around the place for about five minutes, wonder-
ing when and where someone would put in an appearance; but,

stm beiug unable to find anyone, I returned to the street and
brought rack a neighbour, who ascended alone into the upper
regions of the house. A couple of minutes later she descencled,

together with a young man of about seventeen.

The latter addressed me in a soft hesitant tone.

“What is it you want, please?”

When I mentioned the magician’s name he drew back in

surprise. It was evident that Europeans were not numbered
among the clientele.

“My father!” he exclaimed. “What do you wish to see

him about, please?”

I explained my business and proffered a pencilled note .M;

introduction. "'J^en he saw the name at its foot his eys^.;:^

up with welcome. “Cornel Take a seat.”

He led me into the room adjoining the vestibule,.^^^®^^^
iavitin^y at a divan covered with plain white.doiKfe*'

F
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He disappeared into the upper regions again, out of which

presently he returned. I heard the sound of slow, shuflSing

footsteps and he was followed into the room by a heavily built

m^n of about sixty, who touched his forehead in greeting as

he appeared in the doorway.

His head and shoulders were wrapped in a white shawl,

from which a lock of raven-black hair escaped; his face was
large-featured, good-natured, heavily moustached, but slightly

bearded. His eyes were probably large, but he kept looking on
the floor and obviously consciously controlling the lids so that

they appeared quite narrow. He pressed me to retain my seat

and himself occupied a large easy-chair.

5

I looked around the room, which was lofty and cool but

contained a queer assortment of odds and ends. The walls

were decorated with oblong panels in which beautifully lettered

inscriptions from the^wraz? appeared in red on a yellow ground.

Two stuffed brown otters reposed in a wall-recess; piles of
documents littered the window-sills and, judging by the dust

under which they were buried, they had not been touched for

years; a printed Arabic almanack lay on a pillow beside me;
while several empty ink-bottles were distributed all over the

place.

In a few monosyllabic words the magician informed me how
honoured he was by my visit and begged me to partake of some
light refreshment before we proceeded to anything further. 3

thanked him, but, knowing the habits of Egyptian hosts, asked

him not to trouble about coffee for me as I never drank it.

He suggested Persian tea, a delightful beverage, and I readily

accepted. And so, while an eager servant disappeared into the

neatest baaaar, I tried to draw the old man into some com-
nainkative conversation. My efforts failed, for, beyond the

merest monosyllables dictated by E^ptian etiquette, ne would
say nothing about himself. Instead, he turned the tables by
puttir^ me through a subtle cross-examination. I answered
his ^€®tiohs fismldy and freely, so that by the time the servant
stetym up: Me dilhes of typical Egyptian sweetmeats—large
cakes of fdfed wheat-flour mixed wim honey; bananas, biscuits
and tiny ^asses^dfPersian tea—^he was just a shade less reserved.
Indeed, when he discsov^cd that I did not want to investigate
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in order to ridicule his methods or expose his probable char-

latanry, he became very pleasant. But, underneath his manner
I detected all the time a firm caution, as though he could not
risk yielding entry into his life to a probing stranger from an
alien land.

However, he suggested that he might cast my horoscope if

I would give him my name, my father’s name, my birth-date and
place of birth. I tried to intimate that it was not for this that I

had come to him, and that anyway fortune-telling often pro-
duced so many contradictions with each fortune-teller that I

preferred to enjoy the bhss of ignorance rather than take the
trouble of attempting to reconcile what seemed hopelessly

irreconcilable. The old man would not be put off so easily and
declared that, whether I wanted one or not, he was now interested

enough in me to calculate the map of the heavens at my birth

and write out an interpretation that would satisfy his own
curiosity and, he hoped, mine. I yielded at last to his impor-
tunity, letting him have the data required.

He then asked me to place my hand on a sheet of paper and
traced an outline in pencil around the palm. Within this

outlined sketch he wrote a few Arabic words. Why he did this

I never found out.

I broached the subject of his magic, but he put me off with
a non-committal answer. I had heard that he was probably the

greatest magician in Cairo, whatever value could be put on such
a recommendation.

Skilfully he steered the conversation into another direction,

so that I had to spend the time telling him about life in Europe.
“Come back in five days’ time,” he said when he rose from

his chair."

I duly came back and, after the usual preliminary hospitalities

were over, he produced a few sheets of foolscap covered with
Arabic writing which, he informed me, contained my horoscope
in the form of verse. I was thus forced to accept something
for which I had never asked, and to offer payment which, after

some refusals, he took.

Then came an unexpected turn in his attitude. He offered

to show me something of his magic. “Give me your hand-
kerchief,” he said, and when I had obeyed him he return^ 4t

4nj€»t immediately. “Good! Now tear it in half.” I dili^:
took one of the torn portions and wrote

it'ydfe- a which he inked from a bottle that
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table. When his writing was completed he folded the piece of
linen and, handing it back to me, asked me to put it on a copper
ash-tray tihat was lying beside me on the divan.

I awaited the next operation with some interest. The old
man took a piece of paper and drew a large triangle upon it;

within the triangle he inscribed some mysterious signs, as well

as a few Arabic Tetters. Handing me the paper he asked me to

place it on the folded piece of linen. I obeyed. There was a
lull of a minute or so, he muttered a few phrases of incom-
prehensible jargon, tightly closing his eyes the while, and then
suddenly opened the heavy-lashed lids.

Almost immediately the torn handkerchief caught light and
blazed up in the tray beside me. The flame shot high up in the
air, to my amazement, and then turned into a dense cloud of
smoke which completely filled the room. It became difficult to
breathe, one’s eyes smarted, and I rose hastily to retreat to the
doorway. But the magician was there before me, called for his

servant, and had the latter open all the windows and thus clear

the air in the room.
Wilder the feat was genuine magic or a piece of good

conjuring involving the use of inflammable chemicals did not
trouble me, as I could not see much point in the whole demon-
stration. But the old man was evidently quite proud of it.

‘‘How did you set fire to the handkercbef?” I asked.
“With the help of my genii,” was the explanation—which

explained nothing. I let it go at that. It is the usual explanation
one heats in Egypt of anything that is in the slightest degree
supernatural.

“Come a^n in three days’ time,” he said, “but do not
forget to bring a white fowl with you. Because I perceive
something in you which pleases me, I shall render you a service
quite freely. Bring me the white fowl and with it I shaU do
some nmgic to put a jinn-spirit at your service. Remember,
the fowl should not be too young nor too old, not should it

be of ajc^ other colour.”
Thinking of the African witch-doctors who cut the throatsm wtoe then fling the blood over their client’s head

1 <teclii^_ hfe nmgnanimous offer. He pressed me repeatedly
Mia coimdoMy^Tired me that this ma^cal operation whidi he
hadm view wtww^tect the aid ofa powetfuTgenie who wc^
work But I contmued to refuse. At last,

.

he mej I tedd him that sudb ceremonies
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disgusted me and I preferred not to avail myself of their alleged

benefits. He immediately promised that there would be no
blood-letting whatsoever, and on this assurance I yielded.

5
Once again I kicked up little dust-clouds as I walked through

the narrow lane leading to the aged magician’s rambling old
house. This time I had come from the Poultry Bazaar which
lies a short way behind the Ataba el Khadra Square, a plump
litde white fowl tucked under my right arm. I could feel the

warm beating of its breast under the pressure of my hand and 1

wondered what malign fate the old man had designed for it.

Wlien I arrived, the magician’s face lost its usual gravity and
broke into a smile. He expressed his pleasure at my obedience

to his request. He asked me to set the fowl down in the centre

of the floor-rug and then step three times over an incense

brazier which stood in a corner. Having done this and passed

through the cloud offragrant smoke, I settled down on the divan

and watched both man and bird. The former took a sheet of

paper and drew a small square upon it, which was next sub-

divided into nine smaller squares. Within each of the latter he
inscribed a kabbaJistic sign or Arabic letter. Then he began to

mutter some half-audible mystic incantation, with eyes &edly
regarding the fowl, while now and then his whispers were
punctuated by a commanding gesture of the forefinger of his

right hand, which was stretched out as though he were issuing

an order. The poor creature became frightened and ran off

into a comer of the room, where it took refuge underneath a

chair. The magician thereupon asked me to seize it and bring

it back to the centre of the floor. I did not care to touch it

again and told him so. His son, who had now come in and
joined us, captured the bird and put it down at the point whence
it had fled.

Once more it twisted about and made as if to mn back to the

corner a second time, when the magician commanded it in a

firm voice to return.

The fowl stopped at once.

I then noticed that it started to tremble all over its body, so

that the feathers shook to and fro.

The magician asked me to step three times over the incense

bnaziei^ as I had done before, "^en I returned to the divm I
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noticed that the fowl no longer looked at the magician but had

turned its beady eyes in my direction, a direction which it never

thereafter changed.

And then I observed an extraordinary thing. The little

creature’s breathing became laboured and heavy; each breath

came in a sharp gasp, while the beak was never once closed, as

though the bird were constantly engaged in a struggle to get air.

The magician had placed his kabbalistic paper on the floor

nearby, slowly he retreated until he had withdrawn from the

room and stood in the open doorway, where he began to mutter

his strange spells, intently watching the fowl all the time. His

half-chanted incomprehensible words, uttered in a most com-

manding voice, gradually swelled in tone and were followed by

the slow decline of the bird into a half-lifeless state.

At last, the animal weakened to such an extent that its legs

gave way and it sank to the floor, though it was still able to

maintain the upright posture of its body. Two minutes passed

and then, even this became impossible. It turned over on its

side and stretched itself out on the floor. And then its spirit

revolted against its doom; it made a tremendous effort to

struggle on to its legs again, only to fall back exhausted.

Another couple of minutes passed and it made a convulsive

gesture, moved its body in spasmodic jerks and fluttered its

feathers feebly. Thereafter, its movements lessened until they

finally stopped. The flesh became stiff, the head became rigi4

and I realized that the warm little creature which I had brought
from the bazaar only a half-hour ago was now a corpse. I stood

up, speechless at the amazing sight. There was a sickly feeling

in my heart.

The old man asked me to place my handkerchief over its

body. He said impressively:

“The magic has been successful. Henceforth the genic

who destroyed the life of this fowl as a sign that he was ready

to serve you, will work for your benefit. Sometimes when I

have p£aGds€d this the fowl does not die, which is a sign tlut

the ^nie refuses to help the |>erson.”

My uncanny host had persistently kept his eyes bent upon
the floor, a fact which I md noted throughout the ceremony.
His next reinark offered a peculiar explanation of this fact,

“Wh^ I say ^l^pdAs to evoke a genie, and when I comsand
It after it has b^ ^^ked, X never look at it. That is one of

, -the rules which mujEt be ob^ed. But the sacrifice is not yet
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finished. Listen! You must wrap up the fowl and take it

home with you and keep it still enwrapped until to-morrow.

Then when the hour of midnight arrives, you should stand on
the Kasr-el-Nil bridge and throw its body into the Nile waters.

As you throw it over the side do not forget to make a wish and

one day the genie will cause yoru: wish to come true.”

My handkerchief was too small to cover the fowl completely,

so, glancing around the room, I picked up a copy ofAl Abram
(The Pyramid), the popular Cairo newspaper, and wrapped it

around the half-covered bird. When I returned home I gave

the latter to my young Arab servant, with instructions not to

unwrap the parcel and not even to touch it again until the

following night. But the warning injunction was unnecessary.

I lightly mentioned that it was a sacrificial fowl which had been

slain by a magician, and that it was on no account to be eaten.

The servant drew back, affrighted; and thereafter avoided the

neighbourhood of the bird as much as possible.

That evening, I was dining in a restaurant with a couple of

friends, one American and the other Egyptian, and I told them

the whole story of the fowl and its magical sacrifice. They
were quite sure that it had been killed by some other means

than magic, whilst I passed no judgment but kept an open mind.

As I unfolded all the details to them, they roared with laughter

and for the rest of the evening that fowl dominated our con-

versation. I must confess that I, too, had to smile at some cff

their witty sallies at the absent magician, who became the butt

of their clever jokes. Suddenly evety light in the restaurant

went out, whilst we were still in the midst of our meal. Despite

the best efforts of the proprietor, he could not restore the

illumination; he finally had to send out for candles, and we
finished our dinner in comparative gloom.

My Egyptian ftiend, a convinced sceptic who had been

educated at the Sorbonne, temporarily lost his brilliance of wit

and lightness of spirits.

“Your magician has done this!” he complained, and I

detected a tinge of fear under his joking remark.

The thing might have been a merely accidental fusing of a

wire, of course, but it took place und.er circumstances which

reminded me of two other curious incidents not very unlike it

in character. The first cagDuewithinmyown p^sonal e^ericss^^

the second I heard from tiie lips of Robert Hichens, the femews

novelist, who knew the principal character conc€3ned.j
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The first case occurred many years ago when I was investigat-

ing various cults which had raised their heads all over Europe
and America. One of them was led by a man of dubious
character, formerly a clergyman, expelled from the Church;
yet a man of considerable knowledge and forceful personality.

My investigations revealed the fact that he possessed strong
hypnotic power and that he was abusing this power for un-
worthy ends, besides exploiting credulous people for money.
Beyond warning those of his victims whom I knew, I kept this

discovery to myself, acting on my usual belief that every
scoundrel meets an eventual Nemesis. The climax came when,
apparently by accident, I met in the street at ten o’clock in the
evening someone whose husband I knew fairly well. The lady
seemed so strange in manner that I stopped to converse with
her and was astounded to hear that she was just then en route

to the unfrocked clergyman with whom, she calmly told me,
she was going to pass the night. I guided her to the nearest
lamp-post, where I raised her face to the light and examined
the whites and pupils of her eyes. What I saw therein was
sufficient indication that she was completely/' hypnotized and I,

therefore, thought it my duty to de-hypnotize her immediately
and persuade her to return home.
The following day I visited a friend to consult him about the

matter. He was an Indian and, in feet, none other than my
friend of the second chapter ofA Search in Secret India. I related
to him all the details of what I had unearthed about this ex-
derCTman’s ravages among weak-natured people, adding that
I fdt such a dangerous man could no longer !:« allowed to
pursue his spoliating path unchecked. The Indian agreed;
indeed, he became exceedingly angry and proposed that he
should lay a heavy_ curse upon the fellow. I Smew that tihe

Indian was learned in the ways of his native Yoga and the arts
of Oriental feldm, and that a curse issuing from his lips would
be no light thing. Judging such action to be a little sttonger
tl^ w^ pessary, I said he could do as he pleased but I had
thought of ^ more lenient way, and that was to order the fellow
to fekeMin^ (rf and never show his head again. The Indian.

. said that I shoidd do that, too^ b^t he fot hub pan: sphig to
catty emt the he did.
At thp' tite I haapQDpediatdlT left to

Mf own in qxmt of it$ riedm. I found the
-^eudo^ptophet, togidfee 'wim a body* of his disdpieSy in
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violators of this tomb. The rapidity with which his illness

developed was the cause of his being sent down to Cairo to
receive the best medical attention that city could offer.

The patient was kept at the Continental Savoy, one of the
largest hotels in Cairo. One evening, not long after his arrival,

the electric light circuit failed and every lamp in the hotel was
extinguished. For nearly an hour the place was plunged in
darkness. When the lights were restored, Lord Carnarvon’s
nurse found him lying dead in his bed!
But I must return to my fowl.

At midnight, next day, someone might have been observed
furtively reconnoitring the Kasr-el-Nii bridge, awaiting a
favourable opportunity to dispose of a sacrificial fowl. It ws
not so easy as it seemed to carry out the task. For the bridge
is in the heart of the European quarter of Cairo: a huge British
soldiers’ barracks faced it on one side, while the spacious,
well-guarded, well-policed headquarters of the British High
Commissioner fronts it on the other. To throw a mysterious-
looking, paper-wrapped parcel into the sombre waters from
such a height, and at such an hour, would lead any rational
observer to but one conclusion, viz. that a murderer was trying
to dispose of some portion of his victim’s trunk or limbs!
However, the moment came at last, the parcel was tossed over
the bridge; as it hit the water with a slight gurgle, the midnight
visitor heaved a sigh of relief and hurried safely away.
My Arab servant praised Allah for my safe return. He looked

as happy as a kitten that had caught its first mouse.

I tried, on subsequent visits, to get my n^gidan to explain
his feats in more detail, so that one could discover whether they
were mete conjuring tricks after all. But the old man would
spe^ htde on the subject and would relapse into long silences,

,

^ though
1^ were 'gapped up in some other world-—perhaps

ul€ WOttu of his 1 fhoi-the world of his genu*. I realized that to get him to open those
^ommu^tivc jaws would be a task indeed. His own son
had tmee^fomed n^, after some questioning, that his fethcr
never told his secrets to anyone and that he, the son, had long
ago re^uest^ to be taught that he thight follow the same .,

t^ ftther had refused, sayhig that it was-fSp-v
:|^!c^ssion both difficult and dan^lieous. llL parents had toM

'
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him, as typical of something that frequently happened, a story

of a magician who had evoked a genie but could not banish it

again, with the result that the latter turned on him and caused

him severe injuries. The boy was put to the comparatively

harmless study of law.

I understood why it was impossible to expect the old man to

reveal his secrets, whether they were genuine or false, because

it was their very mystery which gave him his power and reputa-

tion; I decided to press him no further. It was perfectly natural

that he should be loath to let go information upon which his

fame and fortune depended.

But if I could not break down his reticence, I thought, as I

sat once again in his dusty room, perhaps I could persuade him
to explain the general theories which lay behind those secrets;

perhaps I could find out from the fountain-head of a reputed

expert what all this talk of genii meant of which I had heard so

much in Egypt. And, even whilst I talked to him I could hear,

coming through the barred window, the steady, rhythmic

tapping of a tom-tom drum. In a neighbour’s house a minor
witch-doctoring sheikh was trying to drive out of the body of
a sick man, by means of drumming and incantations, the genie

which was supposed to obsess him and to be responsible for the

illness.

“Your people disbelieve in our ancient magic,” he interposed

upon my thoughts, “merely because it uses forces they do not

understand, the forces of the genii.”

I remained silent. I could comprehend his Oriental attitude

without much difficulty, otherwise I should never have been
interested in the East.

Genii were everywhere. If a man were hi, unlucky or

unhappy, an evil genie was supposed to have invaded his body -

or life; if he were fortunate or powerjEhl, a good genie was
equally responsible.

“What are these genii?” I asked the old man at length.

I found him in a friendly mood.
“Know fbat these invisible creatures do truly exist, even

though sight of them has almost entirely been lost to the people

of our time,” he explained. “Just as there, exist animals in

the world of matter, so there exist spicit-creatutes in the other

world who are not human, who have never been spirits of

mortal men, but t^ho were born directly into the spirit world.

Such are the e-enii. Nevertheless, do not mistake them fof #e
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souls of animals, because tliey are of quite a different character.

Some have almost the intelligence of a clever man, others are

saintly in goodness, while many others exist who are truly ‘of
their father the devil.’ In fact, the inhabitants of the spirit

world may be divided into three chief classes: the genii, the
humans and the angels. The angels are mostly good and have
never lived on earth. The genii are good or evil and likewise
have never lived on earth. The humans, of course, are those
men and women who have lived on earth and passed out of
their bodies after death.

“Know, too, that just as animals are often made to serve
man on earth, just as the dog, the horse and the camel are
brought to subserve his will, so there are certain kinds of genii
which can be made to serve him, whether in the invisibfe or
visible worlds-. It is, of course, only certain orders of these
genii which can be rendered submissive to the commands of a
human master. The magic of ancient times was mostly—as

is even that of the few real magicians who exist to-day—

a

knowledge of how to obtain the service of these genii. In
short, it was a form of spiritualism.”

“'J^at methods are used to secure this control?”
“First, it is necessary to learn their names before you can

comrnand them. Then a charm must be written on paper,
containing the name of the genie, a certain passage from the
Duran, an arrangement of numbers inside a diagram—^usually a
double square but sometimes a triangle. Thirdly, the' aid of
burning incense and perfumes, varied in composition according
to the kind of genie you are invoking, must be brought in.

Fourthly, certain invocations, or ‘words of power,' must 1^
pronounced. Lastly, there is the power acquired by initiation
through one’s own teacher.” He paused for a minute, and then
continued.

“But to learn this mastership demands a hard suid dangerous
apprenticeship. Magic always was ^d ever must be an art for
me few.

^
I may tell you our beliefs, in so far as I am doing now,

but to s^veai the practbal secrets of real value is someming I
have pigged mysetf to my own teacher never to do except tom accepted ptmil of many years’ pupilship. It would be a bad
thing for mankind if our secrets were rmuie known to all, for
then evil men could use them to injure others £&t their own esds,
whilst we ourseivea would lose the posidon-of power we have
«ways enjoyed. Xefc me tell yoi^,. m ftict, that so far I have
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refused to accept a single pupil. Eventually I shall be bound,
by the laws that govern our fraternity, to initiate someone
before I die, so that this knowledge may be kept alive among
mankind. As, however, I know the exact date of my death, I

shall carry out my obligations in good time.”

The old man paused. I was pleased at having succeeded so

marvellously in weaning him out of his reticence, but would he
continue? I gave him another lead, this time in the form of a

question about his own initiation.

“Let me tell you a little of my story,” he answered. “I was
born sixty years ago in the town of Suag, which is in the province

of Girga. My own father was a famous professional magician
and astrologer. Ever since I can remember, the art in which
he dealt attracted me greatly; fascinated me, in fact. My father

noted this tendency of mine and told me that he would initiate

me eventually and bring me up to follow him in the same
profession. He owned a number of ancient Arabic manuscripts

and tare books on the magic arts which he let me read and study.

As soon as he had initiated me at the age of eighteen, I left

home and made my way to Cairo, where I joined the El Azhar
University. Here, I devoted myself to literary and religious

studies, but I kept my secrets entirely to myself. I had brought
a few of my father’s manuscripts widi me and these I continued

to study at home. One thing I learnt was the different kinds of
human nature, until I became so expert that I could tell at a

single glance what a man’s character and desires were.

“I iSt the University at the age of twenty-eight and there-

after lived much alone, practising further until I felt strong

enough to have complete command over my genii. It was
then that I adopted this profession and let myselfbecome known.
And unless one can get tiiis stren^ it is far better to leave the

thing alone. My sons begged tobe allowed to learn my know-
ledge, but I put them to other subjects, because 1 saw tiiat they

lacked the courage necessary to make a successful magician.

“I practised astrology also, and many Egyptians of high

rank found me out in time and often came to have their fortunes

told. Princes, ministers, Pashas and wealthy merchants have

sought my advice. A Minister of the Court of Abyssinia has

consulted me, while last year I had a visit from the daughter

of the Abyssinian Emperor. Once the Sultan of Morocco sent

a special envoy tfo me with certain letters.

“Another ym^ four thieves broke into my house nighfe
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attempting to kill and rob me in the dark; but I drove them
off with nothing more than a walking-stick. Next day, I sat

down and used my magic to discover their names. When I

had done this, I collected enough evidence to have them arrested

and sent to prison for five years.

“Not long ago, I was called to a haunted house where chairs

and carpets and kitchen-pots were thrown about during the

night by unseen beings. I set up_ an incense brazier and
wfispered my invocation to the spirits. In fifteen minutes

some genii appeared. They were the cause of the trouble and I

bade them go away and leave the house in peace. After that

the spirits msappeared and the haunting ceased.”

5

The old man clapped his hands, at which a servant appeared,

bringing a dish or white jellied sweet, some cakes, and tiny

glasses of Persian tea.

“Is it possible to make these genii visible to an ordinary

person?” I enquired across the table.

“Yes, after long preparations and much effort it can be done.
The preparations finish with burning incense and slowly chanted
invocations and then a genie appears out of the smoke in the

darkened room and speaks in a loud voice. I no longer touch
that side of magic as I am getting too old to make such
tremendous efforts.”

I wondered once more at this strange character who claimed
to contact such weird creatures. He was certainly most
uncanny. And yet, he could be very human too. For when his

littie granddaughter, a prettily dressed child of six, ran into the

room unexpectedly, he bent down and kissed her affectionately

ar^i even condescended to play with her for a few moments.
I resumed my quest.

“What about the dangers which you mentioned before?”
He looked at me gravely.

^

“It is teue. ^oever gains ascendancy over the genii incurs
risks, l^e geoH are not mete puppets in his hands, they are
bein^ iwith an intelligence and will of their own; therefore, k
is ^ways passible they may rebel against the man who has
enslaved thetn. ^thotigh they are entirely obedient to tiheki
master and mve wflling service, if the ms^ebn loses his sd^l*
a«ntrol and Deoanes in will, or if he misuses his powem
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for evil ends, or if he fails in the highest courage, then there is

always the possibility that some of his genii will turn and rend

him, bringing unforeseen troubles, accidents or even death

itself. The greatest marvels can be shown by the help of such

spirits, but where the magician has only imperfectly mastered

these servants, they may be pitiless towards him should they

rise in revolt.”

“Do you think the ancient Egyptians knew of these genii,

too?”
“Of course, such knowledge was the chief part of the power

of their priests. Genii were used to act as guards over the most
important tombs and treasures; they were invoked in temple

ceremonies ; and they were also used for the most evil purposes.”

I told him of my esperience in the Great Pyramid, when I

had spent a night in the King’s Chamber and, in vision, beheld

two priestly spirits as well as a secret passage.

“Inside the Pyramid and connected with the Sphinx there

is a peculiar order of genii,” he commented. “They were
captured by ancient Eg5rptian High Priests and imprisoned in

those places to guard certain secrets. They throw a glamour
over the mind of anyone likely to penetrate the secret places,

and thus defend them from intrusion. Yes, I too believe that

secret passages and chambers and hidden records are contained

within the Great Pyramid. Once I went there with the object

of investigating them, but, as the watchmen do not permit one
to go down into the underground passage, I had to return

disappointed. Still, the genh who guard the Pyramid and
Sphinx secrets can be won over—only to do this it is essential

to know their particular form, invocation, name and written

sign. This knowledge, unfortunately, has been lost with the

ancient Egyptians.”

I raised a query concerning the alleged powers ofthe magician.

The old man agreed that they were limited.

“Of course, we cannot claim to do everything. We can do
certain things and no more. Allah alone knows and commands
aU. We can but try to use our art, but Allah’s is the final word.”

I wandered out into the dusty street, under the clear pearly

light of Cairo’s sky, carrying in my jacket pocket an enormous
reddish-brown, polished agate shaped like an egg, which die

magician had given me as a keepsake and which, he said, had
once belonged to a Pharaoh. As my fingers stroked its sleek

surface, I mought of die man whom ,I had just left and of the
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unseen servitors who, so he claimed, were ready to obey his

will. It was obvious to me that here one was treading on
dangerous ground, on the very boundaries of witchcraft,

sorcery and the black art.
’

Were these genii but baseless ancient inventions? No—it

was not difficult to accept the theory that the hidden realms of
Nature were inhabited by other creatures beside man; one
could arrive at this conclusion by merely analogical reasoning.

It was also quite possible that such creatures contained withw
them ranks those who were darkly malignant equally as those
who were peacefully beneficent. Whether they could do all

that he claimed was another matter. E^t’s prolonged sun-bath
might have affected his brain; I could not decide straightway.
In India a Yogi had mysteriously restored life to a dead bird

before my eyes, although this return of animation was only
temporary: here in Egypt I had watched an equally surprising
reversal of this performance.

I did not attempt to write down ail he had said to me, for
some men are note-shy and I knew psychologically that he was
one of them. I fixed hds phrases in my memory and transferred
them to paper the moment I was alone—and how strange they
looked then! I had wanted to investigate the forms or native
magic. This was the first, curious result.



CHAPTER VI

WONDER-WORKING BY HYPNOTISM

SOMETIMES one finds things where they are least

expected and it was during my sojourn in the European

% quarter of Cairo that I found there another strange

J manifestation of those forces which we call super-

ural, but which science may one day explain so glibly that

shall no longer regard them as such.

[ discovered a remarkable young couple who lived in a

eet which led directly to the barracks of the British Garrison,

iro is such a cosmopolitan hive that a single block of apart-

nts will frequently house half a dozen different nationalities,

.e French are quite prominent in this quarter and this young

iple had lived in Egypt for many years. The husband’s name

,s Monsieur Eduard Ades and his wife was known as Madame
irguerite. He was gifted with some amount of hypnotic

wer, she being an exceptionally fine subject for his experi-

;nts. After some years of practice and training, they had

ived at a certain degree or competence in their power oi

Enonstrating the extraordinary possibilities which lie untapp^

thin the minds and bodies of mankind. I tested them in

dous ways and, though most of out experiments were quite

sensational and of interest to scientific researchers alon^

vertheless there were two or three feats ofa character sufficient

startle any hide-bound materialist who has never

:h possibilities.

The first feat which I shall descadhe was don%,l3ili(l®6

nditions and even when I invited' iiie slightly

a prominent British ^official

It no theory of tri<^^
”

The four of us ^t
les. The
s head
O
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forehead high and intellectual, the eyes were steady and penetrat-

ing, the nose was Greek in its straightness; while he spoke in

the animated manner of his race. Unusually eloquent, he could

keep up a torrent of conversation for hours, with the words

tumbling over each other in their hurry to es^pe from his

mouth. His entire personality conveyed an impression of

force and strength.

Madame Marguerite, on the other hand, was all that one

might expect a good hypnotic subject to be. She was gentle,

sensitive, quiet, reserved and wistful. Her body was short and

slightly plump, the eyes being noticeably large, soft and dreamy.

She moved with slow, lethargic movements.

She sat on a straight-backed chair while Monsieur Ades stood

next to her and began the demonstration. He pressed his right

thumb between Madame Marguerite’s eyebrows and kept it

there for about two minutes, while steadily watching her face.

He id no mote than this, never attempting to make any passes

over her with his hands nor using any other devices that usually

form part of a hypnotist’s technique.

“When I first commenced to hypnotize Madame Marguerite

many years ago,” he explained, speaking rapidly in French, “I

used a complicated method and had to wait a considerable time

before she passed into the first degree of the trance state. Now
we have worked together so often that I can dispense with all

other preparations and hypnotize her almost at once, although

no other hypnotist could have the same success with her. Look I

She is now hypnotized.”

Madame Marguerite’s body had become somewhat rigid, her

eyes had closed and she appeared lost to her surroundings. I

asked permission to examine her and, raising her eyelids, found
the conventional signs of unsensitiveness—^the eyeballs had
turned upwards on their axes and were fixed in that unnatural

position. This was scientific evidence that she had entered the

first degree of hypnotic trance.

We fegaft with simple unostentatious feats. Monsier Ades
ordered her to look across the room. “What a terrible scene

is'there,” he suggested to her. “Watch how that jpoor person
is suffaSng grievously. How sad that such a thing should
happen, how sadl”
Madame Marguerite gazed at the far comer of the room aiw-t

began to look unkippy. Soon she wrw weeping. Within a
ttdnute or two tears were felling down her cheeks qmte copiously-
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Suddenly the hypnotist commanded her to see a gay procession

in the other comer and to laugh at it. A few seconds later her
distress lessened, she soon smiled, and finally laughed outright

in a hearty and natural manner.
So she became in turn a child of three, a soldier, and a man

with a sprained knee; always responcQng perfectly to the

spoken suggestions and seemingly living completely in the new
characters taken on.

Then, at Monsieur Ades’s suggestion, I securely closed her
eyes by fastening pieces of gummed tape, which I had brought
with me, across her eyebrows, eyelids and cheeks. After such
treatment it was absolutely impossible for her to open her
eyes. But to perfect the conditions of this eicperiment, I tied a

thick red velvet bandage around her eyes and head: assurance

was now doubly sure.

Ades asked me to whisper in his ear some instructions to be
carried out by his subject. Accordingly, I whispered: “Raise
your right arm.” He returned to her side, held his own right

hand a few inches away from hers, and then raised it in the air.

He bade her imitate this action.

Although Madame Marguerite’s eyes were so carefully sealed

that she could not possibly have witnessed what he did, she
immediately raised her right arm even as he had done!
He came over to us and asked the lady visitor to suggest

another movement. She whispered: “Cross the fingers of
both hands.” He returned to the unseeing subject with crossed
fingers and she unhesitatingly imitated him!

5
i

Now came die most interesting experiment. Ades put his

subject into the second degree of hypnotic trance by touching
her forehead and giving her the spoken suggestion. In this

state the latent powers of the subconscious mind stir into

striking activity.

He commanded her to sit down at his desk. Immediately she
obeyed. She looked a strange figure with the heavy red bandage
around her eyes.

He asked us to select at random any passage from any book
we chose. We selected a French scientific work, opened it

chance at page fifty-three, marked a certam paragraph, and set

it down on the desk by the subject.
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Madame Matguerite picked up a pencil wiule Monsieur

Ades placed a sheet of paper on the desk. lie said, in a firm
voice:

“Now find the chosen passage in the book. You will read
it without difficulty, then transcribe what you read, on to the
paper beside you. Begin!”
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MADAME MARGUERITE'S ACTUAL WRITING WHILE BLINDFOLDED

The hypnotized woman poised her pencil in the air for a
she ^zed through the bandage at the printed pages,

she began to wote acrois the paper in a slow delioerate
matmer. Having 'written three or four words, she returned to
tiKi book and bear her face over the page, just as though her

^ad- she could read every Imc. Yet we wea*
sanded that Wo iMI taken every piocauiion to previmt her
dcang this-

^
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She continued this process of alternate reading and writing,

a process which we watched with barely suppressed excitement.

Ades assured us that she was accurately copying every word of
the paragraph. He himself stood silent throughout.

I asked him to command her to underline certain words:
the second word of the second Hne and the third word of the

third line. The command was given and we watched her

slowly underscore two words.
The passage was finished at last and we eagerly walked over

to the desk and inspected the written sheet, comparing it word
for word with the printed original. The latter read:

“Toutefois le danger scientifique est id beaucoup moins du
c6te des statistidens trop 2d6s que du c6t6 de ceus qui tendent a

condure d’apr^s leur intuition sur un nombre limitd . .
.”

A reference to the accompanying reproduction of the sheet

in Madame Marguerite’s handwriting reveals the fact that her

copy was astonishingly accurate, and that she correctly under-

lined the two words indicated. She made a single error:

instead of “statisticiens” she wrote “st^tistiques.” A curious

but understandable mistake.

Mad^e Marguerite did not complete the paragraph, because

we thought sufficient had been written to demonstrate her

strange faculty.

Another interesting experiment was to get her to write

precisely the same paragraph but using her left hand. Normally
she is not ambidextrous, but in the hypnotic state she carried

through the task with ease.

After that, a series of figures were dictated to her by Monsieur
Ades for addition, we supplying the figures to him previously.

From the accompanying plate, which reproduces her actual

writing, it will be seen that she misunderstood the last figures in

the first sum, viz. 1 3 , 103 , and had to make a fresh start. Though
she was still heavily blindfolded, she was able to set down two
sums with the digits in the proper columns, and to add them
up correctly.

The nest experiment indicated what immense possibilities

lie latent and unfolded in us. The visitor whom I had brought

took the subject’s hand in hers and concentrated strongly upon
the mental image of her husband. After a short time Madame
Ades described the character, canadties, temperam^t, and even
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physical appearance of the absent man. Most extraordinary

was her statement that he was a Government official.

“Correct 1” was the surprised lady’s comment on this reading

of her own mind.

And yet, on another occasion, when I was with Madame
Marguerite whilst she was in the same degree of hypnotic state,

she ventured by her own desire to peer into futurity for me
with extremely unsatisfactory results. I revolted inwardly at

the falsity of some of her predictions, and within a few months
she was definitely proved wrong. But when she attempted to

read my character, aims, aspirations and ambitions, she proved
quite correct. It is clear, therefore, that fortune-telling here,

as elsewhere, is and must remain an extremely dubious procedure,

although the general trend of events necessarily resulting from
one’s character may be read.

For the final experiment the subject was placed in the third

stage of hypnotization, a deeper condition which made certain

parts of the body insensible to pain, and which even enabled

the hypnotizer to obtain control over organs that function

involuntarily.

Ades rubbed a piece of cotton-wool upon the palm of her

left hand, produced a needle for our inspection; then dug it

into the fleshy part of the hand until the point came through
on the other side and projected for halfan inch. Apparently she

felt no pain; on the contra^, when he suggested to her that a

comedian was standing in front of us telling jokes, she began
to shake her sides with laughter. A few minutes after he
withdrew the needle from her hand. Not a single drop of blcwd
was visible, either upon the skin or on the needle itselfI A tiny

black mark in the palm alone indicated where the needle had
passed through.

5

I qulkioned Monsieur Ades upon the subject of hypnotism.

, He was a well-educated man, a University graduate, and at

one time a teacher of psychology in some cmlege. Because of
this he liked to be called Professor,Eduard—a natural and

.. harmless piece of vanity. It was by dus title that I generally

, \ addressed hitt
WI^ I asked him for an explanation of his demonstrations,

,he turned his pieremg regard upon me and exclaimed;
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“Monsieur! I shall be perfectly frank tdth you. We really

know nothing of the mysterious forces which cause the

phenomena of hypnotism. Nevertheless, we understand the

technique which can produce these phenomena and we know
under what conditions success or failure will result.

“We have discovered that there resides in all persons a

certain kind of force which we call magnetic influence, and
that in some persons—as myself—^this influence is so strongly

developed that it can be used to affect others in the remarkable

manner you have witnessed. On the other hand, it requires

for its action people who are naturally receptive to it, who yield

up their wills with the least resistance. \SJmen I discovered my
own power I set out to strengthen it, until it reached the point

you see to-day. And it was only by constant experiment with

Madame Marguerite that we were able eventually to perform

these feats. At first it took a long time to induce in her

the hypnotized condition, only by continuous effort and
experience I have succeeded in reducing the time to a few
minutes.

“What happens when she is in that condition? She becomes

a kind of somnambulist, a sleep-walker,” he explained, “so

that even ifyou were to fire off a pistol it would not awaken her

from the semi-trance. The Doctors Preyer and Berger, who
were able to make special studies of the cases of sleep-wdkers,

found that such persons could see quite well with their eyelids

shut while in the somnambulic state. This mysterious conmtion

proves that consciousness can be divided and that what
psychologists call the subconscious mind does exist. And it

appears, firom our demonstrations, that this subconscious is

very clairvoyant and untrammelled by the bonds of matter.

It is then able to do with the body what the person in a conscious

state believes impossible. Tins shows ibat our belief in

limitations is a false one, and that we are all capable of much
more than we think. Hypnotism frees the subject of such

handicapping notions.”

“What is your theory to explain Madame Marguerite’s

reading the book through sealed bandages?”

“I merely say that we dare not set Innits to the powers of

the subconscious, and that clairvoyance seems to be one of its

natural fiiculties. In other words, the subconscious has its

own powers of seeing, hearing and feeling, and is not dependent

on the physical organs, such as the eyes and ears, for its
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operation.^ The hypnotic condition draws the subject’s atten-

tion away from these physical organs—from the whole tedy in

fact—and thus concentrates it entirely on the subconscious

mind, whose mysterious faculties thereupon come into play.

But really, I cannot say much more than that. I can only
provide the necessary conditions and then watch these faculties

at work.”
“You make no passes with the hands, I notice. Do you

regard them as unnecessary?”

“I think they may well be necessary to some hypnotists,

monsieur,” he replied energetically, “but I can dispense with
them. I rely entirely on the force of my will and on the spoken
suggestions which I give to my subject. My experience rrakes

me believe that the real secret of hypnotizing lies in these two
methods, especially in suggestion, made calmly and authorita-

tively, and that magnetic passes are only necessary to those who
do not feel expert enough to dispense with them.”

5
For a part of every year Cairo harbours a man who may

safely be described as the most famous fakir of modern Egypt—^none other than the illustrious Tahra Bey. Much controversy
has raged around his feats; many critics have endeavoured to

stab his reputation even as he stabs his own body with arrows
and knives; yet the fact remains that a large number of
distinguished people have found his achievements interesting
at least, and convincing at most; that King Fuad of Egypt,

1 The Yogis of India gave me a somewhat similar explanation of these
phenomena. They claimed that every man had an invisible “soul-body”
and that there were seven nervous centres in the latter, situated in an area
approximatiag to the cerebro-spinal system and die u^r brain, and tto
each of unseen centres was the real controlling agency of our physical

placed the first centre in the sacral region and thhi
o^SoHe^^R^; tibe second was in the spleen and goveroed taste; the

lidfo navd and corresponded to sight, and so on. Thdt theory
was that^ ext*®^, sefise-objects are really perwived by this "soul-body,”
wh|«h is fie intemiffa^t whose oo-opetadon Is essendul to the successM

ah aaa*8ph,y8laJ senses. The ibitl® are meseely imttumentsaw wMtout
,
co-i^peratioQ become iaci|pable df peTOtmlng

sMt, httdim, ate laiaaiilf mental acuitiesaw SBCWoa«|«!iy|^. The ^ogis daimed tto tmeim anotol
ot attention, as inpiofoundcoficenttatlon, d« fiats petfornwd bv hytmotized
fabjttctecwbe(iowaty«®t,whiwtah7p«iotib»et.
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King Carol of Rumania and King Victor Emanuel of
Italy, among others, honoured him with invitations, while

Signor Benito Mussolini received him several times at the

Cmgi Palace; and that instead of shirking investigation he has

usually courted it. I, who have seen several of ms feats done
by half a dozen unknown fakirs in different parts of India and
Africa, find no difficulty in believing them possible; whereas,

knowing the man, I know, also, that he actually does possess

the powers which he claims. It is only when he stoops, as

unfortunately he now does, to satisfy the popular craze for

fortune-telling and charms, that he is indulging in an 'activity

which I am unable, to endorse. Perhaps he is not to blame,
however. “The world has forced me to commercialize my
powers, to become an artiste when I wanted to be a scientist,”

he sadly confessed to me once over the tea-table. Nevertheless,

I admire him greatly, as being the first Oriental fakir with such
extraordinary powers who has refused to clothe around them
a dress of mystifying verbiage or religious irrelevandes. He
himself wants to see the truth about the wonders of the fakirs

separated from the nonsense with which it has been traditionally

embroidered. He has a refreshingly sane and modern attitude

towards his own achievements and the principles which underlie
them, an attitude unique among that order of medieval-minded,
unprogressive, irrational and mystery-loving human beings
called fakirs. In short, he seeks to replace superstition by
science.

Before one can adequately understand his feats one needs to
understand the man, and the best way to do that is by a short
sketch of his life. I shall set that down here, just as he told
it me. But first meet him.
You may expect the lank emaciated figure of an ascetic.

Instead, picture a short, distmguished-lookmg man with black
hair and olive skin, grave, peaceful, bearded face, who some-
times wears the Arab burnous over his head, at others an
ordinary European soft felt hat. He is slightly under medium
height. He slips out of his Arab robes into a well-cut European
tailored suit and finds himself equally at home in both. His
piercing, beautiful eyes are exceptionally interesting because the
white irises are strongly noticeable and lend depth and mystery
to the jet-black pupils. His manner is always soft and gentle,

while he is as courteous and as polished as all the better Egyptians
invariably are. He murmurs his sentences so quie^- and so
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humbly that no one might guess from his tone that he was a

with some of the most mysterious forces of Nature under

his command and control. He carries himself with an unhurried

ease and self-possession, a marked air of self-control, such as

one always observes in really advanced fakirs. He smokes

innumerable cigarettes during the course of a day.

‘T was bom in 1897, at Tanta, the busy little town in the

Nile Delta which also contains the tomb ofthe famous thirteenth-

century fakir Sheikh Ayid Ahmad el Badawi, visited by pilgrims

from all parts of the East. My mother died while giving me
birth, and my father belonged to the race of Copts, the Christians

of Egypt. My father was himself well acquainted with the

teachings of the fakirs, he had friends with similar tendencies;

hence I grew up in an atmosphere favourable to my future

work. At quite an early age I was initiated into the exercises

and practices traditionally followed by fakirs, my own father

being one of my teachers. Whilst I was yet a child, internal

troubles in the country led to our change of residence, and so

my father, myself and a teacher went to Turkey, where we
settled down in Constantinople. Here I received a good modern
education, studied medicine, and received a doctor’s degree.

This education was extremely valuable to me, psychologically,

as it enabled me to submit my own psychic experiences to

scientific analysis. I opened a clinic in Greece and conducted it

for a short time, and it was there that I undertook the feat which

I regard as the most marvellous of all that are within the

capacities of fakirs—the resurrection. I permitted myself to be

buried for no less than twenty-eight days, to be lowered into

the very abyss of death, from which at the end of that time

I emerged alive and unharmed. The Metropolitan and other

Christian dignitaries were opposed to me and tried to prevent

my feat, because they fancied they saw in it, and in the doctrines

it iliustsated, a menace to their religion. Nevertheless the

government authorities defended me and answered that, bemg
a doctor, I had the right to be buried if I wished. My scientific

ttainkig and doctor’s degree have been a help to smooth my
path da other occasions, too.

*T visited Bulgaria and Serbia and Italy. In the latter

country I peamittM the best-known scientists to investigate my
feats and»^ed them to put me in a coffin made of lead. My
body was qo(m|te4y covered w sand. The lid was nailed

^dowtt an^ I was diea^sunk^ to the of a swimming bath.
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iftet about half an hour the police interfered and stopped the

lemonstration, but so far, of course, it was successful. Then
came to France, and there I was not only permitted to repeat

he same experiment but actually to extend it. For twenty-four

lOurs I remained in the coffin under water, my body in a state

)f catalepsy, while police and others guarded the demonstration

11 the time to prevent trickery. Here are two photographs

vhich were taken on the spot. The first shows my rigid

:ntranced body being laid in the coffin; the second shows the

:offin being lifted out of the water where it had lain for twenty-

bur hours. I was glad to invite and undergo this test because

;o many critics have claimed to expose the performance of the

Indian fakirs in being buried alive, a performance which you
iescribed in your own book on India. They say that the fakirs

Dre-arrange to have a secret air channel dug through the earth

ind that by this means they continue to breathe. No doubt this

Dccurs in the case of pseudo-fakirs who are merely conjurers

ind illusionists, but it is totally unnecessary in the case of those

svho have learnt the genuine secrets of our art and can entrance

die body at will. It is for this reason that I arranged a test

under water, where the conditions are transparent and every-

tdiing can be controlled by observers. Doctors were especially

interested in this feat and they tried every means to test its

genuineness, and quite rightly, but because it was based on
natural laws I had nothing to fear.

“Although I am fond of the comforts of European life, I am
also attached to my own country, and thus I make it a point to

divide part of my time each year between Egypt and Europe.
I like Europeans and some of them appreciate and welcome me.
Once when the Queen of Spain telegraphed for me to go to her
country, she even sent an official escort to conduct me. I do
not feel vain about my achievements. The past now moves
before my eyes like a wonderful film. A true fakir is above
such things as vamty and greed; he lives an inner life detached
from excessive worldly desires. You know the fakirs of the

Orient, and I think you will agree that my case is almost unique
because the others, where genuine, do not care to visit Eu|^e
and ate too proud to submit themselves to critical inye^^fe
fions; in fact &ey think it is useless to show you-

^^13. Europeans are sure to attribute such
short, to anything but : the ^

much 'a3^.ii3dj)ortant, th^
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your languages—I know Italian and French—while I do not

remember one of them who has taken a university course in

medicine and the sciences and accepted modern education for

what it is worth. As you have noticed, they generally despise

such education and regard it as a hindrance. Of course, I do

not agree with them.”

5

I collected a small group of doctors and other professional

men whose interest I had engaged in these heterodox subjects,

and we were privileged to watch a whole series of astonishing,

if gruesome, demonstrations which Ta^a Bey performed with

an ease and swiftness that was astounding.

The fakir had dropped his European clothes; he wore a

long robe of white linen. An Arab burnous was tied around

his head with double blue and gold cords. A five«pointed,

engraved gold star, the emblem of the order into which he had

been initiated, hung suspended from a neck-chain, upon his

breast. Around his waist there was a golden girdle. He stood

with arms folded upon his chest. Around the floor of the

room were distributed the various objects and materials to be

used in his demonstrations—a table loaded with daggers, hat-

pins, knives, needles, skewers and bits of glass; another table

upon which rested a plank studded with the points of long,

sharp nails; a block of heavy stone, a weighing machine and

a large hammer; a white fowl and a grey rabbit, both tied

by the feet and lying in a basket; two gleaming, polished

scythe blades; a pair of trestles, a long coffin, a still longer

and larger box, a heap of ted sand and a pair of spades; a few

hand-towds, some cotton-wool with omer odds and ends.

A brazier of burning incense filled the room with a soft perfume.

Two young men in his employ stood by to art as assistants.

Tahta Bey himsdf then came forward, but remained completely

silent. He looked very distinguished under the soft illumination

of the dectric lamps.

Every ardde was carefully examined, to satkfy ourselves as,

to its genuineness and dear our minds of any suspidon of

trickery, so ftir as these things were concerned.
The fete toudbed the baak of his neck and pressed the sto

slightly higher.. tiban -the nape firmly with his fingers; with

the other mad he press^l terc^les of his forehtad, Th^
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he seemed to suck air abrupdy into his mouth, with the result

that the Adam’s apple of his throat was momentarily agitated.

In a minute his eyes closed and he was entranced; at the same
time he uttered a peculiar, sudden cry. His trance abruptly

culminated in catalepsy so rigid that he would have fallen like

a dead man to the floor, if his assistants had not caught him in

their arms.

His body was now as stiff as a piece of wood.
For the first experiment he was stripped bare to the waist.

One of his assistants fixed the long scythe-blades to the tops

of a pair of trestles with the sharpened sides uppermost. Upon
these blades Tahra Bey was then placed so that one propped
up his shoulders and the other his ankles. While he was in this

condition a doctor took his pulse-beat and was surprised to

find that it registered the abnormally high figure of 130.

The large block of stone was brought forward and weighed;
it registered nearly ninety kilogrammes, or a little more than
one hundredweight and a half in English weights. It was a

rough cube of solid rock granite. The assistants placed it upon
Tahra Bey’s bare stomach; one of them took up the black-

smith’s hammer and vigorously delivered blow after blow upon
the block. The fakir’s body remained as taut and rigid as if it

had been made of iron, never yielding once a fraction under the

combination of terrific pressure and weight. Eventually the

stone split into two pieces which fell resoundingly to the floor.

Tahra Bey was lifted up, placed on his feet and supported by
his two men. Apparently, he was quite unconscious of what
had happened, and had not suffered any pain. Doctors examined
him with interest and found that the scythe-blade edges had not
left the slightest marks upon his skin! Nevertheless, the block

of granite had left a strong red mark all over his abdomen.
He might have lain on a bed of flowers for all the effect this

ordeal had upon him. It reminded me of the performances of

lower orders of Yogis I had met with at Benares, who sit and
sleep on sharp spikes, and from whom I had walked away,

rqsmed rather th^ edified.

He was next placed upon the wooden plank studded with
sharp nails of great length whose points jutted up in the air;

an assistant jumped up and stood upon him, one foot on his

ch^t and the other on his abdomen; yet when he was re-

examined by the doctors, his bare back slmwed not the d%htest
mark of entry by the spikes! His pulse now register^ ija.
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He was lifted on to his feet.

We watched the fakir’s eyelids tremble; slowly the eyes

opened. For a couple of moments after he awoke his eyeballs

rolled. He resembled someone just emerging from a dream
which had taken liim very far away. For the next half-hour

those eyes remained uncannily fixed. Little by little he returned

to life. He made a violent effort to inhale air, opening his

mouth so wide that we noticed his tongue had been curled back
into his throat. After the inhalation, he put his finger inside and
thrust the tongue back to its normal position.

He had now wholly emerged from the cataleptic state into

which he had so quickly thrown himself.

Having rested for a minute or two, he submitted to further

tests which were to prove whether his flesh was really insensible

to pain or not.

He asked the doctors to pierce his jaws with a pair of hat-pins,

which one of them promptly did, running a hat-pin through
each cheek, at such an angle that its end emerged through the

mouth. Doctors are aware that there exist within the body
certain places where the flesh between two muscles or two
nerves may be pierced without injury. Therefore, good care

was taken on this occasion to select really dangerous places in

the fakir’s face. Next they ran thick skewers through his jaws,

Tahra Bey fully awake and perfectly realizing what was
happening, yet he did not seem to feel in the least the painfulness

of this procedure.
A more startling test was when he allowed another doctor

to_ plunge a large dagger into his throat in front of the larynx,

with the point reappearing after the dagger had passed through
nearly one inch of flesh. Some of the doctors, who were,
naturally and rightly, sceptical, took it upon themselves to
watch the pupils of his eyes with the closest attention, in order
to note whether or not they contracted or dilated. It was
thus possible to establish the presence or absence of some
drug in the body; they suspected that he might have secretly
drugg^ himself before the performance, to render himself
insensible to pain. They found his ^es were quite normal
however. 'When all these weapons had been withdrawn, not a
single drop of blood could be seen on his skin. This was so
astonishing to some of the doctors that they insisted on cutting
his face with bits of glass and jabbing needles into his throat j

still he emerged absolutely bloodless from the ordeal. They
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stuck arrows and hat-pins into his shoulders and breast with
the same result.

To demonstrate another mysterious faculty which he pos-

sessed, Tahra Bey permitted a large sharp knife to be stuck

into his chest and then withdrawn. The wound was bloodless.

A doctor expressed a wish to see the blood flow to assure himself

that the fakir had really been wounded. Immediately the latter

caused the red fluid to stream out until it inundated his chest

—

a rather ghasdy sight. When the doctor was satisfied, the

Egyptian stopped all flow of blood by mere will power—an

achievement which more than astonished some of those presem
Ten minutes later the wound had practically healed.

One of the assistants produced a flaming torch and passed

along the entire length of the fakir’s left leg as high as tl

middle of his thigh. We heard the skin and flesh crack

slightiy in the heat, yet his face remained serene, unmovec
entirely undisturbed.

Another doctor, still unconvinced, believing that Tahi

Bey had secretly taken some powerful drug, tested the man
heart-beats whilst the flame was being applied. They did nc

register the slightest change; had he suffered any pain an

masked it, or even mastered it by a phenomenally strong wil

the heart would, of course, have vastly accelerated its beat!

his face would have turned pale, and other signs would hav
presented evidence of his secret suffering. Moreover, had h
taken a drug like caffeine his breathing would no longer hav
remained normal, which was certainly the case with him now

Other experiments included the sticking of long arrow
through the flesh just above his heart, and right through hi

arms till they came out at the opposite side.

5
He next showed a power over animals which Indian Yogk

dso sometimes display. I had brought a rabbit and a hen ai

Tahra Bey’s request, and had placed them in a basket on one oi

lis demonstrating tables. To these he now turned his attention

He took hold of the rabbit and brought the hind paws round

:o its neck. The animal resisted two or three times, but ths

akir pressed a nerve centre at the back of its neck, and- ttp^
t couple of passes over it with his hands. At this

:reature lay stretched out on its back, exactly in
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in which he had put it, as still as though it had died. Its eyes

remained quite open and we noticed that, despite the rigidity

of the body, the eyeballs naoved around from time to

proving that it was very much awake, even if helpless. To test

the matter, one of us approached the rabbit and touched its

eye with a finger; immediately the eye closed and reopened,

revealing that the animal was fully conscious of what was
occurring, although unable to exert its will.

Tahra Bey gave it a gentle rap on the back of its neck and the

creamre uttered a cry, jumped up, regained its feet, and joyously

ran around the table. It was quite unhurt and was none the

worse for its distressing experience.

The same experiment was performed upon the hen, which
responded as obediently as the other creature. Tahra Bey was
able to put it and keep it in any position he desired, and for as

long a time as he chose.

The fakir then informed us that his body was no longer

insensible to pain, as this insensibility lasted for no longer than

a period of about twenty to twenty-five minutes after his first

entrancement. In other words, he had resumed complete
normality. “If you were suddenly and unexpectedly to stab

me with a knife now, I would undoubtedly cry out with pain,”

he confessed.

Finally, came the most noteworthy feat of the evening,

none other than that of being buried alive. This extraordinary

feat was done under test conditions which did not admit of the

slightest doubt as to its genuineness.
Tahra Bey said that he would fix, beforehand, the exact

hour and minute when he would emerge from the trance into

which he would soon throw himself. He requested us, therefore,

to keep him buried for no longer than exactly one and a half

hours, as he would predetermine his awakening for five minutes
after that time.

The coffin was brought into the centre of the scene, the

floor of the apartment being first examined. It was laid with
tiles and mosaic, as Egyptian floors frequently are, and it had
nothing more than the ceiling of another room below it, for

we happei^ to be in one of the blocks of modem flats which
are serngkig up all over the Europe quarter of Cairo. The
possibility secret tmpdoors was dismissed very qmckly, but,

to sadsly our last dbUpts, an ordinary rug was laid across the

. fioctt. Tl^ q::#n was placed upon this rug.
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Tahra Bey went through his usual procedure of entering

the condition of auto-catalepsy. He pressed his fingers upon the

arteries at the nape of his neck and upon nerve-centres in the

temples. He curled his tongue towards the back of his throat

and brusquely sucked in the air- Within a couple of minutes

he became definitely cataleptic. His breathing stopped, the

blood-stream ceased to flow and his entire body became numb.
He feU back into the arms of his assistants, and while they

supported him these facts were ascertained by the doctors who
examined him: no heart beats, no breathing!

His ears, nostrils and mouth were then stuffed with cotton-

wool by his assistants, his rigid, statue-like body being laid

flat in the coffin. It would have been hard to say what was the

difference between Tahra Bey in his coffin and any dead man
in his coffin. Certainly, there was no sign of life in this ashen-

faced “living corpse.”

His assistants set to work with the spades, rapidly filling his

coffin with the soft red sand. He was covered completely with

it. The wooden lid was then brought and firmly nailed

down.
Next, the long wooden trough was moved to the carpet and

brought alongside the cofl&n. The latter was lifted up and
transferred to the trough and placed inside. The assistants set

to work again and piled up the sand over the coffin until the

trough was filled right to the top.

We settled down for an hour and a half of waiting, while

Tahra Bey lay immobile within his makeshift sandy tomb.

We had examined everything used in the feat; we had carefully

controlled every step of its performance. If he survived such

a test we would be forced to pay tribute to his extraordinary

powers.
At last the allotted period elapsed, and true to our promise,

the sand was shovelled up and thrown aside; the coffin was
disinterred, raised, and the lid opened. There lay the fakir,

stretched out as stiff as a corpse, his skin the dull grey colour of

one defunct. To all intents and purposes he was, certainly, a

dead man.
He was taken out; the rigidity relapsed, and he was placed in

a chair. After a few minutes the first signs of returning Iffe

appeared. His eyelids flickered; then the rhythm of quii^

breathing manifested itself and, gradually, the whole

became reanimated.

H
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Within a do2en minutes of his emergence from the coffin

he was his usual self, and sat talking of his strange experience.

“My sleep was so profound that I know nothing of what
you have done to me,” he told us. “I recall only that I closed

my eyes in this room and that, by the mysterious process of
post-suggestion, I have awakened in this room again at the

exact moment I set myself.”

So ended our amazing evening with this amazing little man,
who can work a miracle in a trice!

’

I came away with the feeling that the tottering figure of
materialism would be brought to the execution block during
this century. It had never done much to explain the mystery
of mmd.
There are pessimistic scientists who predict that the end of

our earth will be a frozen planet rotating through emptiness.

Maybe. But the end of man can never be so hopeless as his

home, because he is more than bodj.



CHAPTER Vn

AN INTERVIEW WITH EGTPT’s MOST FAMED FAKIR

TJIRA bey smoked one of Ms innumetable delicately

scented Egyptian cigarettes, while he unfolded to me,

one afternoon, the theories and principles which
underlie his remarkable demonstrations. We sat in

a luxurious flat in that growing quarter which is Cairo’s

inheritance from Europe. He had promised to tell me much,
and so I anticipated his forthcoming revelations with a kind of

mild thrill; I certainly received some illuminating answers to

my questions.

It is always interesting, and sometimes profitable, to secure

explanations of abnormS. and extraordinary feats from those

who have actually demonstrated them, and not from book-

learned professors who can only theorize about them,

“We must begin by recognizing within ourselves the great

possibilities which we all possess,” he commenced; “and until

we do this we must remain bound, hand and foot, to unnecessary

limitations that prevent us exploiting our marvellous psychic

and material powers. People, when confronted with the

phenomena which I can produce, think it either some kind of

conjuring or dse somelhing entirely supernatural. In both

cases they are wrong. They do not seem to grasp the fact that

these things are perfectly scientific, obeying me laws of nature

herself. It is true that I am using psychic laws which are little

understood, but, nevertheless, they are laws. Nothing that I

do is arbitrary, supernatural, or against such laws. As for

those who imagine I am a kind of stage illusionist, a conjurer,

I must pity their narrow minds, their inability to envisage any

higher possibility for mankindt^ the limited experience which

has Men to their lot”

My pen scribbled a stenographic note of the last sentence and

I looked up, catching that wistful expression which sometimes

stole kto his. mystic eyes when he alluded to his critics. One
nj
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felt that he would rather make friends than enemies, would
rather find understanding than incur misunderstanding.

“They think, for instance, that when I run hat-pins or

skewers through my jaws if it is not a clever trick then it is a

matter of being drugged, or if none of these things then it is a

matter of forcing my will to resist the pain. Yet, if that were
true, why is it that there are no scars on my body after I have

been so badly wounded and cut? The fact is, that they cannot

get away from their accustomed ways of thinking; they cannot

grasp the possibility of the truth ofmy own explanations. Let

them try to stick knives and skewers into their own throats and
faces: Aey will soon see the difference. They may keep on
saying to themselves that they do not feel it, and they may try

their utmost not to, yet they will certainly do so.”

He paused on this indignant note.

“But you want my explanations. The two secrets—although

that is hardly the correct term, it will suffice—^which enable me
to perform all my feats are, first, pressure on certain nerve centres

of the body; second, ability to enter into the cataleptic coma.

Anyone who is suited and who will undergo the long training

which I had to undergo in order to master and successfully

practise the application of these two secrets, may perform the

same feats. Without such application I could not claim to have
the courage to resist the pain of these feats without a murmur,
for I am not built like those Hindu fakirs you have seen who
voluptuously seek to torture themselves and who endure
voluntarily terrible sufferings dictated by their doctrines of
ascetism. I have broken away from such barbarous doctrines

and I definitely condemn the exaggerated exercises those

ascetics set themselves. The only things I share with them are,

on the doctrinal side, to live inwardly detached in spirit, and
on the side of practices, the swallowing backwards of the

tongue and the entry into catalepsy.”

He spoke with a frankness which, knowing the ways of
thought of Oriental fisikirs, surprised me. However, I asked

Jbjm:

“Will you please explain more fully your first secret?”
. “Yes,” came the soft voice in response. “Briefly, it is

unnecessary for me to tell you that the nerves are the conductors
ofall pain, but it is necessMy to point out that by finger pressure,

'

to draw the blood away from the brain, on scteci^ nerve'
centres, the latter are struck with anaestlMJsm. Mind you, I asi
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not for a moment suggesting that anyone should practise this,

because without the long and proper training requisite such
unguided experiments would simply be foolhardy and danger-

ous. When such pressure is combined with a concentration of
thought on the state of losing consciousness, as well as with a
complete relaxation of the muscles and nerves; when all this

is followed by a complete swallowing backwards of the tongue
and a brusque inhalation of air, rigid cataleptic coma is sure to

supervene. And then, for about twenty-five minutes afterwards,

the flesh automatically will become totally insensible to pain,

no matter how intense, how atrocious the latter ought to be.”

“What are the nerves upon which you exercise pressure?”

“They are the main carotid arteries serving the head, the

hypnotic centres of the temples, and the pneumogastric nerves.

But, as I have said, these are not to be played with. Anyone
who tried to compress the carotids, for instance, and succeeded

in drawing his blood away from the brain, would most probably

find a buzaing produced inside his head through the blood
leaving the nape of his neck; he would fall backwards helplessly,

and inevitably he would faint. I can do this quite safely because

I have been trained since childhood by experts.”

“And the tongue swallowing ?”

“Ah, that, of course, you have seen in India, among the

Yogis. Even so early as when I was a child of four months
old, my father began to turn my tongue back with his finger.

The result was a kind of convulsive fit. When the latter became
too violent it was a sign that the practice had been overdone
and that it was necessary to stop it for a while. To-day, I can

swallow my tongue backwards with ease; though I still some-
times experiencexlifficulty in returning it to its normal position

and have to thrust it forward with my fingers. Your Hindus
occasionally indulge in tongue-lengthening exercises in order

to be able to perform this difficult feat of curling the tongue
back and sealing the windpipe; which also prevents the entrance

of dangerous insects,’- or even germs, whflst the body is lying

helpless underground.”

^ I remember now that Brama, the Hindu Yogi in my book A Search

in Secret India, who had studied along similar lines to Tahra Bey, once told

me that any Yogi who undertook to be buried alive for a fixed period wordd
refuse to buried in a place teeming with the destructive little creatures

known as white ants, which are capable of eating through wooden coffins

and devouring the entranced body.
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“Assuming you have entered the coma, what happens ?”

“Before I enter this state, I always fix beforehand the moment
of my awakening. When that moment arrives, I awake. Many
people employ this form of auto-suggestion in a simple manner,

as when they tell themselves at night to awaken from sleep at a

certain hour, in time to proceed to their work next day. This

is a proof that the subconscious mind never goes to sleep; it

is only the conscious mind which has such a lapse, which
also explains why sleep-walkers often perform quite in-

telligent actions without remembering afterwards what they

did.

“To return. The commencement of the cataleptic trance

brings about a cessation of the two important vital functions

of breathing and blood-circulation. We know well that most
people will declare that death must inevitably supervene should

this happen, but I need not stop to argue the point with you
because you have already given public testimony to having

witnessed the contrary in India. The fakirs alone can stop

breath and blood movements and yet live on. Let it suffice to

say that all circulation of the blood completely stops whilst I

am in a cataleptic coma. In fact, the whole rhythm of my life

is suspended. It is essential that I emphasize the fact that this

is not the catalepsy sometimes attained in hypnotic experiments

upon other persons, because in such cases the circulation of
blood is frequently intensified. Why so? Because the methods
used are totally different and quite unrelated. You will see this

difference most clearly in the method which employs hypnotic

suggestion alone, whereas I use purely physiological means, that

is the nerve pressures and the tongue-swallowing. Another
difference is that my insensibility against pain lasts not more than

twitenty-five minutes after I awaken from the second degree of
trance. No such fixed period marks the cases of hypnotized
subjects. Hypnotic states induced by suggestion frequently

render the subject’s body insensible to pain, it is true, but to be
in^siHe to the pain the state has passed, as I am, is another

•' thisg altogether. But the most important difference, after all,

fei that I put thyself into the tcance state entirely at my own wiH,
whereas what hypnotist can hypnotize himself?”

“It is remarkable that your body is so anscarred, after the
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numerous stabs you must have received during the course of

your career. How do you explain that. Doctor?”
“To achieve that, I do two things. The first is to accelerate,

temporarily, the blood circulation. You know that the doctors

found it rose up to 130 during the experiment the other evening.

That accelerates my heart but does not over-drive it, and its

rapidity does not fatigue me. Such swiftness of blood-flow

naturally helps to heal the wounds with amazing celerity.

Remember I do this by mere will. The second is to raise the

temperature of the blood to fever-heat. This destroys all germs
which may have been introduced into the wounds and actually

disinfects the latter. My wounds never suppurate, and always

heal completely within a few minutes or, in more serious cases,

within a few hours at most.”
I next raised the subject of his greater feat, that of being

buried alive.

He threw away the remnant of a cigarette and immediately

proceeded to light another,

“I need not tell you that thousands of years ago in ancient

Egypt, as in ancient India, the same feat was performed quite

commonly,” he replied. “In those days the universal material-

ism which prevails to-day had scarcely begun; everyone

believed in the soul and, therefore, experiences such as mine
were thoroughly understood. Everyone believed then, as we
fakirs do to-day, that it is the soul which mysteriously guides

the life of the body and the consciousness of the mind. We
believe that the soul can live apart from the body, that if the

chemical atoms which compose the body return to earth in the

form of carbon;, potassium, hydrogen, oxygen and so on, then

the soul, whici|,'is their vital force, returns to its source, the

Unknown Force, wSch is eternal. I need hardly teU you,

further, that the danger of modern materialism is tihat it giyes

false habits of thinking which deprive men of that incalculable

force, the power of the soul. So much for theory.

“In brief, I may say that by the profoundest cataleptic

entrancement physical life is suspended, but the unseen spark

of the soul continues, nevertheless, to function. To demon-
strate this demands a long and severe training, which is usually

begun at a very early age. I mentioned that my own fathpr

began to train me when I was only four months old. No^T
can allow myself to be buried for a few days, if I desire, oEid

emerge quite unharmed.”
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“Sceptics always raise one objection,” I murmured. “They
always enquire how it is possible to live underground without

breathing?”

“Take a simple case. The pearl-fishers off the coast of East

Africa can stay under water without breathing for eight or nine

minutes. That represents the highest record for normal human
beings, as far as I know. Now turn to the animal kingdom.
The frog is a rapid breather, yet it will remain under water

without air for as long as four hours. How can it do that?

Examine it and you will find its body rigid. In fact it is cata-

leptic. You will notice, too, that the eyes are closed, though
not by the eyelids; by a special protective skin which wards
off the danger of prolonged contact with the water. Take the

water-turtle. It lives quite freely in the air and yet it, too, can

spend several hours under water. If, however, you deprive a

turde of air and force it to remain under water against its will,

it suffocates and dies. The reason is that it has not had time to

prepare itself for its underwater experience. Crocodiles which
have somewhat similar powers of living in both elements,

hibernate without breathing during certain months of diminished
vitality. Science can scarcely explain how these creatures can

live without oxygen. Some kinds of bats, of course, provide

well-known cases of winter hibernation when they remain
suspended without breathing.

“Let me tell you, at once, that the key to the incomprehensible
performances of these animals is that they enter a state of special

catalepsy. And, if the animals can do this, why not human
beings, who, after all, possess animal bodies? If human beings

will apply this key they, too, can obtain the same results. This
we fakirs have proved. Were I not in cataleptic trance during
the experiment of being buried alive, I would be suffocated

within ten minutes. There do exist circumstances in which we
dan live without breathing.”

::
. 5

. I watched him blof^^c grey smoke from his j&agrant

and^then I asked:

as you say, during the period of burial the soul is

.
^tached from the body, does it eater the Beyond? And what
'on you tell us of your experiences in that sphere?”
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“Unfortunately, I can teU you almost nothing. I do not wish

to pose as a man knowing the secrets of the Beyond. Although

we have awakened the marvellous powers of the subconscious

mind to such an extent, there are still mysterious depths which

we have been unable to penetrate. The trouble is that when we
fakirs escape from the body we pass into a condition similar to

that of sleep-walkers, that is we are unconscious of our existence

and yet we exist, and when we return to bpdily life ye are

unable to remember anything of our apparently supernatural

adventure. It may be that we have explored the regions of the

world of spirits, but as we do not remember our experiences

we can say nothing of that world. Our slumber is so deep that

it is just like the animal hibernation of those animals I have

mentioned to you.”

This was indeed to be regretted. That a man who had

“died” not, a few times, as had Tahra Bey, should be unable

to bring back any brighter report was decidedly disappointing.

If complete blankness, sheer unconsciousness, lay beyond the

grave—^it was paradoxically a living blankness. I expressed my
disappointment at such negative result.

He shrugged his shoulders.

“We must respect facts as we find them,” he replied. “How-
ever, I believe that I returned, as in real death, to reunite my soul

with the Universal Soul, the Unknown Force. In that sense, I

believe we are immortal.”

I wondered how the Universal Force—or God, if you like

—

could be an infinite state of complete unconsciousness, for I

derive his mind from an unconscious being—^Man—could

derive his mind from an unconscious Being—God. But I did

not raise the point because it would land me in a theological

argument, and I was dealing, here, with scientific facts. Never-

theless, I respected Dr. Tahra Bey’s frank explanations as I was

sure he described his experiences exacdy as they had occurred.

He proceeded to tell me the stoty of a curious case of burial.

A well-known fakir had been buried alive, in the year 1899, at

Tanta; Dr. Tahra Bey’s native town. He had predetermined

to awake not before the 17th May, 1925. When the allotted

date arrived, he was disinterred and found to be stiU alive. The
flesh was in perfect condition and all his organs sound, except

that he had lost the power of speech. Six months latet t|p man
died.

I asked Dr. Tahra Bey why tlje man had died so soo^;
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He said:

“It was on account of the wearing-out of his body under-
ground. Such prolonged burials shorten a fakir’s life. On the
other hand, if a man is buried for not more than very short
periods, say one to three days, a marvellously invigorating and
healing effect is the result. Centuries ago the Egyptian Dervishes
discovered this. In those days they were entrusted with the
punishment of certain criminals who were, instead of being
sentenced to death, made to undergo long periods of burial

after the Dervishes had properly prepared their bodies. The
periods varied in length according to the nature of the cfti-riq

It was discovered that although this ordeal shortened their lives,

on the other hand, they were marvellously cured of their diseases,

no matter what kind, whilst they lay buried in the hot sand.

My explanation is that such burials provide all the benefits of
prolonged rest and of fasting. The fasting cure, so popular
nowadays, allows Nature to set to work and heal the body of
its maladies. A burial for a couple of days is equivalent to a

fast for the same period, with the added benefit of complete
repose for every bodily function, a benefit which our overworked
organs can alone appreciate. This profound lethargy of a
short burial sets potent healing forces at work, thus proving
the power of soul over matter and the striking intelligence

which rests in our subconscious minds.”
“But are there no dangers in being buried alive?”
He spread out his hands with an air of acceptance.
“Of course they exist, but, by proper precautions, they can

be forestalled. The process used must be carried out with the
utmost care, for here we are Inlaying with life and death. There
was a young fakir named Said who met his death in this way.
He was a most promising young man of eighteen who had
unreservedly dedicated himself to the life of a fakir and had been
trained in the process of auto-catalepsy you have seen me
practise. He decided one day to undertake the courageous feat

of being buried underground for no less than six yearn. Well,
that was done, his body being placed in a special tomb. To
exercise some control over the feat and to help him, some
devout Muhmmedans oj^ed his tomb once every ym during
the holy fedval ofRamadan, examined the condition of his body
and then said prajrcrs over it. During the first two years his
body was found in a perfect state of preservation, but at tihe

t^d opening djiey disoovensd, to their dismay, that worms had
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penetrated the coffin in which he was encased and destroyed a

part of his body.”
“How do you explain that. Doctor?”
He turned away from me to look out of the window. I

followed his gaze and saw that it rested on the Nile, that

wondrous river which has fed and supported millions of people
through thousands of years, which has taken Egypt into its

kindly arms as into a father’s. Then he turned back.

“I have two theories. The first is that the preparations

before entombment were not properly carried out. A fakir

who is to undergo such a long interment should have his body
completely covered with soft wax, as though a wax cast were
being taken of the entire body. Then he should be deposited

n a closed and sealed coffin out of which all dust has been
drawn as though by a vacuum cleaner. Poor Said did not have
iiese precautions taken. My theory is that the hole in his

coffin had been made by a snake, of a very small but powerful

species which exists in Egypt; that tibis snake had crawled

nside, and over his body, eventually making its way into

)ne of his nostrils and thence penetrating to the brain. This

njury to Said’s body would have allowed oxygen to enter

lis body. I attribute part of the efficacy of the cataleptic state

0 the fact that it deprives the body of oxygen. I am confident

hat so long as oxygen is k^t out of the entranced body, no
nicrobe, and even no worm, will touch it. The result of this

:ntry was that he lost, to some extent, his defence of catalepsy

-gainst worms. These crept into the coffin and began to

ive upon the flesh, first making their way to the inside

)rgans.”

Dr, Tahra Bey had painted a ghastly picture of the dangers

srhich await the fakir who does not successfully conclude his

voluntary interment. One began to understand why the ancient

Egyptians, wishing to preserve theic royal and aristocratic and
•riesdy dead, not only embalmed and mummified their bodies,

lut also enclosed them in thick stone sarcophagi, of almost

ndestructible granite which it was impossible to penetrate.

“After this you will understand why one must characterize

s nonsense the criticisms that, when I perform my own feat

f being buried, I have secret pipes conveying air to me. When
was some years younger, I let myself be buried for one hour

1 an open-air garden, and people danced over my grave.

Jevertheless, my object is not to astonish people as do stage
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conjurers, but to demonstrate what great powers lie, little

known and less understood, within us.

“It has sometimes happened that I have failed when about

to give a demonstration, and I have always been frank enough
to admit the fact. But, because of my long training and
experience, such failure happens rarely.”

f

“Is it possible. Doctor, to perform an internal operation

upon you while you are in the cataleptic coma without using

aniesthetic?” I enquired.

“My belief is that it is perfectly possible, but I have never

tested the point. A doctor once suggested that my wounds
with the daggers and hat-pins might only be superficial; he

asked whether I could support an operation without pain. I

answered that I thought so and was willing to submit to one,

provided it was not a dangerous operation. As the doctor

replied that the law of the country forbade an oj>eration not

necessitated by illness or disease, and as I was neither ill nor

diseased, we were unable to proceed further with the matter.”

We had covered the ground of his special experiences; now
I wanted to touch on his general attitude towards these things.

His independent views were so outstanding among fakirs of

the Orient that I sought to elucidate them still further. He
smiled when I mentioned the subject and did not let me finish

my last sentence. Making a slight gesture of the hand, he
rejoined:

“I would like to see them placed on a scientific basis, stripped

of all the false suggestions and auto-suggestions, mostly religious

or superstitious, with which they have generally been inextricably

mixed. I have witnessed the harm done to the cause of truth

thereby. I have broken away entirely from the traditions of
the faMrs. Our science is one thing, religion is another; they

ought to be kept separate. It is not that I do not believe in

religion—-far from it; I regard it with respect and as some-
thing necessary to the life or man, since it bestows moral power.
But, as you have noted in India, the tendency of man to ascribe

to God or to spirits or to angels what arises solely out of hk
'

own 8^ powers, his subconscious, is so strong that I fed a ;

comp^ break-away is necessary if our teachings are to be
p»ed from st^ecstition and scientificaliy explamed. ;
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fakirs are the victims of their own self-suggestions, while others

are the victims of the suggestions given them by their traditions.

They may produce genuine feats, but false theoretical explana-

tions. Look at the dancing Dervishes who whirl themselves

into a hypnotic state and then cut themselves with daggers
and knives without feeling pain. They preface this feat with
elaborate ceremonial rituals and the saying of many prayers

—

in my opinion all needless and simply a form of creating auto-

suggestion to arrive at a state which I can enter quickly and
without prayers, solely by understanding the natural laws
involved. My conviction is that fakirs have frequendy used
their marvellous feats to impress the minds of people, before

imposing upon them their religious beliefs. They have adopted
a mystery-making attitude to increase the force of such
impressions they make. All that is futile in these days, when
science and education have made so much progress. These
mystery-mongers would do better to study science and explain

their feats scientifically.”

Dr. Tahra Bey was right. The age of abracadabras is past.

Mystery and mystification belong to a dimmer time than ours.

In these enlightened days, truth must be straightiy expressed,

not by the crooked and devious methods of fable and fiction,

symbol and simile, broken hints and awe-inspiring whispers.

“But what of those fakirs who claim to enter into religious

ecstasies ?”

“I do not deny that they may have had these experiences,

but the latter belong to the sphere of religion, which is outside

my experimental researches. It is enough for me to work
within the field I have undertaken. It is enough that I can
demonstrate how the subconscious, the soul, survives and
returns after the body p^ses through a state equivalent to

death. In that alone I find instructionenough. Who can doubt
the reality of the soul after such an experience? It is enough
that I can demonstrate the wonderful powers of this soul, which
will support my body when a large stone is smashed to bits

upon it without harming me in any way. When a friend of mine,
a trained athlete, thought he could imitate this feat and tried to
do so he had his spine smashed. He had developed his body
but forgot to develop the powers of his subconscious mind.
The hope held out to mankind by the nurture of these powers is

so sublime that I sometimes think they could bring about a
new golden age. Science can no longer reg^t-d thf^ -arAfidM-fi nf
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the subconscious as the product of diseased imagination; it

must study them seriously and earnestly, thus paying tribute

to the Unhiown Force which, uncreated itself, has nevertheless

created the universe.”

Thus the eternal Sphinx of man’s own mind challenges our
enquity and courts our investigations. We need not fear. Man,
who rises from protoplasm to paradise, is an ancient riddle that

is destined to be solved by modern enquiry. The twentieth

century will amply verify this prediction.



CHAPTER Vni

IN THE NAME OF ALLAH, THE COMPASSIONATE, THE MERCIFUL!

I

FELL Upon my knees behind one of the noble pillars

of the mosque and let the wings of my heart flap their

way silently upwards in reverent devotion to that Higher

Power which the men around me called Allah, the Power
;o which I had never been able to assign any name but which

[, too, had agreed to call Allah during my sojourn in Egypt.

[ knew that we all in this respect meant the same thing, the same

supreme Being Who holds us all in the hollow of His unseen

lands, and 1 could very well accept Him by one name as by

lone.

I do not know how long a time passed before someone began

0 read from a ponderous ancient folio of the Qurm^ Allah’s

acred writ for tlus land, in barely-heard chanted tones. And, as

he pleasant Arabic murmurs fell from his lips, I looked up and

jlanced around at those others who had obeyed the Prophet’s

ommand to gather at the onset of dusk and remember for a

ew minutes the Divine Source to which we owe our very life

nd being. There was an old man beside me dressed in a long

obe of blue-striped white silk. His skin was the colour of

lale walnut and provided excellent background for a row of

plendid white teeth. He touched lie- soft red carpet with his

Mehead the while he whispered hk pmyers; and constantly

fted himself up, again to repeat the prostration. Anon he

laced his hands flat upon his tiiighs, continued his whispering,

ud, before long, bent his brow to the floor once more.

There was another old man who entered and invoked the

lercy of AUah even as I gazed around and who was also soon

vaying to and fro at his devotions. He looked extremely

oor and his tattered robe, which had once been white but was
ow dull grey, was in danger of becomiug a heap of rags-«

' •
•'

*i;

His scarred and wrinkled face seemed a little tired

ittle which life and Allah had imposed upon
1*7

'

" " ’
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in this venerable building dedicated to tranquil world-forgetting

devotion, his mind intent on the afternoon prayer, some of the

lines disappeared from his skin and a mellow peace crept slowly
across his face. One could read his feelings so easily. Did
they not say:

“O Allah, the Victorious, the Pardoner, verily Thou has
ordained Thy servant’s life to run hardly, yet surely Thou
knowest what is best for him. It is good once more to prostrate

oneself before Thee and to praise Thee. Hath not Thy Prophet,
upon whom be peace, declared: Tear not, neither be ye grieved,

but rejoice in the hope of Paradise which hath been promised
unto you.’ Exalted, therefore, be Allah, the Almighty King,
the Truth 1”

Here was a man who had the courage to confide his life,

blindly, if you like, to the all-powerful care of Allah; and,

evidently, he never regretted it. He accepted whatever came;
the good along with the bad, with the venerable phrase:

“Inshallahl” (if God wills I).

I turned my face away and caught sight of a pious Moslem,
who looked like a merchant just arrived from his ba2aar booth.
He stood in the prescribed attitude with his face towards the

east and his feet slightly apart, his open hands raised on each
side of his face and touching his ears, and then, sonorously,
uttered the salutation: “God is most great!” He dropped Ms
hands to his waist and murmured for a while the opening chapter
of the Quran. Then he slipped his hands to his knees, inclining

his body a little and spreading his fingers, and said: “May
God hear him who praiseth Him!” And, thus, he continue^
bowing in accompaniment to his prayer, dropping to the floor,'

from time to time in the thirteen-hundred-year-old postures,
prescribed for the orthodox Muslim. At the end, he turned his

head and looked down at his right shoulder and said, as thougH<
addressing the rest of the congregation; “Peace be upon yow*-’

and the mercy of God.” Turning his head to the left, his4

repeated the same blessing. He remained squatting for a whfl*^?

b^ore he got up and quietly left the mosque. His soul hswfe?

poured out its love to Allah and now he could return in pcac^^j

tO'his wares.
:

There were several others, too, all men, engaged in prayd^
that seemed idl-absorb^, and who betrayed no awareness «
their external suttpundings. Eyes and thoughts must be stay**
on Allah, the Proph^ Muhammed had said, and they can^|P
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out this injunction with a literalness that was highly com-
mendable. They had come here, not to examine their fellow-

worshippers, nor to be examined; their only business was
with Allah, and to Him they gave themselves up with a fervour

that was unforgettable to a sympathetic alien observer.

Long-robed Cairenes sat, bowed or prostrated themselves

near tarbush-topped, European-attired business men; the

fortuneless poor paid their homage to Allah while mingling
with the fortunate rich; and the scholar, his head packed with
the lore of a thousand tomes, did not disdain to take his place

behind the illiterate street-gamin. Their profound reverence

and complete concentration could not but impress a looker-on.

Such was the democracy which Muhammed had established

within these old, red, white and gold walls and under the

pointed Saracenic arches of this beautiful mosque.
For the mosques of Cairo imprisoned a heart-appealing

beauty that caught me in turn helpless each time I lingered in

them. Who could look from base to capital of the hundred odd
exquisite white marble columns that arcaded this building and
then turn his eyes towards the noble arches of the domed,
ornamented, brown and gold roof without yielding his

unreserved admiration ? Who could set eyes on the geometrical

arabesques which adorned the stones of the main arch without

feeling real pleasure?

I got up and moved reluctantly away. My slippered feet

took the slowest of steps, the while I gazed anew upon the

colourful scene. There were the carpeted parapet-surrounded

dais whence a white-bearded man had chanted verses from the

Quran to us; the holy praying niche, flanked by two slender

columns, and the delicately carved wooden pulpit, whose
ivory-inlaid walnut door bore an ancient inscription—all

bearing the imprint of that artistry with which the Arabs have
enriched the world. Around the walls stretched friezes of
gleaming gold-lettered Arabic sentences taken from the Quran,

the shapely characters providing a decoration in themselves.

The lower part of the walls was lined with many-coloured
marbles. Everything was grandly spacious, as though the

builders had not stinted land for the house where men might
foregather to worship Allah.

I crossed the tile and mosaic pavement and reached the vast

court—^nearly two hundred feet broad—^where a marble quad--

rangle lay roofless to the winds ofheaven. Four wide colonmdes

I
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closed it in, themselves enclosed within lofty crenellated walls
that shut out the world beyond so effectively that this might
well have been one of the Quranic courts of Paradise, instead of
a court in noisy Cairo. Soft mats ran from pier to pier and
squatting or reclining upon them were little groups of grave-
faced men; pious, turbaned scholars, perhaps, or poor citizens

with plenty of time and little to do. Some prayed, some read;
some slept, and others simply lounged. Twittering sparrows
darted hither and thither among the rounded columns in
excitement when the scholars dropped their studies and brought
out their food.

A covered, ornamented, marble fountain stood in the centre

of the court, its white cupola-shaped roof supported by round
columns, inlaid with coloured enamels, while palms raised their

tall heads to form a shelter around it. The immense quadrangle
presented an attractive picture of simplicity, beauty and tran-

quillity. Peace, as well as Allah, was its reigning sovereign.

One heard, of course, the chirruping and trilling of little birds

which had long made their nests under the arched roofs and
among the carved capitals of the pillars—but their incessant

soothing music provided an excellent background for the silence

itself. Near the fountain there was a small trough of fresh

water, where the feathered songsters perched and preened
themselves and satisfied their thirst. They splashed their tiny

bodies upon the surface, and performed their ablutions like the

true believers that they were, and flew off to resume their

hereditary occupation of chorus-making.
The bright morning sun thrust huge shadows here and there

across the open court; the idlers looked at me, a momentary
question in their eyes, to be swiftly dismissed as not worth
the trouble of mental effort, and then they went on with the

business of graceful idling. The scene I saw to-day was exactly

the same scene which some invading helmcted, armoured and
triumphant Crusader must have witnessed so many hundr^
years ago wh^ he dismounted from his prancing horse and
entered the old mosque. Cairo is rapidly chan^ng, but its

numerous mosques still stand, like so many fortified towers
against which the soldiers of modernity ^sh themselves in
vain. And perhaps it is as well that these plaoK should exist

to-day, thm rminding our hurried and harried generatmn of
what tranquility <a>uld be found in an epoch when men were;
a little less clever than they wt now. Under those shady patof.^
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or within those covered arcades, they might remember the
shelter of God or indulge in the luxury of dreams; at any rate,

they could, if they wished, find here a pleasant place whence to

view the city’s activities in perspective and whence to take an
inventory of life at its true valuation. I savoured subtly the

ancient peace of this place.

At the entrance to this vast cloister I took offmy slippers, for

it was rightly ordained that none may walk with booted feet

upon the sacred soil ofa mosque and there deposit theunwelcome
dirt of streets. I handed the slippers to a mosque attendant who
emerged from a darkened room, descended a flight of stone

steps whose flat surfaces had been worn into curves by the tread

of hundreds of thousands of pious feet, and emerged once more
in the narrow crowded lane.

5

I walked a few paces away and stopped, turning to view
the face and setting of this old buildmg consecrated to the

worship of Allah. It seemed a pity that part of the long frontal

wall was hidden behind a row of old houses, but ample
compensation remained in the sight of the towering minarets

and the great heavy dome, the gleaming bulbous cupolas and
the high latticed windows; and, lastly, the enormous and
elaborate entrance gates.

Those minarets had no less than eight sides each, as well as

three balconies, and they soared upwards out of their square

bases on the mosque as thoughts and aspirations soared upwards
within the mosque itself. They were Hke two tall, rosy fingers

pointing to the sky. The cupolas had flattened tops and queedy
resembled gigantic white turbans in comparison with the

immense coloured central dome. They gleamed, as I watched
them, in the blazing sim until my eyes smarted in the glare.

The battlemented wall-tops stretched themselves out to form
a perfect square. The high buffand red walls shut out our world
of business and barter.

My eyes looked down again. Here in the street, sellers of
sweetmeats, of Turkish delight and flat cakes, lined both sid^
of the entrance, displaying Aeir crffeiings upon tiny, temporary
tables, or even upon cloth laid on the bare sidewalk itsdif.

The stall-keepers sat patiently awaiting theiroccasionalcustomers

with.- an expression of placid contentment. A few beggsffs
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squatted close to the steps, and two ot three worshippers

stopped on their way to or from the mosque to exchange scraps

of conversation. A lemonade-seller, wearing the gaudy striped

crimson robe of his trade, and carrying a huge tilted brass urn
and a row of tumblers, looked quizzically at me, and then moved
away. A quaint old man with an enormous beard sat on a

little grey donkey which trotted past with its patriarchal burden.

The usual street multitude stirred hither and thither. The air

was tremulous in the afternoon heat, while the sun hung in a

bowl of glorious blue.

Within the sacred precinct of the mosque was century-old

peace; without it was this seething, jostling, trafficking crowd
noisily bent on its business. Thus the two faces of life, with

Allah sheltering both beneath his ample wings.

5

I was walking early one evening across the Square of

Ismailia when I noticed a carriage driver leave his empty carriage

on the stand and climb the low green-|5ainted iron railing which
fenced oif a small locked-up, municipal-owned garden. He
prostrated himself upon the ground under the setting sun in

the direction of Mecca, and proceeded to pray for six or seven

minutes quite oblivious of the world around. He was lost in

his devotions, looking neither to right nor left; obviously

overwhelmed by his religious feeling. This beautiful action

touched me deeply, both on account of its artistic effect and as

evidence of spiritud loyalty. A policeman, stationed for traffic

duty in the Square, watched him unconcernedly and let his

trespass go without the slightest interference.

Another night, about the hour of ten, I wandered over to a

lonely stretch of road along the Nile bank for a i^uiet stroll.

Under the electric light of a solitary lamp-post, I discovered a

young lad with a birch broom, a street sweeper employed by
the town authorities. His back was propped against the iron

post; and he was evidently taking a brief respite from his

toE bm^th a night sky which was like a cupola of lapis-lazuli^

He sang aloud in joyful tones as he read the tattered pages of a
simall book, at whidb he peered with short-sighted eyes by
lamplight. He ®ing with such real fervour, and was so rapt in
his words, that he was oblivious of my approach. His
glowed with the fire of joyous aspiration to Allah. I took IIkI
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liberty of glancing at his book: it was a cheap, paper-cov:ered

copy of the Quran. The boy’s clothes were dirty and torn, for

his work was poorly paid; yet his face was a picture ofhappiness.
I did not need to give him the greeting: “Upon you be peace!”
He had found peace already.

A third evening I varied my habitual menu by dming in a

restaurant oflF the Sharia Muhammed Ali which Europeans never
patronized. It was in the heart of the old quarter and therefore

kept its old customs well. I came to know and respect its red-

tarbushed proprietor, who possessed a fine character and an
innate politeness which sprang, not from his pocket, but his

heart. The white-robed waiter had barely laid my dishes upon
the table when he suddenly withdrew to a corner and took hold
of something which leant against the wall. He treated it with
such tenderness that one might have thought it to be his most
treasured possession. It turned out to be nothing more than a
faded straw mat, which he unrolled and spread upon the floor.

laying its end in an easterly direction towards Mecca; which
accomplished, he let himself sink down upon the hard, comfort-

less surface. For the next ten minutes he went through all the

prostrations of the devout, reciting his prayers the while in

low but clearly audible tones. His Noughts were now wrapped
in Allah. There were seven or eight other patrons in the

restaurant at the time, and only one more waiter. It was
the hour when a substantial increase in patrons might
momentarily be expected. Yet the old proprietor looked on
approvingly, even nodded his head, so that the tassels of his

tarbush swung to and fro in unison with his approval. He
never left his litde partitioned vantage-platform where he sat

B
idy scene as any Sultan might have sat

erior of his palace. He himself never
rectly accepted money. He was just an

0 gave orders, but let others carry them
ns, they accepted the present situation as

and were perfecdy content to await the

When at last the latter had emphatically,

ly assured himsdf—and incidentally ms
: is no God but The One” and that “To
he returned to consciousness of his

ered that after all he was only a waiter,

I replaced it in the corner. He looked

round, mildly happy; caught my eye, smiled, and came up to
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get my next order. And when I left the restaurant he bade me
farewell with a simple “May God preserve you.”

One can only understand the religion of Islam when it is

thus made manifest, put into action and practice. I remember
travelling on the railway line that links Cairo to the port of

Suez and arriving at a wayside station. As I thrust my head out

of the window to check my whereabouts I noticed a humbly
clad workman, one of a gang of labourers working on the line,

detach himself from the group with a chant from the Quran on
his lips and touch the ground with his forehead. He settled

down at prayer on the sandy soil only a few inches away from
the steel rails. His work was important for it gave him bread;

but not so important that he could afford to forget his duty to

Allah. I studied his face and found it the face of a man who lived

by the light of conscience; who had attained some sort of inner

peace, common labourer though he was.

X walked, at noon, into one of those caf^s which abound in

Cairo, for a pot of tea and a couple of Egyptian cakes. Whilst

I stirred the cubical sugar to assist its dissolution in the pleasant

brown infusion, the cm(6 owner dropped to the floor and began

his midday prayer. The latter was almost a silent one, whispered

to himself alone; or rather, to Allah. I could not but admire

the fervour he showed, and I could not but respect the wisdom
of the Prophet Muhammed for so deftly teaching his followers

to mingle the life of religious devotion with the life of the

busy world. I could not but contrast the practical value of

Islam with the less apparent value of those far Eastern faiths

which I knew so well, which seek too often to separate

the wordly life from the spiritual life into watertight

compartments.

These are but four cases out of many; four cases whidb
showed me what Islam meant to the poor and humble, to the

illiterate and uneducated, and to the so-called ignorant classes.

What it mean to the middle and upper dasses? As far as

,

I could dist^m It meant a faith less strongly held, because tbe

orwt osf Western sdentific education had weakened the bases

of rdigioa here as in every other Oriental land which it lad
toud»£d. I ihaie no criticism, but merely note the fact as as
l^vh:d>le -pl^omenon, because I firmly bdkve that

•fyMt and science axe nec^sary to hfs. The broader xotodl,;

among the are now arriving at the saM|'
O^ndusion. They see ifast socma: o® later Mam must
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to the twentieth century and the modern spirit, but they know
that it need not drink the poison of complete spirit-denying

materialism in order to do so. Yet, making all this allowance,
the fact remains that the higher classes of Egypt hold to their

religion more strongly than the higher classes of Europe and
America. The wiU to believe dwells in the very blood corpuscles
of the Eastern man, and he cannot get rid of it, try as he may.
But I will relate what I saw in the office of a friend, as typical

ofwhat I saw in both offices and mansions aUke. I had occasion
to call on him not long before noon and partook ofthe inevitable

glass of Persian tea whilst he dispatched his business, he being
a busy man and an Inspector-General under the Government.
The office of His Excellency Khaled Hassanein Bey was

perfectly up to date and, save for a large framed Arabic text

from Quran, much hke any office in Europe might be. His
Excellency sat at a glass-topped table, was constantly using
the telephone, and kept his papers in automatic roll-shuttered

filing cabinets.

Just before noon another visitor called, one of his own
inspectors in fact, and a few minutes later His Excellency

asked:

“You have no objection if I say my prayers now?” and of
course I reassured him on the point.

Rugs were unrolled, both men slipped off their shoes, and
prostrated themselves in the usual manner. For fully a dozen
minutes they were occupied with their prayers, wMe clerks

went on working, messengers entered, left papers, and departed

in an atmosphere of complete unconcern. The two prayed as

men who were utterly alone, utterly in ignorance ofmy presence.

When their devotions were ended they rose and resumed their

seats at the glass-topped table, and continued to discuss their

business.

The thing impressed me intensely, as something which I had
never seen in any Western office. Nowhere in Europe or

America could one see the like. There, at midday, men would
begin rushing out for lunch; here, in EgjTpt, these two men
prayed first and then thought of lunch.

If we in the West really believed, I thought, then this

incident was both an example to be followed and a rebuke to

be heeded. But could we carry our faith thus far? I doubted.

It was this point which struck me so much in Egypt. God,
Allah, to the Muslim was a very real Being, and no mere
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philosophical abstraction. Merchants, servants and workmen;
nobles, pashas and officials, thought nothing of stopping in

the midst of their activities and kneeling prostrate before Allah
in office, shop, street or home; quite apart from the mosque.
Men who never dreamt of arising in the morning or retiring

at night without bending themselves in brief reverence before

Allah, might have nothing more to teach us, but at least

they had this one thing to teach the Western world, so busy
and so preoccupied wim other matters. I am not here raising

the point of Islamic doctrines, wliich I shall explain in their

proper jplace, but the point of what our faith in a Higher Power
is worth; call that Power whatever we wish.

Imagine a man in London or New York getting down on his

knees in an open street or space, thus publicly worshipping God;
because he felt the call to do so, to remember the existence of
Him who permits our own existence to continue I The man
would either be laughed at, ridiculed and perhaps pitied by
our over-clever moderns, or else he would be arrested as a
nuisance for obstructing the traffic of passengers or vehicles I

5
The Sign of the Crescent hangs over the Near and Middle

and Far East; while lately some of its rays have spread
rapidly over the most distant parts of Africa. Yet, the strength
of the religion of Islam is not to be measured by the number of
its adherents, but by the ardent devotion which each of those
adherents gives to it. We, in the West, usually like to insert

.

the qualifying adjective “fanatical” before the word Muham-
medan, and, if we are not altogether right, we are also not
altogether wrong. Here are people who hold to the tenets of
their religion with a fervour that we have lost.

Why?
Let us begin at the beginning. A man once knelt in a rocky

cave on the nigged slopes of Mount Hka, in Arabia, and prayed
to ihe Almaty that the pure, undeffled faith of die
patriarchs might one ag^ & made known to his people, who
were sunk in the grossest idol-worship, in a superstitious
matadalism which they mistook for religion.

That man Muharnmed.
He was of a^dle height, with long flowing hair, a pale

;

which had just a of colour in& cheebj both Brow
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mouth were wide, and the nose somewhat prominent. His
dress was simpler than his position in life called for. He had
been a merchant and had made a name in many towns for perfect
integrity, fair dealing and absolute reliability. He had taken
merchandise in the camel caravans as far off as Syria. Year
after year his long line of plodding camels had made their way
with measured steps across undulating, tawny sand-dunes and
over rocky gorges, carrying great loads of goods which the
black-turbaned caravan leader would sell in distant markets.
At night, while his men lay sleeping, Muhammed would wander
off by himself and sit for a while on the soft desert floor to
reflect upon the mysteries of life and the nature of God. And
the mystic stars toew their silver rays upon his solitary upturned
face, bathing it in their own mystery, and marked him for their
own child of destiny.

After his marriage to the widow Khadjia, he developed more
and more a habit of profound meditation upon the gravest
topics of human existence. It was thus that he became so
grievously aware of the shortcomings of the crude religion of
his time, and of its inability to satisfy the deeper instincts of his
fellow-men. At last he turned to his favourite retreat—^a

lonely cave on Mount Hira, near the city of Mecca—-and there
spent an entire night lifting his heart irntil dawn in piteous
prayer to the Infinite, not asking selfishly for personal illumina-
tion alone, but also on behalf of his people. Prayer passed
after a time into entranced vision, and vision into transforma-
tion, and transformation into conscious communion with God.
Veil after veil was rent asunder. Strange paradox—that he
should find luminous Truth inside that gloomy cave!
And a Voice came unto him and said:

“Thou art the Man. Thou art the Prophet of Allah!”
Henceforth, the merchant, Muhammed, accepted the mantle •

which had been proffered him, deserted his bales ofmerchandise,
and became the new Sayer of the Word, that Word whose echo
would rumble over three continents within one century.
The Sibylline oracles of Rome had announced the future

, coming of Christ, and were thereafter silent. Christ came
eventually, spoke His words to such as cared to hear Him, and
then departed at an age when most men have hardly found their
place in material Hfe, let alone in spiritual life. Less than six

hundred years after this event there came this other Prophet of
the Unknown God.
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5

He was fottunate enough to find his first disciple in his own
wife, for a wife can do much to mar or make a man’s life. The
next man to whom he related his experience in the cave was
Waraquah; an old bent and blind sage who warned him:

“Or a surety they will drive thee into exile, for never hath

mortal man brought what thou bringest without falling a

victim to bitterest persecution. Ah! If God deigned to

lengthen my days until then, I would devote all my strength to

helping thee triumph over thy enemies.”

But the inspired prophet must always put up with the cross

of loneliness and misunderstanding; there are compensations

for him which are too invisible and too intangible to be

comprehended by the masses.

Every new religion must prepare to be stoned at its birth by
the stolid and stupid.

His friends and relatives formed the earliest group of con-

verts. ' They met and prayed in a quiet house outside the

city.

In Mecca itselfthe people were following their rite of primitive
magic, attempting to propitiate the unseen powers of the

psychic threshold, worshipping a multitude or fetishes; here

they were worshipping the One God.
For three years the gradually increasing group met and prayed

in the utmost secrecy; for the appointed hour of public revela-

tion, the date set by Destiny, had not yet come. And then the

Voice spoke again to the Prophet, saying:

“Make known the Command which hath been given thee.”

Whereupon he did not hesitate to call a great meeting of his

people together and to warn them that if they did not fling away
their ancestral caricature of religion and return to true worship,

the wrath of Allah would fSl upon them. They listeoM

uttconveaeted, and left in disgust.

Bat the fe was now abl^ within him and he went ftom
place to place, pdceaching the message which had been entrusted

to hifflu He dressed in coarse dom and ate simply. He gaw
away* aimbst ewsrythiag he had to tlw poor. He even
among tite'dhree to and sixty-six idols of the holy shahsi;

of the Klahst' to® to remonstrate with the klolaters

present, as Jesus biavdy went into the Temple to temonstsa^
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with the money-changers. An angry mob attacked him, and
one of his followers was slain in trying to protect him.

The prophet’s cross can only be carried by one who believes

all he has prophesied, down to the last letter of the last word.
The authorities, finding they could not muzzle this outspoken

man, tried to bribe him with wealth and position. Muhammed’s
reply was to warn them more strongly still of the coming wrath

of Allah.

Thenceforth he was openly persecuted and he advised a

number of his followers to seek refuge in Abyssinia, which they

did. The vengeance of the Mieccan authorities pursued them
even there, and the Black Emperor was asked to deliver up the

fugitives. Instead of complying, he called for theit spokesman,

one Jafar, and asked: “What is this rehgion by reason of

which you have separated from your people?”

And Jafar told how they had been formerly leading a semi-

savage life, worshipping idols, eating carrion, and oppressing

the weak. Then came Muhammed as the Prophet of Allah,

bidding them be truly spiritual, devoted towards the One alone,

truthful, charitable and moral. He ended by reciting some
passages from Quran, which caused the Emperor to remark:

“Verily this, and that which Moses brought, arise from one

lamp. Go I for, by God, I will not suffer them to get at you.

Go to thy dwellings and live and worship in thine own way,

and none shall interfere with you.”

Meanwhile, the persecution of Muslims in Arabia grew
worse; When some of his persecutors asked Muhammed for a

miracle to prove his apostleship, he lifted his gaze to the sky

and replied:

“God has not sent me to work wonders. He has sent me
to you. I am only the bringer ofAllah’s message to mankind.”

It was during this bitter time that Muhammed reported an

extraordinary experience which had come to him in the night.

He had been taken out of the body in spirit by the angel Gabriel,

and had met the spirits of the great Prophets of old—^Adam,

Abraham, Moses, Jesus and others—^in the invisible world of

the angels. He had, also, been shown how the destiny of the

world is written down.
Not long after, this experience was followed by the rapid

spread of Muhammed’s doctrines, with an inevitable increase

in persecution as its result. And just before a number o£ men
had decided to slay the Prophet, the latter was inspired to leatve
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Mecca secretly and make his way across the desert to the city

ofMedina, where he had a great welcome and laid the foundation
of the first mosque ever built. The day of his entry became the
first day of the first year of the new Muslim calendar, although
it was in the year 622 of the Christian calendar.

That was the turning point in Islam’s fortunes.

The Meccans declared war upon the inhabitants of Medina.
A small force led by Muhammed left the latter town and en-
countered the enemy, completely defeating them. The victors

marched on and fought a further battie, which ended in-

decisively. Still more battles occurred resulting in a strengthen-
ing of Muhammed’s position. He sent eiivoys with letters to
the King of Greece, the Emperor of Abyssinia, the King of
Persia, and the King of Eg3q)t, informmg them of the Prophet’s
mission and message, and inviting them to embrace the religion
of Islam.

Sevm years after his flight from Mecca, Muhammed set out
with his army to return to the city. Because he did not wish
to shed blood unnecessarily, he made his followers pile their

weapons eight miles away from the city and enter as peacefhl
men. They were permitted to make their visit and to leave
again umolested. But, not long after, the Meccans assisted
sorne tribesmen to massacre Muslims who sought sanctuary in
their temple, and Muhammed was compelled to lead his army
eastwards to Mecca once again. He took the city, broke up
the stone images, peacefully converted the inhabitants, and set
up his government there.

Islana now spread all over Arabia, bringing the wild tribes to
sit at his feet and learn a higher faith. Muhammed’ gave his last
address to his followers from the back of his camel, on the hill
of Arafa.

“I leave the book, the Quran, for you,” he told them, in his
customary, slow, deliberate manner; “hold fast to it, or you
sfe^ ^ astray. For this is probably my last pilgrimage. Do
aot^^opt your pre-Islamic habits and begin to rush at each
om^s throats after I go; for one day you will have to fece
Afia^ shall require you to answer for your sins.” He
reminded thm that the Prophet was one like unto them, a
ihqs^ a %es^eng^ of Allah, and warned them not to worship

soon after, he returned to the great Unknowh
,^hehce he had jcos^jrJhis^ last words being: i
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“Thete is now none so gteat a friend as He
”

This happened in the six hundred and thirty-second year of

ur era and in the sixty-first year of Muhammed’s life. He had

isproved the infallibility of the saying that a prophet is without

onour in his own country.



CHAPTER IX

AK INTERVIEW WITH THE SPIRITUAL HEAD OF THE
MUHAMMEDANS

I
WAS curious to know the authoritative answers to a

number of questions upon Islam about which I had
formed my own notions, based upon the rough guide of
experience, but upon which I did not know the exact

rulings of the Prophet and his book. So I took my way to His
Eminence the Sheikh el Islam, the man who presides over the
h^dquarters of the religion in Egypt under the rounded
minarets and battlemented walls of El Azhar Mosque-University.
His personal name is Sheikh Moustapha el Maraghi, and the
institution of which he is Grand Rector is venerable with a
thousand years^ of authority as the Muhammedan centre whose
word on questions of faith and creed is final. He is a man of
pontifical powers. It is true that Arabia holds the Holy Stone,
the Kaaba of Mecca, the Sacred Place to which every devout
Muslim hopes to make pilgrimage one day; nevertheless, it is

Egypt which holds the Living Stone, the brain and nerve-centre
of Islam. The Grand Rector is not only the chief dignitary of

Cl A
®Sypt> but, because of the international character of

El Azhar, an authority for other countries as well. At El Azhar
me pride of Muslims, the deeper aspects of the religion have
been taught since its early days to those who wish to perfect
themselves in its doctrines, and who wish to understand in

*beir revelator, Muhammed.
.

nghtly read, encourages scientific researches
of God and of the universe,” said Sheikh

ei Maraglu to me during the interview recorded below. “There
IS no saenee wMch m be foreign to the Creator and His
creatioi^ md nothing in any which can be contrary to the pre-
c^ts or Islam. A^ the question faces us of purifyine our
religmn of sup^fitious and fantastic interpretations. These

'

studies assist us todo-so. Tt is to Ae interests of Islam in this
'
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century when science has made such progress, to place at the

disposal of its students the same sources of learning.”

“Things are somewhat better than a century ago, whenEdward
Lane reported that ‘the Muslims are very averse from giving in-

formation on subjects connected with iheir religion to persons

whom they suspect of differing from them in sentiments,’ but

some of the old reserve still remains.”

It was not easy for a man who was not a Muhammedan—^in

the orthodox sense, anyway—^to obtain the interview that I

desired; but, after some preliminaries, the good offices of

mutual friends brought it about at last.

The way took me through the oldest swarming quarter of

Cairo, along a wide street that split the bazaar area into two and

deposited me at the very doors of the oldest centre of Muslim

learning in the world, at the entrance to El Azhar itself. I passed

under intertwined arabesques and spacious arches into a large,

sunny courtyard, just as hundreds of thousands of students had

passed before me during the long history of the place, students

who emerged later to teach the words ofthe Prophet Muhammed
across the Eastern world; to provide authentic interpretations

of the holy and to keep the flame of Muslim culture ever

burning.

When I was ushered into an audience hall and thus into the

presence of His Eminence and after we had exchanged the usual

greetings, I found time to study this grave-faced man ofmedium
height who enjoys a unique prestige in the world of

Muhammedans.
Sheikh el Maraghi, formerly Grand Cadi of the Sudan, has

considerable influence not omy in religious circles but also

among a section of prominent public men.

Under a white turban, I saw a pair of steady, piercing eyes;

a straight, regular nose, a small grey moustache, a firm mouth,

and a stubble of grey growth on the chin.

The great institution over which His Eminence presided gave

its instruction free to thousands of students, future upholders

of Muhammed’s doctrine, receiving its own fonds from endow-

ments and Government grants. The poorer students were fed

and lodged free, or else received allowances of money. No
longer could the old buildings house them all, so several

branches had been built in other districts, and with these

extensions had come a change in the teaching itself. Modan
scientific studies had been introduced, well-equipped laboratories
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and amphitheatres for physics and chemistry provided, and

up-to-date methods of teaching were now in practice. Yet,

these reforms had been carefully introduced—so carefully that

the ancient atmosphere was still retained, and both old and new
educational methods dwelt side by side.

Once inside the walls, which enclose an array of colonnades

and cloisters, of galleries and minarets, I saw black-bearded

figures who sat and pored over their Arabic books. The echoes

of the students’ voices as they chanted their lessons, slightly

swaying to and fro in rhythm with their sing-song, reached my
ears. They squatted upon mats in small groups under the shade

of cloistered roofs, while in their centre sat the teacher.

That is the traditional method of teaching, fittingly retained

in the ancient buildings. But, in the great modern extensions

elsewhere, I had already found that His Eminence had caused

his religious university to take on a new lease of life by adapting

it to present-day conditions. In this he had the enthusiastic

support of the younger generation of Muslims, but he had to

battle for a time against crusted theologians who did not
realize that El Azhar must fit itself anew to work in a changing
world. The battle was long drawn out but his victory complete.

Just as sunlight is forcing its way into the slummy narrow
alleys of old Cairo, bit by bit, just as sanitation is winning its

old battle with ancient quartets, and fresh air is diminishing
the strength of century-old odours, so modern thought is

forcibly making its impression on the old Oriental. The
rising generation is spurring ahead on the journey towards that

union of old-new ideas which is inevitable.

These students come from every corner of the Muslim world,
ftom Persia to Zanzibar, drawn like steel filings to the magnet
of El Azhar’s authoritative culture. They are dressed in red
tarbush and white turban and every colour of robe. I expected
to see some Chinese students among the host and I found them,
but I was surprised to discover young Japanese too.

Sheikh d Maraghi was dressed in a long black and white
striked silk shirt, over which he wore a longer robe, with ample
steere% m^de of black silk. A white girdle was wound around
^s waist. He wore a pair of soft yellow morocco shoes which

toes. The whole effect of his dress was one
<af ^nple tS^tivenfess.

^e grave' of his countenance pleased me,
I began to the centml message of Islam.
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His Eminence meditated his answer with much deliberation.
“The first principle is that there is only One God. That

was Muhammed’s chief message. That is the message which
God had given the Prophets (Moses and Christ) before
Muhammed was given it also. Muhammed repeated this

message to the Jews and Christians as a call to theit priests to
be united, whereas he found them at loggerheads.
“The belief in the oneness of a creating God who has no

partner; a God who alone is to be glorified and worshipped,
and who needs no mediation between Him and the people whom
He created. Prophets and apostles are only intermediaries who
communicate His laws and orders, and who call upon people
to obey and worship Him. He is the only One whose succour
is sought for the relief of shortcomings, and none other is to be
appealed to for forgiveness or solicited in time of need. The
Lord (be He exalted!) saith:

“
‘Neither invoke, besides Allah, that which can neither profit

thee nor hurt thee; for, if thou do, thou wilt then certainly become
one of the unjust,’ and:

“
‘If Allah should afflict thee with misfortune, then there is none

to lift it but He; and if He willeth thee any good, there is none to
stop his favour; He wil. bestow His grace on whomsoever He
pleaseth among His servants, and He is the Forgiving, the
Merciful.’

”

“What does Your Eminence understand by the idea of the
soul ?”

“The Quran does not define the word, so the Heads of
Islam have entertained different opinions about it at different

tim^. Such opinions may be studied intellectually; but they
must not be added to the Quran^ the Inspired Book. Yet we
believe, of course, in the. Day of Jmlgment for every soul,

when Ae righteous shall reap their reward and ill-doers shall

receive their punishment, establishing thereby the foundation
of a moral sense. Thus saith Allah:

“ ‘And whomsoever doth an atom’s weight of good shall be
recompensed for it; and whomsoever doth an atom’s weight of
evil shall be punished for it.’

”

“In what way did Muhammed differ from the Prophets
sent by God?”
“Tte Prophet Muhammed did not differ from other Prophfels

since they were all chosen by the Lord to deliver Hi's

,J
'
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to and as they all teceived revelation from Him.

Muslims are enjoined to believe in the prophethood of all of

them, without distinction. Thus saith the Lord:

“
‘Say ye believers : “We believe in Allah and that which hath

been sent down unto us, and that which hath been sent down unto

Abraham and Ismael and Isaac and Jacob and his oflFspring and that

which was given to Moses and Jesus, and that which was given to

the Prophets from their Lord. We make no distinction between

any of them and to Allah we are resigned.”
’ ”

Again the answer had come only after His Eminence had

thought it over well.

“Do you think that no man can help another to find God?
I mention this because the absence of priests in your religion

is so striking.”

“Yes, there are no priests between man and God in Islam,

but, nevertheless, we have learned Muslims who can teach others

the way ofGod as it is laid down in Quran, and in the sayings

and doings of the Prophet Muhammed.
“These are some of the principles ordained by Islam, without

which no one could be worthy of being called a Muslim, and
which do not differ from the principles of all religions that

Allah has sent down to us through His Apostles, Islam, which
is not the only religion that enjoins the belief in the unity of

God, and which ordains obedience to God’s injunctions, was
not sent exclusively to Muhammed (Peace be upon him) but it

is God’s religion which He has sent down through all Prophets

and Apostles. Saith Allah:

“
‘ Verily the true Religion with Allah is Islam and none other

is acceptable unto Him; and those who were given the Scriptures

differed not concerning it until they knew the truth, through enmity
and mutual jealousy.’

“Thtis we group our people into those who have studied
d©^y our reRgious lore, and those who have not done so.

arid listen to the fihst class ; but we do not regard
ttem as inspired men—only as intellectual men. No Mudim
^ das or that is forbidden to you, because God alone

the. audiotity to do so. There are no intermediaries
• wffft ^Grod; ih our feim. That is a foundation stone of Islanjk

Bnt we feco||B^ ^d,t«pect those who devote their lives to
stu^ ^ thorn for their opinions and adviio»|i
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Hence a negro who is well learned in Muslim matters has the

right to obtain a respectful hearing for his opinions. In our

history there is such a case where a Caliph on the throne took

advice Eom a black slave who was well versed in the Prophet’s

teachings and sayings. Of course, such a man was not kept a

slave after that.”

“May I ask, Your Eminence, whether mosques are essential

to your religion?”

“No, people use them as places in which to pray, and they

go there to hear a sermon on Fridays, but, as there are no priests

or ceremonies, the mosques ate not essential to the practice of

Islam. Muslims may pray anywhere, not necessarily in a

mosque—any piece of clean ground ttdll do. Our object in

building mosques is to bring unity by social fellowship in

worship. Nevertheless, although not essential, worship in a

mosque is naturally preferable.”

“^at is the nature of your prayers?”

Came the quiet restrained voice:

“When a Muslim prays it is understood that he repeats a

section of the Quran which he has learnt by memory. IJsually

it contains certain sentences which ate traditionally known to

contain the things a man should think of when he prays. 1 must

say and repeat Aat the object of our prayers is not only to do

our duty towards God, but also to be spiritually educated during

the time we say them. The Muslim who repeats these words,

day after day, is thus constantly reminded of them. There

could not be better words to use in prayer than those set him by

the Quran for this purpose. ‘We pray to Thee and only Thee.

We •ask foi no help except ftom Thee.’ Such are two sentences

often used. Besides, set sentaices help ignorant men.

“Our prayers are quite short, they consist of the opening

paragraph of the Quran and sevMi oAac texts; but those who
wish to do so can add any other texts they select. But no

prayers of a man’s own making may be added to these texts.

“The Muslim must pray five times a day. Should force of

circumstances stop him from saying his prayers at the right

time, then he must make up for it later. It is forbidden to miss

a single hour of prayer.”
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5

“What of a man who is seriously ill?”

“If he is quite unable to stand or squat in the prescribed

postures for prayer, then he must say them whilst lying down.
And if he is unable to speak, then he must raise both hands to

his temples as a sign of reverence to God. Do not forget that

our postures make men show humility before God, by causing

them to prostrate themselves. It is good for men thus to

acknowledge the greatness of God.”
“Five times a day seems much to ask of men?”
“No; these prayers are essential to remind men frequently

of God, and also to educate them spiritually, as I said before.

Thus, when they address God as the Merciful, they learn that

mercy is acceptable in His eyes and it is a suggestion for them
to become merciful in their own lives. Similarly with the other

qualities which we ascribe to God.”
An official entered. He took the Grand Rector’s proffered

hand, bent down and kissed it fervently, then touched it with
his forehead. After he had seated himself, I asked:

“What is the object of the pilgrimage to Mecca?”
“Just as mosques increase locd fellowship in Islam, so the

Mecca prilgrimage increases international fellowship in Islam.

All men are brothers in Islam, and both mosque and pilgrimage
enable them to come together as such. Equality is a principle

of Islam. Islam is essentially democratic and destroys class

hatred. Islam has solved the problem ofpauperism by prescrib-

ing ordained alms, by taking a certain percentage of the money
of the rich to be distributed to the needy. If all did this, good-
will, peace and compassion would reign supreme among man-
kind; a sound equilibrium between classes would be established.

Every man who believes in Allah meets in the mosque or on
pilgopsage every other believer as an equal. Thus a Mng may
warn fe^ide a ^ggar, or pray beside him. Islam calls upon
p^ple tq lay aside racial and other distinctions, while it makes

^ty and humane principles the tie that binds people
together. No ctedit is given by Islam to anyone except for
hghteoushess and good deeds. For so saith Allah (be He
e^t^;

“
‘O men. We have created you all of Adam and Eve, and we

have made you toto pec^xles and tribes that you might know one
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axiother. Vetily the most worthy of honour among you in, the

sight of Allah, is the most righteous; Allah is aE-kno'wdng and
cognisant of your innermost thoughts.’

”

“There is a common idea in the West that Muhammedans
are fanatics and intolerant. Is this correct? Also that Islam

was propagated entirely by the sword. What comment do you
care to make on this?”

Sheikh el Maraghi smiled.

“Islam has become a firm and unshakable belief; Muslims
have become reputed strict upholders of their faith. The biased

critics of Islam have, therefore, accused it falsely of fanaticism.

In point of fact, what its enemies term fanaticism is nothing but

fiurm belief—^no matter what they may call it.

“As to the allegation that Islam was propagated entirely by
the sword, one has only to refer to historical facts, analysing

the real causes of the wars in which Islam engaged in its early

days. One thus realizes that these wars had nothing to do with

the spread of Islam. They were mostly in defence of self and
kin, for the protection of the Faithful and to defend them
against persecution and tyranny inflicted upon them by the

unbelievers who drove theim out of their homes. For these

reasons God permitted His Prophet to take up arms against

the offenders. Saith the Lord:
“
‘Allah doth not forbid you to be charitable and to deal justly

with those who have not waged war against you on account of

your religion and have not driven you out of your homes; verily

Allah loveth the equitable. Only doth Allah forbid you to make
friends of those who, on account of your rehgion, have waged wat
against you, and have driven you out of your homes and have
aided those who drove you forth.’

And:
“ ‘Permission is granted imto those who have taken up arms

against the unbel'evers, for they have suffered persecution; and
verily Allah is well able to succour them. Those who have been
driven out of their homes wrongfully, only because they say:

Our Lord is Allah.’

“These are, briefly, some of the causes that forced die Prophet

and his Companions to take up arms. At first he suggested

that his Companions should leave him alone to call upon the

Arabs to adopt Islam. But he was met -with abuses and they

refused to accept the new faith, molested him and contri^ved to

distort his message. He had no alternative other than defeiding
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himsdf and his followers against the attacks of his enemies in

order to uphold the cause of Allah.

“The war and conquests that took place later were meant,
no doubt, to protect Islam. The conquerors gave the vanquished
three alternatives : (a) to adopt Islam and be their equal, {b) to

pay tribute which would mitigate the poverty of the Arabs, and
in return receive protection of life and property, (c) or else to
continue to fight them.

“No doubt, however, these wars were brought about partly
by political, partly by social, and partly by economic reasons.

The allegation, however, that Islam was propagated entirely by
the sword is false; later on, Islam spread without any recourse
to war. Did not Ae Mongols and the Tartars, who swept over
Asia and destroyed the magnificent Islamic civilization, and
who were the Muslims’ bitter enemies, embrace Islam and
become zealous supporters of it? If we refer to history and
impartially examine its records, we are bound to find in it

sufficient proof to refute the above allegation.”

“What is Your Eminence’s personal opinion of the Western
people and institutions from an Oriental standpoint, so far as
you have seen or heard of them?” was my next query.
“My personal opinion of Western people is that they have

reached a high standard of culture, both scientific and social,

but I remark that Western civilization lacks spiritual motives.
We cannot consider civilization as perfect unless both the
material and spiritual nature of men are taken into account,
since they are complementary to each other and are mutually
counterbalanced.

“As to European institutions, we admire and try to adopt
many of them, urged by the very text of out Holy Book:

“
'Aonounce glad tidings unto my servants who hearken unto

exhortation and follow that is best thereof. These are they whom
Allah guideth unto His Religion and these arc men ofunderstanding.’

. ‘^<%i:Er9phet supports this, too; he said:
“ ^Wisdom is the lost treasure of the true believer, he taketh it

wheafever he findeth it’

•
^ Western institutions is the excess in the

mdnnanai freedoa;^ as it leads to serious improprieties which
to uttdemar^ fi^e very mstence of these institutions,

we i^dharf ^t,this principle of individual freedom
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is a natural right of man, we carmot say that it is properly

applied. In Islam this principle is properly applied, and one is

allowed to do anything that is neither harmful to oneself nor

to one’s fellow-creatures.

5
“In the early days of Islam it was the practice of the author-

ities to set apart portions ofmosques for the teaching of religious

and laic knowledge. Large mosques assumed the appearance

of universities, especially when students’ hostels and teachers’

rooms were annexed to them. Money was bequeathed for the

maintenance of these institutions. El Azhar was one of those

mosques. When, in the seventh century of the Flight of the

Prophet, Baghdad lay in ruins at the feet of the invadmg Tartars

and the Caliph was abolished. King Alsahir Bibars took under

his protection one of the sons of the Abbaside princes and made
him Caliph. King Bibars reopened El Azhar after teaching m
it had been suspended for a time, showering his grants on it.

Consequently, El Azhar gained renown, and attracted m.any

students who repaired to it from far and near in quest of learning.

In due course, it became the largest and most important ofIslamic

universities in the world. It gradually developed until it became

a public institution for Muslims in their entirety. No doubt

this is a great distinction, which was not attained by any other

mosque.
“The reforms I am introducing into El Azhar are to afford

the students the opportunity of extending theit mental and

cultural horizon in all branches of knowledge.

“In its search for the truth, Islam commends logical reason-

ing. It condemns blind imitation and upbraids those who
practise it. Saith tiie Lord;

‘And when it is said to them: “Follow ye that which God
hath sent down,” they say: “Nay, we follow the usages which

we found with our fethers.” What, though their fathers knew

nothing and were devoid of guidance.’
”

“Can Islam fit the needs of the modern^ age, increpingly

educated in science and tending to be entirely practical?”

“How could Islam, which is based on requkements ofhuman
nature and reason; which requires its foUowers to seek ^d
augment their knowledgeand to discharge their duties properi.y«-
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How coiiild such a faith be unfit, ot inconsistent with, the needs

of our modern age of science and culture? Indeed, Islam urges

people to pursue knowledge. Saith the Lord, in this connection:

“
‘Say: Consider whatever is in the Heavens and the Earth.’

“The true believers are described in Quran as those who
‘meditate upon the creation of the Heavens and the Earth.’

“Early Muslims gave proof that it was possible to reconcile

religion with practical life and science without going astray.

They made use of Greek and Roman works on philosophy and
science; they translated them, criticized them, and improved
on them. They practised all liranches of worldly occupations,

including agriculture, commerce and industry.

“One of the reasons for its early and rapid spread was that

Islam is a practical and not a theoretical religion. It put forth

laws and orders that should be obeyed, and principles that could

be applied to life.

“It took into account the relevant requirements of human
nature, and established principles in which the needs ofbothbody
and soul were equally considered. It did not trespass upon one
of them to the benefit of the other. When Islam made lawful

the enjoyment of the good things of life, it prescribed limits to

check man’s appetites, and forbade Mm to do what might harm
and corrupt Mm. Nor has it neglected the spiritual side of man;
Islam gave tMs side its full due too.”

“Why are women veiled, and will tMs custom cease? It is

a conomon Western idea that women in Muhammedan countries

have been kept down, half enslaved, treated as totally inferior

beings. What have you to say to this?”

“As to the veiling of women,” came the rejoinder, “Islam
has specified a certain form of it, namely that women should
not display their attractions to strangers and array themselves
ostentatiously in public. In tMs way women retain their decorum
and men are guarded against falling under their spell. No doubt,

ordjining tMs, was successful in laying down a sound
princ^le to save both man and woman the evil of' temptation
andsin.

however, did not carry the veiling of women too
w; it penMitted them to uncover theit faces and there hands,

feared.

“The Western that Muslim women are kept down, half
-i^^ved and trtcatfd: t®;: to^y inferior beings, is neither trne
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nor in accordance with our religious teachings, for Islam has

given women full rights. It has allowed them, within reasonable

Kmits, everything that would make them happy. It has per-

mitted them a conservative form of liberty and made them
mistresses in their own domain. It has not forbidden them
education of any degree whatsoever. On the contrary, it has

recommended that diey should perfect themselves as much as

possible. It has allowed them to have property of their own,
and has given them the right to dispose of it. Women can have
the power-of-attorney, can be guardians, can be trustees, can

be judges except in criminal cases. Some Muslim women had
a considerable amount of learning, some have been known for

their righteousness, while others have attained distinction in

literature. The rumour that Muslim women are half enslaved

has originated from the fact that some ignorant people have,

under the influence of their environment, acquired this wicked
practice of ill-treating their women. Needless to say, Islam

could not be held responsible for such abuses.”

5

The ignorance of the average European about this great

religion is something for which he should not be blamed, but

his misconceptions of it are less to his credit. Many of my
friends in England know only that a Muhammedan is a man
whose faith allows him to have four wives; beyond that they

know nothing! I have no doubt that, at the back of their

minds, is the mought that if Islam (to give the religion the name
that is given it by its own people and not the artificial name of
Muhammedanism which we have bestowed on it) has spread

widely in the East, then the attraction of those four wives has

a good deal to do with the matter. To a reflective man, who
perceives in them four added responsibilities, four more
financial burdens, the attraction of these possible wives is less

obvious. Personally, I have met only two Muhammedans who
had four wives, and they were Maharajahs, who possessed a
good deal more than forty apiece. I know a few commoners
who have two wives, but I have never met one with a haimi of
four. About 97 per cent of all the Muhammedans I have ever
encountered possessed no more than one wife. It is thus,

with some regret, that I must dispel an illusion whicipt-v;re
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Westetnets have father fondly cherished. With this illusion

gone, there is not much left of our knowledge of Islam.

The charge of polygamous practices, so often brought

against Islam, so often employed to confuse its issues, is nothing

of which Mushms need be afraid. Polygamy, in itself, is not

necessarily heinous or immoral; from a psychological and
scientific standpoint it may even sometimes be desirable. Any-
how, the percentage of polygamous marriages in the East is

really extremely small, no higher than in the West where such

unions certainly exist, but under conditions of shame, secrecy

and illegality. In any case, public opinion is, nowadays, generally

against polygamous unions in Egypt, and if 5 per cent is my
guess for Egypt, 2 per cent is probably true for Persia, and

5 per

cent again for the Indian Muslims.

I remembered that polygamy was widely practised among
the ancient peoples and that Muhammed found it as an
established institution in Arabia. He did not introduce or

propagate it as a new doctrine, but simply accepted the situation

and tried to regularize it in an ethical way. I remembered, too,

that he found a somewhat barbarous marital condition among
the Arabs of those early days, which compared unfavourably

with the condition he established later. A man’s wives, for

instance, might be inherited by his son. He found temporary
unions established by custom and forbade them. He found
divorce was as easy as drawing water from a well. Though he
did not attempt to make it much more difficult, nevertheless

he warned his followers that “divorce was the most detestable

to God of all .permitted things.” And he placed it under a code
that should be fairer to both parties. It is an open question
whether or not this is to be preferred to the legalized hypocrisy
of our own divorce code.

The charge that he allowed men to pander to their passions
is ludicrous. He imposed fasts upon every one of his followers

to assist them to detach themselves from the passions. He
banned alcoholic drinks in order to assist them efforts at self-

control-

Eui.,1 -^yaoled to know what Muhammed had really laid down
@1 several marriages, so I asked His

' rs ti^e
^

tea^

actu^ pmctice^’

*

- His answer was:

tea<^ng concerning polygamy? What is the
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“Islam allows polygamy if the husband could treat his wives

npartially and equally. The Holy Quran forbids polygamy if

upartiality on the part of the husband is impossible of attain-

aent. Saith Allah, may He be exalted:

“ ‘And ye will not have it all in your power to treat your wives
alike, even though you fain would do so.’

“At any rate, Islam did not favour polygamy; never un-
;onditionally allowed it. It only intended to prevent the

ustful, who could not content themselves with one wife, from
ailing into the sin of adultery. These were allowed polygamy
)nly if they could fulfil the condition of impartiality.

“The present practice among the greatest majority ofMuslims
s to have a single wife, except for a few who by force ofphysical

)r material circumstances have to marry more than one, in order

dther to guard themselves against adultery or to support poor
women who have no one to provide for them.”
Before I left I was shown Ae priceless library, kept in rooms

with exquisitely carved cedarwood ceilings. Ancient Qurans

written on parchment, books with illuminated pages and gilded

Initials, manuscripts of great antiquity passed by the thousand

before my gaze. Fifteen thousand of these manuscripts were
kept here alone.

And with that my audience was closed. I had listened

intently, for Sheikh el Maraghi’s high prestige gave unique

authority to every statement he made.
I had begun to understand more clearly why Muhammed’s

faith spread; why Islam quickly came to receive the reverence

of wSd desert Bedouins, no less than that of cultured c%
Persians, and of the host of tribes and peoples who dwelt in

the Near and Middle East.

Muhammed, like Moses, but unl&e Buddha, aimed chiefly

at establishing a visible, tangible heaven on earth, with organiz-

ing a society of people who would go on with normal daily

living but apply to it such rules as he, a messenger of God, had
brought them. Buddha, and even Jesus, were preoccupied

with giving voice to ascetic themes, to intuitions which con-

cerned themselves with the secret recesses of the human spirit;

Muhammed, like Jesus, passionately lived in God, but, whei^
Jesus gave his passion to the finding of the inner kiri^to^
Muhammed gave his to founding an outer kingdom.
not competent to set ourselves up in judgment, but §iinf^ i|#«
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note these facts. Muhammed, Moses, Jesus and Buddha were
truly all-inspired Ambassadors of God, but Muhammed’s
marked difference from most Oriental prophets was that he

opposed the tendency to withdraw from the social and public

duties of life which usually accompanies extreme religious

devotion; he made it clear that monks and monasteries were
undesirable in Islam; and he extended no approval to monkish

doctrines involving the death of human affections.

It is a matter of regret that so litde is known of the Islamic

faith by the average Westerner; even that little is usually

street.

It is time we got rid of some of these misconceptions of this

great man, Muhammed, and of his great religion, Islam, which
bedoud our minds. It is time that we understood why the

magic of his name is such that millions, comprising nearly

one-seventh of the human race, from the western shores of
Africa to the eastern shores of China, call down daily blessings

upon him. It is time we recognized the reality of the fervour
of these men, the Muslims, and why the quickly uttered “Allah”
of European pronunciation is a pitiful caricature of the fervent,

long-drawn, heartfelt, two-syUabled “Al—lah” of the Oriental;

who devoutiy prolongs the second syllable.

Night had opened her eyes, twinkling with thousands of
starry jewels as her adornment, when I stood again in the street

outside El Azhar, gazing absent-mindedly at nothing in par-
ticular. The crescent moon shone through a mist surrounded
by indigo-blue sky. Then, the strong tenor voice of the
mosques’ Muezzin rang out upon the air, resonantly prodaiming,
from his high turret, the oneness of God.
Now throughout this dty of carved gateways, fretted geo-

metricd arches and tiled courtyards, watched over by Allah
and His Angels, men were falling on their knees, with faces
teilned foVards Mecca and repeating those simple words:
“gto Is jiosT grmtI”

rtiy erroneous, it not wnoily mcorrect.

Muhammed taughtmennot to beashamed to kneel and worship
is Invisible King, to go down on their knees in the open



CHAPTER X

IN THE PEACE OF OLD ABYDOS

Much more than seven thousand years before

Muhammed awoke the wandering tribes of Arabia

to the worship of a purely spiritual God, there

flourished in tins land of transparent skies a religion

7hose adherents carved those giant stone idols which he

letested. And yet, the best minds of this religion worshipped

he same Unknown God as he did; their faith was not, therefore,

. mere credo of idol-worship. The learned Egyptologists of

)ur time can say litde more about that religion because it belongs

o the epoch of prehistory, an epoch so scanty of material that

hey cannot lift its veil and can omy guess cautiously at its people

ind events.

There are places in modern Egypt where the temple of the

indents and the mosque of the Muslims stand side by side

—

IS at Luxor—regarding that, we find a striking contrast in this

and.

My ears, as I write, seem to catch the thud of pawing hoofs,

md my mind’s eye can perceive the lithe-horsed cavalry of

Ambinvaders planting the green banner of the Prophet through-

out Egypt. Time waits with ominous patience . . . and the

green yields to red, white and blue—then back again to green.

But, behind all—the feint jingling of andait temple sistrumsi

Egypt cannot shake off the emblems of her aboriginal faith.

The Past, like a phoenix, arises before our gaze under the mar-

vellous work of the archaeologists. These visible stone tokens

remind her of a Past to which she sometimes clings but which

more often she ignores.

Yet the borderline between Past and Present is uncertain.

The atmosphere of those vanished peoples and of their hoary

worship hangs heavily over the land, as every sensitive p^soo

wfll tetify. If their temples are now sadly diminished,, amd

often stW broken or roofless at that, with large-wmg^ ba^
' 157
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whitting around their piUars in the inky night; if they, them-
selves, have left only a few buried bodies to tell of their existence,

bodies drained of their blood, with entrails removed, and
turned into bandage-swathed mummies by skilled embalmers-
nevertheless, many of their spirits still haunt the old places
which they knew so weU. The power of the so-called dead
persists in Egypt above all other lands I know.

I discovered anew the presence of this intangible legacy when
I sat on crossed legs inside one of the seven wall-niches within
a pillared hall of Seti’s Temple at Abydos, while strange figures
stared down at me from or displayed themselves upon the
pictured wads. After two hours’ riding along the raised cause-
way that cut across sugar-cane plantations and bean-bearing
fields, I had left the pleasant, fresh and vivifying early morning
air—for I had set out before the rise of dawn—and crossed the
flagged threshold of the old sanctuary built by the first of the
Seti Pharaohs. The powerful sense of the Past crept quickly
over me, thrusting its visions of a vanished epoch before my
mind’s eye as I sat there.

Involuntardy I saw the old processions pass along the paved
stone floor and take their measured, rhythmic way to the altar
chambers. Inevitably, I felt the strong impress of those ancient
priest-magidans, who made this place one of their focal points
for the calling down of the benedictions of Osiris—^the god
whom they symboled as wearing a triple-crested high head-
dress. And some of their invocations possessed echoes which
had reverberated through the heavens for century after century;
for the great calm of a high presence began to enfold and
enchant me, and under its benign wings I saw my earthly
desite-filled existence slip away as sand slips through one’s
fingers.

Rttingly had Strabo, the dassic geographer, written of his
own_ dust-covered epoch: "At Abydos Osiris is worshipped,

in tne temple no singer, no player on the pipe, nor on the
is permitted to perform at the commencement of the

•cCT^iOfiies celebrated in honour of the god, as is usual in rims
SO'is.” Peace pervaded the whiteW a drea^g peace that the outer world did not

flot t^erstand. Martha, for all her hustle and
Ctes^s rebuke; Mary, the quiet and con*

His praise. Not in noise and exdtemenfe'^ we find' qittf ;£onrs; only when serenity
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quietly upon the soul do we enter into intimate union with
Happiness, with Wisdom and with divine Power.

I squatted comfortably in my little wall-niche, as perhaps some
brown priest of the temple had squatted in it a hundred genera-

tions ago, and let its gentle influence rest upon me like a spell.

Oh! it was good to be alone for a while and forget the many
noises which progress had brought in inexorable attendance

upon its many benefits; it was good, too, to forget the gross

selfishness, inevitable misunderstandings, unworthy hatreds

and bitter jealousies which would raise their heads, cobra-like,

to spit and strike when one returned to the world of un-

illumined men.
Why should one return, I wondered?
We regard loneliness as a curse, but, achieving wisdom, we

learn to look upon it as a blessing. We must climb the Mount
Everests of our dreams and become accustomed to livingamong
the pinnacles of loneliness. For if among the crowds we
search for soul, we find only soullessness; if we look for truth,

we discover mostly insincerity.

Society is of the soul, not of the body. We may spend an

evening in a large drawing-room, filled with forty people, and

yet move as lonely as though we were in the Sahara. Bodies

may come near to one another, but while hearts and minds

remain distant we are stiU, each of us, alone. Someone thinks

it his duty to invite us to his house, thanks to the rules of a

formal etiquette; we arrive but our host is not there to receive

us. He has merdy Idt his body behind to meet us, knowing well

that the gulf between our minds is too broad to induce him to

stay* An introduction to such a man will do everything dse

except introduce us. Whom God hath put asrmder, let no nan
join together!

I have taken a ticket for the Celestial Empire, that grand

country to which our petty and trivial news does not percolate.

Am I then a hater of my fellows? How can he be said to be a

misanthrope, who plays with little children and shares his pence

with the poor?
Why not remain apart and accept the proffered blessm^s of a

solitary retired existence, free from unnecessary anxieties, in

cfllm places such as tHs sanctuary at Abydos?
We fling our scorn at the man who desarts sodety to sedk a.

higher life, though perhaps he retires only that he may refcom

to impart some good news to his race. For memory brought
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back the solemn pledge which had been extracted from me by
those whom I respected—^nay, revered—and I knew that the

return was inescapable. The knowledge did not sadden me,
however, for I knew also that when the world tired me, I could

plunge into the deep well of my spiritual being and later with-

draw refreshed, serene, satisfied and happy. In
_

that great

consecrated silence within I could hear the clear voice of God,
even as in the great silence of this temple hall I could hear the

mote feeble voices of the vanished gods. When we turn out-

wards to the world we wander amid shadows and perplexities,

but when we turn inwards we may move amid sublime certitudes

and eternal beatitudes. “Be still,” the Psalmist had counselled,

“and know that I am God.”
We have lost the old art of being alone and do not know

what to do with ourselves in solitude. We do not know how
to make ourselves happy out of our inner resources, and so we
must pay entertainers or other persons to make us temporarily

happy. We are not only unable to be alone, but less able to sit

still. Yet, if we could keep the body in one posture for a time

and use our mind in the right manner, we might win a deep
wisdom worth having, and draw a deep peace into our hearts.

Thus I rested for nearly a couple of hours until the incessant

tick-tock of time sounded again in my ears and I opened my
eyes once more.

I looked around at the thick reeded piUars which dotted the

hall and supported the heavy roof, curiously resembling giant

papyrus-plants holding up solid domes. Their shafts were lit

up here and there by rays of sunlight that penetrated holes in

the roof and revealed their pictured and coloured bas-reliefs.

Here was the Pharaoh standing ceremonially in the presence of
one of his time-honoured gods or being led before the great

Osiris himself; there was row upon row of lined hieroglyphs
-^so mysterious to the uninitiated eye. Seti himself had seen
those selfsame inscriptive pillars with their projecting bases.

•j I sttetd^d out my stiff feet for a minute and then got up to

mov6 around the place. Through lofty chambers and past
yau^tesd sanctuaries, I crossed to the closer study ofwall paintings
whc^it^^ green, red and yellow colourings looken not less

fresh' agiSn^ the|r white, marble-like calcareous limestone
baeteEpund;titoa when they left the artist’s hand three thou^ind
five EtuwhsfedrF'®^ ago. , . ;

T^ dehea^ ^Shr^toiiched beautv of women must sooner or
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latet be ravaged by the merciless brigand of time, but the hard,
stone-carved beauty of these pictures seemed to defy all such
theft. What were the secrets of those ancient paint-grinders,
whose bright vermilions and dear blues retain their freshness,
and why can we not imitate them to-day? The liveliness of the
tints was matched by the fine drawing and splendid rht'sdlifig

of those craftsmen who had once stood and worked where I
then stood and thought, and who had pictured on white stone
the mysterious life of vanished Egypt. Everywhere one saw
.representations of the king worshipping the high gods and
receiving their blessings in return. In this singular temple, not
wholly dedicated to a spedal deify as usual, several of the gods
of ^dent Eg^Fs pantheon 'received homage. Each had his

shriae, each ms wall-painting or graven figure induded in some
religious scene, although Osiris remained supreme among them
all. Seven vaulted rooms, formed of large blocks of stone each
extending from one architrave to the other, honoured Horus
^d Isis, Ptah and Harakht, among others.

Isis, great veiled Mother of Wisdom, prefigured in all her
maternd tenderness, stretched out her arm and touched the
shoulder of the deyout Pharaoh. Nearby floated her sacred
boat, a lotos-ornamented, daborate shrine built into its centre;

while the fiiendly waters and obedient winds were ready to bear
it awayfe those paradisaical reahps which are the habitats |>%ods,
goddesses, and such humans as thesd' deities descend JdTH^s.
Fools, seeing such a picturd, wonder how the ancients could be
so stupid as to believe these things, these deities who have
disappeared completely to-day, and ^e sacred barques which
bore the favoured io heaven. True, the boats were but symbols,

parf:pf a sacred language which the dite of the ancient -vpioiM

well und^stoo^ but which the modern world scarcely grasps

;

but the deities iiemselves were fiij^from fictions. There is room
in God’s infinite universe for other and higher beings than man,
and even though they took various ^names and forms, at various
times, these deities did not change their innate character.

I think, with Plutarch, that:

“Not diflFerent gods amongst different people. Barbarian or
Grecian; but like tibe sun, moon, sky, earth, sea, are the common
property o£^ men but yet are called by different names by different

' naUcais.”

14 j^^^caitly, they have retreated from our vision to-day,

thdr work cannot come to an The retreat can be only to
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^oitns less tangible to out physical senses, but we are none the

ss within their sphere of iimuence. They still watch the world

^hich has been entrusted to their care; they still control the

rends of human evolution, even though they no longer descend

ito visible earthly forms. I beheve in the gods—as the ancient

Igyptians believed in them—as a group of superhuman beings

fo watch over the evolution of the universe and the welfare

fmankind, who direct the hidden destinies of peoples and guide

aeir major affairs; finally, who are leading everyone and

verything towards an ultimate perfection.

These seven consecrated chapels in the temple witnessed the

urning of fire and the sprinkling of water, the offering of

acense and the postures of prayer; ceremonies which became

iolatrous or spiritual according to the understanding and intent

»f those partaking in them. The man who thought these

ihysical acts were sufficient substitute for inner virtues, thereby

)ecame an idolater; the man who made them symbolic remem-

)rances of the devotion and sacrifices he would give to his

Creator in his daily life, thereby became strengthened in true

rehgion; wMle the priest, who used all these things as part of

I system of magic which had descended to him % tradition,

nherited a great responsibility, for he could call down devilish

)r angelic forces upon his congregation.

The masses were never allowed to penetrate to these seven

nnpr sanctuaties whose vanished altars once shone with gold

—

ndeed in most Egyptian temples the capacious interior court-

yards were as much as they dared enter. Such was the exclusive
j

sharacter of this religion wherein priestly exclusiveness played

the central part. I thought of the freedom of mosque and

church, and I understand again why the priests, who had over-

reached themselves in their efforts to gain and maintain power,

finally lost every shred of their influence. “Freely ye havf^’

received; freely ye should give,” was a sentence which did not f

apply to their days. They took and gave with the utmost

;

r^erve and caution.

5

" Hbw wete the mutations of time, I thought, fot the -

sarcophagus^the man who built this place, the empty alabaster

mummy-casi c£ the .
Pharaoh Seti, k;]y over three thousand

poiles away JWe musaijp established in Lincoln’s
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Fields, among the lawyers and estate agents of London. Had
he caused it to be buried a hundred feet deeper, it might have
escaped its stormy transport around the Bay of Biscay.

I looked up at ceilings painted sky-blue and dotted with
multitudes of stars, and at thick roofs broken here and there by
time, to admit precise oblongs of sky. Nowhere in the world
does the sky turn to such an intense blue as in Egypt, I reflected

again. I entered a dusty corridor and studied the famous
Tablet of Abydos, that hieroglyph list of all the kings of Egypt
down to Seti’s time which has helped archaeologists to fix their

knowledge of the country’s history. There was Seti himself,

together with his young son Rameses, depicted in the act of
ofiering homage to their seventy-six ancestors. The Pharaoh’s

royal head, strong features, and proud stiff bearing show well in

profile. As my feet trod the fine soft sand which covered the

temple floor in places, I studied other waU-reHefs, pictures

bordered by royal cartouches or by straight lines of beautiful

hieroglyph inscriptions cut deep into the stone.

There was hawk-headed, man-bodied Horus, sitting with erect

back on a raised cubical throne, and holding in both hands the

threefold sceptre of Egypt—^the Flail Whip, the Shepherd’s

Crook and the Anubis Staff. Three symbolical tokens of true

rulership. The whip showed mastery of the body, the crook
indicated control of the feelings and the jackal-headed staff

mastery of thought. The solid cube throne indicated this

complete mastery of the earthly nature. Its squareness was a

sign that the initiate should always act “on the square”; from
which the modern Freemasonic phrase “for honourable

conduct” arose; Freemasonry has an ancestry more long-

trailed than most Masons think. “O, square thyself for use;

a stone that may fit in the wall is not left in the ways,” runs a

very old Persian inscription, of Masonic interest. Along the

base of the throne there ran a hne of handled crosses, the

celebrated “key to the Mysteries” of the Egyptians and other

races, symbols of Hfe to the Egyptologist; but, in a deeper

reading, symbols of initiation into the undying higher life of the

spirit.

The great aim set before the Egyptian initiates was Self-

control. Hence we see the calm, imperturbable expression on
the faces so often figured in portraits. Before Horus stood his

devotee; the King who, with outstretched hands, sacrifidally

poured water on blooming lotuses standing in pots. The lotus
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was the sacted flower of Egypt, as of other atident lands, and

in the opened form beautifully symbolized the awakened spirit

of rp^ti. The King thus perpetuated in this c^ing his devoted

care for the growth and development of his spiritual nature.

This Wing wore a triangular gircfled apron covering the sexual

organs, a garment which had precisely the same symbolism

that the Freemasons’ apron possesses to-day. Thus the aproned

figure ofthe Pharaoh, going through a ritual in the temple before

his divine Master, has its modern counterpart in the twentieth-

century Freemason going through a ritual in the Lodge before

his Worshipful Master. Abydos, as the first seat of the Osirian

religion, was also the first Grand Lodge of the inner secret

rites of that religion; that is of the “Mysteries,” progenitors

of early Freemasonry.

I threaded my way between bulging pillars, and listened to

the sparrows twittering incessandy in the old roofs. I left the

temple and, turning west, passed through a doorway into a

sloping subterranean passage, whose walls were covered with

texts and figures taken from Egypt’s chief scripture: The Book

of the Dead. This led into some excavate4 rooms, supposed by
archasologists to have been erected as Seti’s cenotaph.

The whole structure, most archaic in appearance, was dug
out of more than forty feet of debris. The central room was
saddle-roofed and shaped like a colossal sarcophagus. The roof
was delicately scixlptured with carvings showing Shu, god of the

air, lifting a dead Pharaoh from the earth and protecting him
with his arms. I felt at once that some hidden symbolism lay

in this picture. The whole building was most remarkable. It

was built of huge stones. A water-fiUed moat entirely sur-

rounded the crypt and isolated the central nave. That this

moat is connected with the Nile by some secret underground
canal, is more than probable. Herodotus has described a very
similar place said to have existed underneath the Great Pyramid,
but no one has yet been able to verify what he was told by the
priests. This mysterious crypt at Abydos, practically unique
among excavated underground chambers, may indeed have
been reconstructed by Seti to serve as his cenotaph; but I had
a drftnite feeling that it had originally served some higher
purpose. What was that purpose? I dismissed the question
for the time iMng.

I retumed;to sit on an old flagstone in the shade of the
l^lared court. Heie at Abydos, said the old traditions, the man-

;
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god Osiris himself had been secretly buried in the royal

necropolis of Thinis, the bygone city -which had once occupied
this site. King Neferhotep placed on record the fact that he had
found Abydos a jumbled mass of ruined masonry when he took
up the sceptre of the Pharaohs, and he told how he had searched

in the priestly library of Heliopolis for archives relatiog to the

temple of Osiris which had anciently stood here; how after

studying those archives, he was able to reconstruct the lost

rites. His successors made further use of these documents to

rebuild the ruins iato fine structures and add to them more
buddings. These temples stood amid the houses of the city of
Thinis. Time had devoured them all, however.

In those earliest days of early Egypt the Mysteries of Osiris

were a celebrated feature of the religion and Abydos was the

first of all places in the land for this celebration. It was this

which had made it one of the holiest spots and I knew it was
the spiritual fragrance of that ancient atmosphere whose -vibra-

tions I had contacted—^not that of the formalistic rites which
were daily enacted in this beautiful, but later, structure of King
Seti. For the earliest history of Abydos was bound up with
the history of Osiris himself, and takes the calendar back into

that dateless epoch where the years melt away, the prehistoric

epoch of Egyptian origin, the tmcharted era before the rise

of the Pharaohs. Those were the days when the gods had not
vanished from the ken of man; when “the demi-gods,” as the

Egyptian historians called them, ruled the people. How wonder-
ful, I mused, that by some mysterious process of psychically

relayed vibrations the sublime atmosphere of prehistoric

Abydos still lived on here and could be picked up again by a

sensitive human receiving set.

Here, at Abydos, had been established the first and chief

.

sanctuary of Osiris in aU Egypt; but who was Osiris ? Historical

legend replies witli a fantastic incredible myth of someone who
was murdered, his scattered pieces being afterwards put together.

I sank the plummet of mind into this problem and waited

for an answer. . . .

And out of the silence of the Past came this reply: One of

the great ones of Atlantis foresaw the need of preparing a new
habitat for his younger spiritual kith and kin and took them
eastwards to what is now Egypt. He had attained that super-

human stage of being which marked the demi-gods, and so he

was not only a worldly ruler of his people but also as a god to
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them. He biought these finer souls out of the doomed con-

tinent, although it -was then at the zenith of its civilization, for

the gods begin to prepare new lands long before the old ones

have departed.

Before Atlantis fell, groups of the better minds emigrated.

Those who belonged to the Western Empires moved to Central

and South America: those who belonged to the Eastern

Empires of Atlantis went to Africa, there to lay the basis of

Egypt’s greatness.

They sailed in their curvilinear craft with prows pointed

towards the little-known east, and made settlements at various

places and at different times on the Euro-African shores; but

the party under Osiris’s immediate direction was taken to pre-

historic Egypt, on whose shores they halted before presendy

sailing up the Nile, passing the three Pyramids and the Sphinx;

products of the first Adantean outflow, until Osiris bade them

stop, not far from the jjresent site of Abydos. They found

Northern Egypt already inhabited by an aboriginal population

who accepted them peaceably, and who even let them, because

of their superior culture, gradually impose their influence and

rule upon themselves. Thus was born the Lower Egyptian

civilization, and before Osiris left his people he had instituted

his religious Mysteries and had left them as a long-enduring

legacy to perpetuate his name, work and teaching. Thus, these

men and women, these prehistoric Egyptians, were cultured

and civilized before London arose from the swamps. Long
after Osiris passed, and when, his religion needed revivifying

and codifying, there appeared another great Teacher; a

“demi-god,” named Thoth, who established a second centre

of the Osirian Mysteries at Sais. All this had occurred among
the aboriginal communities of prehistoric Egypt.
Then how had the legend of Osiris’s mur&r started?

I could not get the answer straightway, and decided to let it

await another meditation.

I began to make my exit across the uneven flagstones, whose
original surfaces had long since worn away. Once they had
besn covered with lovely mosaic, but, now, not a tiny pebble

w^ left tipon this time-broken flooring. I caught my final

^imps^ of those beautiful pillars, whose bulging tops had held
up great carvaj stone roof-beams for so many centuries, and
were still g^an% supporting them. This ended my wandering

. through this saneti^f (d antiquity.
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I left the court and passed out of the precincts of the temple

into the bright flood of noon sunshine. I picked my way

among the stones and dust, the bits of rock and heaps of sand,

the broken blocks and shapeless fragments, among patches of

green bramble and spiky camel-thorns, until I could find a

vantage-point whence to take a last look upon the deserted

building.

It rose up in its white simplicity, with twelve shattered squ^e

pillars to guard its frontal line; a plain, narrow doorway giving

entty to it. How different, and how grand, it must imve looked

in its heyday! Architecture in Eg;j^t was a hieratic

Religion was the thread upon which its craftsmen and artists

slipped the beads of their beautiful work.

“The palace within it is much embellished with fine gold

true and fresh from the workings. When it is seen, hewts

exult and all people make obeisance. Its nobility is that which

gives it splendour. Its gates, exceeding great, are of pine of the

forest,” boasted Seti in an inscribed decree describing his own

achievement, “their bodies are gilded with fine gold and bound

with bronze at their back parts. The great pylon-towers ate of

stone of Anu, the head-pieces of granite, meir beauties reach

Ra in his horizon.”

Such was Abydos—reputed burying-place of the god Osiris,

in reality the first centre of Mystery initiation “burials” in

Egypt.

And the larks still sang enchantitigly among the broken roofs

of this last successor to Osiris’s first sanctuary as I descended to

the village with my private dream of the Past.

I had found a place I love^ and I knew that its intangible

spdl, laid on me as by an invisible hand, would draw me back

again and yet again. Such places hdd me, in hct and in memory,

enslaved in a servitude j&om which I sought no escape.

If I can catch a few immortal moments out of the fleeting

hours, then only am I made aware that I have not lived in vain.

At A^dos, I had caught such moments.



CHAPTER XI

THE INNERMOST RITE OF EGYPTIAN TEMPLES

T
he answer which I sought to the mystery of Osiris’s

legendary murder came to me at last, when I had

travelled farther up the Nile and devoted myself to

a study of the best-preserved large temple to be found

in Egypt, that of the goddess Hathor at Denderah, which the

soft warm sand had completely covered and preserved for much
more than a thousand years. I had climbed up an extraordinarily

narrow and worn stairway on the northern side. I stopped now
and then to examine, by the light of my torch, the sculptured

scenes which appeared on the walls all the length of this stair-

case. They depicted the most important ritual-procession of

the temple—^that of the New Year—^moving onwards with the

Pharaoh himself at its head. Priests, hierophants of the

Mysteries, and standard-bearers took their carved way upon
these walls as they must have taken their living way up these

steps. I stepped out of the gloom with them into the brilliant

sunlight, and walked across gigantic roofing-stones to a small

temple which stood, secluded and alone, in a corner of the roof-

terrace. It was supported by Hathor-headed cplumns.

I penetrated inside, and recognized the place as a sanctuary

where the Osirian Mysteries were performed as late as Ptolemaic

times. Its walls were decorated with chiselled reliefs showing
Osiris extended on a couch, surrounded by various attendants

and incense braziers. Hieroglyphs and pictures told the whole
Story of Osiris’s death and resurrection, and inscriptions gave
the apportioned prayers for the twelve hours of the night.

I sat down on the floor, that was really part of the temple roof
itself, and gave myself up to renewed meditation upon die old
leg^d. And when I had dangled my plummet long enough
aiw deep oiough there flashed aaoss my mind the real truth,

whose, distorted ficagments had come down through the cen-
turies in the foon.dc this fantastic tale of Osiris’s dismember-
ment and subsegaent piaang togeth^c.

iSS
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The key came to me with the sudden remembrance of my
personal experience inside the King’s Chamber of the Great

Pyramid, when out of the blackness of night there had arisen

the vision of two High Priests, one of whom had entranced my
body and led my conscious spirit out of its grip. My sleeping

body had lain practically in a coma, enlivened only by the most
imperceptible unconscious breathing, while the really vital

element of it had escaped. I was as a dead man whose soul had
quitted his body. Yet, at the end of my experience, I returned

to the flesh and the aspect of death had vanished. Was this not

a veritable resurrection; a return to this terrene existence of

ours after a glimpse of the other state? Was this not a conscious

existence after death?

I got up and re-examined the wall-pictures to confirm the

illumination I had received. The outstretched Osiris lay

apparently dead, a seemingly embalmed body in a mummy-
wrapping, yet everything pointed to a preparation for a cere-

mony that would benefit a living man and not a dead one.

Yes; there was the entranced body of the candidate, there

were the attendant priests, and there the censers to render the

entrancement more easy.

There were the night-prayers, too. For these initiations

always took place with the onset of darkness. The candidate

was entranced for periods ofvarying length—the more advanced

the degree for which he had entered, the longer and deeper was

his entrancement—and priests watched over him during such

hours of the night as had been allotted to him.

Such was the scene which had been enacted in the rituals

of Mysteries since immemorial antiquity. And its meaning?

The murder of Osiris was none other th^ the apparent mur<^
of every candidate who wished to partake of the Mysteries of

Osiris; that is, become united with the spirit of Osiris, foundac

of those Mysteries.

In the oldest temples there was always a twofold plan in the

architectural arrangement, and every temple had two divisions:

(i) for ordinary rdigion, (2) for the secret Mysteries. The latter

w^ reserved completely and placed in a special part of the

sanctuary.

The candidate was plunged by hypnotic means, involvii^

the use of powerful fumigants as well as mesmeric passes the

length of his body, combined with the use of a magic#y
impregnated rod, into a death-like trance wherein 1^ was
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leprived of every setablance of life. Whilst the body remained

inert, the soul retained its hold by a magnetic thread, visible to

the clairvoyant kdtiator, so that the vital functions were pre-

served despite the complete suspension
_

of animation. The
whole purpose and purport of the initiation was to teach the

candidate that “There is no death!” And he was taught this

lesson in the clearest and most practical way possible, i.e. by
being made to experience within himself the actual process of

dying and mysteriously entering into another world of being.

So deep was his trance that he was placed inside a painted

and inscribed mummy-case whose lid was closed and sealed.

To all intents and pu:^oses, he had actually been murdered!

But when the allotted time of entrancement had elapsed, the

case was opened and he was re-awakened by appropriate methods.

Thus the symbolic scattered pieces of Osiris’s body were put

together again and he was brought back to life. This fabled

resurrection of Osiris was simply the real resurrection of the

Osirian candidate!

The chapel in which I stood had been the scene of many
such “murders” and “resurrections.” Once it had been
appropriately furnished with a couch and all the appurtenances

for initiation. When the candidate had passed through the

trance-state and was ready for re-awakening he was carried

to a point where the first rays of the rising sun would fall full

upon his sleeping face.

Itwas a fact that in the earlier days manyofthe Egyptian priests

of the superior ranks, and all of the High Priests, were well

versed in the mysteries of hypnotism and mesmerism, and
could cause those upon whom they experimented to fall into

cataleptic conditions so profound that the rigor mortis of death

seemed to ensue. The High Priests could do even more than
this, more than modern h}^notists; for they hiew how to keep the

candidate’s mind awake even when his body was entranced and to

p^vide hitn with a series of supernormal experiences which he
did ntit -fail to remember on his return to normal consciousness,

I& this maonfir they were able to impress upon him an under-
s^diag c€the nature c£man’s soul, and, by temporarily forcing
his dwn soul out of his body, a perception of the existence of

being; the so-called spirit world, for which
the symbolism ,o£ his fainted mummy-coffin provided fit

Mdo^. Thus ^.Egyptians graved on the lids of sarcophagi,;

^ painted oh.the OE^ e^ rhurnmies, or vignetted in the te^^
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of theif sacred scriptures, a curious little bird-inan fl3dng up
from, or resting upon the mummy itself. It was a human-headed
bird, with human arms, and was often represented as extending

to the mummy’s nostrils with one hand the hieroglyphic figure

of a swelling sail, the breath; and in the other a round-handled

cross, or life, "i^ether here or written on papyrus scroll, or

graven on granite stone, the symbolism of these strange hiero-

glyphs teaches the same doctrine of a spirit world’s existence.

When the Egyptian Book of the Dead speaks of the deceased, it

really refers to the living-dead—^men entranced as profoundly as

in death, with bodies still and motionless, with souls loosed

into another world. It refers to Initiation. In some mysterious

manner this other world interpenetrates our own, and these

spirits may be very close to us mortals. Nothing is lost in

nature, the scientists themselves tell us, and when a man dis-

appears firom this world, leaving a senseless inert body behind,

it may well be that he reappears in the ether, invisible to us, but

visible to etheric beings.

Although this process of initiation bore all the outward sem-

blance of expert hypnotism, it was something that went far

beyond the entrancement methods ofour modern experimenters,

who tap the subconscious mind of man but who cannot make
thdr subjects conscious of stiU profounder planes of existence.

In the popular mind, Osiris was one who had suffered martyr-

dom and died and then risen again from the grave. Thus his

name became for his people the very synonym of survival after

death, and his conquest of mortality made them hope for a

similar conquest after their own deaths.

The common belief was in the immortality of the soul and in

a life beyond die grave; and that, in the transition to this new
life, the gods would judge the soul and record the measure of its

good and evil deeds in the past. The wicked would receive fit

punishment, while the good would go to the realm of the blessed

and unite with Osiris. These notions served the masses well

enough and gave the toiling peasant’s mind as much as it could

conveniently hold. There was little use in bewildering it with

profound philosophy and subtle psychological explanations. All

these popular myths, legends and fables were to be understood

as partly symbolical and partly historical, as hiding an inner

rational meaning, and an inner truth which was alone real.

And to keep this teaching alive, the temple-priests not only

employed ritual but also gave dramatic symbolic representations
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in public, at certain dates, which kept the stoty of Osiris before

the poprdace. A very few of these performances came within

the category of the Mysteries, in the sense of giving an easily

understood, popular version of them; they corresponded to the

Mystery Play of ancient Greece, and the Passion Play ofmedieval
and modern Europe, such as the Christ-drama which is still per-

formed at Ober-Ammergau in Bavaria. The real Mysteries,

however, must not be confused with them and were never
peiformed publicly and were much more than play-acting.

The public performances were symbolical and sacred, but did not
reveal any hidden secrets to the audience; hence the ancient

popular spectacle of the Death and Resurrection of Osiris must
not be thought of as the inner mysteries.

The popular, personal celebrations and external ceremonies
were held for the mass of people, whom they suited admirably;

but there was a more philosophic doctrine and secret practice

for the intelligentsia. The spiritually educated and instructed

Egyptians, the nobility and the high-born, knew that and, when
so inclined, sought admission to them.

The temples had special and isolated buildings for the

Mysteries, which were performed by a small and selected number
of priests, called hierophants; and these secret rites were
carried on by the side of, and outside, the daily ceremonies for

the worship of the gods. The Egyptians, themselves, called

these rites the “Mysteries.”

The supernormal character of the Greater Mysteries, with
which the ritual dramas had little to do, was hinted at by various
initiates, as when once one of them declared: “Thanks to the

Mysteries, death for mortals is not an evil but a good.” This
could only mean that he had actually become a corpse and yet

had received a great benefit from the experience. The hiero-

glypHc texts speak of such a one as “twice-born,” and he was
j^ermitted to add to his name the words “he who has renewed his

Itfe,” so that on some tomb-inscriptions archaeologists still dis-

covitt these phrases descriptive of the spiritual status of the
^defemict p«sciai.

- were the greatest secrets that the successful candidates
karaed in the Mysteries?

Thast d^^aded on the degree through which thejr passed,
but aU emeriences could roughly be condensed into two
resets, whadi*:^ft^.the core of& revelations they received.

:

» : la die de^Bees,' the candidates were made acquainted
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with the human soul, pictured as a litde bird-man in the system

of hieroglyphs; they solved the mystery of death. They
learned that it was really disappearance from one state of being,

only to reappear in another; that it affected the fleshly body,

but did not destroy the mind and the self. They learned, too,

that the soul not only survived the destruction of its mortal

envelope but progressed onwards to higher spheres.

In the advanced degrees, they were made acquainted with

the divine soul; they were brought into personal communion
with the Creator; they stood face to face with the Divine.

They were first instructed in the true explanation of the of

Man from his original spiritual state. They were told the inner

history of Atlantis, a history so intimately associated with the

history of the Fall. Then they were lifted up, sphere beyond

sphere, until they found themselves in the same highly spiritual

consciousness as Man had enjoyed at the beginning. Thus,

while yet on their pilgrimage in time, they had ga&ered the

spoils of eternity.

5

It wiU not be amiss if at this point in my record of travel

and impressions, I interpose some descriptive Unes upon the

various ancient institutions of the Mysteries from a p^ other

than my own—^the pen of a man who lived in classic times

and who had, himself, been initiated into the lesser degrees, at

least. He was bound by oath not to reveal in detail what he had

experienced, so we must not look for more than general explana-

tions and elusive hints. The excerpt, which is the fullest

known admission by an initiate, comes from Apuleius, an

initiate of the first degree of the Mysteries of Isis; his auto-

biographical writings of one, “Lucius,” and they show how
the latter knocked at the temple door in his eagerness for the

secret knowledge.
TheEgyptian Mysteries were for long kept sealed to foreigners,

and it was only in late times that a few were admitted and

initiated. Those who were so initiated almost always kept their

vows of secrecy. The regulations covering entrance were

strict and severe.

“And daily my desire to be admitted to the Mystec^
increased ever more and more, and again and again I vBited

the high priest with the most urgent entreaty that he woi^ at
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length initiate me into the secrets of the night that is holy to the

goddess. But he, being a man of steadfast character and

famous for all his observation of the strict laws of the faith,

with kindly and gentle words, such as parents use to check the

precocious desires of their children, put off my insistence and

soothed the great trouble of my spirit by holding forth con-

solatory hope of greater bliss. For he said that the day of each

man’s initiation was fixed by the ordinance of the goddess,

and that the priest destined for her service was likewise chosen

by her providence.

“He bade me, like others, await all these ordinances with

reverent patience, warning me that it was my duty to beware with

all my soul of over-eagerness and petulance, to avoid both these

faults, and neither to delay when summoned nor to hasten

unbidden.

“For the gates of hell and the power of life are in the hands

of the goddess, and the very act of dedication is regarded as a

voluntary deatii and an imperilling of life, inasmuch as the

goddess is wont to select those whose term of life is near its

dose and who stand on the threshold of the night, and are

moreover men to whom the mighty Mysteries of the goddess

may safely be committed. These men the goddess by her

providence brings to new birth and places once more at the start

of a new race of life. Therefore thou too must await the

command of heaven.

“Nor did the saving grace of the great goddess play me
false, or torture me by long deferment, but in the dark of night,

in commands wherein was no darkness, she dearly warned me
that the day of my long desire was come, whereon she would
grant the fulfilment of my most earnest prayers.

“By these and other gracious admonitions the supreme
goddess gladdened my spirit, so that ere yet it was dear day I

shook sleep from offme and hastened straightway to the priest’s

lodging. I met him even as he came forth from his bedchamber
AS'sdtited him. I had resolved to demand with yet greater

fttsisteace than my wont that I should be appointed to the

of the mysteries as being now my due. But he, as soon
behdd me, antidpated me and said: ‘Ludus, happy and

:^ tihou, whom the august deity deigns to favour with

‘^^^^|p^|Sd5'long besought by thine unwearied prayers is

the divine commands of the goddess 0£
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many names thou shalt be admitted by my hands to the most
holy secrets of the mysteries.’

“Then, placing his right hand in mine, the kindly old man
led me to the very doors of the great shrine, and after celebrating

with solemn rite the service of the opening of the gates and

performing the morning sacrifice, he brought forth feom the

hidden places of the shrine certain books with titles written in

undecipherable letters.

“He then led me back to the temple and, the day being more
than half spent, set me at the feet of the goddess herself, and

after that he had confided certain secrets to me, things too holy

for utterance, openly before all present bade me for ten con-

secutive days to abstain from all pleasures of the table, to eat

no living thing, and to drink no wine.

“All these precepts I observed with reverent abstinence, and

at last the day came for my dedication to the goddess. The sun

was sloping westward and bringing on the evening, when lo!

on aU sides crowds of the holy initiates flocked round me, each,

after the ancient rite, honouring me with diverse gifts. Lastly,

all the uninitiate were excluded, a linen robe that no man had

yet worn was cast about me, the priest caught me by the hand

and led me to the very heart of the holy place.

“Perchance, eager reader, thou butnest to know what then

was said, what done. I would tell thee, were it lawful for me
to tell, and thou shouldst know all, were it lawful for thee to

hear. But both tongue and ear would be infected with like

guilt did I gratify such rash curiosity. Yet since, perchance, it

is pious craving tihat vexes thee, I will not torment thee by

prolongation of thine anguish. Hear, then, and believe, for

what I tell is true. I drew nigh to the confines of death, I trod

the threshold of Proserpine, I was borne through all ^
elements and returned to earth again. I saw the sun gleaming

with bright splendour at dead or night, I approached the gods

above, and the gods below, and worshipped them face to face.

Behold, I have told thee things of which, though tbou hast

heard them, tbou must yet know naught.”

A year later, Lucius was initiated into the Mysteries of Osiris,

which were higher.

Among the few other foreigners who were permitted to

receive the Egyptian initiation were Plato, P3rthagoras, Thalts,

Lycurgus, Solon, lamblichus, Plutarch and Herodotus. The
last-named, in his writings, alludes to them with extreme
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teserve, describing in detail the symbolic dramas and public

festivals which were always associated in the public mind with
the Mysteries, and which were merely of a ceremonial nature,

but revising to divulge the inner secret rites, of which he
remarks: “On these Mysteries, which are really without
exception known to me, I must guard my lips in religious

silence.”

Let us turn next to the pages of Plutarch, the biographer.

“When you shall hear of the fables the Egyptians tell about
the gods—^their wanderings, cutting to pieces and other mishaps—^you should not suppose that any of them happened or was
done in the manner related. Nations have established and do
employ symbols, some obscure, some more intelligible, in order

to lead the understanding into things divine. In the same way
must you hear the stories about the gods, and receive them from
such as interpret myths, in a reverent and philosophic spirit.

the moment of death the soul experiences the same impressions

as those who are initiated into the great Mysteries.

“Those common and trivial stories of people who identify

the legends concerning these deities with the seasonable changes
of the atmosphere, or with the growth, sowings and ploughings
of the grain, and who say that Osiris is then buried when the

sown grain is hidden in the ground, and that he comes to life

again when there is a beginning of sprouting; let men take good
heed and fear lest they unwittingly degrade and resolve divine

beings into winds and currents, sowings and ploughings and
affections of the earth, and changes of the seasons,

, “The Mysteries were intended also to preserve the meaning
of valuable passages in history.”

This is but a hint, all that Plutarch feels he may divulge, but
its full meaning is that die inner history of Adantis and its fall

was told to the initiate.

He gives the psychological purpose of the Mysteries in his

treatise De hide et Osiride, wherein he says

:

“While we are here below, encumbered by bodily affections,

we can have no intercourse with God, save as in philosophic
thcmght we may f^tly touch him as in a dream. But when
our soids are released (by the Mysteries) and have passed into
the r^on the pure, invisible and changeless, this God will
be their goide and king who depend on him and gaze with ;

insatiable lofi^g on the beauty which may not be spoken of :

by the lips
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He refers to the goal of the Mysteries of Isis as follows:

“By these means they may be the better prepared for the

attainment of the knowledge of the First and Supreme Mind,
whom the Goddess exhorts them to search after. For this

reason is her temple called Iseion, alluding to that knowledge of

the eternal and self-existent Being which may thus be obtained,

if it be properly approached.”

So much for Grecian Plutarch. What has Syrian lamblichus

to say on those Mysteries of Egypt into which he was initiated.?

“The essence and perfection of all good are comprehended
in the gods, and the &st and ancient power of them is with us

priests. A knowledge of the gods is accompanied with a

conversion to, and Imowledge of, ourselves. I say therefore

that the more divine part of man, which was formerly united

to the gods by being aware of their existence, afterwards entered

into another state and became fettered with the bonds of

necessity and fate. Hence it is requisite to consider how he

may be loosed from these bonds. There is, therefore, no other

dissolution of them than the knowledge of the gods. This is

the aim of the Egyptians in the priesdy lifting of the soul to

divinity.”

Another initiate was Produs. Let him speak too

:

“In all initiations and Mysteries, the gods exhibit many
forms of themselves, and sometimes indeed an unfigured light

of themsdves is held forth to the view; sometimes this light

is figured according to human form, and sometimes it proceeds

into a different shape. Some of the figures are not gods, and
exdte alarm.”

What was the testimony of the noble philosopher Plato?

‘Tn consequence of this divine initiation we became spectators

of single and blessed visions, resident in a pure light; and were

ourselves made immaculate and liberated from this surrounding

garment which we call the body and to which we are now
bound like an oyster to its shell.” He asserted, too, that the

ultimate aim of the Mysteries was to lead men back to the

prindples from which the race originally fell.

Homer, who had been initiated, could write in the Odyssey

the following invitation to his readers:

“Haste, let us fly and all our sails expand,

To gain our dear, our long-lost native land.”

Which was the poet’s way of expressing Plato’s thought.

L
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Another initiate of reputed foreign lineage was Moses;

actually he was only half Hebrew, as one of his parents was

Egyptian. “Moses was instructed in all the wisdom of the

Egyptians,” says the New Testament. What this sentence means

—if it is to be taken literally—is that the projomdest wisdom of

the Egyptians had been opened to him. Such could be nothing

else than the knowledge imparted in the Mysteries.

Further, the same scripture declares that “Moses put a veil

upon his face.” We may receive some hint of the nature of

this veil when we read fmiher, that “until this very day at the

reading of the Old Testament the same veil remaineth un-

lifted” (Corinthians, and Epistle). This indicates that it was no

veil made of cloth, but a veil upon matter communicated by

words, i.e. upon knowledge. Therefore, the veil worn by

Moses was really the pledge of silence and secrecy which he had

taken during his initiation into the Mysteries.

This wisdom which Moses possessed, he learnt in the famous

temple school at the city of On, named Heliopolis by the Greeks

when they conquered Egypt (and called On in tiie Bible); a

bygone city which once stood on a site a few miles north of

Cairo. A sacred way stretched from the foot of the plateau

upon which rested the Pyramids, aaoss the plain to the sacred

city of Heliopolis. Both the latter and Memphis—another

vanished city within sight of the Pyramids—^looked to the

Great Pyramid as their highest shrine of the Mysteries. Helio-

polis has gone, and the temple with it: the broken mud-brick

walls of the town and the shattered pillars of the temples now
lie a dozen feet below the sand and soil; all save the red granite

obelisk which stood at its porch. That obelisk still stands—
the same obelisk that Moses saw and passed and repassed many
times—and it remains the oldest standing obelisk now left in

the country. Other students who were attracted, like moths to

the lamp of wisdom, to knock at the doors of this temple were

Plato, the philosopher, and Herodotus, the historian. They, too,

§aw this obelisk, which stands in pathetic solitude to-day, a

tall, bewildered monolith up to whose very base the peasants

myr -till their fidds.

It is brother to that other rugged obelisk which was set up
by ThotiuBUK HI, in front ofthe Temple of the Sun at Heliopolis,

and which now overlooks the Thames on the Embankment at

London; wli2% under the name of Qeopatra’s Needle, s^i
remains to tentind; jhe .borryi^ world of England’s mdl#
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polis of a remote, antique and powerful civilization of the

past.

This soaring obelisk stood hke a sentinel guarding the entrance

to the temple, while the inscriptions upon its sides proclaimed

the story or the building, in deeply cut hieroglyphs. The obelisk

was something more than a stone shaft set up to carry a certain

engraved inscription; it was also a sacred symbol, and its top

always terminated in a small pyramid.

Heliopolis was a great centre of learning, sacred and secular,

with thirteen thousand priest-students and teachers; with a

huge population and a pre-eminent library that later helped to

form the famous Alexandrian one.

The young Moses paced on his ceremonial walks around the

temples or pored over his rolls of papyri: spent there many an

hour in deep thought and solitary meditation.

Exceptionally serious, even as a child, Moses progressed so

well in his stages and character that he passed through all the

initiation degrees with honours, reaching the rare and culminat-

ing degree of Adept, He was then fit to become a hierophant,

in his turn. And it was in the same Mystery school where he

had studied—^in the school attached to the Great Temple of

Heliopolis, the City of the Sun—that he attained to this dis-

tinction. He received candidates into the secret rites of Osiris,

highest of the rites of the Mysteries.

In those days he bore another name, an Egyptian one, such

as befitted his half-Egyptian parentage. His original name was

Osarsiph.. (This is no flight of imagination on the writer’s part;

I am taking his name, and the name of his temple, along with

one or two other facts, from the ancient Egyptian records of

ie priest Manetho: the rest I have discovered by private

research.)

When the great change came in his life, when he accepted

the mission which both destiny and the g^s had confided to

bitTij he signalized the event by altering his name to an Israelite

one. All instructed Egyptians believe in the power of names.

A name possessed magi<^ value for them. And so Osarsiph

took on the name of Moses.

The Pharaoh of his time was a man of hard unspiritual

character. He was stubborn and cruel. His treatment of the

Israelites was such that the persecution aroused Moses’ sym-

pathies and stirred the strain of Hebrew blood that flowed in

his veins. He succeeded in freeing the Hebrew tribes ficcan their
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servitude and captivity and took them out of the valley of

Goshen, along the old historic highway which, from times

immemorial, was the road between Africa and Asia, the same

road along which Napoleon was one day to ride his horse,

to be nearly drowned when he reached its end at Suez.

Some of Moses’ later history may be found in the Bible,

sadly mixed up with mere hearsay.

In the old Testament we find a series of books called the

Pentateuch, which are attributed to Moses. They contain the

essence of such wisdom as Moses ostensibly wished to com-

municate to his people, coupled with more or less historical

facts about the creation of the world and the early races of

man.
Now Moses, as an Adept, knew and used the sacred writing

of the initiates, i.e. the hieroglyphs in their third or secret

spiritual meaning. When he completed the Pentateuch, he

wrote the text in Egyptian hieroglyphs. Access to these texts

was available to his initiated priests, who understood hiero-

glyphs. But when the Israelites had settled down in Palestine

and centuries had rolled over their heads, the knowledge of the

meaning of hieroglyphs had grown vague. Little by little the

priesthood became less and less familiar with the characters and
could only decipher them with difficulty. This is not surprising

when we remember that, even in Egypt itself, by the fourth

century a.d. the art of interpreting hieroglyphs had been com-
pletely lost. When, nearly a thousand years after the great

exodus of the Israelites from Egypt, the elders of Israel put

together that collection of books which we now call the Old
Testament, the difficulties which faced them in trying to

translate Moses’ writings into Hebrew were immense. For
Moses wrote as an Adept, but these elders, however learned,

were not Adepts. Misunderstandings occurred most frequently;

symbolic expressions were taken as literal facts; hieroglyphic

pictures were taken as pictures of existent things; and figurative

phrases were grievously misinterpreted. A single instance will

suffice; the six days of creation meant, in Moses’ mind, six

vak periods of time symbolically termed days for reasons which
every initiate knew. But the scholars who translated him
literally, really thought he meant days of twenty-four houK
onlyw ;

:

;
'l^etefbr^. those early books of the Bible yield pecuM^,

actions wh^ read-Ikerally—^peculiar because mere eve£y<h^
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science is rightly cortecting those books on points of fact-

hut they yield extremely fruitful knowledge when read by the

light of an understanding of what was taught in the Egyptian

Mystery Temples.

Moses, then, must be claimed as one of the most notable

figures who emerged from the dead trance of initiation.



CHAPTER XII

THE ANCIENT MYSTERIES

T
hose who were initiated into the Ancient Mysteries

took a solemn oath never to reveal what had passed

within the sacred walls. It must be remembered, in

any case, that every year only a comparatively few

were initiated into the Mysteries, consequently the number of

persons who knew their secrets was never at any time large.

Therefore, any complete and connected exposure of what

actually constituted the Mysteries has never been given to the

world by any ancient writer, so faithfully has this oath been

kept. Nevertheless, brief allusions, comments by classical

authors, occasional phrases and carven inscriptions have been

discovered, suiScient to afford a few fleeting glimpses into the

nature of these obscure institutions of antiquity. And those

glimpses assure us that the purpose of the Mysteries, in their

earlier and unspoiled state, was assuredly a high one, a blending

of religious, philosophical and moral aims. “Farewell, thou

who hast experienced what thou hadst never yet experienced,

from a man thou hast become a god,” was a parting phrase

which the Orphic initiate of the highest degrees heard.

It was open to any man to knock at the doors of the Mystery

Temples, but whether he could obtain admittance was another

matter. In the words of Pythagoras, when turning away
unsuitable applicants from his own Academy at Croton, “not

every kind of wood is suitable for the making of Mercury.”

The first stage of initiation—^that which proved survival-

brought with it a terrible and frightening experience as a prelude

to the pleasanter awakening in the soul-body.

In some of the elementary initiations, but not all, there was a

tin^ whai mechanical means were used to make the candidate

believe that he was falling into a dangerous pit, or being over-

whelmed by a tide of rushing water, or being attacked by wild

^mals. Thus his resourcefulness and courage were tested;
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But the most frightful test was when, in the more advanced
degree, he had to face appalling creatures of the nether world
during a time when he was made temporarily clairvoyant.

“The mind is affected and agitated in death just as it is in

initiation into the Grand Mysteries; the first stage is nothing
but errors and uncertainties, labourings, wanderings and
darkness. And now, arrived on the verge of dearii and initiation,

everything wears a dreadful aspect; it is all horrors, trembling
and aftightment. But this scene once over, a miraculous and
divine light displays itself . . . perfect and initiated they are

free, crowned, triumphant, they walk in the regions of the

blessed.” This passage was preserved by Stobseus from an
ancient record, and confirms the experience of all other initiates.

The ancient papyri picture the candidate being led to this

stage by Anubis, jackal-headed god. Master of the Mysteries:

it is Anubis who conducts him across the threshold of the unseen
world, into the presence of terrifying apparitions.

The knowledge taught in these schools of initiation was
passed down directly from the primitive revelation of the truth

to the first civilizations, and it had to be protected so as to

retain its purity. Thus, one may understand why these secrets

were carefully concealed and jealously guarded from the profane.

The condition into which the initiate-candidate was plunged
must not be confused with ordinary sleep. It was a trance

state which freed his conscious self; it was a magical sleep

wherein he remained paradoxically awake, but to another

world.

Moreover, to confiise such a sublime experience with the

mental handiwork of the modern hypnotist would be a grave

error. The latter plunges his subject into a strange condition

which neither fully understands, whereas the hierophant of
the Mysteries was in the possession of a secret traditional

knowledge which enabled him to exercise his power as one
fully armed with complete understanding. The hypnotist taps

the subconscious mentality of his entranced subject down to a

certain level, without himself sharing the change of condition,

whereas the hierophant watched and controlled every such

change by his own percipient powers. Above all, the hypnotist

is only able to elucidate from his subject such matters as concern

our material world and life, or to perform abnormal feats with

the material body. The hierophant went deeper, and could lead

the mind of the candidate step by step through an experience
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involving the spiritual worlds

—

a. feat beyond the power of any
modern hypnotist to achieve.

I had watched every kind of hypnotic phenomena performed
in Eastern and Western countries, and I knew that, marvellous

as some of them undoubtedly were, they belonged to a lower
order. They were not sacred processes. They were of scientific

interest but not of deeper spiritual value. Though they carried

one out of the gross depths of materialism by proving the

existence of mysterious subconscious forces in man’s being,

they could not carry one upwards into conscious discovery of
the soul as a living, immortal and independent thing.

I had been able to reconstruct, both from my own experience

within the Pyramid and from the evidences of wall carvings in

the temples, the mysterious drama of the innermost secret rite

of Osiris. That august rite was nothing more or less than a

process which combined hypnotic, magical and spiritual forces

in an attempt to detach the candidate’s soul from the heavy
bondage of his fleshly body for a few hours, and sometimes
for a few days, that he might ever after live with the memory
of this epoch-making experience and conduct himself accor-

dingly. The survival of the soul after death, accepted by most
men through faith in their religion, he was thenceforth able to

accept, strengthened in his conviction by the evidence of
personal knowledge.
What this meant to him could only be appreciated by those

who underwent a similar experience. Even in modern times
some men have involuntarily, and unexpectedly, passed through
a part of this experience. I know of one case, an ex-Air Force
officer, who was put under an anassthetic for a surgical operation
during the war. The drug had a curious effect. It made him
quite unconscious of any pain in his body, yet it did not send
him to sleep. He found himself, instead, hovering in the air

over the operating table and watched the whole process as

calmly as he might have watched an operation upon someone
else’s bodyl The experience made an extraordinary change in

. his diaracter; for, he turned from a materialist into a believer
to lie existence of the soul, and henceforth lived with a new
a^^and purpose. '

.

_
were these hierophante, whose power could bring about

to a amazing transformation? ,

These venee^^. custodians of a, higher learning wete
j>erforce always to number. Tltoy embjaced at ppp tjpip
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all the High Priests of Eg3^t, as well as certain superior members
of the priesthood. Their knowledge was guarded with the

utmost secrecy and kept so exclusive that Egypt’s name became
synonymous in classical times with mystery.

In the Egyptian galleries of the Museum of the Louvre at

Paris, there is a tomb of Ptah-Mer, High Priest of Memphis,
which bears an iuscription, as epitaph, containing the following

words: “He penetrated in the Mysteries of every sanctuary;

nothing was hidden from him. He covered with a veil everything

which he had seen.” The hierophants were compelled to maintain

this extraordinary reserve for reasons of their own, yet the

necessity of excluding the sceptic and the scoffer from experi-

ments fraught with so much danger to the candidate’s lire is

obvious, while the inadvisability of casting pearls before swine

is equally obvious. However, it was more than likely that most
men were not sufficiently ready or prepared to enter into such

an experience, which might easily bring them madness or

death, and so it was made me privilege of a few. Many knocked
at the doors of the Mystery Temples in vain, while others who
applied were put through a graduated series of tests which
broke their nerve or diminished their desire for initiation.

Thus by a process of elimination—and exclusive selection—^the

Mysteries became the most exclusive institution of antique

times, and the secrets revealed behind their well-guarded doors

were always imparted under solemn oath that they would
never be divulged. Every man who emerged through those

doors belonged ever after to a secret society which moved and
worked with higher purpose and profounder knowledge among
the profane masses. ‘Tt is said that those who have participated

in die Mysteries become more spiritual, more just and better

in every way,” wrote Diodorus, a visitor from Sicily.

Nor th^e initiations limited to Egypt. The ancient

civilizations inherited these Mysteries from a remote antiquity

and they constituted part of a primitive revelation from the

gods to the human race. Almost every people of pre-Christian

times possessed its institution and tradition of the Mysteries.

The Romans, the Celts, the Druids of Britain, the Greeks, the

Cretans, the Syrians, the Hindus, the Persians, the Mayas and
the American Indians, among others, had corresponding temples

and rites with a system of graduated illuminations for the

initiates. Aristotle did not hesitate to declare that he considered

the welfare of Greece secured by the Eleusiniah Mysteries.
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Socrates remarked that “those who are acquainted with the

Mysteries insure to 'themselves vety pleasing hopes against the

hour of death.” Among the ancients who have coiSessed or

hinted that they had been initiated into the Mysteries, we may
list the names of Aristides the orator, Menippus of Babylon,

Sophocles the playwright, .^Eschylus the poet, Solon the

law-giver, Cicero, Heraclitus of Ephesus, Pindar and
Pythagoras.

Even to-day, in the advanced degrees of the discipline of

Ju-jitsu, in Japan, degrees which are known only to a rate

few because they deal with secrets which are fit only for a few,

the pupil is taken through a course of the spiritual Mysteries.

He is compelled to go through a ceremony of initiation which
requires that he be strangled by a master. The actual deed of
strangulation takes only a minute to perform; after which the

candidate lies upon a couch, in effect dead. During this

condition his spirit is freed from his body and receives an
experience of other regions beyond our own. Then, when the

allotted period of death is over, his master revives him by means
of a mysterious practice whose untranslatable name is called

“kwappo”. He who emerges from this marvellous experience,

henceforth become an initiate. Even to-day Freemasonry
carries a remnant and refic of these institutions; in Egypt lies

its root. Members of the Craft refer to Pythagoras as an
example of ancient initiation; do they remember that he was
initiated in Egypt ? Those who framed the degrees of Masonry
adopted some of the significant symbols of the Egyptian
Mysteries.

That the inevitable degeneration of mankind brought about
the disappearance or withdrawal of true hierophants, and their

substitution by unillumined men, thus causing the degradation
of the Mysteries into baneful caricatures nf their former selves;

that evil men who sought the powers of black magic ultimately
conquered these institutions in Egypt and elsewhere; that what
wesre orianally sacred, exclusive and devoted to keeping alight
a flame oKspiritual knowledge, pure institutions, became offensive
and degraded instruments of corrupt powers; these things are
hflistori^ and they led to the merited disappearance of
antiqui;^’s; brightest jewels.

Yet n thehr secrets have perished with them, the wisdom
wHch in there bfighter days they bestowed upon men is

evidenced hv- tlte'Slitertvions list of names of men who sought
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and found, or were proffered and accepted, the sublime
experience of such initiation.

Many a papyrus text and wall-inscription proves how intensely
the early Egj^tians revered the Ositian rite, and shows with
what awe the masses regarded those who were permitted to
penetrate the secluded shrines and dedicated crypts where the
most sacred and innermost phases of that rite were performed.
For there existed an exalted and final degree of initiation where
the souls of men were not merely freed temporarily from their

bodies in a condition of simulated death, in order to prove
the truth of survival, after the great change, but where they
were actually carried up to the loftiest spheres of being, to the
realm of the Creator Himself. In this marvellous experience the
finite mind of man was drawn into contact with the infinite

mind of his superior divinity. He was able for a brief while
to enter into silent, speU-bound communion with the Father
of All, and this fleeting contact of incomparable ecstasy was
enough to change his entire attitude towards life. He had
partaken of the holiest food that exists in life. He had discovered

the ineffable ray of Deity which was his true innermost self,

and of which me soul-body which survives death was merely
the intangible vesture. He was, in verity and fact, born again

in the highest sense. He who had thus been initiated became a
perfect Adept, and the hieroglyphic texts speak of him as one
who could expect the favour of the gods during fife and the

state of paradise after death.

Such an experience came with an entrancement which,
although outwardly similar, was inwardly completely different

from the hypnotic entrancements of the earlier degrees of
initiation. No hypnotic power could ever confer it, no jnagical

ceremony could ever evoke it. Only the supreme hierophants,

themselves at one with theit divinities, their wills blent with
his, could by their astonishing divine force arouse the candidate

to consciousness of his superior nature. This was the noblest

and most impressive revelation then possible to Egyptian man,
and still possible, albeit through other ways, to modem man.

5

The experience of initiation was a miniature duplicate o£ the

experience which was destined to become that ot the whole
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human race, through the processes of evolution—^the sole

difference being that, as the former was a forced hurried growth,

an artificial process like entrancement was employed, whereas

with the latter both psychic and spiritual development would

proceed naturally.

Thus the experience repictured within the soul the entire

i^romci of human evolution, the ineluctable fate of human
beings.

The principle which lay at the back of it was that a man’s

normal worldly nature could be temporarily paralysed by a

profound lethargic sleep, and his usually unnoticed psychic or

spiritual nature awakened by processes known only to the

hierophant. A man who was artificially plunged into such a

coma would seem to an observer as one really physically dead;

in fact, in the symbolical language of the Mysteries, he would

be said to have “descended into the tomb” or to be “buried

in the tomb.” Thus deprived of his bodily vitality, and with

the force of his personal passions and desires temporarily

lulled, the candidate would truly be dead to all earthly things,

while his consciousness, his soul-being, would temporarily

separate itself from the flesh. Only in such a state was it possible

for a man to perceive the spirit-world as it was perceived by the

spirits themselves, to see visions of the gods and angels, to be

taken through infinite space, to know his innermost self and,

ultimately, to know the true God.
Such a man could justly say that he had been , dead and

resurrected, that he had both symbolically and literally slept in

the tomb and passed through the miracle of resuscitation,

awakening to discover a new understanding of the significance

of death and to bear a diviner life within his breast. The
imprint of his hierophant, who had brought all this about, was
upon him and, ever after, the two would be invisibly connected

by the closest, deepest tie. The doctrine of the inunortality of

the soul was more than a mere doctrine now; it was a proved
fact, which had been completely demonstrated to him. When
he awakened to the light of day, the initiate could truly say of

himself that he had returned to the world completely trans-

formed and spiritually reborn. He had passed through hell

and heaven, and knew some of the secrets of both. If he was
pledged to maintain those secrets inviolate, he was also

pledged to five henceforth and to conduct himsdf on a basis

of the real existence of those worlds. He moved among
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with absolute cettitude of immortality, and although he kept
the sources of that certitude to himself, he could not help, even
unconsciously, communicating some faith in that certitude to

his fellow beings. He renewed their hopes and confirmed their

faith by the mysterious subconscious telepathy which always

E
asses between men. He no longer believed in death; he
elieved only in Life—eternal, self-eidstent, ever-conscious

Life. He believed what his hierophant had unveiled to him
in the guarded recesses of the temple—^that the soul existed,

and that it was a ray from the centrd sun, God, for him. The
story of Osiris had acquired a personal meaning. In finding

himself reborn he also found Osiris, who was existent within him
as his own undying self

This was the true teaching of Eg3q>t’s oldest sacred text.

The Book of the Dead, which, however, in its present known
form is a mixture of papyri referring both to the dead and the

seemingly dead—^the initiated—^and is hence somewhat con-

fusing. That it belonged, in its earliest, original and untampered
form, to the Mysteries, is evidenced partly by the passage:

“This is a book of exceeding great mystery. Let not the eye

of any (profane) nnan see it—^tiiat were an abomination. Conc^
its existence. ‘The Book of the Master of the Hidden Temple’

is its name.”
Hence, in The Book of the Dead, the deceased person (really the

initiate) repeatedly prefaced his own name with the name of
Osiris. In the earliest versions of that ancient text, the deceased

says of himself: “I am Osiris. I have come forth as thou,

I live as the gods!” thereby vindicating the present inter-

pretation of the dead Osiris really being the seemingly dead
entmnced initiate.

Thus the triumphant initiate, in the picturesquely vignettai

papyrus of Nu, farther exclaims

:

“I, even I, am Osiris. I have become glorious. I have sat

in the birth chamber of Osiris, and I was born with him, and

I renew my youth along with him. I have opened the mourii

of the gods. I sit upon the place where he sitteth.”

And, in other papyri of this ancient Book’.

“I raise myself to venerated God, the Master of the Great

House.”
Such was the instruction received in the Mysteries, ah

institution so celebrated in antiquity, so disregarded in

modernity.
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5

We may understand, therefore, the real purport of ancient

religions when we understand that their heroes also t^ify the

human soul, and that their adventures typify the experiences of

that soul in its quest of the heavenly kingdom.

Osiris thus becomes a figure of the divine element in man,

and a symbolic history of that element—^its descent into material

worlds and its re-ascent towards spiritual consciousness.

His fabled dismemberment into fourteen or forty-two pieces

symbolized the present spiritual dismemberment of the human
being into a creature whose one-time harmony has been broken

up. His reason has been wrenched apart from his feelings, his

flesh from his spirit, and confusion and cross-purposes pull

him hither and thither. So, too, the story of Isis collecting

the fragments of the body of Osiris and restoring them to life,

symbolized the restoration—^in the Mysteries then, and by

evolution later—of man’s warring nature to perfect harmony:

such harmony as where spirit and body work with one accord,

and reason parallels the direction of feeling. It was the return

to primal unity.

Tlie highest doctrine of the Egyptians, that which was the

theoretical basis of the loftiest degrees of initiation, was that

the soul of man must eventually return to the divine Being from
which it was first rayed out, and they termed this return

“becoming Osiris.” They held man even here on earth to be

potentially an Osiris. In their secret manual of initiation, the

Book oj the Dead, the released spul of the candidate is directed

to protect itself, in its long and dangerous travels through the

underworld, not only by the use of amulets, but by boldly

proclaiming, “I am Osiris.”

“O blind soul I Arm thyself with the torch of the Mysteries

and in the earthly night, thou shalt discover thy luminous

Dottife,. thy celestial Self. Follow this divine guide and he

vdll be thy Genius. For he holds the key to thy existence, past

and future,” says the same sacred Scripture.

: vleftiation, therefore, was to enter into a new vision of life,

a spiritual vision which the human race lost in the fat past whefi

it mto matter. The Mysteries were a

roeaaisJof;«stetor.,nB-asoeiit, leading Made by grade to a perfeofc*

state of illumkiatioa. They unveiled, at first, those mysteri®^
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wodds "which He beyond the threshold of physical matter, and
then they unveiled the greatest mystery of all—man’s own
di"vioity. They showed the candidate infernal wodds to test

his character and determination, as well as to instruct him;
and afterwards unfolded to him heavenly wodds to encourage
and bless him. And if they made use of the process of entrance-
ment, this is not to say that no other way existed or exists.

It was their way; but the kingdom can be found by other ways,
and even "without the use of trance.

Which of us can echo the noble words of the Roman
philosopher-initiate who said: “Where we are, death is not;
where death is, we are not. It is the last, best boon of nature;

for it frees man from all his cates. It is, at the worst, the close

of a banquet we have enjoyed.”

Our attitude towards death provides also a significant bint

as to our attitude towards Hfe. The Mystedes changed a man’s
attitude towards death and consequently altered his conduct
of life. They demonstrated that Death is but the obverse of
the Coin of Life.

Scientific, psychical and psychological research is changing
the Western wodd’s attitude towards matters which were once
dismissed as fanciful nonsense. Such research is lifting the

ideas of the ancients out of the undeserved contempt in which
they have lain while younger notions sprang to lusty manhood.
We are beginning to detect sanity in the apparent insanity of
the ancients. We are beginning to discover that their know-
ledge of the powers and properties of the human mind was in

some directions superior to ours. The appatition of immaterial

forces has startled our agnostic age. Our best scientists and
foremost thinkers are joining the tanks of those who believe

there is a psychic basis to life. What they think to-day, the

masses wiH think to-morrow. We have begun—and pe^ps
righdy—as complete sceptics; we shall end as complete

believers: such is my positive prediction. We shall rescue

belief in the soul from the cold, air of modem doubt. The
first great message of the andait Mysteries—'‘There is no deafb,”

although always susceptible of personal experiential proof by

a mere few, is destined to be broadcast to me whole worid.

The idea’ of survival does not necessarily imply that we shall

all scramble out of out coifins at some uncertain future date.

To confuse ourselves "with the fleshly houses wherein we neside

is hardly creditable to our inteUigence. The word r^utrectimi
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has so often carried a false, purely materid connotation, both

in the medieval European and the uninitiate Egyptian mind,

that we have to rediscover the laws that govern the secret

constitution of man. The best minds among the ancients

—

the initiates of the Mysteries—^were weU versed in those laws,

but, whereas their lips were sealed and their truths kept in the

gloom of temple crypts, no such inhibition is expressly laid

upon us to-day.

Such were the Mysteries, the most glorious of the vanished

institutions of antiquity. For a day arrived, in the degradation

fall of Egypt—as in the degradation and fall of all the other

ancient nations—^when the prediction of her own early Prophet

Hermes came literally true:

“O Egypt, E^ptl the land which was the seat of divinitj shall be

deprived of the presence of the gods. There shall not remain more of thy

religion than tales, than words inscribed on stone and telling of thj lost

piety. A day will come, alas, when the sacred hieroglyphs will become but

idols. The world will mistake the symbols of wisdom for gods and accuse

great E^pt of having worshipped hell-monstersP

A day did come when control of the Mysteries began to fall

into the wrong hands; into the hands of evil, selfish men,
ambitious to misuse the influence of this mighty institution-—

before whom proud Pharaohs sometimes bent—^for their own
personal ends. Many priests became focuses for virulent evil,

practising the appalling rites and dark incantations of black

magic; while even some High Priests—^the presumed ministers

of the gods to man—^became devils in human form, evoking

the most awful presences from the underworld for the worst <5

reasons. Sorcery replaced spirituality in the high places. Amid
the spiritual gloom and chaos which fell upon the land, the

Mysteries soon lost their true character and high purpo^
Worthy candidates became hard to find—^fewer and fewer M
Bjjmb^ with the passing of time. An hour arrived when thl,

qialifiM hierophants, as by some strange Nemesis, began
«e off quickly and aU but ceased as a body to exist. They passdl

pr^aring a sufficient number of successors to cotttiatt|

flanif Kfte;. ^Unworthy men took their places. Unable prope^
to feifil tib^ aWotted part in the world, the few who rer

suffered tl^iOdgi^ined fate. Preparing for the end, they
but calmly dbwd secret books, abandoned their
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ground crypts and temple chambers, took a last regretful look
at their ancient abodes, and departed.

They went calmly, I wrote. For £ar-o£F on the horkon of
Egypt’s destiny, they had sighted Nature’s inevitable preparation

for a reaction. They had seen a wisp of light that was destined

to penetrate their country’s sky and spread itself widely for a
time. They had seen the star of the Christ—^he who would
throw the basic truth of the Mystery teaching open to the whole
world, without reserve and without seclusion.

“The Mystery which hath been hidden from ages and
generations,” as one of Christ’s Apostles declared, would be
revealed to the unprivileged masses and the common folk.

But what the antique institutions communicated to the elect

few by a difficult process, would be communicated to all the

people by the simple power of faith. Jesus had too much love

in his heart to provide for a few alone, he wanted to save the

many. He showed them a way which required nothing more
than sufficient faith in his words; he offered them no mysterious

occult process of initiation. Yet it was a way which could give

those who accepted it as great a certitude of immortality as

could the Mysteries.

For the Open Path of Jesus taught humility and invoked

the help of a higher Power, a Power ever ready to confer

complete certitude merely by bestowing Its presence upon the

hearts of those who allowed Its entry. Trust in his teachings,

coupled with sufficient humility to forgo the usurpation of

the intdlect, was all that Jesus demanded. He proffered in

return the amplest of rewards—^the conscious presence of the

Father. In that presence, as he knew, all doubts would melt

away and man himself would grasp the truth of immortality

without having to undergo the experience 'of entrancement.

Man would'know this because the Father’s ISIind would have

suffused his own intellect, and in that ineffable suffusion simple

feith would be transformed into divine intuition.

5
So the heavy doors of the Egyptian Mysteries were closed

for the last time, and never again did the feet of hopeful

candidates pass up the sacred step that led towards the temple

entrance, or down the sloping tunnel to the temple crypt.

But history moves in cycles, that which has been shall be again;

M
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gloom and chaos are once more upon us, while the innate

urge of man to re-establish communication with the higher

worlds troubles him anew. Wherefore it is the writer’s hope

that conditions may be found, circumstances may be propitious,

and the right persons forthcoming to plant a mdern version*

entirely altered to suit our changed epoch, of those Mysteries

once more in each of the five continents of our world.



CHAPTER Xm

IN THE TEMPLE OF DENDERAH

B
efore I left the small Mptery chapel 'which tested

on the toof of the temple of Dendetah, I turned my
attention to a remarkable astronomical zodiac which

had been carved into the ceiling. I knew that it was

but a copy and that the original had been cut out and carried

off to Paris more than a century ago, but it was an absolutely

faithful copy.

The great round figure was closely packed 'with effigies

—

animal, human and di-vine—set within a globe and encircled by

the twelve well-known signs of the zodiac. And, to complete

this wondrous symbolism, the forms of twelve different gods

and goddesses, some standing and others kneeling, were dis-

tributed around the globe -with their upraised arms, and flattened

palms ceaselessly assisting it to revolve. Thus the whole

universe 'with its unendiug movement was faithfully, ifemblema-

tically, represented by this graphic piece of curving, a memorial

of the round worlds which move so rhythmically through our

sky, and which must leave the most sceptical of sensitive minds

with a sense ofwonder at the sublime Intelligence who patterned

this universe.

If the Denderah zodiac is to be interpreted correcdy, it must

be read as a description of the heavens during a certain epoch

of the past; what was that epoch is another matter. This is

not the place to enter into abstruse and unfamiliar astronomical

e3q)lanations. Suffice it, that the arrangement of constellations

shown does not coincide -with the arrangement we see in the

sky to-day.

The marked position of the spring equinox upon the zodiac

of the temple of Denderah diffars from its present-day position

in the sky, invol-ving the sun’s entrance into a constellation of

the stars bearing another name.

How did this wide change arise? The reply is that because
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of the motion of the earth, the axis of our globe point? succes-

sively at different Pole Stars. That really means that our o-wn

sun travels around a parent sun. This almost imperceptible

backward movement of the Equinox—so vast in number of

years and so slow in actual motion—also changes the positions

of the rising and setting of certain stars in relation to certain

constellations. We know, by means of the measured average

motion of those stars, how many tens of thousands of years

have elapsed since their first position. This interval of time is

called the Great Precession, or else “the precession of the

equinoxes.” For the intersection of the equator with the

ecliptic, marking the spring equinox, is slowly displaced in

the heavens owing to this precession.

Put in another way, it means that the stars are slipping back
in an opposite direction to the order of the twelve signs of the

zodiac, a minute fraction of space each year. This grand move-
ment of the heavens, this slow shifting of our universe, forms
a cosmic dock .with the entire sky as its dial, from which
we may read backwards and forwards and by which we may
note the revolutions of the globes for thousands of years.

By an examination of an andent map of the heavens it is

possible for an astronomer to deduce the period when the map
was made. Those who probe the distant past can sometimes
find dues of immense importance in such a map. When the

learned men whom Napoleon brought with him to Egypt
discovered this zodiac at Denderah, they became enthusiastic

over it, believing that it would provide them with a key to the

age of Egypt’s dvilization. For the Denderah zodiac placed
the spring equinox far from its present position. When, much
later, it was discovered that the temple had only been built in

Graeco-Roman times and that the zodiac had been mingled
with a Greek one, the whole thing was thrust aside and hence-
forth ignored.

'Die suggestion that this zodiac is entirely Greek is erroneous.
Is it thought that the Egyptians, therefore, had no zo^a<^ of
^eir own? Did the priesthood study astrology and astronomy
for countless years without having a zodiac, before the first

Greek boat touched the long line of Egypt’s low sandy shore,
a nmp of the twelve constellations of the sky, to guide them?
How did tins priesthood, which venerated astrology so mucb
as to Doakd it a patt of their religion, practise tiMir system witiiottt. ;

a zodiac? No, H there was any branch o£ knowledge upisiii
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vhich those priests prided themselves, it was the asttonomical
me.
The explanation is that the Egyptians copied part of their

lodiac from one which had previously existed at Denderah,
vhose temple had been built and rebuilt more than twice. A
inique astronomical record of this character would have been
:opied and recopied to ensure its preservation. And this was
lone with other ancient records, too, which were first slowly
brgotten and later disappeared with the disappearance of the
ecord-keepers, i.e. the ancient priesthood.

Archaeologists working in Mesopotamia have dug up ancient
lhaldean brick tablets upon which the astronomers of Chaldea
Lad noted that spring began when the sun entered the con-
tellation of the Bull. As, during the Christian era, at least,

pring begins when the sun enters Aries, i.e. about March 21st,
he implication is that such a tremendous change of climate,
lates the Chaldean civilization as one of immense antiquity, an
ntiquity which the Chaldeans themselves claimed. Similarly,
ly its markings of the position of the equinox, the Denderah
odiac points to some epoch of antiquity which stretches back,
LOt by centuries, but by hundreds of centuries! It thus dates
arly Egypt*s civilization. For the position indicates that more
ban three and a half “Great Years” have be^ passed on the
osmic dial; that the sun has revolved around ils parent sun
.0 less than three and a half times.

As careful checking of astrononfical statistics has ^certained
iat the average rate of the precession of the equinoxes is about
0.2 seconds per year, we can calculate backwards and work our
;-ay around die whole drcte'«f the heavens until we reach the
oint indicated by the Doaderah zodiac position. There are 560
egrees ia, the grand dtde of the zodiac and at the rate of
tec^sion 25,800 solar years would make one “Great Year.”
Each complete revolution, therefore, takes no less than

5,800 years, and short calculation reveals that at least 90,000
ears have passed since the date marked on the zodiac of the

:mple of Denderah.
Ninety thousand years! Is such a figure really incredible,

^y impossible? The Eg3rptian priest-astronomers did not
link so; for Herodotus, the Greek historian, tells us that they
ifbrmed him that their people considered their race to be the
lost' ancient of mankind, and that they had kept in their

acred colleges and temples iheit own records extending
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back to 12,000 years before the time of his visit. Herodotus,

we know, was unusually careful of his facts, and rightly earned

the tide of “the Father of History.” And they had further

told him that “the sun had twice risen where he now sets

and twice set where he now rises.” The implication of this

extraordinary statement is that the poles of our earth had

completely changed over from their former positions, involving

immense shifts of land and water. Such shifts we know, from
geological research, really have occurred; but their dates carry

us back to periods tremendously distant.

One result of these changes would be that the climate at

the poles had formerly been tropical, instead of arctic. There

is no dispute to-day, for instance, that the whole of Northern

Europe, including the British Isles, was once covered with

an immense sea of ice many hundreds of feet in thickness which
filled up aU the valleys, and from which only the peaks of

mountains and lofty hiUs emerged. Such a condition of the

planet could only have been caused by gigantic astronomical

changes. The statement of the Egyptian priests is, therefore,

vindicated.

Now they possessed no science of geology as we know it

to-day; they possessed only their ancient records, carved on
stone obelisks, inscribed on day tablets, cut into metal plates,

or written wi^ a reed on papyri. There was also a traditional

secret doctrine and history which was communicated only in

the Mysteries, and then verbally, thus being handed down from
mouth to ear for uncounted centuries.

How could the priests, unacquaiated with geology, know of

such convulsive planetary changes except from these records

which they possessed? This knowledge vindicates their daim
to the existence of such records; it likewise accounts for the

existence of original zodiacs from which that at the temple of

Dendarah was partly copied.

Ninety thousand years does not stand out as an impossible

figoiein the light of these facts. It does not mean that Egyptian
qdture necessarily existed on Egyptian soil at that time: the

peoftie and their culture may have existed upon some other

, eontment and only later migrated to Africa—^that is a point
•; outside ;tbe scope of my present argument—^but why should
wfe be aftaid to yield to the fact that they did exist?

Our, his®ftti«; of Egypt begin with the fibcst dynasty, but, wt
innsfc lem^bet that .tiie country had been peopled for a
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time prior to the first records we have. The history of that

earliest race of Egyptians and the names of theic mngs, ate

unknown—^to Egyptologists. The early history of Egypt is

bound up with the last history ofAtlantis. The Egyptian priests,

who were also the astronomers, derived their 2odiac from
Atlantis. That is why the zodiac of Denderah can display the

passage of vaster revolutions of the stars than the zodiacs of our
historic era can yet display.

We greet each newly discovered vestige of that eariy dviliza-

tion with exclamations of surprise. At a time when, according

to modem ideas of “progress,” we might reasonably expect

these people to be cmde, primitive and barbarous, we find them
to be cultured, refined and religious.

We commonly take it for granted that the farther we go
backwards in our enquiry into the past history of the human
race, the nearer we approach to a condition of savagery. The
truth is, that even in some of the remote prehistoric periods we
find both savages and civilized cultured men existing coevally

upon this planet; that science, which has already sketched out

an age of the world that stupefies man’s limited imagination,

has not yet collected sufficient data with which to sketch out

an accurate picture of prehistoric ages and of the life of man
during those ages. But it is moving forward and one day it

will obtain that picture. Let us not, therefore, too hastily deny
the Egyptian priests their temple records of 90,000 years, and
grudgingly grant them five or six thousand years at most, as

so many do. For the age of our planet offers a constant and
silent rebuke to men who think so meanly of our ancestry,

whilst the age ofthe universe should shame them into acceptance

rather tban denial. For out in the infinite depths of the sky

there exist strange cemeteries of the heavens where dead stars

and cold globes, which once bore all the pomp and pageantiy

of bygone civilizations, now approach the grim hour of their

final dissolution.

5

I walked out upon the roof once more and stood behind the

low parapet which crested the walls. An unbroken panorama
of cultivated fields opened out around the temple and tl^
disappeared into shining, curved desert sand-drifta* Fea^^nts

were stooping to theic little patches of ground bu^ wi^ thdir
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immemotial wotk, in the manner and with the tools of their

forefathers of Biblical times. Their oxen ploddingly and
patiently turned the selfsame creaking water-wheel that the

oxen of their forefathers had turned. Their camels snarlingly

bore the same great loads that had towered upon the backs of

beasts of burden in Pharaonic times. They had scratched and
turned the rich soil of this narrow strip of land that is Eg3^t for

countless times, yet they had never exhausted and never could

exhaust its astonishing, prolific fertility. Harvests grew and were
gathered in these peaceful emerald plains, these opulent flat

fields of Nile mud, with an ease har^y to be matched in any
other country of the world. Unfailingly there came every year

that welcome benediction of the Nile’s rise, when the much-
travelled waters changed as by magic from blue to brown and
steadily lapped their way upwards, depositing the priceless gift

of freshly vitalized mud over the baked lands. Yes, the old

Nile was as a mother to its fortunate children who lived along

its banks, and who somewhat pathetically trusted their aged
patent to nourish them with her nulk.

I gazed in the river’s direction. The Nilel What magic lies

in that name? Twice every day the priests of Egypt had to

bathe their bodies in its waters in order to preserve their purity,

and twice every night. In India the Brahmin priests do the

same thing to-day, for the same purpose; save that they pour
the waters of the Ganges or Godivari over themselves, and save
that they do not disturb their nights. Both Egyptians and
Indians had the same theoty—that man picks up an invisible

personal magnetism from his contact and intercourse with other

persons, and that frequent washings were necessary to get rid

of these acquired influences, which might so often be undesir-

able, if not worse.

But the Nile is more than a great ribbon of water; more
than a river that stretches down half a continent: it is a livitig

intelligent creature, which has taken up the bufden
of.j^»ng millions of men, women and children, beasts and

alike. For countless centuries it has deposited strip afta
strip c^mud upon the fields, making Egypt the paradox of our

Tt Mflie only country I know whose fields are so fertile,

have I seen so little rain. Such is the nwgic
^choi^^Akfeenifly which has turnei-^^rip of

prcdifih sa|4 ' There, in the fields bdow'fi^ ^j|^ple^oo£,^ti3i;»
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peasants wete guiding the muddy irrigating water into narrow
trenches that crossed and criss-crossed their fields. The water
was hauled and thrown from the river bank by a series of
water-lifts and hundreds of channels. I listened to a loin-

dothed man, who bent over his water-lift, as Pharaoh’s loin-
dothed peasants had bent over the same kind of apparatus,
singing in rhythm with every motion of the creaking wooden
machine, which raised and poured water from a bucket most
monotonously. It was nothing more than a long, flexible pole
poised on a horizontal prop and fitted with a heavy balancing
weight at its lower end. The bucket was attached by a tope to
the oAet end. A downward pull at the rope and the bucket
sank in the water

; a release and it rose, replenished, to deposit
the water into a trench. This andent invention had prov^ its

worth for the peasant of five thousand y^rs ago; to-day it was -

proving its worth for the peasant of the twentieth century.

I crossed to the other side of the terrace and looked out upon
another portion of this scene which had met the eyes of vanished
priests and dead Pharaohs.
The Libyan Mils rose suddenly out of the west—pink fortress

walls behind the temple, affording it shdter and protectior^ as
it were. Here and there the sand had drifted in to form pfled

heaps wherever the hills Trad di||^ or hollowed their long line.

The ruddy heights se^ai like vivid flames wMch had thrust

huge tongues out of the earth and then been magically turned
to stone. Perhaps they were burning stiH, for a fierce heat was
thrown back in my face frorn them as they caught the strong

sun of the growing day.

Those long chains of hills stretched their way right across

Egypt into distant Nubia, running parallel with Ae great rivet

which Nature had set them up to g^td in this mysterious

fasMon, placing them but a few miles away from its banks to

prevent it running off into the vast desolation of the African

desert, there to trickle its fife away below the sands. Was it

done of set purpose, I speculated. Without this striking arrange-

ment of river and hill and source there could have been no
Egypt, no land whose Mstory receded so far into the sleeping

shadows of antiquity. And I accepted the response which came
up to my thinking brain out of the profounder places of being—^that the gods, whose instrument Nature was and nothing

more, had certainly created tMs arrangement when they hpa
prepared the way for the mighty civilization that was to rise
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in fulfilment of theit great purpose. For just as every great

structure of man, just as this -white temple of Denderah upon
whose roof I stood, has come into being in fulfilment of a plan
that existed within the minds of its architects, so every great
gathering of individuals into a nation was prearranged -within

the minds of the gods, those divine architects, under whose
care and charge all mankind has existed and exists still.

I descended the old staircase and returned to the entrance, to
set about an examination of the interior of the main temple,
through which I had hurried in order to find the Mystery Chapel
which, above everything else, had first lured my interest. In the
vast open vestibule, twenty-four huge white columns, whose
square capitals supported the carven but mutilated representa-

tions of the face of the goddess Hathor, and whose sides were
covered -with hieroglyphs, rose to support the ponderous cornice
of the majestic portico. Her face appeared on all four sides of
each pillar-head, and a small pylon had been inserted below the
abacus as part of her head-dress. How sadly came the thought
that this temple, which was dedicated to Egypt’s goddess of
beauty and love, to horn-head-dressed Hathor herself, should
have been so little harmed by the hand of Nature—^it is perhaps
the best preserved of all the old temples to be seen to-day, and
one of the few which have remained so perfect—and so much
by the hand of man. Almost all of those gigantic female faces
had been hacked to pieces by fanatic fury, thoimh their long
ears and massive head-gears still remain. For Denderah was
one of the most gorgeous temples in all Egypt of those still

used at the time the Edict of Theodosius, in a.i>. 379, abolished
the ancient worship and gave the final death-blow to the already
dying religion.

His envoy, Cynegius, carried out his orders to the full. He
shut up all &e temples and places of initiation, and prohibited
any celebration of the Mysteries and ancient rites. Christianity,
or rather the Church, had finally triumphed. Then the intolerant*

iflto Denderah; drove a-way the priests and
tran^led on the appurtenances of their rituals. Th^ overthrew
Hamor’s statpss, despoiled her gilded shrines and mutilated th0

Rt?M*}iri^t features of her carved face wherever it cotM
be cqfl^ewwy r^ched. «
• In they did far worse, for they broke do-wn the
l^s, <^nw4isb®4.,^ cc^nmns, shattered die statued ^mts, aijt^

-the .w<^ .of yeagg. §uch are me
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fottunes of creeds, whose followers begin by suffering the

horrors of martyrdom and persecution, and end by inflicting

them upon others in their turn, and who must ravage the art

of their predecessors in order to create an art of their own.
Proud, crowned Ptolemies once drove up to this temple in

golden chariots, before a populace hushed with awe; so I

reflected as I was about to enter. Crowds, too, once congregated

in the deserted temple yard.

I placed myself at a point among the immensely girthed

columns of the portico, where I could look up and inspect the

beautiful blue ceiling which was spangled with many stats and

bore the zodiacal circle as an adornment. Then across into the

second haU, where the glorious A&ican blue no longer illumined

the six colossal columns that stood within it, as it had illumined

their more numerous brothers in the vestibule. I penetrated

farther into the vast, gloomy temple, flashing the light of my
torch here and there. Now xht beam was focused upon mitred

figures cut deep into the sides of pillars and set within square

frames or profuse hieroglyphic inscriptions, else separated

by broad horizontal bands from each other; then it showed up
the forms of Pharaohs and their deities on the walls, some on
their thrones and some in procession. In a deeply carved relief,

Ptolemy approached Isis and the young Horns, with offerings

in both hands ; a beautiful raised border surmounted the scene.

Everywhere the faces had been scratched, partly erased or wholly

mutilated. And everywhere Hathor recurs, the solid shafts of

the stone pillars displaying her head, and the walls her entire

form.

I sauntered slowly on, for the whole length of the principal

hit)]—2. good deal more than two hundred feet—^in an atmo-

sphere that was somewhat unpropitious to study and reflection.

For dust loaded the century-imprisoned air and a heavy odour

assailed one’s nostrils. High up in the blackened roof, and

among the pillar heads, whirred and squeaked a legion of ugly

winged monsters, whi<i were furious at my unexpected enay

at a season of the year when tourists never invaded their domain.

They were bats. ‘Intruder!” they shrieked in chorus.

‘Intruder! This is not the time to travel through Egypt.

Take away that offsnsive lamp of yours, with its strong md
horrifying glare; take yourself away, too. Leave us to enjoy

our ancestral perches and traditional trystihg-places among
gloomy Hathor-heads and black-surfaced cornices. Be
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with, you!” But I stuck to my ground and dallied over my
task, closely the elaborate paintings, of huge scarab-

beedes and winged suns, faindy discernible amid the grime that

had gathered over the vast ceiling. The bats behaved like

creatures suddenly demented, scurrying to and fro as though
they were in Bemam, and wheezily voicing their annoyance

with me. When at last I turned aside and descended through

a narrow corridor into the region beneath the budding, I

heard them slowly relapse into subdued activity and saner

conduct.

If the great hall was a melancholy though interesting place,

the underground crypts in which I presentiy found myself were
still more melancholy. These dark chambers were built into

the tremendously thick foundation walls and they, too, were
profusely decorated with carved half-rdiefs that pictured the

grave rites which once were celebrated within these walls.

I left these tomb-like chambers and returned to the magnificent

portico. Stout doors, sheathed in glittering gold, formerly

fiUed this doorway. I began to wander around the outside of

the temple.

It was hard to beUeve that when it was rediscovered by
Abbas Pasha, in the middle of last century, most of this temple

lay under a hill of sand and debris, as in a grave; its glories

awaiting rescue by the excavator’s pick and spade. How
many peasants must have walked over it, litde knowing and
littie caring that the Past lay under their feet.

I paused to study, on the outside back wall, the famous relief

representation of Cleopatra, who had spent her money freely to

restore the place when parts of it were beginning to fall into

disrepair during her lifetime, and was rewarded by having this

wall-relief carved in her honour. Her litde son, Caesarion,

stood beside her in the picture, his face curiously reminiscent

of that of his great father, Julius Caesar. His mother’s face,

hbwever, did not appear to me to be a true portrait, and the old

Egyptian coins show a better likeness. She was the last of the

long Kne of Egyptian queens, this famous daughter of Ptolemy,
“when Julius Caesar brought his invading legions across the

she lived with him as his rmstress almost from
ih&day he arrived. How curious, I pondered, that this wotmn
Ijt^ed Egypt through Caesar with a distant litde' island which
•Ws to play so pii^erail a part in Egypt’s own history more th^
^heeea ha^fed^ybxs after. How curious, too, that thes#!:'
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Roman soldiers brought to Britain among their cults the

Egyptian-derived worship of Serapis and thus established a

further, if indirect, contact between the two countries, so long

ago.

On this carven wall she appeared fittingly wearing the homed
disk headgear of Hathor, below which a falling mass of plaited

hair was displayed. The face depicted was fat and chubby and
that of a masterly woman, one accustomed to exercise a strong

will and one who would by fair means or foul achieve her

designs. It was her influence that had caused Julius Caesar to

play with the dream of making Alexandria the capital city of his

Empire and the centre of the world. Here she was, definitely

Semitic looking, with a prototype among any Jewish, Arab or

Assyrian tribe j but hardly Graeco-Egyptian. With her perished

the native rule, I reflected, while I sat upon a splintered stone

beaim, as weU as one of the acknowledged beauties of the ancient

world, a woman who played a notable part in history. It was

a startling thought that a great man’s destiny—^and that of a

whole nation—^will sometimes hang on the smile of a woman’s

lips.

The fronts of the temple walls were carved to the cornice

with half-reliefs, and richly covered with hieroglyph inscriptions

chiselled into the surface. The balanced and beautiful lines of

mingled alphabetic and pictorial characters were an adornment

in themselves. They pointed to the fact that in old Egypt, just

as in old China and old Babylonia, the man who womd le^
to write must also learn to draw, and so every educated scribe

and priest in that country was, to some extent, an artist also.

To convey a thought of some object by means of a picture of

it, was the natural outcome of primitive man’s earliest attempts

at writing. But the Egyptians did not start as crude savages,

gradually to find their way to an element^ culture. Legend

attributes the invention of the complete hieroglyphic script to

the god Thoth, and thus enshrines in popular form a historic

truth. For it was a man-god, an Adept, named Thoth (strictly

Tehuti), who bestowed diis sytem of writing, as a complete

revelation to the Aflantean-descended emigrants of the colony

on the Nile banks, in the days before the last flood washed away

the last isknH of Atlantis. Thoth was the author of the Book oj

the Dead. He is partly pictured in his own system under the

hieroglyph of the Ibis—that queer bird, with stilt-like legs and

long beak.
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The studies of comparative philology are iacreasingly provirig

that the cMerent languages developed out of certain basic root-
tongues, and that these in turn have developed out of one
common, primeval, universal language. When these languages
are one day tracked down to their primitive glyphs, the
ultimate source will, I venture to predict, be found to have arisen
in Atlantean days.

It- was said by the ancients that hieroglyphs “speak, signify
and hide.” This meant that they possessed a threefold meaning.
There was first of all their simple, ordinary phonetic value,
necessary for speaking the language: beyond this value the
common man was unable to go. Secondly, there was the
furfyier meaning which hieroglyphs carried to the scribe; the
written meaning, or the symbolical expression in grammatical
form on papyri and stone of the illiterate man’s spoken words.
Fiui^y there was the esoteric meaning, the one known only to
the initiated priests and kept secret by them.
“The Words of God”—such was the description or

given to the system of hieroglyphs by the Egyptians; not
only because the system was believed to have been revealed to
them by one of the gods, but also because the secret meaning of
these strange characters was concealed from the masses. That
meaning was revealed to those alone who had been initiated
into the Mysteries. And no Egyptologist of to-day has done
more than translate the popular meaning of hieroglyphs,
although in so doing, he has done magnificently; the rest is

beyond him. For “the Words of God” demand to be brought
to them a spidtual and reverent consideration before they
yield their innermost secret. The same applies to a comprehen-
sion of the secrets which were revealed in the initiation chamber
of the Egyptian Mysteries.

Plotinus, an initiate who lived in ancient Alexandria, hinted
at the symbolical nature of hieroglyphs when he wrote:

“In the rigorous quest of truth or in the exposition which they
made fredy to their disciples, Egyptian sages did not use written
signs (which are hut imitations ofvoice and speech) in their temples,
but they drew figures and revealed the thought contained by the
form of •^ose images,_in a way that each image enclosed a portion
of knowlfedge' and wisdom. It is the crystallization of a truth."
Afterwat® the master or pupil extracted the contents of the ima^'
andysed it in wemfe and found the reason why it was thus and tusl
otherwise.” ^
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The fact is that the Egyptians, like othet nations of the

earliest Eastern lands, never dreamt of separating religion and
secular life into watertight compartments, and therefore never

dreamt of using language, writing and speech merely as a

vehicle of communication. Just as they thought that names
had magical powers, so they symbolized in their hieroglyphic

alphabet the principles of that mysterious knowledge which was
imparted behind the closed doors of the Mysteries.

He alone who had been led into the presence of the divine

Osiris, the conqueror of “death,” who made men and women
“to be bom again” (as the Book of the Dead designated the aim
of the high grades of initiation) could eiqplain and expound the

final significance of hieroglyphs—^the most perfect system of

literary symbolism ia the world.

Herodotus, too, himself an initiate, somewhere confirms,

I believe, that hieroglyphs were entirely sacred and symbolical

in their hidden meaniug, and that this latter was known only

to the highest degree of the order of priesthood. While
lamblichus, another ancient initiate, has written that the secret

hieroglyphic language was used by the gods themselves.

I shall throw out a hint, in the form of a question, as to the

principle iuvolved in the secret meaning of hieroglyphs.

In hieroglyphs the sitting figure ckssifies the person as

among the gods: therefore it is usually shown as part of the

written name of Egyptian deities, and is displayed among the

hieroglyphs written over their sketched portraits. Now, why
did the Egyptians adopt a sitting figure and not a standing
one?

Rather than risk the scorn of academic Professors of Egypto-

logy, who would be perfectly justified in casting contempt upon
a free-lance*s intrusion into their sacred prednct, beyond

proffering this hint, I shall leave the reader to supply his own
answer.

The work of the great Egyptologists—^within its own field

^-deserves every praise. But for them—and destiny—^the

inscriptional treasures which lie upon temple walls and papyrus

texts would never have been translated.

The part which destiny played in this discovery is striking.

Had Napoleon never invaded Egypt those walls and texts

might still have remained unread. Napoleon was, in a nK)8t

extraordinary manner, himself a man of destiny, and he affected

the fortunes of every kingdom, every man, and every sufc^wt
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which he touched. He was truly an instrument of Providence,

but also an instrument of Nemesis.

His invasion opened the way to an understanding of ancient

Egyptian life and thought. It is often the unconscious work
of the soldier to prepare a way for the work of the scholar, the

message of the spiritual teacher, or the bales of the trader

and sometimes to destroy these, too—^as history unquestionably

points out.

At the commencement of Greek rule over Egypt, the old

tongue began to be cast aside. The new rulers naturally tried

to make Greek learning and language dominant among the

educated classes. The important Government posts were given

only to those Egyptians who had mastered Greek, for instance.

The ancient sacred college of Heliopolis, where great numbers
of priests were trained, and where the knowledge of Egyptian
was maintained, was suppressed and closed. Save by a few
individual priests, who obstinately and secretly dung to the

traditional language, the Greek alphabet was practically adopted
as the national alphabet of Egypt.
By the end of the third century after the opening of the

Christian era, in the whole of Egypt no one could be found
competent to explain the simple everyday meaning of a hiero-

glyphic inscription, let alone capable of writing a new one.

Fifteen hundred years rolled past. The art of interpreting

hieroglyphs still remained as one utterly lost. And then

Napoleon’s storm-tossed frigate stole, under the nose of Admiral
Nelson, into Alexandria.

His army soon busied itself throwing up fortifications and
diggirig itself in generally. One of the first places where it

established itself was the important strategic position of the

Nile mouth, near the port of Rosetta. Here a young artillery

officer. Lieutenant Boussard, made the all-important discovery

which ultimately provided a key to the interpretation of hiero-

glyphs. For the spades of his men, who were digging the

foundations of Fort St. Julien, loosened the soil around a broken .

skb of black basalt which he had brought to light. He at once

,

perceived the importance of this now-famed “Rosetta stone/’

^

fojT it bote a trilingual inscription, a decree of the priests d".

M^mphi? conferring honours on Ptolemy V. There weh?|
fiftyr-K^Tttilift^.ofGreek engraved upon its surface, with paralkli
translations iptoi two other scripts; the hieroglyphic and
.demotic,
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The stone was sent to Europe, where scholars set to work
upon it; until, at length, they tracked down the hieroglyphic

equivalent of the Greek iphabet. With this key in their hands,

they were able to trace out the meanings of papyri and inscrip-

tions which had puzzled the world for so many centuries.



CHAPTER XIV

KARNAK DAYS

Jk T last I had entered the real Egypt, the old and

/\ fascinating Egypt, the country where Nile, temple,

r"\ field, village and sky combined to create a vivid and

X JL seductive impression of the land where Pharaohs

ruled in pomp, and flagstones daily echoed to the chants of many
priests. Here, at Luxor, 450 miles down the river from Cairo,

one slipped back and fitted into the Past without effort and

looked out upon a landscape which presented many of the

ancient scenes. It is the South, or Upper Egypt as the geo-

graphers have immemorially called it, that has kept more of

those scenes for modern observers.

Its classically famous capital, Thebes, Homer’s “Hundred-

gated city,” has vanished, but it has left us Karnak; once the

•headquarters of the Egyptian priesthood.

To-day, Karnak is the pearl of this region. The fame of its

widespread mass of now ruined but still stately temples has

spread all over the world. It contains the largest temple stiU

to be seen in Egypt, the Great Hall of Amen-Ra, to which, in

olden days, all other temples in Egypt were tributary. So I

made Karnak my place of pilgrimage for days on end, moving
amid its mouldering ruins and broken pillars both by the bright

light of the sun and by the dimmer light of the moon.
Karnak, which stands out of a forest of green palms to the

north, lies two or three miles down the river from Luxor and

a little more inland. One approached it along a dusty road,

acf^s a wide plain and under a sky of palest blue, past a Sheikh’s

i^te cupola’d tomb and a grove of tamarisk trees, until a huge,

sandstone pylon towered suddenly into view. Crested hoopoe

!

were, everywhere in the fields, busily picking up sustenance;

fiEom the stubbled ground. On the way one noticed, here aod]

tiiere and peeing out of the soil, odd, headless, half-shatter^^

.or overtumed members of a double row of smalh ram-head^
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sphinxs; •which, were once set up all the'way from Luxor to

Kamak, but now mostly lie buried in the wayside fields.

Hundreds must originally have been erected on both sides of
the three-mile road.

The magnificent twenty-yard-long entrance pylon made an
attractive sight.

In the pylon form, •with its tali, sloping sides and curved,

overhanging architrave, architecture found a handsome and
powerful expression. On the front was the carven relief

portrait of the Ptolemy who had built it, exhibiting him in the

act of making a sacrificial oflFering before the Theban gods;

while four vertical, socket-footed grooves, which run the whole
height of the mighty portal, indicated where wooden flagstaffs

had once been fixed, to fly gay-coloured bunting on the days of

temple festivals, and to ward off evil influences.

Passing inside, I found myself in the open court of the temple

of hawk-headed Khonsu; that god who, in popular un-

initiated parlance, was the son of Amen. The broken stumps

of a double colonnade occupied the centre. The walls deleted
a sacred procession of boats floating up the Nile to Luxor, and

carrying the image of Amen-Ra. I penetrated into the ruined

sanctuary where once was kept the sacred temple-boat of

Khonsu. Ail the mummery that was practised •within these

walls meant much to the people, to the priests who sought

power, and especially to the l^gs themselves. But it meant

little to the initiated few who witnessed rite and ceremony as

mere symbol and token, not as manifestations of reality.

And, next, I discovered a series of interesting low-reliefs,

each in a separate border, upon the east wall ofan inner chamber

adjoining the sanctuary. The thing that caught my eye in the

first place was a carving of my friend of the long-drawn •winter

night’s meditation—^the Sphinx!

I at once realized that I had alighted upon something impor-

tant, because one might go for days without detecting the

Sphinx upon a wall or pillar carving.

The first panel showed the Pharaoh Rameses IV in the

presence of the goddess Ament, to whom he was offering a

statuette. The latter had a flat b^e and supported two figures.

In front squatted a child; none other than Horus, the son of

Osiris. There was a large lock of hair on the side of his head;

he was crowned •with the symbolic stm and serpent; his left

hand rested on his knee, but his right hand was rais^ to his
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face with its index finger pointing to his closed lips—^thus

enjoining silence.

The figure behind him was the Sphinx.

Ament held her right hand extended towards Rameses; she
gripped a handled cross between her fingers, and pointed its

end directly between the king’s eyes.

What was the signification of this scene?

The Egyptologist would, no doubt, offer a perfectly connected
and obvious reading, and one which, on its own level, would
be correct enough. He would tell you that the king was simply
engaged in making sacrifices to the gods—nothing more.
Often these wall-scenes are nothing but pictured histories or
recitals of war triumphs. Obviously this scene was nothing of
the kind, but indicative of some extremely sacrosanct rite;

particularly as it appeared upon a wall neat the sanctuary, the
holy of holies of tMs temple.

And, just as the system of Egyptian hieroglyphs was employed
to signify an esoteric meaning Imown only to initiated priests,

even though the same symbolical characters were used; so, too*
the very figures under which the gods were represented rati-i>d

a far profounder meaning to the initiate of ancient times. The
inner teaching of this picture, therefore, can only be detected
by one conversant with the doctrine and methods of Ae
Mysteries.

The significance of this panel especially lay in the action of
the goddess Ament. The handled cross, or cross with a circle

on ihe top, which she pointed midway between Rameses’ eyes,
was called by initiated priests “the Key to the Mysteries” and
represented admittance into the Mysteries themselves. Yet to
the Egyptologist it merely represents life. As a key it symbolized
the unlocking of the guarded door of that august institution,
but as a geometrical pattern it symbolized the eternal spirit of
the initiate rising triumphant out of his “crucified”
body. The circle, having neither visible beginning nor end,
stood for the everlasting nature of godlike spirit; while the
<ams symbolized the death-like state of entrancement into whidb
the inmste was thrown, and thus his death, his crucifixion. In
certain tena^s he was actually tied to a wooden couch, whidfe
was slapted hkc a cross.

T^e pc^nt sdidway between the eyebrows is roughly ffsi?

pt^tion t^ a gfemd in the brain—^the pineal gland—by whc^
t3(SfenHcated fimtSibn doctors are still puzzled. In the fi^
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stages of initiation, this gland was stimulated into cettain

activity by the hierophant, an activity which temporarily

enabled the candidate to see psychic visions of spirit-creatures

congregating for the time being in his vicinity. The method
resorted to for this purpose was partly mesmeric, but partly

dependent on certain powerful incenses.

When, therefore. Ament pointed her cross between the

Pharaoh’s eyes, she thereby indicated that he would be given
admittance to the Mysteries and that his clairvoyant vision

would there be temporarily unfolded. But he was prohibited

from revealing to others what he saw and experienced during
his initiation. This was indicated by the first figure on the

statuette of the child Horus, “Homs of the horizon,” really

the god Hormakhu—^the god traditionally associated with the

Sphinx—^whose finger, pointing to his closed lips, strictly

a^onished such secrecy. Similar images stood near the

sanctuaries and Mystery-chambers of all the temples, each

pressing a finger to the lips in symbolic injunction to preserve

silence concerning the divine Mysteries.

Ament herself was a feminine Amen, “the hidden one.”

The act of the king in holding the statuette in an attitude of
offering emphasized that he was ready to make the sacrifice

of his speech and to preserve continual silence.

Upon the flat base of the statuette and behind this figure of

Hormakhu was couched the carven figure of the Sphinx. Why?
The Sphinx, like the entranced initiate who completely lost

the power of speech during his initiation, is always silent.

Throughout its long life it has never spoken an audible word to

man. The Sphinx has ever known how to keep its secrets.

What were those ancient secrets?

They were the secrets of initiation.

The Sphinx guarded the mightiest temple of initiation in the

ancient world—^the Great Pyramid.

For the ceremonial approach to the latter was always from
the Nile bank, and everyone coming from the river to enter it

would have to ^ss the Sphinx first.

The Sphinx, in its own silence, symbolized both the silence

and secrecy of initiation.

Thus, the Pharaoh had been warned to expect the greatest

mystic revelation which could be given to man.
Three more panels completed this interesting series of Mystery

pictures, to which any tripper and tourist may have access to-day
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but to which, in ancient times, approach was forbidden except

to a privileged few. They described the results of the king’s

approach to the Mysteries.

The second panel represented him standing between adult

hawk-headed Horus and ibis-faced Thoth. Each god held a

vase over Rameses’ head, but instead of a stream of water, each

poured a stream of handled crosses over and around him.

Now Thoth was the god of both wisdom and secret learning.

Here he bestowed, through initiation, that mysterious blended

knowledge of psychical forces and spiritual wisdom for which

Egypt was so famed in early times. He was also Lord of the

Moon. Hence all magical and religious ceremonies of secret

importance, and especially all initiations into the Mysteries,

were conducted at night, and at those phases of the moon which

marked its greatest influence; that is, new and full moon.
The adult, hawk-faced Horus was the sun-god. His part of

this scene was emblematical of the fact that initiation, although

begun at night, terminated at day, with the arrival of dawn.

When the rays of the morning sun lit up the top of the

candidate’s head, the hierophant addressed certain “words of

power” to him, and he awoke.

The third panel revealed Rameses, now the wise initiate, being

led forward by two other gods, who grasped his hands in

welcome and displayed the ansated cross before his face,

indicating his fellowship with them by virtue of his attainment.

In the last scene the king was depicted offering a statuette to

the god Amen-Ra. The statuette was a seated god with a feather

stuck on its head—^the god of Truth. The Pharaoh had now
attained to Wisdom, would henceforth be “true of voice,”

would make the sacrifice of his life upon the altar of truth;

that is would conform, both in his thought and act, obediently

to the spiritual laws governing human life, just unveiled to him
by his initiation.

Thus these chiselled pictures unfolded to me a glimpse of the

secret inner life of an instmcted Pharaoh, and something of the

meaning of Egypt’s celebrated but exclusive Mpteries.
. And thm I was attracted westwards to a beautiful litde temple

where some among these initiated few had learnt their wisdom.
It was a shrine of the Osirian Mysteries, and to me perhaps one
of the most in^rtant places in all Karnak itself, small though
it was. There, on the entrance jambs, I saw carvings showing,

;

the Ptolemy whoW erected it being taken into the preseofe -
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of divine Osiris himself. Across the threshold, I found myself
in an oblong portico whose coloured and much-inscribed roof
was supported by two handsome, reeded and flowered columns,
each of which was surmounted by Hathor’s stating face. In
the east wall were two small windows with stone gratings, but
the dim light which infiltrated through them was no longer
needed; for three large blocks had disappeared from the stone
roof, and through this hole came light a-plenty.

Beyond this was a small vestibule whose walls were covered
with bold bas-reliefs and vertical lines of hieroglyphs. And

—

a rare sight in the ruinous condition of most other temples still

standing—^three perfectly preserved doorways led out of the
end and side walls of this tiny vestibule. Each lintel was topped
by an architrave formed of a line of more than twenty stately

cobras. The serpents were not mere half-reliefs chiselled into

the surface of the wall, but solid sculptures; their heads were
raised and their hoods outstretched. The familiar emblem of
the winged sun rested on a shelf below each line, the whole
forming a massive adornment nearly one yard high.

These royal cobra adornments indicated, to my mind, that

the three climbers to which the doorways gave access possessed

considerable importance in the temple plan. I passed through
the doorway at the farther end (the doors themselves no longer
exist, although the top and bottom sockets into which the posts

were fitted can dearly be seen) and reached a Htde shrine whose
sides depicted the king at worship as weU as the standard of the
goddess Hathor. Below this yawned a large gap in the stone

flooring, which was revealed under torchlight as the broken
entrance to an underground crypt. I again examined the two
side chambers there and found holes in the corners, which l«i

down to the same aypt, as weU as to an underground passage.

Indeed, the entire place was honeycombed with subterranean

vaults and corridors; on the right of the portico, I discovered

two other floor-gaps, opening above narrow passages whose
dust was entirely untrodden.

Exploration revealed that one of these passage actuaUy

traversed the ground until it reached the temple of Khonsu
itself.

The entire floor of the temple was so thickly coveted with
dust that one must infer the pUe to have formed through many
centuries. I examined the ancient stone floor for human tracks,

but, apart from the imprint of naked feet, evidently those of the
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Atab watchman from the nearby temple of Khonsu, I could

discover no sign of the tread of shoes. All over the floor the

dust lay thickly heaped and the only other disturbances in its

surface were the numerous graceful patterns threaded from one
hole to another by one or two tiny snakes, whose tracks were
clearly visible. I speculated how long it was since tourist or

traveller had disturbed the solitaiy suence of this shrine. I

knew that one guide-book dismissed this temple with the

comment that it was hardly worth a visit. I knew, too, that no
visitors were welcomed or expected, for the Government
Department of Antiquities had fitted a locked wooden gate

across the entrance. I had been unable to obtain entrance

before getting the Arab custodian of the main temple to produce
a key from ms bunch, to accompany me to this little shrine of

Osiris and unlock this gate. Why? Was it because of these

dangerous gaps in the floor?

What was the meaning of these mysterious crjrpts and
melancholy corridors? I remembered the curious, moatr
bordered crypt, dug out of forty feet of debris, which had
puzzled me at Abydos.

5

As I pondered upon the point, the tomb-like place seemed
to light up before my eyes, and I saw anew the celebration of >

the ancient rite which dramatized the death and resurrection of

Osiris—t^t rite which I had observed carved in stone on the

walls of the little Mystery Temple that stood upon the roof-

ten&ce of Denderah—^that rite which I had seen in vision, and
experienced in person, during the night I spent in the gloomy
King’s Chamber -of the Great Pyramid—that rite which
Adantean Osiris had left as his legacy to the High Priests of
ancient Egypt.

Why were such dismal and dark places favoured for these

mysterious initiations?

The answer is threefold: to ensure comply safety ah^
;

secrecy fca: what was, after all, both a privileged and dangerous

,

experim^t: to ei^ure the easier entrancement of the candidate
blo^g. put sight of his surroundings and thus preventing

disttactiott 0$ Ids attention ftom the interior state he was aboiit
to enter: and, fbally, to provide a perfect symbolism—so cte •

to the heart of the amcaents—of the condition of spiritual dada-^
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ness and ignorance in which the hierophants found their can-

didate at the beginning of his initiation; for upon awakening
he would open ms eyes to the rays of the sun in another place,

whither he would be carried towards the end of this experience

in spiritual illumination. After a lengthy initiation, begun at

night and finished with the dawn of day, the newly-made
initiate had stepped out of materialistic ignorance (darkness)

into spiritual perception (light).

The secret rites of the Mysteries were practised in under-

ground crypts, or in reserved chambers set dose to the holy

shrine, or in litde temples built on the roofs; never elsewhere.

All these places were forbidden territory to the populace, who
dared not approach them under the direst penalties. The
hierophants who had undertaken to initiate a candidate likewise

undertook a heavy responsibility. His life or death was in their

hands. For an unexpected intruder to interrupt the sacred rite

of initiation meant ms death, no less than an unexpected intru-

sion upon a delicate smgical operation, in our time, might mean
the death of the unfortunate patient. And what, after all, was
imtiation but a kind of psychic surgical operation, a separation

of the psychic from the physical part of man? jHence, ail the

initiatory chambers were placed out of reach and were always

well guarded. Those wtdch lay near the shrine of a great

temple would have to be approached through complete black-

ness, for as one left the doorway the light receded, to disappear

altogether when the threshold of the holy shrine was readied.

Once the candidate was thoroughly entranced, his body was
left in this protective darkness until the dose of his initiation,

when he was carried out to the light.

Those chambers which were underground vaults were used

in the same manner, every light ^ing extinguished after

entrancement, so that the crypts became both symbolical and

literal grav^. - .

5

I dropped down a hole and explored a dark vault where the

priests had once practised th& most secret rites, and then I

emerged with relief into the friendly sunlight and fresh air.

I passed between the enormous portals of the fine temple of

Amen-Ra in my onward journey through the dimmed glories

of Karnak. These portals were fit for the passage of giants
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father than of puny mortals. They towered up like precipices

above my head. The Egyptian taste for exaggerated size

sometimes rose to stunning dimensions, as in the case of the

Great Pyramid near Cairo and the pylon walls under whose
shadow I stood. They were almost fifty feet thick, thicker than

any fortress walls need be. Well, indeed, was the profane

outer world kept from polluting the sacred precincts of this

temple, which the ancients proudly called “the throne of the

world.” Alas! it was now but a broken throne, and when I

emerged in the large forecourt, there I found a wide mass of

mutilated masonry relieved from its desolation by some unfallen

pillars. I walked slowly across this quadrangle, treading on
rough earth and growing weeds, where once had been a

beautiful mosaic pavement that extended for hundreds of feet

in length.

This space traversed, I arrived at a high doorway, covered

with coloured half-reliefs and standing between the shattered

remnants of another pylon, which was now but a tumbled mass

of hot fallen stones and quite bereft of its former outline. Yet

that doorway must once have risen a hundred feet above the

ground. Gone were the seven steps which the builders had

placed before the entrance, seven symbolical graduations of

man’s progress from the lower world of everyday existence to

the highest sphere of spiritual attainment. For the Egyptians

—as many of the ancients—^understood well the mysterious

numbering which underlies the whole constructed universe;

they knew that the seventh day or grade brought Rest, the

highest peace for man, no less than for other created beings and

things. I had found this sevenfold numbering in all their

temples throughout the land, while it had appeared in clear and

startling expression within the Grand Gmlery of the Great

Pyramid. Therefore they had fittingly placed those steps,

which time and man have all but torn from the ground, at the

very entrance to the vestibule of Karnak’s grandest and most

impressive feature, the Great Htrpostyle Halfof the Temple «£

Amen-Ra.
I ®3iered^ and a bewildering perspective of sixteen serried-

ranks c€ columns opened out before me. The sun’s rays fd|

upon.a^^pene witibout paraEd in my memory. Nearly every om;,

of the huaedred and thirty upright pillars thrust a strong, •

horiaontal ^acrcffis the unpaved aground. The wM^:
^ne shafts 8tond.% &e an army of giant soldiers. Th^;
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girth, too, was incredible—averaging apiece thirty feet round.
It was monstrous, this grandiose scale of architecture, this

three hundred feet broad forest of colossal stone trees: it was
Egyptian!

And the Pharaoh who had created most of this Hall was
Seti, he who had also created that temple at Abydos where I

had felt such unutterable peace. Here one could not resist the
impression of strength, of power, which was conveyed to one
from the vanished epoch of the builders of this Hall. Seti had
not lived, could not live, to finish his colossal creation, and so
the great Rameses took up the incompleted task, turning the

rocks of Assuan into enormous graven pillars, and poising

thirty-ton decorated architraves upon their tops, without using
cement or metal ties to fix them. The effect of all this was to

turn the mind to a more extended outlook, to lift one out of the
petty round of pitifully meagre activities, to inspire one with
grand ambitions and lofty aspirations, and to provoke a yearning

for a far wider scope for one’s energies. One wanted, in fine,

to be like Rameses himself and plan and build such mighty
temples of prodigious height, then set around them ample
model cities where men could live by the light of noble ideas

and nobler ideals.

Once, this Hall of many prayers had been roofed and pave-

mented; how it was open to the blue depths of the sky, while

its floor was a mingled mass of earth, sand, weeds and stones.

When that vast roof was in place, the interior of the Hall must
have been dim indeed, for the only light would have been
grudgingly given by stone-grated derestory windows above
the central avenue. But the mighty roof had fallen into a

hundred pieces, of which little remained.

One did not want to criticize those andent architects, yet the

fact rose dear to the eye that the bulging strong pillars had been

set far too dose together. A better arrangem^t would have pro-

vided longer, less interrupted, views. But perhaps the andents

cared more for their symbolism and less for their perspectives.*

Every pillar was lavishly Carved and capped by heavy bud
or by bell-shaped calyx. The beautifully rounded surfaces of the

shafts were covered with coloured pictures and inscribed

hieroglyphs, and the same decorations were on the architraves

and the walls too. They were carven with the histories of

Egypt’s gods and kings, or painted in colours that remained

uniminished. I recognized the painted figures and oblong
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cartouches—King Seti worshipping in the presence of the god
Thoth under the sacred tree of HeHopolis, driving the Hittites

before his victorious chariot, securing tall cedar trees in distant

Lebanon for the flagstaffs of his temples, and returning tri-

umphandy to his own beloved land. There were many other
figures; some half nude, others full robed, but all bearing those
strangely intense, remote faces which were characteristic of
this people. On the southern wall, graven on a stele and let

into the brick, hieroglyphs gave record of history’s first official

treaty; that between Rameses the Great, “the valiant, the son
of Seti I, the great ruler of Egypt,” and the Hittite King
Khetesar, “the son of Meresar, the great chief of Kheta,” as

the text called him: concluding with the pleasant words:
“the good treaty of peace and of brotherhood, setting peace
between them for ever.”

I moved away to a narrow uncovered court where a single

solid obelisk thrust a pointing pyramidal finger towards heaven
and flung a purple shadow to the ground. It bore the royal

cartouche of Thothmes I, who had ercted it, and its shaft was
covered with three vertical lines of inscriptions. “Horns,
Beloved of Truth, King of Upper and Lower Egypt, Amen.
He made it as his monument for his father Amen-Ra—the

Leader of the Two Lands, raising for him two obelisks, even
very great ones, at the double fe^ade,” read part of one c£

them. Always that grand adoration of the gods.
, : :

Farther on, amid the shattered remains of a colonnade, rc^
another obelisk, taller and more impressive still, like a snak^
tongue of flame out of the ground. For almost a hundred
it spired its way into the sky—the second highest obelisk ot
existent in the world. This erect monolith of shining t3
granite bore on its base the proud boast that its top had
encased in a mixture of gold and silver, so that it could
from a very great distance, and that the entire enterpi^fl
<fiarrying and transporting the granite from Syene for tiifeW
its now vanished fellow-ODeUsk had taken not more thaij

months.* It was erected by a woman who was in some
Ooefitt' Bfeabcth, and more, of Egypt; the vigorous
Hatsfeiaisiit jShe sometimes dressed like a man and
showm &st^ng masculinity in her rule, this long-nosed^^l^^
jawed irw flung up lofty obelisks and massive 1^^^
smt out ponesring expeditions, and wielded the sceptas^MM
•l^iaohs no Im'^Mwetfially because of her sex; wh^HB
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she had cast aside, with all that it stood for, upon the death of
her husband.

Read her haughty dedication of this obelisk, cut in hiero-

glyphic characters upon the four sides of the lower part:

“I was sitting in my palace, I was thinking of my Creator, when
my heart urged me to make for Him two obelisks whose points
reached unto the sky, in the noble hall of columns which is between
the two great pylons of Thothmes I.

^'When they see my monument in after years, let them exclaim:

‘This it is that was made by me/ This was made under my order,

this mountain fashioned of gold. I rule over this land like the son
of Isis; I am powerful even as the son of Nu when the sun reposes

in the Morning Boat and remains in the Evening Boat. It shall

exist for ever, like unto the North Star. Of a truth these are two
huge obelisks brightened by My Majesty with gold for the sake

of my Father, Amen, and out of love, in order to perpetuate his

name, that they might stand erect in the Temple precinct for ever.

They are of one solid block of granite, without any joint or division

in them.’^

5

I went to the great gate tiiat once led to the Temple of Mut,
constructed by the second of the Ptolemies;, but now leads to

palm-fcinged fields. Its lovely outline and embellished surfaces

held my gaze again and again. Above its lintel the sculptured,

winged sun played, according to ancient thought, a protective

part in warding off the entry of evil influences.

I rested in a red rectan^ar room upon the wall of which
was inscribed the name of Philip of Macedon, whose coin,

perfectly preserved by tlK kindly earth, I had found only the

other day some ten i:^es away.

And so I picked my way among the ruined courtyards and
broken sanctuaries or Kamak; among grey, roofless walls

covered with sculptured reliefs and pink granite shrines bereft

of their statued gods and goddesses, and around piles of broken
masonry. I stepped pensively across a bare, undulating tract,

site of a building which had been scattered to the ground and
removed, to come upon an assembly of mutilated Sphinxes and
idols with lioness heads. I walked with care through the spiky

green bramble which grew thickly in the ruined hall of
Thothmes III, and then stood in meditation under the low
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aichittave of the half-gone shrine at its far end. What kings

had oft proudly walked upon this track and inscribed their

victories upon pillar and wall, and yet where were they now?
Thothmes, Amenhotep, Seri, Rameses, Tutankhamen, Ptolemy

—the bearded faces of these men who had ruled Egypt and

swayed its life riiousands of years ago, passed in procession

before my gaze and faded away into the air. Was pride worth

while, I asked myself, when every achievement and every

accomplishment was destined to be blown away like dust?

Was it not better to walk one’s path in this world quietly,

humbly, and to remember that one held all things only by the

grace of a higher power ?

The day was neatly gone, and had begun to yield itself to

dusk like a serpent to its charmer, by the time I had finished

my perambulation of this broken city of temples.

There was once a king of the twenty-second dynasty who built

a wall of mud bricks to girdle all the temples of Karnak, and

when it was complete its circuit was not less than one mile and

a half. Karnak was a saga in stone, an epic of majestic effort

and inevitable destruction, a ruined yet immortal glory!

I lingered on while the marvellous but swift sunset, like a

angel whose quivering halo was coloured in every hue

from gold to red, hovered over the scene, and ended this visit.

The vast picture of ruin and field and desert suffused with so

many tints, overwhelmed me into ecstatic absorption.

Again and again I returned to Karnak, letting the days slip

by in mingled dalliance and research while adding to my store

of unforgettable memories and unusual facts. Karnak’s glamour

slipped over you, like an approaching river-mist, almost im-

perceptibly until the time came when you awoke to find that it

surrounded you. Men without subtle intelligence and fine

feeling can see nothing more in these half-broken temples than

a heap of bricks, stones, dust and mortar. Pity them! Let us

rise from contemplation of these majestic ruins with souls

imp®essed and awed, conscious of the beauty and ^gmty which

they retain even in their present state of pathetic dilapidation.

I 'w^ fortunate in having the whole ground to myself; so

that I- could move untroubled and undisturbed by others, in a

reigned supreme and absolute, broken o:^y at odd;

rimess^lfibe.dtntt^y hum of bees and the pleasant twittering q£‘

sorrows.; ftht it was midsummer, and all' the crowds

p«^iE|)iring' tr^irisiis ,.hs4 arid long since ,
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befote the advancing wave of terrific heat and swarms of re-

emerging insect and animal life, which appears in Southern
Egypt at this season. Flies, mosquitoes, scorpions and snakes,

not to mention other forms of life, reappeared in a temperature

which devitalized humans but seemed to revitalize obnoxious
creatures and insects. But the compensations of solitude, in

one’s studies, were ample enough to make sufficient amends for

these things, whilst the heat never seemed to take the sharpness

off the edge of my intellectual interests. Indeed, I found that

one could make friends with the sun; it was partiy a matter

of mental attitude. The moment you thought the sun was
going to hurt or weaken you, doors were opened to admit such
hurt. Active faith in mner resotirces always called them up
into tangible existence.

For me the advantage of my solitary tenure of Karnak was
enormous. I could surrender myself to its stillness with

recurring profit.

The capacity for solitude is not encouraged in this jazzy

epoch. The taste for silence is not fostered by this Machiae
Age. But, I believe in the necessity of a little withdrawal every

day, a short period of silent solitary meditation. Thus one can

renew the tired heart and inspire the fatigued mind. Life

resembles a roaring cauldron nowadays, and men are drawn into

it. With each day that passes, they b^m^ less intimate with

themselves and more intimate with the cauldron.

Recourse to regular meditation yields abundant firuits from

the obvious spiritual deepening. It bestows steadiness in the

hour of decision, courage to live one’s own fife independently

of mass opinion, and stability amid the hectic tempo of

to-day.

The worst of modem Jife is whm it weakens the powers of

deep thought; in the insane hssbt of a town like New York
man cannot sit down to remember that the inner life is being

paralysed; he can only remember that he is in a hurry. Nature,

however, is in no hurry—she took many million years to make
this puny figure hurrying down Broadway—and she can well

await the coming of that time when, with a calmer life and

quieter activity, he will emerge fcom self-inflicted disaster smd

agonies to gaze into the deep well of divine thought which

was buried beneath the noisy surface of himself and his

environment.

Our physical senses own us; it is time we began to own our
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senses. In the sacred ship of the soul, we ride into seas where

the bodily senses dare not follow.

We can understand the doctrines of the Seers, and grasp the

truths enunciated in their books and sayings, often by referring

the latter to the life of meditation, and not only to the active

life in the everyday world.



CHAPTER XV

KARNAK NIGHTS

Most fascimting were my midnight visits and

especially the one which happenedunder a full moon.

The nights of Egypt placed her ancient temples

under a mysterious light that fittingly reveded

what should be revealed and hid the rest in a gloom that suited

those temples well.

I had taken various methods of approaching Karnak by

night, all equally charming. I had floated swiftly in a boat "with

a huge sail, under a strong bree2e, down the Nile; I had ridden

slowly in ihe saddle, on a plodding beast; and I had driven up

the old highway, in a more or less comfortable horse-trap. But

on this night of the full moon I could find no better metood of

approach than to walk the few miles as the old priests walked,

even in the dap of the pomp and pageantry of old Egypt. The

silver sheen glittered over the white dust ^t lay so thick upon

the road on whose edge I walked. Now and then bats dipped

down through the air and darted off again shrieking. But

otherwise a great stillness had fallen upon the land, not to be

broken until I reached the village of Karnak itselj^ whpe
shado-wy robed figures passed me in the night—sometimes with

dancing lanterns in their hands—and where the yellow gleams

of lamp-light shone through ung^azed windo-ws. My feet

silently trod the soft, sandy dust which covered the route; yet

those keen-eared peasants seemed to know, as by a si^ sense,

that a stranger was moving at night through their village, for

they in ones and twos to their doors to look at me, or

peered quizzically out of their windows. The thing was in-

explicable and, in the unreal world created by a full moon,

weird in the extreme. Their movements set a dog or two

barking half-heartedly, but I put both them and myself at ease

with a muttered greeting though I never stopped. I understood

them well, these simple, pleasant folk, who took the minor
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ttoubles of life with an aity jjhilosophy of ""Maleeshr (Never

mind!) which was really captivating.

And presently the huge silvery pylon of Ptolemy stood at

the end of my path, like a spectral sentinel of the great temple;

its square top towered up into the indigo sky.

It was not ready to receive me, however, for a barred griUe

had been placed across it. I woke the sleeping watchman who
jumped, startled, out of his narrow cot; then stood rubbing

his sleepy eyes in the bright glare of my electric torch. After

he had unlocked the small modern gate, I paid him well for thus

disturbing his rest, and he let me pass in to wander alone, I

crossed the Forecourt and sat down for a few minutes among the

mass of tumbled sandstone blocks which once formed the lofty

pylon dividing the Forecourt from the Great Hypostyle Hall,

and meditated on the fallen grandeur of this monument to

Amen-Ra. Soon I was moving amid the stately columns and

majestic ruins of the Great HaU itself. The moonlight dappled

the shafts that rose up by my side and flung their deep black

shadows on the ground, so that carven hieroglyphs appeared

at one moment in gleaming relief, and the next as suddenly

disappeared into the night. I switched off the light of my own
torch, save where I was uncertain of my path, that it might not

play Ae rival to the mellower illumination of the moon, which

turned the entire temple into a place met with in dreams alone.

The Obelisk of Queen Hatshepsu suddenly confronted me: it

looked like a splendid silver needle.

And as I went slowly onwards through the faintly relieved

darkness into the covered sanctuaries that lay beyond the

impressive colonnades of the Hypostyle Hall, there came a dim

sense that my solitude was no longer solitude. Yet these

stupendous halls and smaller shrines had not been crowded

with worshippers for fifteen hundred years at least; the

mutilated stone gods had silently suffered their long deserticm

for no less a time; and I knew of no one in modern Egypt

who could be accused of having reverted to the ancient faim.

Why, then, did I feel the companionship of living people all

ardo^ me in this time-worn place, which was as silent as tf^-.

itsidf?.. I let my torch play its beam around me; its

wacelyjeestied in tornon stone ruins and broken floors, or flashed^

chiseRed; |tetaEe8 and inscribed hieroglyphs into fleeting li^:

felt. revesW: n^ar a si^ of human forms. >1

Jhcould not ad^ysw of tias oppressive feeling as I walk^
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farther on, a lonely "visitor at the dead of night. The night
al-ways brings its own terrors with it, and always accentuates

one’s slightest dread, yet I had learned to love and accept these
soft Egyptian nights which haunted me "with their supernal
loveliness. But here these mouldering temples ofKarnak took
on a half-sinister outline in the queer wan light, and I was
conscious of an uneasy reaction to both the hour and the
en"vironment. Why was I thus affected?

I followed the ancient paved road which led to the northern
ruins and straight to the exquisite little Temple of Ptah. 1

crossed the small pillared court and, having passed through
another gateway, I penetrated the threshold of the sanctuary

itself. A vi-vid shaft of moonlight lit up one of the strangest

statues in this place, that of the goddess Sekhmet. She dwelt
alone in this gloomy room, a forlorn figure of a woman with
the head of a honess. Her fierce, sullen face fitted well the role

assigned to her in Egyptian mythology, that of a punitive

destroyer ofmankind. With what terror she must have inspired

her victims, who could look for no mercy from her!

I sat do"wn upon a granite plinth and watched the silvery rays

dance upon the dilapidated walls. Somewhere, far off, there

rose the faint howl of a prowling jackal. As I sat, still and
passive, the eerie sense of invisible company crept anew over
my heart, chilling, it "with the fear which uncertainty always

brings.

Did the ghosts of those proud-faced priests and theit throngs

of devout worshippers still haunt this ancient place and murmur
their prayers to Pt^, he who held a symboUed sceptre of power
and stability? Did the spirits of vanished priests and departed

kings flit to and fco across their ancient haunts, like living

shadows "without substance?

I remembered involuntarily the curious story told me by a

friend in Cairo, an English official in the service of the Egyptian

Government. He had met a young man who was connected

"with the aristocracy, and had come out from England to Egypt
for a few weeks as an ordinary tourist. He was a happy-go-

lucky fellow "with no interest beyond material things. \^en he
got to Luxor, he went out one afternoon to Karnak, where he

took a camera snap of the Great Hall in the Temple ofAmen-Ra.
After the negative was devdoped and printed, he was astonished

to discover on it the figure of a tall Egyptian priest standing "with

his back against one of the pillars, his arms folded on his Meast.
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This incident made so powetful an impression on the young
man’s mind that his whole character was changed and he
became a devoted student of things psychic and spiritual.

I could not tear myself away from the stone seat, but sat in

wondering reflection and uneasy speculation in the silent society

of these stone divinities.

A half-hour passed in this way, and then I must have fallen

into some kind of reverie.

A shroud seemed to fall from before my eyes, my attention

concentrated itself on a point midway between my eyebrows;
after which an unearthly light enveloped me.

Within that light I saw a brown-skinned masculine figure

with raised shoulders, standing sideways near me. And as I

gazed upon him, he turned and confronted me.
I trembled with the shock of recognition.

For that figure was myself.

He bore precisely the same face that I bear to-day, but the

dress was that of ancient Egypt. He was neither prince nor
commoner, but a priest of a certain rank. I knew that at once
by his head-dress and robe.

The light spread out rapidly around him, and far beyond

—

spread until it took in a vivid scene about an altar. Then the

figure of my vision bestirred himself and strode slowly towards
that altar, and when he reached it, prayed . . . and prayed . . .

and prayed. . . .

And whilst he walked, I went with him; and when he prayed,
I prayed with him, too—not as a companion hut as himself.

I was both spectator and actor in this paradoxical vision. I

found that he was grieved at heart, sorrowful over the condition
of his country, sad at the decadence which had descended upon
his ancient land. Most of all, he was unhappy about the evil

hands into which the leadership of his religion had fallen. Again
and a^iin, in his prayers, he hegged the old gods to save the

truth for his people. But at the end of his petitions his heart

was as ]teavy as lead. For no response came and he knew that

Egypt’s doom was irrevocable. He turned away with downcast
fe^:sac^ sad, sad.

-;;1^ ,]%l^t melted back into darkness; the priestly figure

aad the altar with him; I found myself in sohtaiy

memtatiofi Temple of Ptah once more. My own hm^
tbOi, was'sad; sadj^sad.

,, Was this mend^istoine dream suggested by the environmeni^
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Was it but the riotous hallucination of a meditative mind?
Was it the emergence of a latent idea derived from my interest

in the Past?

Was it the dairvoyant vision of a spirit-priest who had really

been there?

Or was it an ancestral reminiscence of a former existence of
mine in Egypt?
For me, mowing my own intensely stirred feelings, during

and after the time of the vision, there was but a single possible

reply.

A wise man will not leap swiftly to conclusions, for Truth
is an elusive lady who, says andent report, lives at the bottom
of an extremely deep weU.
Yet I accepted, I had to accept, an affirmative answer to the

last question.

Einstein has upset the conservative views of time which once

prevailed. He has demonstrated mathematically that someone
able to take a four-dimensional glimpse of things will have a

very different sense of past and present from that which man
ordinarily enjoys. This may help one to understand the

possibility that Nature keeps a perfect memory of the past, in

which are perpetuated the pictures of vanished centuries. I

could well comprehend how in these sensitive moments of

meditation, a man might involuntarily and mysteriously touch

this memory.

5

Another night found me driving out at eleven in the evening

to a rendezvous in the small viSage of Naga Tahtani, some
distance beyond Karnak. Luxor and Karnak had been left

behind when I took the road beside the banks of the Nile for a

good stretch and then turned off, at a sharp right angle, for

twenty minutes or so.

In an open space that marked the centre of the village—it

corresponded to the English village green, but here it was only

an unpaved sandy square—^I found more than two hundred
n>pn squatting in the dust. Not a single woman was present.

They were dressed in long Arab robes and white turbans and

seemed a simple, primitive type of people.

On a raised verandah of whitewashed, plastered eardi sat
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four notables, four venerable men of superior rank and men-
tality; they were sheikhs, to judge by their faces and dress, and
with their flowing silken robes made picturesque figures. All

were aged, grey-haired men. That worn-out hero of flapper

novels, the handsome young desert sheikh who kidnaps beautiful

English damsels, may be found in England perhaps, but he is

certainly nowhere here in Egypt.

Sheikh Abu Shrump, the only man I knew in the whole
assembly, was among them. He welcomed me cordially and
introduced me to the Chief of Karnak, to another sheikh, who
both touched their foreheads and breasts in urbane acknowledg-
ment, and then to the Chief of the village and surrounding dis-

trict; his name was Sheikh Mekki Gahba, and it was outside his

house that the verandah had been raised. He immediately pressed

me to have the inevitable coflee; which offer, fortunately, I was
able to change into milkless tea.

I took my place upon one of the cushions which lay on the

platform next to my friend. Sheikh Abu Shrump, who lived in

the village of Kurna on the other side of the Nile, and who was
the most famous and respected holy man in the region of Luxor
for twenty miles around.

He was a pious follower ofthe Prophet—despite his reputation

as one who controlled the genii and made powerful talismans

—

and gloried in the fact that he had made the Pilgrimage to Mecca.
He wore a flat green turban around his head. His heavy mous-
tache, side-whiskers, and short beard had turned white. His
dark-skinned face was genial but grave, pleasant but dignified.

His eyes were noticeably large and in r^ose gave one an im-
pression of profundity. A long, loose-fitting, brown robe of
tWck materid fell to ids ankles. Upon the fourth finger of his

right hand he wore an enormous silver ting, whose surface

bore an Arabic inscription.

The Omdeh (Mayor) of Luxor had brought me the invitation

to a,tfcettd this gathering and insisted on my acceptance. We
had met in the street, one sultry afternoon, and he had given

'

me ^^’’.Arabic- greeting: “May your day be happy,” when
Shrump had dismourited from his gorgeously"^

ca|Ws«>aed .donkey to pay a promised visit and to take

day? later the Mayor bad called, bearing
ioinfc himself and the Sheikh to attend a midnighl|
assembly of the IJ^lrishes of Kamak-Luxor district.
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among them, and I tried to forget the conspicuous shape of my
London-made clothes.

He explained that this meeting was the first which had been

held for many years in the region, while Sheikh Abu Shrump
pointed out that such a Dervish assembly was always dated

according to certain phases of the moon; that it was always

held on a night of the new or full moon, as these nights were
considered to be particularly sacred.

“This is not going to be a noisy shouting assembly,” the

Sheikh added. “We are all quiet people who have gathered

together out of love for Allah.”

I looked around. A tall flagpole had been planted in the

centre of the open space and from its top fluttered a rose-

coloured pennant which was embroidered with gilt Arabic

lettering. Row after row of squatting Bedouins and villagers

was grouped around the pole, in the form of a perfect circle.

In an adjoining field I had passed a varied assortment of tethered

beasts belonging to the richer of these men, some of whom had

ridden, I was told, from villages as far as twenty miles off.

None was permitted to be present except those wno had been

invited.

The scene presented under the star-dotted blue African sky

was charming. Over two hundred white-turbaned heads

formed a great circle on the ground and hobbled up and down
below me. Some were the heads of old, white-haired men;
others those of mere boys. Heavily fronded palm trees, whose
leaves rasped together in a night breeze and whose black shadows
were printed across the court, fringed two sides of the open

,

place, while a few square buildings bordered the other sides.

Masses of tropical creepers surrounded the buildings. Beyond
,

lay darkness, the fields, the hills, the Nile and the desert. The
light of the moon and stars was assisted by a single powerfni;

lamp, which was suspended on the verandah above our heads. >;

With the coming of midnight, one of the Dervishes stood
and sang out a verse of the holy Quran in a dear and mdodio^
voice. He had no sooner ended the last word than it drew
response a long-drawn chant of “There is no God but Allahf
fr^: two hunted throats. ; :

A boy, who seemed no more than six years old, althouA
that good deal more maturity in the East than in Eurc^
^vaacea to xsentre of the throng, took up his stand
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5ice furthef verses from the Quran. Nest came a bearded old
an who walked slowly throughout the whole length of each
>w of sitters, carr5dng a brass bowl of burning charcoal upon
hich some handfuls of incense had been thrown. The fragrant
ouds of smoke were wafted across the open court to our
irandah.

Then three men faced each other around the flagstaff and
)mmenced a long religious chant which went on for fifteen to

?-enty minutes. One felt the intense devout fervour of their

jarts expressing itself in the solemn tones of their voices,

hen they dropped to the ground and a fourth man arose to take

3 the chant. He chose for his words a favourite Dervish song
hich came from his lips with almost melancholy passion. Its

ietic Arabic lines were expressive of that burning longing for

Uah which the true Dervish is supposed to feel. By the time
; had finished, the words had become plaintive cries wrung
om his heart; cries for the conscious presence of Allah, his

reator.

“My union seems most distant,” he sang

:

“Will my Beloved e’er meet mine eye?
Alas! Did not Thy distance

Draw my tears, I would not sigh.

“By dreary nights I am broken.
Absence makes my hope expire.

My tears, like pearls, are dropping
And my heart is wrapped in fire.

Whose is like unto my condition?

Scarcely remedy know I,

Alas! Did not Thy distance

Draw my tears, I would not sigh.

“O First, and sole Eternal!

Show thy favour yet to me.
Thy slave, Aht^d El-Bakree,

Hath no lord excepting Thee.

By the Greatness of our Prophet
Do thou not his wish deny.

Alas! Did not Thy distance

Draw my tears, I would not sigh.”

sat down I saw that most of the others were out-

^ardly by the burning longing that was th,e theme erf
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his song, but the grave Sheikh beside me remained imperturbable

and impassive.

And then the entire assembly rose and the first three singers,

together with the boy, moved with the utmost slowness inside

the serried circles. As they took each slow pace they rolled

their heads in unison, now downwards, now to the tight and
now to the left, repeating the long-drawn “Allah—^AUah-ah-

ah!” so many times that I could not count them. They wrung
a sweet, melancholy melody out of that single word. Their
bodies swayed from side to side in monotonous and exact

rhythm. The two hundred men stood perfectly still, watching
and listening for more than half an hour whilst the Dervishes
circled amongst them with a perfect rhythm that never once
abated. When at last the singers took their rest, their patient

audience sank down to the dust once mote. That the latter

was enjoying the scene was a thing beyond doubt.

Now followed an interval when tiny cups of coffee were
served to all the persons present, while the Mayor thoughtfully

ordered little glasses of scented kerkadi for me, a hot drink

made from the flowers of a plant which grows in the Sudan.
It is infused just like tea but has a somewhat acrid taste.

Sheikh Abu Shrump made no attempt to explain the night’s

function to me. We merely looked at each other from time to

time; he knew that he could count upon my sympathy, whilst

I knew the happiness he was feeling at the nocturnal invocation

of Allali’s presence. The thought came to me that somewhere
in Europe and America, in the pleasure-haunts of great cities,

thousands of other assemblies were listening to song and music,

to jazz. But they were listening to song that was without God;
they were enjoying themselves, ttue, getting some fun out of
life, yet ... ? ;

I told the aged Sheikh of my thought, and for answer he.;:

simply quoted a verse from the Quran : |

“In.your own selves are signs for men of firm faith, will ye nci

behold them? Think within thine own self on God, with lowline®
and reverence and silence, at evening and at morn; and fee nc*
cm of the heedless. To those only who lend an ear will He mai»
^ ans'^ver,”

’
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Allah; but who, melting into this tender adoration, could
honestly circumscribe it with any name?

I looked up, hushed. There were the scintillating planets,
which hung in space in this clear sky, and drew one’s gaze
upward. Each possessed the subtle, intangible beauty of a
great poem; each evoked a troubling reminder that I was but
a transient passenger on the surface of this planet, which was
itself mantled in mystery as the night.

I looked down again. God-hunger was printed on every
one of those earnest faces below me.
Once more the Dervishes began their slow chant: “There

is no Deity but Allah!” bowing the head and body twice with
each repetition of the phrase. They sang softly at first until,

after a quarter of an hour, they quickened the rhythm of their
chant and movements, deepening as well the tone of their

voices. That which had formerly been a measured song became
ultimately a series of sharp, forciHe ejaculations. As time passed
on they grew more and more excited and their words resembled
hoarse exclamations, uttered as they rolled their heads in unison
with their voices, crossed their hands upon their breasts, and
swayed their bodies. Yet, never at any time, or in any way, did
they earn the tide of “howling Dervishes.” That high degree
of ecstatic fervour which they had reached was never in any
way offensive, and stopped suddeoly immediately it had swelled
and accelerated to its rapturous crescendo.

There was dead, divine silence, most impressive by contrast

with the volume of sound heard before. Thereafter they
rested.

Coffee and tea were once more served, and for the remainder
of the night the meeting continued along gender lines. The
Dervishes chanted in subdued voices, sometimes reinforced by
the audience, whose two hundred throats r^)eated the name of
Allah at certain moments, sending up a melodious, throbbing
offering of song to the heavens.

When, at long laist, the first rays of the libemting dawn broke
into chrde, the lavishes fdl silent. There was a final

meditation—“On ’ and in Allah” they called it—^in which
the whole assemblj^ took part, before the meeting broke up,

the £osy dawn-flight that lay in thin streamers across

the'.^k^-i -c
^

days later Sheikh Abu Shrump came as my
guest to brought a small square piece of pap^ which
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had been folded many times so as to form a packet. He told

me that it was a talisman inscribed with verses from the Quran

and with certain magical symbols and spells. He said, further-

more, that the paper had been prepared at the Dervish meeting

the other night, along with some other sheets, where it had

received the impress, or magnetic Muence, of the higher

forces then evoked. It was also inscribed with my name (in

Arabic). The “magic paper,” as the old Sheikh called it, should

be carried in my pocket on any occasion when I desired any

particular enterprise to be successful, or in any place where

hostile forces were to be feared.

He warned me, however, very frankly if somewhat naively,

not to wear the talisman should I engage myself in intimate

relations with a woman, as then it would be temporarily deprived

of some of its power.

Although I had never asked for this strange gift, I accepted

it as a matter of course, hoping for the best.

Abu Shrump lived in the village of Kurna, which is the

nearest village to the bleak desolate Valley of the Tombs of

the Kings, and he had, as the most distinguished personage in

the place, received so many visits from Mr. Howard Carter

during the many years when the latter had been excavating in

the neighbourhood, that the two had become great friends.

In illustration of the efficacy of the second power of his

“magic paper,” the Sheikh told me that the excavated tombs;,

had often been the haunt of frightful genii of a most
character, who had been sealed up for ages within those tomb|||

and that he, Abu Shrump, had deliberately extended his

tective power over his friend, Howard Carter, in order to pmtecfe

the latter against the hostile genii. The fact that such a Iom
trail of deaths or disasters had followed in the wake of otM
members of the archaeological expedition connected with

opening of King Tutankhamen’s tomb, but had avoided

Carter, was a point he impressed upon me. M
, Aihong thd other activities of Sheikh Abu Shrump was w|
pmctfex: of healmg. One day I watched a demonstratioa,;^
matt tame to him with rheumatic pains in the left

gehtl^ stibksd the hitter for a minute, recited a prayer ttom®
for another minute or two, and then told his pa^S

that the paitt would soon go. I took the trouble to foMoy^H
the hist^;^-:tys Oa^ and found that there was certait^ra

' although it was difficult for 4aMl
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rtain whether this was a petmanent relief or a temporary-

tie Sheikh told me that he had learned the secrets—^such as

were—of the Dervish’s art from his grandfather, and that

j secrets had descended by traditional communication from

lifetime of Muhammed mmself. “Blessed be His name!”

)d the old man reverently.
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one finds men holding the post of official rat-catchet to some
municipality in Europe. Whenever the presence of a snake

was suspected in any Luxor household, or whenever one was
observed to make a flitting appearance in room or garden, the

startled householder would run off at once to fetch Sheikh

Moussa; the latter would infallibly detect the reptile’s hiffing-

place—^whether it was in a fissure in the wall, among the beams
of the roof, or in a hole in the garden—^and then order the

creature to emerge. As a rule it obeyed, but if it refused he

would thrust his hand into the suspected refuge and grasp the

reptile by its throat. After that, he would put the snake into

his round basket and carry it off. When a farmer saw snakes

too frequently in the field where his cattle were pasturing, he

would send for Moussa and thus rid himself of the danger.

Similarly, too, before the few hotels opened their closed doors

in November or December to the tourists once more, their

managers would send for Moussa and have him make a thorough
inspection of their premises, an inspection which sometimes
developed into a thrilling snake-hunt, for snakes are fond of

moving in and settling down in deserted buildings. When
Moussa left the hotels, one could guarantee on oath that not a

single snake was left behind—such was the efficacy of his work,
^en we first sat face to face—Sheikh Moussa el Hawi and'

I—a crowd of forty-odd persons had congregated outside*-

whilst he partook of some tea and fruit which I offered him
They had observed him walking slowly down the street, witk
his round basket and stick, the appurtenances of his profession^

and they had rightly guessed that he was about to embark
active service. As the terrific heats of midsummer had falle^

upon the town, the crowd of idlers and loungers who could ^
would do nothing, scented some excitement, some break in th^
monotonous, semi-lethargic state, and they had proceeded
follow h^ through the dusty lanes which led to my domicM
Th^y .w#^ patiently outside the door for the re-emergence ^
melt Viapiom entertainer,

.Moussa sat in the creaking cane chair I studied
J||

He was short in stature. He wore a flat tuiiiA _#f many folds of white linen. A triangular

j^wed on his chest, the apex pointing downwaM
heavy, dark brown, coarse-textured goats’-M

Bedouin Arabs wear ovcf^a flowing wJii
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5

When we reached the garden, Moussa insisted on satisfying

any lingering doubts in my mind—^although I had none but

rather felt him to be patently honest—by divesting himself of

his brown outer robe and white under robe, leaving himself

standing in nothing else than a shirt and a pair of socks! The
object of this unexpected exhibition was to prove that he did

not carry snakes concealed in the folds of his robes or, maybe,

twined around his legs 1 I assured him at once that the proof

was ample, and he re-dothed himself.

Moussa went slowly over to a debris-strewn area of the

garden, carrying a three-feet-long strong palm-stick in his right

hand; he then suddenly stopped, and struck the stones a few

g
entle blows. At the same time he made a clucking noise with

is tongue, and broke into a high-pitched unbroken redtal of

certain phrases of the Quran, mingled with magical incantations

and adjurations to a scorpion to come forth.

“There is a scorpion under this stone,” he explained, pointing

to a rugged piece of rock. “I have smelled it!”

No scorpions emerged, so Moussa recommenced his adjura-

tions and spells, this time in a stronger voice which was full of

the tone of emphatic command. He was successful, for a large

scorpion yielded to his exhortations and immediately crawled

out from under the stone and then stopped. Moussa bent down
and picked it up with his unprotected fingers. He brought it

dose to me and held it aloft in the air that I might exan^e it'

carefully. It was a ydlowish-green creature, about three inches

:

long. The sting—^that dangerous, yet tiny weapon, stuck oa“

to the end of its tail—^was perfect and undestroyed. In tl«

minute yellow bladder attached to it was enough poison^;

perhaps, to give anyone a painful death. And although tiife

dreadful sting was raised threateningly in the air, the scorpio|i|

never once mrust it into Moussa’s flesh.

“Are you satisfied?” asked the charmer. “You see, it %
v^ big but does not bite me. No scorpion may bite me, fc#

I have forbidden it to do so!” ,
—

H® phioed it on the back of his left hand. , .

'Ihke -‘^£tisonou8 insect moved its sting several times,

natural iistinGt, to attack him, but each time stopped
short when the point was within a quarter of an inch
captor’s skiov
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Then, as a futthet exhibition of his power over the scorpion,
Moussa placed it on the ground. It moved across the rabble
md debris as though about to escape, when the Sheikh suddenly
:onamanded it to stand still. And stop it did!
He picked it up again and carried it over to his wicker-work

aasket.^ The latter was a large, queer-shaped, round vessel,
possessing the outline of a gigantic ink-botde. He raised the
veil-fitting lid, put the scorpion inside, and shut down the basket.
We went off in search of bigger game. Moussa assured me

:hat he would be able to detect the whereabouts of a smlrf-

nerely by his own sense of smell, an explanation that did not
seem very convincing to me. However, he stopped again in

1 part of the garden nearer the Nile, shouted a brief command
md struck his palm-stick upon the roots of a tree. Thereupon
b,e began, in the same high-pitched monotone, a sonorous series

Df recimring phrases calling upon the serpent to come out of its

lole, and adjuring it, by Allah, by His Prophet and by King
Solomon, not to resist his wiU. ffis manner was very intense
md concentrated. Occasionally he again struck the roots of
:he tree.

Two minutes passed in this way, but no snake showed itself.

Moussa appeared to become a litde angry and excited at this

disobedience to his command. The perspiration streamed
down his face in large drops and his lips actually trembled.

Ihrashing the tree with his stick, “By the life of the Prophet!
[ swear that it is there!” he said to me. Muttering to himself,

ae bent over the ground for a moment and then shouted:
‘Everyone stand away! Big cobra coming!”
The crowd of spectators scattered in a trice to safe distance,

vhilst I retreated backwards a yard or two, keeping my eyes

steadily fixed upon every movement that he made. He curled

ip the right sleeve of his brown robe, peered closely at the

ground over vffdch he was stooping, uttered his magical spells

vith redoubled force and bravely thrust his hand into the

depths of a narrow hole among the roots. I could not see the

snake from where I stood, but evidently it had retreated deeper
nto ite refijge. Because, with a look of much annoyance on

Moussa withdrew his arm, rolled up his sleeve still

artibea: atai onoe more plunged his arm into the black opening

faefe; ibis time, almost up to his shoulder-blade. la a
-hand was out again, a squirming, stn^p:^ag

s^^s^SPndd tight in his grasp. He had forcibly pulled k out.
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as though it wete nothing mote than a piece of harmless rope,

instead of a living medium of crawling death.

. He flung it flat upon the ground, let it coil for a moment, and
immediately caught it by the tad. The snake twisted one way
and another, displaying a surprising agility, but could not

escape from his grip. He next picked it up by the throat, just

behind the head, and again held it aloft, inviting me to come
closer and examine the victim of his art. The reptile’s body
swayed to and fro; it hissed loudly and continuously, in a fit

of fury at its capture; its forked tongue shot out and back at

lightning speed, but Moussa’s grasp was like iron. When it

found there was no escape, the infuriated cobra calmed down a

little, apparently biding its time. At this point Moussa uttered

a strong adjuration and let the snake slip from his grasp. It

slid this way and that in the dust, whereat Moussa’s hand
touched the tail again as a protective measure.

It had the familiar pattern of its kind, and in its livery of

green and yellowish grey looked very colourful,

I approached a pace or two closer and studied it with interest.

Its hood, bearing those curious marks which look like a pair

of spectacles, marks that identify its species, remained expanded,

and a slighdy sickly odour emanated from the scaled body.

The creature was about five feet long and two and a half inches

thick. Its sinister little eyes stared mdevolently and unwinkingly
at the Sheikh. The latter half-chanted a fresh spell, into which

he put aU his power of command and resolution. Pointing his

forefinjger at the snake he bade it lay its head in his hand, at the

same time forbidding it to bite him. The snake hissed, seeming^f
resisting him, and darted out its forked tongue; but slowly,

extremely slowly, all the time staring at its captor with its bea^y
eyes, it moved forward and at last yielded to what seemed'

inevitable, I

The cobra ceased its hissing and softly placed its head in8idi|J

the flattened^ upturned p^ of the charmer! There it restee©

as a cbfld might rest its tired head upon its mother’s lap, Jiojfe

aid; ^piescent.
,

It was a sight that I had never witnessed before and ccrt*^
a wwd <de, I watched with bated bmath. il

_

I test the genuineness of this charmer’s feat, •auflw
bis ^nates, to ptove whether they were really venomowt.'^S
obtamed a large taldespoon and askai Moussa to thrust M-iiaM
t|iered little mouth; which he did. As those jaws dosed
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spoon, the snake’s venom spat down the cutved fangs repeatedly,

issuing in ambet-coloured fluid. Soon that silver spoon was
partly filled with a quantity of poison, of the consistenq?' of
glycerine, and Hke treacle in appearance; which amazed me
when I recalled that a drop or two would be sufficient to MU a
man.
As a last feat Sheikh Moussa took hold of its body and, with

a single movement, flung the snake around his neck, as though
it were a lady’s fur. It now appeared to be thoroughly tamed,
accepting its undignified position without making any visible

objection.

The man lifted the lid of his basket and held the snake’s head
immediately over the open top. With a single word he com-
manded the creature to go in. Without any delay it slid down
into the wickerwork depths, until the whole of its long, smooth-
ringed body had disappeared. Then something happened

—

undoubtedly a meeting with the large scorpion which already

lay at the bottom of the basket—^for the cobra suddenly writhed

and twisted backwards out of the basket and attempted to make
its escape. A sharp word from Moussa, a moment’s hesitation,

and it re-entered its rounded prison. Its captor shut down the

lid, which he fastened tightly.

What would happen inside that basket? I pictured the

virulent scorpion and the deadly snake engaged in mortal

combat and I wondered which would be the victor. Or would
they rest, side by side, in peace?

Moussa turned a tired but triumphant face in my direction.

His demonstration was over.

We were now surrounded by an enormous group o£spectators

who had gradually crept closer and closer as the danger

diminished and their coxirage increased. The original audience

of forty had now swelled to double that num&r, for news
travds in the East with a speed that defies understanding. With
one accord the crowd of men—of all classes from beggars to

effendis, boys and girls, standing and lolling in various attitudes

—^gave a tremendous ovation to the victorious snake-charmer.

“Praised be Sheikh MoussaI” yelled the quaint chorus three

times.

5
Two days later, when I returned from a brief trip up the Nile

to visit an old lady heanit-fakir who lived alone in a hat on an
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island, I found the Sheikh sitting on crossed legs upon the

verandah, patiently awaiting my arrival. He greeted me with a

smile, as I took off my sun-helmet and invited him to come in

and We some tea. He thanked me but refused, saying he
would enter only for a chat.

An hour afterwards, as a result of that chat, the snake-

charmer had accepted me as his pupil. “You are not only my
first European pupil—^you are but the second pupil I have ever

had.”

I understood the allusion too well. His first pupil had been

his youngest son, whom he had trained for several months to

succeed mm and take up the same profession after his father’s

death. One day, after the boy had learnt the secret lore, Moussa
sent him out into the desert alone—the first time that he had

not accompanied the boy—saying: “Now your training is

concluded. Go out and catch your first snake by yourself.”

The boy never returned, and when the father went to seek

for him, he found him dead.

He lay doubled up, his features and body showing the violent

death-throes that accompany the agonizing results of a fatal

snake-bite.

His father’s explanation was that a snake-charmer was not

only made, but born, i.e. he must have an innate tendency to the

work. The boy had not this tendency, but the father had

selected him for reasons of convenience. However, he said

that he had three other sons, and when, through old age, he

could no longer carry on, or when he sensed the approach of

death, he then would initiate one of them to take his place,

Moussa made me understand that I was not a professional

but an honorary pupil, and I had to promise that I would not

take up the work or snake-charming jfor pecuniary profit. The
reason why he did not make very clear, but I gathered that he

had obtained his own initiation under certain pledges not to

reveal the secrets imparted to him, except to a member of his

own feoaly whom he was to select and train as his successor.

A|»p«fSse^ this was intended to keep the knowledge within

thereby placing the latter in an exceptional,

pm€»l|e and influential position. Moussa explained that his

own *e*tltetiietefore, had been, his father, Sneikh Mahmcd;
and that in turn, had been trained by his grandfather.^

Moussa told me another

la of tiw importance of exercising some
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control over one’s temper when dealing with snakes. He had
been engaged, at the end of the summer season, to clear a large

building of snakes, and had had a successful “bag” of all me
reptiles in the place—except one. The latter was a small but
vicious specimen of viper. The snake had encamped inside a

hole in the kitchen, from which it obstinately refused to emerge.
Again and again the charmer called it forth but without response.

At last, he lost his temper and, instead of uttering a fresh invoca-

tion to meet the necessity, shouted: “If I cannot charm you
to come out—^then I wUl catch you, anyway 1

” With that

Moussa’s grandfather plunged his hand into the hole, and tried

to grasp the viper. He succeeded and dragged it out, but in

doing so got his thumb bitten. As the sharp fangs closed upon
his skin, they injected their deadly poison into the flesh. When
the venom spread along his hand and arm, the latter swelled

out into a huge lump and turned quite black. Within a few
hours the unfortunate man died. After a lifetime of immunity
during the practice of his calling, he had suddenly been deprived
of it. That was a risk of this profession, said the Sheikh; but
it was all Allah’s will.

It was apparent that snake-charming in Egypt was hardly a
vocation to attract numerous recruits, as I had heard of other

fatalities. Yet in India I had heard of few charmers being
killed. Nevertheless, among the uninitiated populace of India

no less than twenty-six thousand had fallen victims to the
fatal bites of venomous serpents during the past year—^most

of the latter snakes being cobras.

Moussa proposed to impart to me a knowledge that would
turn away the bite of the most venomous serpent. He ’bared

his right arm above the elbow and showed me a cord bracelet

of seven small sewn leather talisman-cases, each about an inch
and a quarter square. They made a gaudy display with their

various colours, an effect which was enhanced by ^e coloured
woollen skeins of thread whereby they were attached. He
explaiaed that each of those flat tiny bags contained a paper
inscribed with certain verses of the Quran together with some
magical spells.

‘T always wear these as an extra protection against dangerous
snakes,” he informed me. “These talismans mve been made
by the doctrines of magic. It is necessary that you should have
one too, and therefore I shall prepare it. Soon I shall bring the

written paper first and show you its power.”
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I asked him a few questions about his feats of the other day.

“What happens to the snakes you catch. Sheikh Moussa?”
“I keep them until they die. I am forbidden to kill them,

as then I would lose my power over them.”

“But, in that case, you must have a whole Zoological Gardens
snake section in your house!” I exclaimed.

He laughed.

“Oh, no! I catch three kinds of snakes. The small ones
fight with the scorpions in my baskets and are generally killed.

As it is the scorpions who do the killing, I receive no blame!”
I thought this an extremely specious kind of logic and

wondered whether or not it would appeal to the avenging angel

of the serpent kingdom.
Moussa explained that he could not take the trouble and

responsibility of letting the snakes loose again; moreover,
once he let them go, they would never return. Nevertheless,

there were a few cases where he let snakes loose in the desert.

“Within three or four days, the bad snakes who are wicked
and bad-tempered usually turn round in their fury and bite

themselves and so commit suicide. The good snakes who ate

large, I let die a natural death from starvation. So in neither

of these two cases do I kill them.”
“What is the power whereby you charm the snakes to come

out of their holes? Is it a kind of hypnotism?”
“Not exactly. By the honour of Islam, I can only say that

it is a power which is passed down from master to disciple at

initiation. To utter the invocations alone will not be sufficient

to conquer the snakes. The talismans, prayers and commands
are all necessary and great helps, as is also the secret invocation
which is communicated to the disciple for mental use only, but
the principal power to charm the snakes comes from this force

which is given over to the pupil by his teacher. Just as a new
clergyman in the Christian Church is supposed to receive a

certain grace when the bishop lays his hands upon his head in

the ceremony of appointment, so the disciple receives the power
over snakes which is invisibly passed into him. It is this force

which re^y enables him to control the snakes.”
Tl^ ’the Sheikh told me that he was really a member of a

certain rDmish order which specialized in the handling of
yearoteGms^^^j^DEts^ and that this order was the only real tribe

o£ m^cians using mystic powers to control snakes. These
I>ervishes had beda mmaetous in Egypt up to a century or so
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ago, but they had now almost disappeared from modern Egypt.

The common snake-charmer had never been initiated into this

Dervish order and was consequendy dependent upon working
with harmless snakes or upon the use of certain substances

which protected the skin, or some other inferior method.
Moussa explained that he proposed to transmit a certain

degree of that mystic power to me, sufScient to render me
immune from the bite of the deadliest serpents and most
dangerous scorpions. This, together with the words of certain

invocations, both public and secret, which he would com-
municate to me, as also the promised gift of a written talisman,

would constitute my initiation into his Dervish order. I must,

however, carry out his detailed instructions which would be
given me during the training; I was also to continue to respect

tiie name of Allah and His Prophet, Muhammed. This I agreed

to do.

An extraordinary requirement—^but one common enough in

all initiations by Yogis and fakirs of the Orient—^was that, for

seven days before the power was transmitted, the disciple had
to seclude himself and live only on a little bread and water.

He should also devote the week to prayer and meditation,

detaching himself from all worldly concerns and interests for

the period.

The Sheikh claimed that this secret power, with the secret

invocation, had been traditionally passed down since the days

of King Solomon, for whom Moussa appeared to have an
exaggerated reverence. In the latter respect, he was not alone;

for I had discovered that most Egyptian fakirs seemed to regard

Solomon as having been himself the first and greatest of fakirs,

a supreme master of occult wisdom, and indeed a magician
with unlimited powers.

5

In due time the preliminaries were complete; the Sheikh
communicated a secret Arabic “Word of Power,” which, so

he asserted, would influence the serpents if mentally pro-

nounced by any trained person; he also brought me the

promised talisman. It was a sheet of paper covered with
Ascabic writing, mostly magical spells and verses from the

He further brought the learner case in which he wished
me'te it after I had used the paper for a couple of days;
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he himself would sew up this case. The lattet was a ptetty
object of red sheepskin leather, one side being branded with
criss-cross diagond lines. A long skein of twisted scarlet
green, and yellow woollen threads ran through one edge of the
case to serve as a loop wherewith to keep it attached to one’s
clothing.

“This talisman will only be useful when you use it, as I have
written your name on it,” Moussa observed, “and it will be
valueless to anyone else. After I have sewn it up, always wear
it under your shirt close to the skin, and take care not to lose if
because, if you do, you will never find it again. Meanwhile’
carry the paper folded up into a small piece.”

’

Without any fuss or ceremony, other than a laying-on of
hands and a lengthy chanted invocation, the final transmission
of the mystic power was accomplished. Thenceforth I should
Ise inmtune against scorpion and snake, he claimed. The
initiation had yet to have its value tested; although Moussa
admitted that the immunity would last for no more than two
years, after which time I should have to seek him out again, if
I desired to obtain a renewal of the transmitted power.



CHAPTER XVII

I BECOME A SNAKE-CHARMING DERVISH

[

PLAYED a sort of overture to my real tuition in charm-

ing, by memorizing the Rifa-ee invocations and then

handling various kinds of quite harmless snakes. Never-

theless, the latter were quite able and willing to bite me.

The sensation of being bitten was exceedingly unpleasant,

jeing something like having an angler’s hook ripped through

)ne’s skin. However, the wounds were really superficial and

iee from any trace of venom. The next step was to handle

joisonous snakes whose fangs had been extracted. These

vretched reptiles, too, were fond of biting a mere novice like

nyself, until a time arrived when my incantations really seemed

:o work and when I developed so much confidence that I felt

ny own will being successfully imposed upon that of the snakes.

This matter of courageous faith, concentrated thoughts and

ncessant will-power, I soon discovered to play quite an

important part in tendering the creatures more tractable.

I continued my training by crossing the Nile, and going out

into the desert with the Sheikh, hunting for venomous, fuU-

fanged snakes. He captured a couple of them, one being a

large cobra with a beautifully coloured green skin streaked

with yellow, and the other a smaller thin reptile with a diamond-

shaped head and a pattern of diamonds all along its back. We
brought them back, safely covered up in his basket, triumph-

antly to Luxor.

We took up a position in an open part of the garden. Moussa
suddenly raised the lid and dipped his hand into the basket,

exclaiming:

“Now begins your first lesson. Hold this snake!”

The cobra was outstretched towards me, its head turning

to and fro.

I was startled at this sudden command. Never before had
I d^ibarately approached an unguarded snake at dose range,

rau^'‘les6 even attempted to hold one. I hesitated.

2J1
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“Have no feari” the Sheikh said, reassuringly.

Instantly I realized that this experience was a test. The
wheels of my brain revolved at express speed. Again I
hesitated—and who would not hesitate before grasping a
deadly, newly-caught cobra, which can bestow death with
most horrible agonies. And then I felt, as by some telepathic
interplay of thought between myself and my teacher, that to
accept fear of the snake at this crucial moment might mean
failure to pass the test and, perhaps, the dismissal of my dream
of becoming a snake-charmer. I knew that the situation called
for an instant decision, whether of acceptance or refusal-

obviously the former if I wished to continue this mysterious
traffic with the serpent tribe.

“All right!” I said mentally. “Death now or later—
maleesh! (never mind!”) I put out my hand and grasped the
round ringed body of the cobra. Instead of experiencing a
cold clammy touch, I was surprised to discover that the contact
yielded a not unpleasant sensation.

The serpent jerked its head up to look at its new captor.
Our eyes met. It stopped its movement and remained in a
fixed attitude of watchfulness, as still as a fixed rod.
Again that natural and inevitable feeling of fear passed

through me, but it endured no longer than a Hash of lightning;
I returned instantly to my resolution to go through with the
whole thing until the finish, cost what it might, a resolution to
which I clung thenceforth with implacable determination.
Moussa looked at me and smiled enthusiastically.

“You see, now you have become its master,” he announced
proudly.

Whether the snake fully accepted the situation it was too
early for me to determine. The serpent species has not earned
a reputation for treachery and cunning for nothing; I did not
assume that a first victory meant the winning of a war. A
novice at the game, I lacked the complete inner certitude so
much to be admired in the character of a man like my master.
The cobra began to sway flexibly in my grasp. It twisted

to and fro, still keeping its wicked-looking head and baleful
^es tmned rroon me, and its tiny forked tongue pointed at me.
The hiss it let out sounded occasionally like heavy human
breaming.

Here was an outlawed creature which did not know, could
not be expected to know, the meaning of mercy; which ww
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itilessly at "war with the world: which, like an Ishmaelite,

lUy understood that it lived in a class apart, the hated enemy
f all the rest of the animal kingdom, and of nearly all the

uman race too.

The serpent brought its small face closer and closer to mine,

ad I surmised that my second test was at hand. I am not

aamoured of life, and I doubt not that death opens another

oor; but I would prefer to let my vital force ebb away in a

ood cause. Moussa took the cobra from me and set it down
n the ground. I had no wish to handle the snake any longer,

a continue to hold this writhing sleek creature; but I was
uriously fascinated by it, glad to have had the opportunity of

tudying it at such close range. It coiled in front of me now,
bout eighteen inches away, its head and the forepart of its

ody gracefully raised about the same distance into the air,

nd continued to watch me closely.

As I returned its gaze, I speculated on the death-dealing

lotencies of its tiny mouth. All the danger of a serpent lay

oncentrated in that menacing aperture, just as all its mystery

eemed to be concentrated in those fixed lidless eyes.

The bite of an Egyptian cobra injects a poison into the body
hat quickly paralyses the nerves, either atrophying or destroying

he nervous system. This is inevitably followed by heart

ailure or inability to breathe.

What arrangement had Nature made to provide snakes with
uch powers of life and death, I silently questioned myself,

finally I asked Moussa to let me examine the interior of the

:obra’s mouth. He instantly agreed and, gripping it by the

leck, forced a stick into the narrow slit of a mouth and revealed

ts unfamiliar anatomical structure to me.
The opened mouth was a vivid red colour, which made a

itriking contrast against the green and dull ydlow of the skin.

[ could not help being impressed by the highly efficient biting-

nechanism which was thus displayed. The curved teeth which
served as fangs were set in the very front of the jaw, one at

^ch comer, and lay tucked up against the upper jaw. I dis-

:overed by the action of the mourn in attempting to avoid the

stick, which irritatingly prodded the palate, that this pair of
poison teeffi was not immovably embedded in the jaw; they were
wc*k©d by a certain musde so that they could be swtxng forward
ib sfe^eteet and then slipped back into place, I could
QOt other species with movable teeth.
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The active fangs were tucked into a covering of mucous
membrane and behind them there were other fangs, kept as it

were, in reserve. On both sides of each fang there was a tiny

bag in which the poison was secreted. The gland which fed
this sac probably worked on the same principle as out own
salivary glands.

Another point about the fang-tooth was its hollowness.

One could trace some analogy between it and the needle of a
hypodermic syringe. The cobra could drive the very sharp
needle-like edges of its fangs straight into the flesh of its victim^

while simultaneously squeezing the muscles of the venom sacs

adjacent to its fangs, thus causing the poison to run down the

tooth and be injected into the wound; much as the hypodermic
needle pierces the flesh while simultaneously drawing the dmg
out of the barrel of the syringe.

The Sheikh now suggested that I should make my second
experiment in the control of snakes by willing the creature to

go to sleep, at the same time testing the efficacy of the talisman

he had written out for me; as this talisman was essential to the

success of my experiment.

He let the cobra go, and retreated to one side. The reptile

immediately faced me and fixed those lustrous, unwavering
black eyes upon my own. I first tested its watchfulness by
slowly walking around it until I had paced a whole circle.

The cobra moved its head and its beautifully marked body in

perfect parallel unison with each step that I took. Not for one
instant did that terrible pair of eyes let go of mine.

Perhaps my movement annoyed it, for it began to tear up
a little higher, raising its flattened head, and hissing loudly and
angrily; once more shooting forth its black, threadlike tongue
and spreading out its regal hood. I had a feeling that whenever
a cobra expanded its hood into the elliptical curve as perfect as

that of an rrmbrella, it does so to terrify its victim. The dreadful
spectade-marking on the front of the upraised hood accentuates
the effect.

I knew that even ^dthout actually lunging forward and biting

no,endanger my life, the cobra had only to spit a little spray
of the, veiom into my eyes—-which is the usual intention of
some ©£ snakes—to cause perpetual blindness.

I exerted nay wiH and endeavoured to impose it upon the
serpent. “Go to de^I” I commanded menmlly. Next I

approadied a few iacnb doser, holding the talisman in my
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ght hand, and still giving my silent command. The hissing

)und came to an end, the hood contracted, the swaying moye-

ent grew more languid, and the cobra lost the regal pose which

had hitherto maintained. I doubled the paper, in the form
* a gabled roof, and placed it upon the cobra’s head. The
lake sank down almost at once, so that I had to replace the

lisman. Finally, it became quite feeble and lay prone upon
le ground, its sinuous body curled like a letter S in the dusy

Thereafter it never moved but remained rigid. Whether it

as really asleep, or in a hypnotic trance, or watchfully but

dplessly yielding to the “magic” of the talisman, I did not

:ouble to determine.

Thus ended my first effort at snake-charming.

5

On a few other occasions, Moussa and I went out on short

speditions to hunt members of the serpent tribe and to bring

lem back alive. I was unable to detect their whereabouts,

ut Moussa would collect them from different spots in the

esert, or along the less frequented parts of the banks of the

[ile, with astonishing celerity. He claimed to be able to smell

lem and thus track them down; a gift I never acquired, as he

lid a training of at least a year or two was required, for develop-

lent into the complete snake-charmer equipped with every

rofessional qualification.

Sometimes the snakes would hiss and even spit at Moussa
1 their anger when he called them; eventually, however, they

.ways yielded and came sliding limply into his hands. But
pon one occasion there was a mishap.

We had caught a horned viper which had given trouble

:om the start. When at last we tried to coax it to enter Ae
asket, it apparently mistook a movement which the Sheikh

lade as one of attack—^for some snakes are surprisingly nervous

ceatures—and hit at him in self-defence. The small mouth
losed upon his right arm in a trice, and he was bitten. Blood
treamed down the skin at once. The ^shing red fluid increased

1 flow and I hastily tied a handkerchief around his wound to

taunch it, preparatory to taking such further action as he

dvised. I hoped the Sheikh had made his last will and testament

nd that some relative would take care of his wife and children.
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But Moussa merely smiled.

*‘Maleeshr he murmured. “No matter! The viper caimot
hurt me. This is only a tooth-bite, not a fang-bite.”

I was astounded.

“No snake is permitted to bite me with its poison fangs,”
he added, “but sometimes I receive what is just a flesh-bite

from its ordinary teeth. That has happened before and does not
trouble me.”

Yes, it was true—^the Sheikh was impervious to the reptile

bite, however poisonous it was for others. And to prove his

immunity Moussa forced the snake to open its mouth and then
put his fingers immediately below its poison fangs. At any
moment the reptile could, if it wished, bury those fangs into

the skin of his fingers and kill him. Yet the fangs did not move
and finally he withdrew his hand, unharmed.
The next day there was no inflammation and his wounded

arm had half-healed.

People often quoted to me later cases of extracted fangs which
they had seen. Though their care for truth was praiseworthy,
to connect these examples with our cobras would be to strain

credulity to intolerable limits.

As for the two-year immunity which he claimed to have
conferred upon me, I can say only that I handled deadly cobras
and poisonous vipers severd times, and even put them round
my neck, yet they never once attacked me. I almost turned
them into pets, so interested did I become in these mysterious
creatures, Moussa warned me, however, that with reference

to scorpions, the black-coloured variety were vicious and
disobedient, and that my power might fail to overcome them;
also that there was always a slight risk that even a snake of the
same character might be encountered. He told me that I might
recognize a dangerous snake should I encounter one, by first

uttering the secret “Word of Power” before approaching it.

If the snake ignored it and did not stop its movement, then
it sho^d be left untouched; such a snake might easily turn
and kill one, as it was entirely vicious,

I tec^iv«J an unexpected opportunity to d«il with a scorpion
son^.-^f kter, when I had parted from the Sheikh and was
travwssig stiH fiixther into Southern Egypt. I put in some time
on research work at the magnificent old temple of Edfa, and
took the trouble to drop down a hole in the floor of a small
joom near die Saocttety, as the steps had long since disappeared.
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One had to walk with cate in these decaying underground
places because snakes were especially fond or them. They
would wriggle purposely through the tight-fitting crevices in

the masonry, which compressed their bodies and so scraped off

the old skin when the time had come to shed it. They liked,

too, the solitude, the darkness and the shady coolness of such
old refuges, and, therefore, frequently teemed in them.

Crawling along an extremely narrow tunnel, which was
heavily laden with the undisturbed dust of many centuries, I

passed into another dingy passage and eventually arrived in a

low subterranean crjrpt. I recognized immediately that the

latter had served for initiation purposes in the cloistered rites

of the ancient Mysteries. The place was pitch-dark and I relied

on the beam of an electric pocket torch for illumination.

When I had finished a very thorough examination I turned
back and retraced my steps into the passage. Suddenly a
monstrous yellow scorpion emerged from a crevice in the

stone-work and scurried towards my feet. Scorpions have
quite a predilection for the underground crypts of old ruins.

Owing to the broken character of the flagstones, the all-

surrounding darkness, and the roof of the passage being so low,
I could not move freely or quickly. I stood my ground,
therefore, and pointed my first finger at the poisonous insect.

In a loud voice I uttered the “Word of Power,” and peremp-
torily commanded it to stop. Moussa had warned me that I

shoiild pronounce the invocation—as indeed all magical invoca-
tions—with the utmost mental concentration and strength

I could muster.

The scorpion stopped dead still, as though suddenly
confronted by some barrier 1

It remained in the same spot, transfixed, and did not attempt
to move forward or backward during the time I picked my
way onward to safety.

For all I can tell, the unfortunate scorpion may still be on the
same spot, awaiting the command of release!

On rare occasions Moussa exercised a playful habit of
approaching a tree where he knew a scorpion to be hiding,

and commanding it to come down. After a short or long
.delay, a scorpion invariably made its appearance upon the tree

and srtpally Wpt down on to the Sheildi’s flat turban I

discussed the mystic power which belor^ed to
the Rjfe-dsSjSsaake-charming Dervishes and tried to get Mwssa,

Q
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out of his long experience, to define its precise nature, he could

or would only say:

“It is only by the power of Allah that a snake yields to us.

The snakes trust us as we are forbidden to kiU them by our own
hand. We do not betray their trust. So our invocations always

contain some words from the holy Quran”
I am betraying no secrets if I give here the incantation which

is used by the Rifa-ee Dervishes, into whose order I was
initiated, because this call is the one publicly chanted, and has

no doubt been heard, in its original sonorous and poetic Arabic
form, by hundreds of uninitiated persons.

So fat as mere expression of thought bears weight, I see no
reason why the EngUsh translation should not be equally

effective; dthough the incantation alone is hardly likely to

induce a snake to emerge from its hiding place, or to place its

flat head in any one’s lap I The words tun as follows:

“O thou snake I Come forth! I adjure thee by Allah, if

thou art above or if thou art below, that ye come forth!

“None can conquer Allah, and over Him none can prevail.

O! my helper in the time of need! In the name of the Holy
Place and the Holy Book, I adjure thee to come forth!

“In the name of Him whose splendour has thrown open all

doors, come out and submit to the covenant. I am the owner
of the Word.

“In the Most Great Name of the Master of all help. I call

on thee, by permission of my Sheikh and of the Master of my
fraternity, Ahmad el Rifa-ee. Come forth!

“In the name of Solomon the Wise, who holds dominion
over all reptiles. Hear! Allah ordereth thee. Come forth,

O snake! Come forth! Peace be on thee. I shall harm thee

not.”

5

After I parted from Sheikh Moussa, I could not help recur-

rendy ‘diinking that underneath the doctrines and practices of the
B&bee Dervishes there lay a remnant of some ancient serpent-

womhipping cult, that went back, perhaps, to immeasurable
antiquity* 1 knew that Moussa—^good Muhammedan that he
was—^would strenuously deny this; indeed, I did once tackle

him on the pojnt, but he deflected the question with the response
that there was nq God but Allah! The more I pressed the
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point, the more he emphasized the supremacy of Allah, until

I realized that he either could not or would not grasp my
question clearly; so I had perforce to drop the subject.

Putting together what I had learnt from snake-charmers of all

kinds; paralleling the evidences of serpent-worship which I had
seen openly practised in India, and which I knew had been

openly practised in ancient Egypt; and studying my own
changed reactions to the snake tribe since the memorable day
of my initiation, I was finally forced to the conclusion that my
conjecture was a correct one. The more I thought over the

matter, the more was the number of evidences which I could

cull together in my mind that this strange knowledge was but

a relic of one of the Dark Continent’s earliest religions.

For I had noticed a gradual but drastic change in my personal

attitude towards the reptilian world. No longer did I regard

all snakes with the formidable, irrepressible loathing I had
formerly felt, the horror which springs up unbidden in every

normal human heart. No longer did I perceive in all of them
dreaded and implacable enemies of every other living thing.

No longer did I fear each one as a creeping incarnation of
treachery and deceit. Instead, I had slowly but increasingly

come to feel a peculiar admiration for the sheen and sinuous

beauty of their bodies and the graceful air of their upreared
necks; a strange fascination for their imdeniable weirdness and
uncanny mystery; and a subtle sense of pity for them. This
change was not something that I sought, but something that

had grown imperceptibly and of its own accord.

It is a strimng contrast that in all Christian countries the

serpent is taken as a symbol of evil alone, or of the devil himself,

whereas in almost ^1 ancient civilizations and even among
most of the few remaining primitive ones to-day, as in Centrd
Africa, it was and is recognized as being divided into two
species—^the divine and the evil.

All over Africa, all over India, among the Druids and in

most parts of Central America where the echoes of Atlantis

have lingered, serpent worship has existed as a reality. The
ntile-long walls 6£ the great Aztec temple of Mexico were
decorated with sculptured serpents.

TheDravidians, who were the aboriginal black-skinned people
o£India» and .who have now mostly been driven to the south,

regard the oqto-^and especially the spectade-hooded variety

—

as a divine csc^ture and hesitate to kill it, although they will
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kill any other snake without regret. Some priests there actually

keep fangless cobras in the temples, feed them on milk and

sugar, and pamper them with ceremonial worship. Such snakes

become quite tame and qmckly emerge from their holes in the

temple when a reed-pipe is played to them. When one of them

dies it is wrapped up in a shroud and cremated, as if it were

a human body.

Many a peasant, whether in the north, south, west, east or

centre of India, finds much satisfaction in worshipping the

image of a hooded cobra, or in placing food near the hole of a

living one, for he regards such a creature as being the bodily

vehicle of some higher power, some spirit to be reverenced

and honoured. This notion has been handed down to him

through the most ancient traditions of his land, and he accepts

it without question, as he accepts so many other strange notions.

No other species of snake receives his worship.

In the holy of holies of many a temple, shrouded in darkness

or lit by the dimmest of lamps, and across whose threshold no

man of alien faith may tread, the sculptured figure of the

serpent twines itself around the base of ^e shrine or rears its

hooded head. Turning to South Africa, ZtoIus who live far

from towns and have not picked up the notions of civilizations,

believe that in the special cases of snakes which find their way

into houses and huts, the spirits of dead relatives have

reincarnated. Therefore they do not attempt to kill them,

but merely attempt to get them out of the house, usually by

sending for the witch-doctor, who often ccmbines snake-

charming with his many other pursuits.

Several times when looking into a cobra’s eyes, I thought

of this wekd Zulu belief. Despite their baffling and mysterious

fixity, I received occasionally an uncanny and indescribable

feeling that there was behind them an intelligence which was

almost human.
Once, when I had slung a particularly thick and exceptionally

large specimen of a snake around my neck for not more than a

sk^e minute, I had experienced a sudden slipping away of my
m&d from its earthly surroundings, and a bewildering psychic

state supervened. I felt that I was losing my physical moorings

and that tire fimer world of spirits was opening up. I seemed

to depart from our whirling b^ ofland and water for some dark,

ghostly, sufHca-mundane sphere whose atmosphere was defirdtely

I did not relish tire idea of falling into such a condition
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and losing my “grip” on things with creeping death so dose

to my face; I let the snake fall gently to the ground. Immediately,

my consdousness reverted to normal and was focused once

more on the familiar physical world aroimd me. This happened

only once, but it was unforgettable.

Had I sensed the snake’s own state of consdousness? Did
it function in two worlds at the same time? And was one of

them a nether world of horrors? Who can say?

On a jungle expedition in the south ofIndia I had unexpectedly

come upon a weird sight, nothing less than a meeting of cobras.

A number of the beasts were gathered round in a cirde, their

bodies raised majestically into the air. What were these hooded

heads discussing, I wondered; what mysterious secrets were

they communicating to one another? But I must confess

that I fled from the sight. One cobra was unpleasant enough in

those days—a crowd was more than human feelings could

endure.

Among the carved and painted memorials of ancient Egypt
the serpent meets the eye at every step. Upon the architrave

of the giant entrance pylon to the Temple of Amen-Ra at

Karnak there rises two magnificent stone cobras, poised piHars

of gracdulness. Not far away the little Temple of Osiris is

profusdy sculptured with serried ranks of serpents. On the

other side of me river, the walls of almost every royal tomb in

the Valley of the Dead, where time-shrivelled mummies lie

deep in the Theban hills, bear painted witness to the important

place which the snake occupied in early Egyptian religion and
thought. Many a representation of the public ceremonials of

the temples throughout Egypt demonstrates precisely the same
thing. And, finally, the shrines where the secret rites of the

Mysteries were performed do not fail to add their mute testimony.

Upon the summit of every obelisk and the porticoes of most
temples the sei^ent is sculptured. Out of the perfect disk that

was emblematical of the much-beloved and ever-worshipped

sun, almost always a pair of serpents spread out their hooded
heads.

These things had a significant connection with the psychic

world and out of this connection—^with its possibilities of
degenerating into sorcery in evil hands—^the evil reputation of

snake symbol developed, as apart from the feared physical

qualities bf snakes.

The Egyptians recognized this possibility and pictured an
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evil serpent as well as a good one. The former was generally

drawn crawling, the latter upright. They had their devil in

the form of Apepi, the dark, many-folded serpent who was
head of the powers of darkness, i.e. the devil.

But there was a higher symbolism which was recognized,

and it was this

:

The serpent offers a perfect symbol of the energizing creative

Force of the Supreme Spirit who created the universe, and of

the creation itself. The Pharaohs wore the figure of a hooded
serpent in the front of their headdress, as a symbol of their

claimed divine descent. The serpent thus stood for divinity as

well as—^in certain species—^for the devil.

The first force that moved across the dark face of the deep at

the beginning ofCreation was this divine forcewhich was typified

by the good serpent. Just as a snake assumes a hundred different

patterns in its movements and yet remains one, so the universe

assumed unnumbered patterns (shapes or forms of things and
creatures) and yet, in its essential nature, remains the one Spirit.

Science has begun to endorse the last sentence, merely using

another name for Spirit. Just as the snake periodically throws

off its old dead skin and assumes a new one, so the forms which
compose the universe die and are then, quickly or slowly,

thrown back into the primal state of matter. “Dust thou art

and to dust thou shalt return.” . . . Yet the symbolism does

not end there. The new skin of the serpent stands for the new
form into which that matter will ultimately be shaped. And
just as the serpent continues to live despite the death of its

outer skin, so the Spirit is undying and remains immortal
despite the death of its outer forms.

The serpent is self-moving; it is unassisted by hands, feet,

or other external limbs. So, too, is the Creative Force entirely

self-moving as it passes from form to form in its building of a

whole worid or of a single creature.

When the Egyptians portrayed the scaled serpent biting its

own tail, thus forming a complete circle, they meant that to

synibolize the created universe itself. The scales are the stars,

llse aci: of biting itself symbolizes the self-dissolution of the

urdvetse which must one day arrive, when the Spirit withdraws
ftomt Matter.

In the symbolism of the snake, there are many other meanings
ranging fiom the divine to the devilish. There is finally the

'spedal meaning assigned it in the Mysteries.
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It stood in these innetmost rites fot the working of the Force

which freed the soul of naan during initiation, a Force which
slowly crept through the body of the entranced initiate almost

exacdy like the slow creeping of a snake.

Thus the serpent symbol rears its head over the antique

world, with two distinct heads; as a devil to be fought and
dreaded, and a divinity to be reverenced and worshipped; as

the Creator of All Things, and as the Source of AH Evil.



CHAPTER XVIII

I MEET AN ADEPT

Jk LONG pink and brown ridge of hills lies against the

l\ sky some miles west of the Nile at Luxor, forming

r"\ a barrier between the Libyan Desert and the cultivated

JL JL river valley. Hidden among them is a dry sunburnt

gorge where no vegetation grows or can grow; where the

soil is either rocky stone or arid sand; and where the only

living things are snakes and scorpions. Long buried in this

bare valley were the royal dead of vanished Thebes, for it is

the famous Valley of the Tombs of the Kings. “Were,” I

wrote, because many of those mummified bodies have now
been extracted from their gloomy caverns and exposed in the

stuffy galleries of great museums for all the world to view.

And if others still elude discovery, it is not because time and

trouble and money are wanting.

There was much that I desired to study in the tombs them-

selves; in the uncovered temples that He within a few miles

or so of the Valley; in minute fragments of Thebes that now
peep above the soil; and along the edges of the Western

Desert itself. To make all these frequent and short expeditions

from Luxor, there is no animal equal to a good donkey as a

means of transport, because it knows how to pick its sure-

footed way between boulders, over sharp stones and by the

edge of precipices.

1 had engaged a “boy” as general servant, and one of his

jfitst orders was to find a conttactor who could supply me with

% good beast for these short excursions. Youssef was called a

boy ,,in deference to conventional traveller’s terminology,

although he would never see forty again and although he
poss^sed a wife and three children. He ficequently reminded
me of the esistence of his family; in fact every time I pulled

out my purse settle our accounts. And when I playfully

trkd to put a snAe around his neck, he indignantly complained

2S4
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that if the teptile bit him thete would be no one “to give feed

to my family!” Apparently, long habit of giving feed to

donkeys had caused him to regard his own family as being

much on the level with the donkeys in their demands for

necessary sustenance. Anyway, he was well-mannered and
possessed an excellent sense of humour; in short, I liked him.
He completed negotiations with the contractor and, terms

being arranged, he returned in due course with a nice-looking,

large-sized, well-saddled white donkey. I climbed on to the

animal and it started off. All went well until we reached the

river-bank, where we three were taken on to a boat and sailed

for the western side ofthe broad grey Nile. Having disembarked,
I mounted again and set off on the seven-mile journey to the

Valley.

It did not take more than a quarter of an hour’s riding to

discover, and to confirm, the fact that the beast belied its

attractive looks. When at long last we had covered nearly

half the distance I complained to Youssef that either his powers
of selection were not up to the high standard which they

doubtless usually maintained, or else that the contractor’s

herd must have been extremely meagre in quality if this animal
represented his best specimen. I added that it was quite a lazy

creature and I regretted to have to accuse it of being fonder
of sleep than ofmoving. Youssefthrew up his hands and turned
the white of his eyes to the sky. “In sha Allah!” he exclaimed,
astonished. “Who are we to dare to correct the Almighty’s
handiwork?”

I found his question unanswerable and liiereafter relapsed

into eternal silence on that particular subject. We left the
maize-bearing fields behind; and took little more than a
glance at the twin Colossi of Memnon—a pair of giant statues

whose perished faces are entirely featureless, whose deformed
throne-seated bodies once rested on sentry-duty in fcont of the
pylon of a vanished palace-temple built by Amenhotep HI, and
who rise fifty feet high above the wheat-fidd which has replaced

the temple. Without noses, without eyes, without ears and
without mouths, the Colossi sit as they have sat for centuries,

lamenting perhaps, as the Roman visitor Petronianus has
scsEatched on the b^e, the injuries inflicted upon them by the

Pefigigp isyadet Cambyses. Once a stone causeway stretdaed

ba^:f<3^;paw,^an a ^ousand feet behind them, with pairs of
stamps gnd tphitrses marking the sides. All this has gone
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too. We turned away from the fertile vegetation of the flat

Nile land and struck off at a tangent to die river, travelling

towards a point where the Theban hills met. We met. the usual

groups of white-robed men and black-robed women on the road.

We passed a typical village of mud huts, a few low, white-

washed houses, a miniature minaret set on a tiny white cupola’d

mosque and the inevitable grove of palm trees planted for the

sake of their pleasant shade.

I halted near the village well to let the thirsty donkey and

its human passenger have a drink. The animal dipped its

nose into a strange trough—no less a thing than a broken stone

sarcophagus that once may have harboured a Pharaoh!

We moved on and did not stop for the half-destroyed temples

of Kurna, nor the excavated mortuary tombs of the Theban
nobles at Abd-el-Kurna, nor even the remarkable necropolis

of Dira Abun Naga.

I wanted to make my way to the desolate little valley leading

to the heights before the blazing sun was upon us. We had

set out at dawn and it was not an hour too soon in this summer
montih. For I knew that on those rock-strewn heights every

degree of temperature would be doubled, and the sun’s rays

thrown back and reflected anew upon me.

Bit by bit we moved westwards along the ancient road and

then circled round to reach the foot of the hills, where the

ground was strewn with bordders of every shape. Here we
entered the first narrow defile.

At last the slow-plodding donkey, treading the dry, sandy,

rock-bordered road, brought me to the entrance of the famous

Valley where once-powerful Pharaohs had been carried when
they lay huddled in death’s grip and their earthly pomp had

reached its inescapable end.

The ragged pink cliffs which stood up like sentinels on the

right and left to guard the way in, looked well against the

.cobalt blue sky when I gazed up at them. All along the gorge

.stretched the high silhouette of the ridge. The heights refected

'the downbeating glaring white light while the debris upon the

gpDund reflected 3ie intense heat. Hemmed in on both sides

% pred^atous limestone walls, its complete isolation and utter

kck ofkving green grotkh showed how erttaordinarily smtable

the place was for the melancholy purpose to which it had

been appropekfied-^the hiding of the mummies of the kin^
cfiEgypt Ooi the otite side slept the nobles and high priests*
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I continued up the valley towards the farther end where the

opened tombs lay, and where both sides of the ravine had

been pitted and perforated with openings for graves, a task

not too easy, for each opening had had to be hewn into solid

rock. My donkey put its hooves down stiffly as we wound
along the dry ravine, for fallen boulders, rough stones, loose

quartz and flints littered the narrowing track, and made riding

more difficult. Here and there upon the towering sides was a

blackened, burnt-up summit. Piles of scintillating stones and
chalky chips glared blindingly in the intensely white sunlight.

The heat lay heavily over everything like an inescapable fog,

and visibly palpitated in the air. Not an inch of shade was
availableand one seemed to be heading into an enormous furnace.

My lips were parched, my tongue was dry. The scene was
unutterably desolate and yet there was a certain grandeur about
its dreariness.

Not a sound broke the silence, not a bird lifted its song to

the heat-burdened desert air; not one green plant reared itself

out of the solitudes of stone and sand.

The gaunt hills culminated in a single square-shaped peak
whose sloping sides were debris-covered, but even before we
reached it the tombs revealed themselves. Here men had dug
into the ancient hills, so storied with buried mummies and
their treasures, and brought to light those things which had
been put away with such care.

5
The sides of the VaUey were simply honeycombed with

slanting tunnels that led into the sepulchral chambers, forming
a subterranean city of the dead. To descend the flight of rock-
cut steps and then enter into the gloomy sloping corridor of
one of these tombs was to descend into the nether world. I
flashed a beam of torchlight upon the wails. They were covered
with a thin stucco that was vividly painted from floor to roof
with writhing serpents, royal portraits and priestly figures raising
suppliant hands to their deities, sacred barques and guardian
spirits, human-headed crocodiles and funerary offerings, scarab-
beeties and symbolical bats, all arranged in a series of successive
^enes deleting the occupations oftfee deceased man and his
journey ih tbs underworld. Qosdy set columns of hieroglypiM
were also inscribed upon the walls, their object being to. assist
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the adventurous passage of the newly arrived soul, for they

were sacred texts taken from The Book of the Gates and The Book

of Him who is in the Underworld. These texts told of the nether

world of spirits, of the serpent powers who guarded it, and of a

bottomless hell whose blackness was complete. They told,

too, how the passage of the soul should be guarded so as to

escape the dreadful ordeals, what addresses should be made to

the judgment gods, and how the latter should be answered.

I moved deeper and deeper into the tomb, the inclined

passage yielding to a chamber, and the latter to another sloping

passage, and this repeating itself until I had penetrated nearly

three-hundred feet into the hill. Thousands of tons of solid

rock mounted above my head. Every inch of the walls was
pictured and inscribed, the whole forming a processional of

ancient Egyptian life and holding up a roirror to death. In

the chief chamber there was a hollow in the floor to take a

heavy granite sarcophagus which rested in it. Once, this stone

coffin was the last dwelling of a richly jewelled Pharaoh, but

his stifF mummy, with its coverings of pitch and linen, had

been removed with all the other discovered mummies, to repose

in the well-lit rooms of museums and satisfy twentieth-century

curiosity.

Having run the gauntlet of multitudinous painted eyes, out

of the thick yet cool gloom I emerged at last into the scorching

rays and intolerable glare of the late morning sun, only to

traverse a few yards of stony track and plunge again into another

deep and decorated tomb. Half a dozen tombs were visited

in this way, during a cursory survey of lon^ stretches of

instructive figured walls that would be revisited for dose
detailed research on later days. Seti’s impressive tomb, although

cut into the rock and down into the bowels of the earth more
than four-hundred feet long, did not hold me so much as that

smaller one of Rameses IX, where I found sculptures and

paintings that were outstanding among the Valley tombs.

Th^ were more spiritual than most of me others, bright and

optimistic, lifting tW mind up towards the glorious destiny of

and hds unquenchable immortality, rather than depressing it.

Over the portel of the doorway was painted the gjteat red

disk of tiie sun*‘ with Rameses hmoself worshipping it. The
crude syiabofista; of this was, that as, in Nature, the red

westocing siaa into black nighty, so the soul of this king

^C|ne down the.’ d^k tomb with him; then, like the
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;vitable dawning of the same sun, his soul would fisc

iimphantly again to new life: that just as the sun arose

faiMngly in the east each morning after its disappearance and

.s therefore undying, so the Pharaoh’s soul would arise in

; spiritual world after traversing the dark regions of the

ther world—for it, too, was undying.

But for those who had passed through the initiations of the

icient Mysteries there was a yet profounder meaning. Death
d lost its terrors, for they had already “died” during life;

d they knew that the soul would not merely live on after

ath, but that it would also live again in the flesh. The light of

y electric torch played upon the Mt wall of the first passage as

advanced farther, and there I saw the representations of
ameses brought into the presence of the great gods—Osiris
id Harakht and Amen-Ra. I moved on, and there was the
ng burning incense as an act of worship. I passed two
lambers above whose doorways were hieroglyphed praisings
: the sun-god, and reached another wall where a priest poured
at a stream of symbolic characters as in baptism over the
haraoh’s figure—among them the handled cross, key of the
[ysteries and emblem of eternal life. And the dress of Rameses
ad changed as a result, for he now assumed an Osiris-form
imseE His' soul was released and justified, and he had l^xn
ruly resurrected, and he had the right to preface his own name
dth that of the divine Osiris.

For was not his beautiful prayer: “Behold. I am in Thy
resence, O Lord of Amenteit. There is no sin in my body.We not spoken that which is not true knowingly, nor have
done aught with a false heart. Grant Thou that I may be

ike unto those favoured ones who are in Thy following, and
hat I may be an Osiris greatly favoured of the BeautiftirGod.
nd beloved of the Lord of the World.”
And Thoth, who records on his palette the result of the

veighing of the heart of the deceased, and delivers the judgment
>f the great company of the gods, had said: “Heat ye this
udgment. The heart of Osiris hath in very truth been weighed
ind tas sod hath stood as witness for him; it hath been found
mie by tad in the Great Balance. There hath not been found
iny ^keites in him; he hath not done harm by his deeds*
and he Wh not uttered evil report while he was upon earth.”

fflii great company of the gods had responded; “Thatwhich cometh forth from thy mouth shall be dodar^ true.
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Osiris victorious is holy and righteous. He hath not sinned,

neither hath he done evil against us. It shall not be allowed

to the devourer to prevail over him. Entrance into the presence

of the god Osiris shall be granted unto him, together with an
eternal home in the Fields of Peace.”

In the third corridor the king offered a sacrificial statuette of

the goddess of Truth to Ptah. Next followed a picture of his

own Osirified, stretched-out mummy, and above it the rising

sun, out of the radiant disk of which emerged the scarab-beetle

—symbol of newly created life and token of sure resurrection

of the soul.

I passed through two chambers and descended into the chief

burial vault, now plundered of its treasures and bereft of its

Pharaoh and his coffins. Only a painted spot indicates the

place where his sarcophagus rested. Other emblems of

immortality were painted on a wall of this chamber, such as the

infant Horus seated in the presence of the winged sun. The
vaulted ceiling carried a representation of the starred evening

sky, and of the zodiacal constellations that make up the glorious

panoply of the heavens.

I returned from these crowded underworlds and paradisaical

overworlds to the entrance, scene after scene flickering past

me in the lamplight like an unravelling cinema film. Once
again the bright glare burst upon me suddenly.

These opened tombs provide a handy illustration of the

foolishness of disregarding as baseless all ancient traditions.

Diodorus, writing about 55 b.c., mentioned that the records

of the Egyptian priests contained references to the fact that

forty-seven Pharaohs were buried at Thebes. Modern Egypto-
logists did not disregard Diodorus’s statement, but acted upon
it in full faith, and this enabled them to make the discoveries

in the Valley of the Kings, which in later years led to the grand
climax of the finding of Tutankhamen’s tomb of treasures.

But now I wanted to leave the Pharaohs who sought a

spurious immortality in death through the means of embalming
preparations and linen wrappings! It was late afternoon, the

air was heavy with midsummer heat, my palate was parched,

and. I crossed the stony track in quest of Youssef and his

treasured flask of life-sustaining tea. He had gone off some-
where in search of a scrap of shade. Look where I would, he
was undiscoverable. Youssef had melted in the heat. But,

finally, what my eyes had failed to detect, my ears were able to
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tepoit. For from the doorway of an out-of-the-way tomb of

one of Egypt’s renowned warrior-kings, I heard the sonorous

refrain of loud and recurrent snoring. I hurried over to that

tomb, and beheld a prostrate, white-robed man whose face

seemed enwrapped in some delicious dream.

It was Youssefl

5

The days slipped pleasurably by while I slaked my unquench-

able thirst for reasearch into the secret thoughts and sacred

expectations of the vanished Theban world. I became as

familiar—and sometimes as friendly—^with those calm, majestic

figures of the gods, and those grave preoccupied faces of their

mortal adorers, as I did with the living forms of the present-day

inhabitants of Thebes’ successor, Luxor. And I noted the

Dsychic signs left in the atmosphere of some of these tombs
vhich marked the mournful declension into sorcerous practices

)f a once great race.

It was on one of these studious expeditions that I encountered

he man whose conversations I have hesitated to record in these

hapters, because the implications of some of his statements

vere beyond my ability to verify by personal investigation and

>ecause these statements may either astonish our prosaic century

>r—^more likely'—^bring down merited ridicule upon his

ncognito name, and consequently upon myself for having

'.eemed such fables worth reporting. However, I have played

he pros and cons in the balance and the scale-pan of the pros

.as been weighted a trifle heavier than the other. Moreover, it

/as, and is, this man’s wish that I publish these things, whose
nportance to our time he seemed to rate higher than my own
lase judgment could rate it.

I had put in a good day’s research among the Tombs of the

lings, having started off soon after daybreak and continued

11 a late hour in the afternoon. To get home more quickly,

had taken the bridle-path which went over the Libyan

lountains and descended in the vicinity of the unique terraced

ifif-temple of Deir el Bahri, and thus avoided, at the price of

stiff mountain climb, the considerable detour made by the

icient road around those mountains.

Here the donkey which had proved so disappointing at

cst, but to which I had gradually become reconciledU-and
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indeed almost affectionate—demonstrated its real worth in

picking its sure-footed way up the steep precipice. Each hoof
of the once-abused animal was planted efficiently amongst the

slippery debris of loose stones and crumbling rock that formed
our track; I made no attempt to guide the donkey; it was
unnecessary because its unerring instinct knew better than

I where to plant those hooves. It was really quite powerful and
was much taller than those seen in England, being about the

size of a small mule. Up and up we struggled to ascend the

high peak whose towering summit overtops the entire ridge,

while the terrific sun poured its relentless rays upon us both.

There were long stretches of the track and a few dangerous
bends where I had to dismount and let the donkey precede me
for some distance, in order not to overtax its strength. I

pressed my feet into the stirrups as the donkey approached the

end of its dimb up the slippery gorge, to keep from falling off.

When the top was gained, I slid off the panting creature’s back
and let it rest; I looked at the magnificent panorama which
stretched itself out two thousand feet below. The peak com-
pletely dominated the surrounding hills and level plain. There
was a striking contrast between the yellow desert and the lush

green of the irrigated lands. The brooding peace of this

spectacle brought me a definite sense of spiritual comfort.

What a spot in which to enter into communion with Nature!

The entire scene rested in silence and I could not resist the

feeling of having shaken off all ties with the world beyond.
I turned and moved a few steps—and then I noticed the

stranger.

He sat—or rather squatted on crossed legs—^upon a low
boulder, whose top he had carefully covered with a doth. His

head was turbaned; long, raven-black hair, tinged with grey,

crept out of its white folds; it remained unmoved; and he

too seemed to be gazing at the grand spectade which Nature
had unfolded at our feet. He was a small man with small

feet, and neatly dressed in a dark grey robe which was cut

high at the neck. Although the face was strengthened by
a goatee beard, he gave the impression of someone aged forty

or Ihercabouts. Not until he turned his head at last in my
direction did I observe his eyes. As the full force of his gaze

was bent upon me, I experiaiced an indescribable sensation of

standing in the presence of an utterly unusual man. I fdt that

this m^ing wcwd be recorded for ever in my memory.
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Those eyes were the most striking feature of a striking face.

They were large and beautiful, perfect circles of luminous
colour, and the whites were so pronounced as to give almost

supernatural depth to the jet-black pupils.

We looked at each other in silence for full two minutes.

There was such authority and distinction in his face that I

thought it almost impertinent to address hitn first. What his

first words to me were I shall, alas! never remember, for my
mind seemed to haze over even before he spoke. Some hidden
gland of latent clairvoyant vision inside my head, began to stir

into sudden function. I saw a radiant spoked wheel of light

revolve before me and slightly above my head, at high speed.

With its working there was a receding ofmy physical moorings,

and an entry into some supernormal and ethereal state of
consciousness.

Suffice to say that he did address me, when the vision of the

whirling wheel died away; my mind returned to realize that

I stood on the top of the loftiest peak of the Theban hills, and
was surrounded by an outspread scene of desolate grandeur.

I broke the silence by greeting him with “Good afternoon”

in Arabic, • He responded immediately, speaking perfectly-

accented English, Indeed, had I shut my eyes I could have
imagined some English-born college graduate was replying,

instead of this long-robed Oriental.

And, before I could think over what form my introductory

words should take, I unexpectedly found myself blurting out,

as though urged by an interior force:

“Sir, I feel sure that you will understand a peculiar experience

which I have just had whilst standing near to you.” I described

my unexpected vision to him.

He gazed meditatively at me, then nodded his head.

“I do,” he replied, quietly.

“I am sensitive to atmospheres, and the fact that this thing

happened when your personality was brought into contact with
mine makes me believe that you possess some unusual power,”
I continued.

Agaitt his eyes studied me. After the pause he said:

“I deliberately wanted you to have that experience. I willed

that it should silently carry to you a certain message—and
it has!”

^TTou mean--—?”

“Tiat nqw yoti recognize the Order to which I belong.”
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It was true. I had discovered in him every sign and token

which identifies the high-grade Fakir or Yogi. Even without

the memory of my extraordinary experience, I had but to look

into his eyes to obtain intuitive confirmation.

What attracted most attention and compelled most admiration

was the si2e and quality of liis eyes. They were large and
lustrous, strong and commanding, strangely long-fixed when
they gazed at me. As I talked to him, there crept over me an

irresistible sensation of their duplex power, penetrative and

hypnotic at the same time. They read my soul and they then

ruled it. They drew from my mind some of its secrets and they

compelled me to remain passive before him.

“This is indeed an unexpected pleasure,” I exclaimed. “It

is astonishing to me that the only person I should meet in this

wild deserted region should be one of your Order.”

“You think so?” he responded. “I am not astonished.

The hour has struck for this meeting. It is not mere chance

that you are talking to me now. I tell you that a higher

power than chance has first ordained and then arranged our

meeting.”

I Listened with mildly anticipatory thrill. My thoughts were

scurrying to and fro in an effort to take stock of the situation,

while my feelings naturally slipped into the mood of veneration

which a man of spiritual attaimnents always draws from me.

And he went on to tell me how the ways of some men cross

and criss-cross at the bidding ofunseen forces, and how seeming

coincidences may be pre-arranged links in a chain of causes

destined to have certain effects. He told me other things, too,

calmly referring to himself—without the slightest vanity but

as a mete statement of an existent fact—as an Adept.

“It is a word which I prefer to any other; it was good
enough for the ancients—^including the Egyptians—and it is

good enough for me. In those days the Adept was known and
his status accepted; to-day he is practically unknown and
the mpre fact of his existence scornfully disputed. But the

wheel will turn, and your century will be compdled to recognize

,
the law of spiritual evolution is ever at work, creating

' inevitably those who can freely function as spiritual beings no
hss than as material ones,”

I felt mat what he had told me was true. He was indeed oc^
of those mysterious men of whom Eastern tradition not iafoe-

i <3piently sp^ks—those Adepts,who had entered into the councils
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of the gods and knew the deepest spiritual secrets man could

never learn.

They prefer to work in silence and secrecy rather than be

hampered by the misunderstanding world, and where a public

channel must be found, not seldom they send forth their

disciples, who thus become foils for the criticism of the ignorant

and targets for the barbed arrows of the malicious.

The other man said that he could exchange thoughts with

his fellow Adepts at will and at any distance; that an Adept
could temporarily use the body of another person—generally

a disciple—^by a process technically called “over-shadowing,”

during which he projects his soul into the other’s body, that

other being perfectly ready and willing and receptive and
passive.

“I have been waiting for you here,” he remarked with a

slight smile. “You ate writing. There is a message to be given

to the world. Take it down when I shall give it to you, for it

is important. Meanwhile our meeting to-day is but introductory,

Mr. Paul Brunton!”

I drew back with a start. How had he ascertained my name ?

But, of course, the Adepts were famed for their extraordinary

powers of mind-reading, even at a long distance.

“May I know your name, too?” I ventured.

He pursed his lips and looked across the panoramic landscape

below the hill. I watched his noble-looking face and waited

for an answer.

“Yes, you may,” he rejoined at length. “But it is for your
private information alone—^not for your writings. I do not
want my identity revealed. Call me Ra-Mak-Hotep. Yes, it

is an ancient Egyptian name and your Egyptologists can
doubtless offer an excellent literal interpretation of the words

—

but for me it means only one thin^: at peace. Egypt is not

my home. To-day, the whole world is my home. Asia, Africa,

Europe and America— know all these lands and move through
them. I am an Easterner in body only, for in mind I belong to

no single country and in heart I belong only to Peace.”

He spoke somewhat quickly, forcibly and feelingly, yet it

was quite obvious that all his feelings were under perfect

control.

For mote than an hour we talked of spiritual things, sitting

on the hill-top under a sun whose light still glared in one’s

eyes and whose heat still caressed one closely. Yet I forgot
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these conditions in my absorbed interest in this man and his

words. He told me of some matters which concerned the

world, and of many others which concerned only myself. He

gave me precise instructions and special exercises in connection

with my own efforts to arrive at a degree of spiritual equilibrium

and enlightenment beyond that which I had so far attained. He

spoke frankly and critically, even sternly, of certain obstacles

in my path, arising out of my personal faults. Finally, he fixed

an appointment with me for the following day, near the Roman

altar, inside the colonnade that stands on the Nile bank at the

Temple of Luxor.

Without rising from his rocky seat, he bade me farewell,

excusing himself from further conversation on account of his

being extremely busy and with much to do at the moment.

I left him regretfully, loath to part from one whose con-

versation was so original and fascinating, and whose per-

sonality was so inspiring and uplifting.

The descent of the hill was steep and slithery; I made it on

foot down the rock and rubble, holding the donkey’s rein in

one hand. When we reached the base I mounted the saddle and

took a last look at the peak, which loomed up so portentously.

Ra-Mak-Hotep had not even begun his return journey. He

was evidendy still squatting on that bleak hiU-top.

What could he be doing up there, to keep him “extremely

busy” while sitting as immobile as a statue? Would he still

be there when the shadows of dusk deepened over the pink

terraces of the Libyan Hills?



CHAPTER XIX

THE tombs: an adept’s solemn message

T
he second meeting duly took place in the mined

Temple of Luxor. I sat on a long block of stone

carved with hieroglyphs, while the Adept squatted

on cross-legs on the same block, and faced me.

My note-book was prepared and, with pen poised expect-

antly, I was ready to take down his message; to inscribe

on the white sheets the less picturesque characters of our

twentieth-century system of hieroglyphs—shorthand!

Ra-Mak-Hotep wasted no time on preliminaries but plunged

straightway into the subject of his message:

“Those who broke open the tombs of ancient Egypt have

released forces upon the world that have endangered it. Both

the tomb robbers of long ago and the archaeologists of our own
days have all unwittingly opened the tombs of those who
dealt in black magic. For in the final cycle of Egyptian history

there was a great degeneration of the men of knowledge—the
priesthood—and sorcery and the black arts were commonly
practised. When the white light of tmth which was formerly

shining through the pure Egyptian religion became dimmed,
and the noisome shadows of false, materialistic doctrines crept

in to replace it, the practice of mummification arose, together

with all the elaborate accompanying rituals. Yet, under the

misleading and cunningly perverted teachings which supported

this practice, there was an element of secret self-interest which
sought to keep a long-preserved physical link with the physical

wodd through the embalmment of the body.

“This practice originally was intended only for the Adept-

Kings of Egypt’s prehistoric golden age, and for the spiritually

advanced High Priests who were true channels of God, that

their materid bodies, impregnated with their holy pover,

might continue to exist and serve as focuses radiating that

power into the world.

277
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“A kind of ancestor-worship also developed, under which
the bodies of the dead were embalmed, merely as a formal rite

to show succeeding generations what their deceased ancestors

looked like. It was really a hollow imitation of the mummi-
fication which was practised in earlier epochs of E^pt to pre-

serve holy relics of good kings and priests. For in the dark
period which later descended on Egypt, when it was bereft of
true spiritual light and when the hell-forces of the nether world
were evoked by those with much knowledge but little com-
passion, the instructed men of the priestly and ruling classes

caused their own bodies to be embalmed. This was done,

sometimes for the purposes of black magic, sometimes out of
fear of the spirit’s destruction in the purgatory that awaited it

after death, and sometimes out of ignorant conformity to

custom. In almost every case, before such a man passed out

at death, he arranged for and had his tomb prepared whilst he
was alive. After the preparation of the physical tomb he
invoked (or had invoked for him by a priest of sufficient know-
ledge) a spirit-entity, an artificial elemental creation, imper-
ceptible to bodily senses, sometimes good but more often bad,

to protect and watch his mummy and act as a guardian spirit

over his tomb.
“Further to protect these embalmed bodies, the tombs were

first hidden with cunning care and then it was generally taught

to the peo|>le that any profaner of these tombs would be visited

by the spirit-powers with the most dreadful punishment. This

teaching was believed, and those tombs were long left in peace.

But with the increasing decay of the priesthood and rulers,

even the people began to lose their superstitious faith, and
tomb-robberies commenced, for the sake of plundering the

jewels which were buried with almost every mummy of an
important personage.

“It was true that wherever the embalmed body was that of
a person with some knowledge of magic, or under the protection

and ^dance of someone with such knowledge, spirit-powers

had .been invoked to protect those tombs and punish intruders.

Those powers were often exceedingly evil, menacing and
destructive. jThey existed within the closed tombs, and could
.^^istulpue to, €W8t, for thousands of years. Hence youc?
arcl^log^^ who, in all ignorance, break open such spirit-

shielded Maves^i.do so at their own peril.

"'‘Yet if it were merely a matter which affiectcd the safety of
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archaeologists and their families alone, what I have to tell you
would be of little importance. But it is not. It is a matter that

affects the safety of ^e whole world.

“For among the tombs of high and low personages whom
they excavate, there are those which were so protected. Every
such tomb which has been unsealed lets out, like a flood, a

rush of pent-up noxious evil spirit-entities upon out physical

world. Each mummy that is taken out of such a tomb and
transported to your European and American museums, carries

with it the etheric Hnk with those entities, and hence their

awful influence. Those influences can bring only harm to the

world, harm of various kinds, even to the point of destructively

alFecting the destinies of nations. You Westerners have no
shield against them, and because they are invisible to you, they

are none the less potent.

“When your world has come to realize that evil spirits are

imprisoned in a number of those tombs, it may be too late;

for by then all the tombs will have been opened, and those

devilish creatures will have made their escape. Among other

things they are and will be responsible for international

treacheries. Ignorance of Nature’s laws does not excuse man
from suffedng whenever he transgresses against those laws;

and ignorance of the existence of evil, magical forces does not
excuse your century from suffering the punishment which
your unnecessary intrusions into their realms will bring upon it.

“These artificially-created elemental spirits have been
released in sufficient numbers during the present century to

terrorize the world from their psychic realm, which is im-
material enough to be invisible but close enough to influence

the physical existences of the living. We who hold the spiritual

wdfare of mankind at heart, battle against these dark forces

on their own levels, yet we are not permitted by Nature’s laws
to destroy them any more than we are permitted to destroy

living men whom we know to be potent dangers to their

fellow beings. Our powers are restricted to shielding persons

and institutions under our especial protection.

“Those objects which are taken out of the tombs along with
the mummies—^such as scarabs, jewels, amulets and furniture

caxry with them the influence of those tombs. If the latter

wefie not magically linked up with evil entities, then no harm
coul^ result from their appropriation and rifling, but if they

were so linked, then their unsealing may bring misfortune and
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disaster. But the otdinaty archaeologists and Egyptologist
unaware of such facts and unable to detect the difference betwee
the two, delve into both alike. Whether it heeds it or not, 1<

the world receive this message: let it not meddle with toml
whose psychic nature men do not understand. Let the world stop openir,

these graves until it has acquired sufficient knowledge to comprehen

the serious results of what it is doing.

“Most of the kings had some degree of occult powers
whether for good or for evil purposes, for they were initiate

in them by their High Priests.

“Originally, the magical powers of injuring other people wa
used only for self-defence or to hinder criminal persons, bu
with the fall of Egypt’s higher ideals this knowledge wa
perverted for evil ends such as injuring enemies from a mstano
or removing those who stood in the path of the magician’s (o
his patron’s) ambition. The knowledge was also used fo.

the shielding of the tombs.

“Every opening of an ancient Egyptian tomb may be at

unconscious intercourse with invisible forces of a dangerou!
character. Even through the opening of the tomb of a kinj

who had a good soul and possessed advanced powers, injut}

may come to the world as punishment for thus disturbing th<

grave of an advanced soul. Nevertheless, the objects—such ai

scarabs—taken from his grave will not carry a noxious influence,

but, on the contrary, a beneficent one. Yet if the object is

owned by a person with evil thoughts, it will not help him; its

benefits being only for those with good thoughts. Which Iasi

rule applies, however noble the soul ofthe departed and howevei
lasting his spiritual influence. King Tutankhamen, for instance,

was such a man. He possessed much occult knowledge and 3

spiritual soul. The opening of his tomb has brought sufiering

on the violators; and also, in untraceable ways, on the worlS
at large. During the next few years the world wUl suffer and
pay for such desemtions of Egypt’s dead, although these
material troubles will be turned to spiritual benefit.

5

^\ 1 »repeat that foreigi»rs who ibr rise sake
ti^asures, or that exaggerated curiosity which ofi^

^sguises itsetf as scientific cnepry, seek to exploit any ancto
pountry vdiece -wus mtKah understood and oractised. tdkm
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grave risks. . There are secret tombs of ihe great Lamas at

Lhassa, in Tibet, whose existence partly accounts for the

reluctance of the Tibetans to allow foreimers to enter their

country. Yet a day will come when people may be permitted

to see those tombs and interfere with them, bringing consequent
disasters upon themselves.

“In ancient times, Egjrpt was the chief centre of magical

knowledge and practice. In magic, either white or black, i.e.

used for good or evil purposes, Eg3rpt excelled even India.

To-day, those powerful psychic forces let loose in the past,

still affect the country and its people—again either for uplifting

or unfortunate results. Some of the latter, for instance, ate

diseases, like eczema, which are simply the consequence of
evil, magical influences stfll persisting in the land and afflicting

living Egyptians.

“Let tins warning go out through your pen. Now you may
understand why we have met. Even if it be scorned and ignored,

my duty and yours—^ifyou will accept it—shall have been done.

Nature’s laws do not pardon ignorance; but even that excuse

shall have gone.”

Thus ended Ra-Mak-Hotep’s message. I have faithfully

transcribed it and have set it down here for what it is worth.

5 .

We met a few more times, the Adept and I, and then I was
called away to pursue my travels farther south. At each of our
meetings he stored my head with information about the tenets

of the mysterious fraternity to which he belonged. It was
during a reference to some experiences of mine in India, where
I had met a young Yogi who claimed that his Master was more
than four hundred years old, that Ra-Mak-Hotep gravely

announced the startling and incredible information that some
Adepts who had lived and moved in ancient Egypt were still

alive!

I shall not quickly forget the exlamations of astonishment

with which I greeted hi? statement.

,*The piffi of His assertions was that there are Adepts whose
bo<Res ne in a comatose state in certain Egyptian tombs which
have , not yet Been discovered, and which, he claimed, would
nev^ be discovered by the ordinary archaeologist.

“The tombs of these great Adepts are too well-guarded and
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will never be found by your ‘diggers/ ” he explained. “Thos(
tombs are not tombs of the dead, but of the living. The)
contain, not mummies, but the bodies of Adepts in a uniqu<

state which the word ‘trance’ most nearly describes. Yor
have discovered in India that fakirs have permitted themselves

to be buried for short or long periods of time whilst keeping
their bodies in an entranced state.i The function of theii

breathing organs was completely suspended during the period

of burial. Up to a certain point, the Egyptian Adepts are in a

similar state, but their knowledge is far more profound, and
they have kept their bodies entranced, yet alive, for thousands

of years.

“Moreover, there is one vital difference between them and
those Hindu fakirs. The latter fall into a totally unconscious

state during their burial, and remember nothing until they

awaken again—^unless they are Adepts, in which case they

^ In my account of the Indian Yogis, A Starch in Secret India, a reference

to one of these fakirs appears on pa^e 95. It may be of interest to supple-

ment that reference with the following further details, which I have taken

from Sir Claude Wade’s ofScial account.

The fakir was buried alive in a box which was placed in a cell three feet

below the floor and with a guard comprising two companies of soldiers.

Four sentries were furnished and relieved every two hours, night and day
to guard the building from intrusion.

“On openmg the box,” wrote Sir Claude, “we saw the figure enclosed

in a bag of white linen fastened by a string over the head. The servant

began pouring warm water over the figure—the legs and arms of the body
were shrivelled and stiff, the face full, the head reclining on the shoulder

like that of a corpse. I then called to the medical gentleman who was
attending me to come down and inspect the body, which he did, but could

discover no pulsation in the heart, temples or arm. There was, however,
a heat about the region of the brain which existed in no other part of the

body. The process of resuscitation including bathing with hot water,

friction, the removal of wax and cotton pledgets from the nostrils and cars,

fhe -raHjing of the eyelids with clarified butter, and, what will appear most
car|ow to many, the application of a hot wheaten cake about an inch thick

to top of the head. After the cake had been applied for the third time,

t^bo^tsas violently convulsed, the nostrils became inflated, the respiratkai

^101^ ans^the limbs assumed a natural fulln^s, but the pulsation was still

'

pBmi(|)tible. 'Ihe tongue was then anaointed with clarified batter,

lieeame dilated and recovered their natural colour, and the
'

'^ifcdse present and spoke.”
' t^fery old Indian, who had witnessed a case burying # ,

MhiOf-seyen days. He told me that whenthe man had t^ tesu^cNilied, the air ruslmd into his hmgs with a -

'I'a’amasEEwhistle.
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could never be persuaded to give a public demonstration of

their powers. The Egyptian Adepts, however, remain fully

conscious during their interment, and although their bodies

are in coma, their spirits are free and working. In India you
visited the Sage Who Never Speaks, who lives near Madras,

and on the first occasion you found him in a profound trance,

seemingly as though dead. Yet you must know that his mind
was very much alive, because on your second visit he not only

knew all about your first one, but mentioned his objection to

your having attempted to take his photograph then. Such a

man functions in the inner realms of being, or even on the

physical realm by using an etheric body. The buried Egyptian

Adepts we mentally in a similar condition while physically

their bodies are, of course, much more profoundly entranced.

Their spirits move and travel, their minds think in a condition

of full consciousness and they have the advantage of being aware

of two worlds—^the material and the spirit worlds.

“Their bodies are hidden in undiscoverable tombs, which
await the return of their spirits. One day the latter will

re-animate those comatose bodies, which wiU then step forth

into the outer world again. The process of re-animation will

have to be performed by the right persons, who possess the

necessary knowledge. Part of the ritual of awakening will

consist in chanting certain secret ‘Words of Power.’ It may
seem curious to you, but their bodies are apparently embalmed,
for they lie swathed in linen and enclosed in mummy coffins.

There is, however, the vital difference that they have never
had their hearts cut out as was done with, real mummies. All

their vital organs remain intact, except that they have collapsed

stomachs, due to the fact that no food has been intaken since

the beginning of their entrancement. Another difference is

that the living Adepts have had their faces and bodies entirely

covered with a coating of wax. This coating was applied after

the state of entrancement had been induced.

“Their tombs are weU concealed, and their number is

extremely small—^naturally, for only highly advanced Adepts
could enter this state and not all Adepts were willing to do so.

I do not like to use the word ‘trance’ in their case because it

gives a wrong impression, but I know no other word which
can fitly be employed. Their condition is quite different, for

instance, from the trance of spiritualist mediums and hypnotic
subjects. There are really profound degrees of trance which
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modem investigators have never traced. All such conditions

which they have contacted are superficial in comparison with
the profound and unique condition of the entombed Egyptian
Adepts. In the repose of the latter there is really much activity;

they are not reaUy in trance states, as the world understands
that word.
“There is one Adept who has been in his tomb since 260 b.c.;

another since more than 3000 b.c.; still another who has lain

there for 10,000 years! They are all working very actively in

secret for the spiritual welfare of mankind. They know what
is going on in the entire world, despite the fact that their bodies

are interred. They are perfect men. By that I mean that their

bodies , cannot be touched—not even by any insect or parasite

—such is the tremendous radiation of their spiritual forces.

Moreover, they are in constant telepathic communication with
certain living Adepts of out time who themselves possess a

functioning body. The spiritual treasures preserved by those

ancient Egyptian Adepts are handed over to these living Adepts.

When the time comes to awaken them, the ritual of arousal

will have to be performed by one of the latter.”



Epilogue

ND after I had wandered ajar tbwghout the whole length

of this hoary land of Egfpt and witnessed divers more

curious things, I turned my steps homeward to my good

friends, who sit in eternal meditation on the edge of the

Libyan Desert.

go to rest

dusty road

“Ask thy question of the One whose lonely child I am, whose womb
brought me forth to endure the sorrowful buffetings of this world. For

I am Man himself, andyonder is my mother. Earth. Ask her/''

So I trod on a littlefarther and came to the Great Pyramid. And
I went inside the dark passage and crawled down into the deep bowels

of the earth, into the dismal subterranean vault itself.

AndI uttered thepass-words ofgreeting, according to my instruction

from the seventh verse of the sixty-fourth chapter of the most ancient

book in all Egfpt:

“Haill Lord of the Shrine Which Standeth in the Middle of the

Earthr
Thereupon I sat down on the rocky floor andplunged my mind into

its own native quietude, patiently waitingfor an answer.

When at last the Great One, the Master of the Divine House,

made his appearance, I be^ed him to lead me into the presence of She

who is called “The Mistress of ' the Hidden TempleP* who is none

other than the Living Soul of Our Earth.

And the Master yielded to my strong entreaty and conducted me
through a secret door into the Temple which lieth hid hereabouts. The

divine Mother received me most graciously, yet remained seated at a

distance, and bade me state my request.

To her I repeated my enquiry:

“Tell me, 0 Mistress of the Hidden Temple, whither I may go

to rest my tiredfeet, which seem to have walked enow along the dusty

road of life?”

Tell me, 0 wise Sphinx! I cried, whither I may

my tired feet, which seem to have walked enow along the

of life?”

And the Sthinx made response:

*8j
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She ga^ed long and earnestly Into my eyes before She spoke forth

in answer:

“Seven ways are open before thee, 0 Seeker. Seven steps await to

be mounted by the man who would enter into my secret chamber. Seven

lessons must be learnt by those of thy human race who would see my
face unveiled. Not till thou hast travelled all the ways, climbed all

the steps, and mastered all the lessons canst thou hope to find restfor
thy feet or peacefor thy soul.”

I heard her mellow voice, which seemed to speak with a myriad ceons

of age behind its calm tones, reverberating across the Great Plall of
the Temple.

“What are those ways, 0 divine Alother?”

And She said:

“The Road that leadeth to Many Houses and the Track that

Leadeth into the Desert, the Street that Groweth Red Flowers; the

Ascent ofHigh Aiountains and the Descent into Dark Caves, the Path

of Ever-Wandering and the Way of Sitting Still.”

I ashed:

“What are those seven steps?”

She answered:

“The first is Tears, the second Prayer, the third Work, tk
fourth Rest, the fifth Death, the sixth is Life and tk last is

Pity.”

“And what of the seven lessons that man must learn, 0
Mother?”

And She made response:

“Pleasure is the first and easiest, Pain is the next, Hate is tk
third. Illusion the fourth, Truth the fifth, Lm/e is sixth and Peace

must be learnt at the end.”

And I wondered at these things.

Then the Mistress of the Hidden Temple withdrewfrom tk Great

Hall and I saw that behind her there had been a ^eat golden star, and
within the star a radiant crown and two silver crescents. Below tk
crown tkre was a white cross, and around tk arms of tk cross were

seven red roses.

And tk wall khind was deep him, and upon it tkre suddenly

abated snam words, brilliant with li^t like set Jewels. And of
iwse0^ds Twos commanded to read those only which were at tk end.

Add those words were:

1^0: is tk imagi of tk things ofkam, and truly a temple

dfihe^ m)ok.uwld,

“Arid Pkn Egypt ihaU him witnessed tkse things, then that
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Lord and Father who is the Supreme God, First in Pon-'er and

Governor of the World, shall look into the hearts and deeds of men

and, bj His will, shall recall them to their ancient goodness, in order

that the world itself may truly appear to be an adorable work of His
hands!*
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